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Editor’s note

THIS YEARBOOK 2013 IS PUBLISHED by Sulina Editorial
in three languages simultaneously: Portuguese, Spanish, and English, and its predecessors are the Obitel Yearbook 2007, published
in Spanish by Editorial Gedisa, Spain, Obitel Yearbook 2008, published in Portuguese and English by Globo Universidade, Brazil,
Obitel Yearbook 2009, published in Spanish by OETI, Spain, and
in Portuguese and English by Globo Universidade, Brazil, Obitel
Yearbook 2010 and 2011 published in Portuguese and Spanish by
Globo Universidade, Brazil, Obitel Yearbook 2012 published in Portuguese, Spanish, and English by Sulina Editorial, Brazil.
In July 2008, Uruguay joined in as a new member of Obitel.
With the subsequent incorporation of Ecuador in 2010, and then
Peru in 2012, Obitel became a renewed international institution for
the comparative research on television fiction, with the participation
of twelve countries, which integrate the national chapters of this
Yearbook. The increase of Obitel´s membership shows by itself the
consolidation and leadership of its analytical and provocative work
around the Ibero-American world.
On behalf of all the national coordinators, the general coordinators of this Yearbook wish to express our gratitude to Globo Universidade for their continuous support and timing collaboration to this
publication. We reiterate our appreciation for the support received
from the institutes Ibope: Ibope (Brazil), Time-Ibope (Chile) Ibope
(Colombia, Uruguay), Nielsen-Ibope-AGB (Mexico), Ibope Media
Perú (Peru); Media Monitor-Marktest Audimetria (Portugal); Kantar Media and Barlovento Comunicaciones (Spain); Nielsen (United
States); AGB Nielsen Media Research (Venezuela); and from all
and each one of the universities to which the authors belong.  

Methodological Note

The IBERO-AMERICAN TELEVISION FICTION OBSERVATORY, referred to as OBITEL, since its inception in 2005,
works as an intercontinental project for the Iberian region (IberoAmerica), including Latin American and Iberian countries and the
United States Hispanic population. At this moment it was considered important to speak about an Ibero-American ambit due to the
increasing interest of the different national States in making a differentiated series of policies of media, cultural, artistic and commercial
production, change and creation converge, in the hopes that the area
might become a region of important geopolitical and cultural reference.
The observation that has been carried out in the Obitel intends
to distinguish at least five dimensions of this vast object of analysis: its production, exhibition, consumption, commercialization, and
thematic proposals. The phenomenon of “transmediation” has been
into these dimensions since the 2010 Yearbook. Even though this
phenomenon is just incipient, it bears a high potential for understanding production itself and the expectations with fiction, its distribution and consumption from the companies and television channels. Transmediation was included in that yearbook as the “topic of
the year” and, since then, it was definitely embedded as a permanent
section of the Yearbook. With this analysis, we intend to explain the
new forms in which the audiences relate and connect with television fiction that they now watch and consume through the Internet
or through mobile devices such as cell phones, laptops, tablets, etc.
In the present 2013 Yearbook, which is the seventh consecutive
one, we continue with the same line of its predecessor, by focusing
now on social memory analysis in the ways that pervades narrative
fiction in the Obitel countries.
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The methodological activities conducted for this 2013 Yearbook were basically as follows:
1. The systematic follow-up of the fiction programming that is
broadcast by the open channels in the 12 countries that participate in
the network. For this 2013 Yearbook, as we said in the Editor’s Note,
Peru incorporated as new Obitel country.
2. The generation of comparable quantitative data from these
countries: schedules, premiere shows, number of chapters, indexes,
audience profile, and central fiction themes;
3. The analysis of the tendencies in narratives and the thematic
contents in each country (data on consumption of other media such
as the Internet and other program genres, investment in advertising,
political and policies events of the year), as well as what every national research team considers “the most outstanding of the year”,
especially in terms of changes in production, narratives and contents
preferred;
4. The analysis of transmedia reception and the interactions of
the audiences with fiction in each country; the selection of the case
to be analyzed, if it was made taking as reference some of the top
ten titles or else by selecting one that, due to its singularity, has had
a unique behavior on the Internet or on any social network;
5. The publication of the results of the systematic monitoring in
the yearbook format, paying special attention to a topic in particular.
The topic of the year for this 2013 Yearbook is: Social Memory and
Television Fiction.
Our observation was carried out by a network of research teams
from 12 countries and different universities from the Ibero-American region: Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Spain,
United States, Mexico, Peru, Portugal, Venezuela, and Uruguay.
The main sources of audience measuring data were provided
by audience measurement institutes in the different countries: Ibope
(Brazil), Time-Ibope (Chile), Ibope (Colombia, Uruguay), NielsenIbope (Mexico), Ibope Time (Ecuador), Ibope Media Perú (Peru),
Average Monitor Marktest Audimetria (Portugal), Kantar Media
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and Barlovento Comunicaciones (Spain), Nielsen (United States),
and AGB Nielsen Media Research (Venezuela).
We also work with the data generated by the research teams,
from other sources such as press releases, Internet information, audio and video material, as well as those from direct contacts with
agencies and professionals of the audiovisual media in each country.
The statistical treatment of the data was carried out according
to productive typologies (programming schedule, time slots, duration of each fiction product, chapters or episodes) and measuring
typologies (audience ratings and share), which made possible to
build comparative tables of the offer conditions and the production
profiles of television fiction in each country, which include such
categories as: programming amount, formats, producers, scriptwriters, creators, exhibition strategies, among others.
The general analysis of this Yearbook is divided into three
parts.
The first part, “Fiction in the Ibero-American Space”, presents
a comparative synthesis of fiction in the Obitel countries. This
comparison is made from a quantitative and qualitative perspective
that allows to observe the development of fiction in each country,
highlighting their main productions, as well as the topic of the year,
herein, “Social Memory and Television Fiction”.
The second part, “Fiction in the Obitel Countries”, is composed
by twelve chapters (one for each country), with a structure of fixed
sections, though some are more specific than others. The sections
that make up each of the chapters are the following:
1. Country’s audiovisual context: It presents general information about the audiovisual sector regarding the production of television fiction: the story, tendencies and more relevant events.
2. Analysis of premiere fiction of the year: It is presented
through several tables that show specific data about national and Ibero-American fiction that were released in each country. In this section,
special emphasis is placed on the ten most viewed titles of the year.
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3. Transmedia reception: Here is presented and exemplified
the offer that the networks provide their audiences so that they can
consume their productions via Internet, as well as the description
of audiences’ behaviors when watching, consuming and interacting
with their fictions through pages and websites.
4. Highlights of the year: The most important productions, not
only in terms of rating, but also in terms of the sociocultural impact
or of the innovation that they generate in the television industry and
market are presented here.
5. Topic of the Year, which in this issue is Social Memory
and Television Fiction: Here is offered an analysis of the ways in
which fictions work on stories occurring wholly or partially in the
past (remote or close) and how they allude to this in stories set in
the present. This Yearbook attempted to make an analysis of the
representations, which combines not only the tracking of productions in open channels of different countries, but also the analysis of
the space imagined, remembered, from which emerges a particular
memory, a media memory constructed by television fiction over decades of daily contact with the people of a nation.
The third part is an “Appendix”, where are collected the top
ten TV fictions in the Obitel countries with basic and necessary
information about these productions.

First Part

Fiction in the Ibero-American space in 2012

Comparative synthesis from
Obitel countries in 2012
Maria Immacolata Vassallo de Lopes,
Guillermo Orozco Gómez

This first part of the Obitel Yearbook presents a comparative,
synthetic panorama of the main data of the monitoring carried out in
2012 about the production and circulation of new released TV fiction shows in the Ibero-American countries this year.
The report deals with 75 broadcast channels, both private and
public, with national penetration, based on the 12 countries that constitute the geo-cultural scope of Obitel.1
Table 1. Obitel countries and examined channels – 20122
Obitel countries
Argentina
Brazil
Chile
Colombia
Ecuador
Spain

Private channels
América 2, Canal 9,
Telefé, El Trece
Globo, Record, SBT,
Band, Rede TV!
UCV TV, Canal 13, Telecanal, Red , Chilevisión, Mega
RCN, Caracol, Canal Uno
Teleamazonas, RTS,
Ecuavisa, Canal Uno
Antena3, Tele5, Cuatro,
LaSexta

Public
channels

Broadcaster
total

Televisión Pública

5

TV Brasil

6

TVN

7

Señal Colombia,
Canal institucional
ECTV, Gama TV,
TC Televisión
La1, La2

5
7
62

In 2012, Peru joined Obitel.
Spain has 30 autonomous TV networks, not analyzed in this comparative chapter, which
collects only the networks that have national offer in each country. The most significant
data on these regional or local networks can be found in the chapter on Spain in this Yearbook.
1
2
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United States

Azteca America, Estrella TV,
MundoFox, Telemundo,
UniMás, Univisión, V-me

Mexico

Televisa, TV Azteca, Cadena
Tres

7
Once TV,
Conaculta

5

TV Perú

6

RTP1, RTP2
Televisión Nacional (TNU)

4

Frecuencia Latina, América
Peru
Portugal
Uruguay

Venezuela
Total
Source: Obitel

Televisión, Panamericana
Televisión, ATV, Global TV
SIC, TVI
Montecarlo TV, Saeta, Teledoce / La Tele
Canal I, Globovisión, La
Tele,Meridiano, Televen,
TV Familia, Vale TV, Venevisión
54

4

ANTV, Tves, C.A.
Tele Sur, VTV,
Vive TV

13

21

75

From the universe of 75 national broadcast channels in the 12
Obitel countries, the private-owned networks represented 54 (72%),
that is, more than twice the public ones, which totaled 21 (28%).
The only country that has a balance between private and public networks is Portugal. In Colombia, Ecuador and Mexico, the number
of public networks is much closer to that of private ones. In other
countries, there is a predominance of private networks. The United
States is the only country in which there are no public channels, in
our case, catering to Hispanic demographics.

1. Audiovisual context in Ibero-American countries
Some facts command our attention in the panorama of communications in the countries of the Obitel scope. The first of them
refers to the scenario of transformation that we have observed in
relation to the new ways of consuming TV content. The subject,
which was the annual theme of the 2010 Yearbook, has been highlighted in the reports made by the Obitel since then, and still appears
as one of the big challenges for companies focused on measuring
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ratings according to talks in some countries. New methodologies for
audience measurement are sought in a context of encompassing and
complex transformations of technologies of production, broadcast
and reception of media, giving origin to the so-called communication or media ecosystem.
These transformations have a notable impact in the “arts of doing” and the “arts of saying” (De Certeau, 2007) of the traditional
media based on verticality of communication processes. In this context, it was noted in Obitel countries, in 2012, an expressive increase
in the use of the Internet, mobile phone and the consolidation of
digital media as platforms of information and communication. The
dynamics of this movement has as a source the rise in the number
of users of social networks and the increase of the offering of TV
content for mobile platforms.
The challenge thus placed, as much for academic researchers as
for those in companies that measure ratings, is mainly in the search
for mechanisms of comprehension of new arts of doing and arts of
saying that find their locus by excellence in social networks and
mobile reception and distribution devices of TV content, characterizing mass self-communication (Castells, 2009). The concern with
this search is behind each chapter from countries that are part of the
current Yearbook, as well as the summary that we present in this
comparison piece.
Another aspect that deserves recognition in the Ibero-American
scenario of television in 2012 refers to the policies of communication devoted to increasing the offer of national TV content, as is the
case of Argentina, Ecuador and, mainly, Brazil.
Panorama of the ratings
In the scenario of ratings in 2012, one can see the attention
that Mexico, Brazil and Portugal have given to the employment
of mediation techniques to map the movement of audiences that are
no longer circumscript to the content broadcast exclusively by the
television platform. This movement, followed by Obitel since 2010,
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is marked by multiple possibilities of reception, demanding differentiated methodologies to follow, for instance, the consumption of
fiction through mobile devices and Video on Demand (VoD).
In Mexico, there is a highlight for the broadcast of fictional
content from Televisa on the VoD platform Netflix. In Argentina,
there was the maintenance of the general rating of broadcast TV
with America2 leading in ratings and Telefé in share. In Brazil,
Globo still leads with a major advantage both in ratings and share
of fiction programming. Meanwhile, in Colombia, we note an increase of Caracol channel, due to its successful fiction programming, which surpassed RCN in both ratings and share for the first
time in a long while. In Ecuador, the leading network in ratings and
share was Ecuavisa, while TC Televisión led the ratings in fiction
programming. In Spain, Tele5 led in terms of share. In this country,
the duration of TV consumption has reached a new daily record,
reaching 46 minutes per spectator. Not only that, but fiction was
the leading genre with the most space in the Spanish programming
schedule. Televisa kept its leadership in Mexico, and in Portugal
TVI commanded the ratings and share, while SIC gained ground
during prime time through the broadcast of Brazilian telenovelas.
In Uruguay, the network with the highest ratings and share was
Teledoce/La Tele, and in Venezuela Venevisión kept its leadership,
with an expressive 80% of the total audience. In the United States,
Univision Communications led comfortably the ratings, especially
when you add the numbers of the two sister networks (Univisión
and Unimás), almost reaching 70%.
Advertising investment
Even in a scenario that is increasingly marked by the competition with digital media, there was a growth in the advertising investment in broadcast TV in Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Mexico and Peru.
In Spain and Portugal, the economic crisis was blamed as
the main cause on diminishing advertising investment in these two
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Iberian countries. In Argentina, despite an increase in advertising
investment, time dedicated to broadcast TV advertising has fallen.
Even in a situation of diminishing investment, in Portugal, TV received 75% of all advertising investment. In Peru, it reached the
72% mark, while in Brazil, Ecuador and Mexico, TV has received
more than half of the advertising investment.
In Brazil, the most important advertisers were those in retail,
beauty products, financial institution and beverages. In Venezuela,
they were food, health, clothing, and, as a highlight, advertising of
insurance and security services. In Spain, Ecuador and Venezuela, among advertisers, the public institutions were of note. When it
comes to advertising investment in Internet and social networks, one
observes significant growth in Brazil, Spain, Portugal and Uruguay.
As to television genres, Colombia is notable in time slots that
broadcast fiction as those who received the most advertising investment, while in Ecuador, it was verified that between 2007 and 2011,
telenovelas received a third of advertising investment. In Mexico,
the highlight were the so-called “brand telenovelas”, productions
that utilized a model known as “narrative advertising”, a format that
presents a certain brand as a narrative element.
Merchandising and social merchandising
The countries of the Obitel area continue to show commercial
merchandising, as well as product placement, inserted in the plot of
its fiction. The practice is most common in countries such as Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Mexico and Peru, and is concentrated
in prime time. The most commonly advertised products are home
appliances, food and cosmetics. It should be noted that the practice
is prohibited in Venezuela.
In many countries, fictional narratives present social themes
dealt with in an educational manner, the so-called social merchandising. In 2012, one of the presented themes was discrimination,
used in fiction in Argentina, in the miniseries El paraíso, Los pibes
del Puente and La viuda de Rafael; in Brazil, in the telenovelas
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Avenida Brasil and Aquele beijo; in Mexico, in the series Kipatla:
para tratarnos igual; and in Peru, in the series Solamente Milagros
(seasons 1 and 2) and in the miniseries Conversando con la luna.
Bullying was also dealt with in the series Graduados, from Argentina, and in the soap opera Malhação and in the telenovela Rebelde,
both in Brazil. Both countries also presented a common theme of
domestic violence against women, in the telenovela Maltratadas,
from Argentina, and the telenovelas Rebelde and Corações feridos,
from Brazil, as well as in episodes of the series Tu decides, from
Venezuela.
Fiction in Brazil also inserted in their plots subjects like child
adoption, in the telenovelas Salve Jorge and Vidas em jogo, human
trafficking in the telenovela Salve Jorge and maids’ rights in the
telenovela Cheias de charme. Mexico presented the discussion of
fighting drug dealing in the series La teniente and working conditions of the Red Cross in the series Paramédicos.
An important aspect of social merchandising refers to the
social-educational actions that strongly affect in social campaigns
away from the screen. That happened in Brazil with the participation of the actresses from the telenovela Cheias de charme in a campaign for maids’ rights promoted by the United Nations for Gender
Equality and Empowering of Women (ONU Women) and the Internation Labor Organization (ILO); and the actors of a telenovela
from Colombia that participated in the “Caminata Solidaridad por
Colombia” and the “Carnaval de Barranquilla”, humanitarian and
social campaigns.
Communication policies
Two facts of communication policies gained relevance in the
scenario of Obitel countries: the implementation of Digital Terrestrial Television (DTT) and the adoption of specific measures in relation to the production and transmission of audiovisual content.
Different stages are observed in the countries analyzed when it
comes to the implementation of DTT. Portugal celebrated the end
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of analogic transmission in April 2012, while Uruguay approved,
in May of the same year, the regulation for the creation of digital
TV in the country. The same happened to Ecuador, which had approved, in October 2012, the transition plan for DTT. An in Colombia, the implementation of DTT is undergoing, with coverage only
for major cities like Bogota and Medellin. As is the case in Peru,
which has started digital transmissions in 2010 and is still undergoing its implementation, in Chile, DTT is in a similar situation, without proper legislation to subside it. In the country, there is a debate
over the capacity of the advertising market to support the demands
of segmentation of digital channels, which are in direct competition
with pay TV.
As far as television content production is concerned, there was
a common adoption of measures and legislation in all Obitel countries to not only safeguard the broadcast of national content, but also
to promote the development or strengthening of their national industry. In Brazil, the main changes are a product of Law 12,485/2012,
known as the “cable law”, which requires a quota of national fiction
in subscription channels. This policy has been causing very important changes in the Brazilian audiovisual scenario and is responsible
for the formation of tendencies such as: the increase in the number of independent production companies; migration of cinema and
advertising professionals to TV; a proportionality in national and
independent channels in packages offered by cable operators; and
an increase in resources available for television production. This
new production force has allowed the uprising of some productions
marked by experimentation in themes and fiction formats. In Argentina, the Law of Services and Audiovisual Communication has
been in the works since 2009. Not only that, but the Instituto Nacional de Cine y Artes Audiovisuales is still marching forward with the
development of the Banco Audiovisual de Contenidos Universales
Argentino, which has pushed national audiovisual production from
independent companies. Something similar is taking place in Ecuador, which plans to accelerate national production of audiovisual
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content to adapt to the digital model (through the Plan Maestro de
Transición a la Televisión Digital Terrestre en el Ecuador, approved
in 2012), since the programming in the country is strongly marked
by foreign content.
In Uruguay, the creation of the Consulting Committee for the
rights of children and adolescents, freedom of expression and media has created debates over the laws of communication. Also, in
Peru, the Consejo Consultivo de Radio y Televisión (CONCORTV)
has made public hearing across the country that brought to attention
subjects such as infancy, gender and equality.
On the other hand, Venezuela highlights that the policies of
intervention by the government worry journalists, academics and
human rights activists, due to the control of information and censorship, which have obscured the violence in the country. In Mexico,
the popular movement #YoSoy132 has grown in social networks,
denouncing the favoritism that the media has given to then-candidate and current president, Peña Nieto. The movement, composed
mainly of university students, also demanded rights regarding the
democratization of communications. In Portugal, the government
presented projects for the concession of public channels of RTP to
private sectors in an effort to reduce public spending. In Colombia,
there was the establishment of a policy of tax reduction with the
objective of attracting foreign film production to the country.
As for the broadcast system, there are changes noted mainly in
Chile, Spain and the United States. The television market in Chile
continues to present changes due to the privatization of networks,
the digital transition of TV and the acquisition or fusion between
networks. The CHV channel (formerly the University of Chile channel), acquired in 2010 by Turner Broadcasting System, from Time
Warner, released an ambitious project that includes the creation of
new studios with the intent to produce content for international and
national TV. Spain suffers changes especially related to the fragmentation of the television system and the economic crisis. In 2012,
Tele5 and Cuatro networks underwent a fusion, while Antena3 ab-
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sorbed LaSexta. In this crisis situation, even autonomous networks
are in risk of privatization. The United States undergoes a moment
of repositioning of networks, which seek audience among younger
viewers. Telefutura is now called UniMás, and the MundoFox channel was created with programming from Colombian RCN.
Public TV
In a general manner, public TV channels of Obitel countries
are facing difficulties to reach or impact bigger audiences. In Brazil,
the only public channel, TV Brasil, is having problems with analogic reception within the country, despite having an international
channel, TV Brasil-Canal Integración, which broadcasts through
satellite to Latin American countries, the United States, Portugal
and Africa. Public TVs from Portugal and Spain suffer from the
economic crisis as mentioned earlier, with the possibility of joining
the private domain. In Colombia, despite the educational value and
the culture of its programming, public channels are facing low ratings. Argentina, on the other hand, continues to invest on its national public network, which also broadcasts open digital TV channels.
As for fictional content, in Mexico, public channels sought to
modify stereotypes of natives presented as being submissive and ignorant, while fictionalizing governmental actions of combat against
organized crime. In Ecuador, the public channel ECTV presented
the largest national production, with fictional shows in different formats but also broadcast series from the United States and Japanese
and Korean telenovelas. Venezuela presented content imported
from Japan, South Korea, China, France, Italy and the UK.
The national reach of public channels was largely utilized in
Peru and Venezuela for the placement of commercials from the
government and official acts. In Peru, the last chapter of the only
fiction produced in the year by TV Perú was interrupted for the
transmission of the president’s speech, which did not allow the airing of the last ten minutes of that chapter.
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Pay TV
Also in relation to pay TV, it can be observed in the Obitel
countries diverse situations that go from the growth and expansion
of the sector, as it has happened in Brazil, Colombia, Mexico and
Uruguay, all the way to the suspension of some services and the
strong growth of taxes as registered in Spain.
Colombia, Uruguay and Brazil presented a growth in the
number of subscribers. In Brazil, one should emphasize the important growth in the base of pay TV due to the ascension of the socalled “new C class”, a fact that has been noted in the last two Obitel
Yearbooks. Also, there is the strong stimulus in national production
due to the “new cable law”, established in 2012.
In Argentina, pay TV possesses great penetration, reaching
76% of residencies. Chile and Venezuela demonstrate the intention of reformulating and/or regulating the sector in the future. In
the United States, the sector showed little movement, with special
attention to the expansion of Univisión. In Portugal there were
changes in methodologies of measuring audiences, a fact that highlighted the role of cable TV. It is interesting to note that Peru registered the presence of informal pay TV companies operating in the
country.
Information and communication technologies
It was observed in the Obitel countries, in 2012, the tendency
of the increase in the use of Internet and mobile telephony, as well
as the consolidation of digital media as platforms of information and
communication. Television companies sought to expand the offer of
content for mobile technologies. Not only that, but users of social
networks continued to grow. Facebook has achieved leadership in
Brazil and Colombia. In Portugal, the use of Internet has become
more intense among students and in higher socials classes, while in
Brazil the increase in Internet use is due to the growth of the C class,
responsible for half the access of Facebook and Twitter.
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As for digital technology, it can be noted in Mexico, despite
the ongoing digital transition, that a great part of the population
does not own the equipment necessary to receive digital content.
Peru, through América Televisión, has produced digital content via
wireless technology for cellphones with a digital tuner and Brazil
offered its television programming in several mobile screens. In
Argentina there is a highlight in the production of webseries for
cellphones, while in Spain there is a notable production of content
for iOS (iPhone) and Android platforms. In Chile and Venezuela,
as far as telephony is concerned, the number of cellphones is now
higher than the population.
In the Obitel scope, it has been noted that in 2012 the relation
between television and Internet has grown closer and it is confirmed
by convergence and transmediation processes.

2. Comparison of TV fiction in Ibero-American countries in 2012
In this Obitel section, we offer a synchronic and diachronic
comparative panorama of the last four years of observation in the
countries members of the network. The results of the analysis of the
year reported are underlined for obvious reasons, but a special effort
has been made in order to give it a historical dimension so as to have
a trend perspective in the development and exchange of production,
broadcast and reception of TV fiction in the area.
Table 2. Offer of hours of national and
Ibero-American fiction 2009-2012
National
38%

IberoAmerican
62%

National
Ibero-American
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2012
2011
2010
2009
GLOBAL
OFNaNaNaNaIbero
Ibero
Ibero
Ibero
FER OF tional
tional
tional
tional
HOURS
10,875 18,915 10,780 20,220 9,510 20,702 9,690 13,769
TOTAL

29,790

31,000

30,212

23,459

TOTAL

114,461

Source: Obitel

The global national and Ibero-American offer has decreased
with respect of the previous year, although the total national fiction
offer increased to a little over 100 hours, partly due to the incorporation of Peru, but also because countries such as Brazil, Ecuador
and Colombia increased the number of national fiction hours considerably.
Table 3. Offer of hours of national and Ibero-American
fiction per country 2009-20123
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0
Argentina

Brazil

Chile

USA

Mexico

Peru

Nat. 2012

965

1,503

631

1,252

234

898

836

2,020

552

1,164

36

783

10,875

Nat. 2011

1,094

1,462

717

Colombia Ecuador
1,065

189

Spain
988

847

2,134

-

Portugal Uruguay Venezuela TOTAL
943

47

641

10,780

Nat. 2010

1,035

1,288

671

1,671

305

657

911

1,194

-

1,351

47

379

Nat. 2009

1,228

1,605

644

-

-

1,123

833

1,582

-

1,408

49

1,218

9,870

TOTAL

4,322

5,858

2,663

3,988

728

3,666

3,427

6,930

552

4,866

179

3,021

41,035

9,510

             Source: Obitel

The offer of hours of national fiction is the most faithful evidence of the productive capacity of the industries in each country.
As it can be observed in Table 3, Mexico, Brazil and Portugal form
the group of countries with the largest production of national fiction
in the past four years, followed by the second group formed by Argentina, Colombia and Spain. The third group is composed by the
3
In all the tables an empty space represents the country’s absence in that reference year.
When 0 appears, it means that that country did not submit any reference data.
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United States, Venezuela and Chile, and in fourth place, Ecuador,
Peru and Uruguay.
The yearly offer of national fiction hours has increased in most
countries, which is an indicator of more time of national fiction on
the screen, with the exception of Spain, Chile, the United States
and Argentina, where this number has decreased as compared to
the previous year.
6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0
Brazil

Chile

Spain

USA

Mexico

Peru

Ibe. 2012

677

0

2982

682

2686

284

2329

1556

1820

835

2188

2874

18.910

Ibe. 2011

Argentina
1426

299

2966

Colombia Ecuador
807

3060

284

3249

475

-

Portugal Uruguay Venezuela TOTAL
926

3211

2707

20.220

Ibe. 2010

2048

267

2103

951

2288

380

3387

394

-

1032

2629

5222

20.702

Ibe. 2009

2168

32

2787

-

-

272

1649

444

-

961

2662

1794

13.769

TOTAL

6.319

598.000

10.838

2.440

8.034

1.220

11.614

2.869

1.820

3.754

10.690

12.597

73.601

             Source: Obitel

The Obitel countries that broadcast the most Ibero-American
fictions are Chile, Ecuador, the United States, Peru, Uruguay and
Venezuela. However, the tendency is not the same in this respect,
since whereas Ecuador, the United States and Uruguay have decreased the number of hours of Ibero-American fiction, Chile and
Venezuela have increased the broadcast of this fiction slightly in
2012.
Peru is incorporated to this list of countries that import IberoAmerican fiction, since the number of national fiction hours is three
times smaller than the number of Ibero-American fiction hours. The
case of Brazil stands out because in 2012 they did not present any
titles of Ibero-American fiction.
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Table 4. Offer of national and Ibero-American
fiction titles 2009-2012
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
Argentina

Brazil

Chile

Spain

USA

Mexico

Peru

Nat. 2012

34

35

23

Colombia Ecuador
16

8

33

10

28

13

Portugal Uruguay Venezuela TOTAL
27

3

13

243

Nat. 2011

22

41

25

22

4

41

11

23

-

28

2

13

232

Nat. 2010

15

49

24

34

5

48

17

21

-

31

3

9

256

Nat. 2009

24

41

29

-

-

56

7

20

-

28

3

15

223

TOTAL

95

166

101

72

17

178

45

92

13

114

11

50

954

60
50
40
30
20
10
0
Argentina

Brazil

Chile

Spain

USA

Mexico

Peru

Ibero 2012

12

0

45

13

45

4

34

17

27

11

44

45

297

Ibero 2011

23

6

46

Colombia Ecuador
15

50

6

47

5

-

Portugal Uruguay Venezuela TOTAL
12

44

48

302

Ibero 2010

33

6

30

20

32

6

45

9

-

16

34

58

Ibero 2009

30

1

50

48

-

5

30

6

-

12

26

15

223

TOTAL

98

13

171

96

127

21

156

37

27

51

148

166

1,111

289

    Source: Obitel

With the exception of Argentina, Ecuador and Mexico, which
increased the production of titles in their national fiction, and Venezuela, which maintained the same number as the previous year, national production of fiction titles diminished in the remaining Obitel
countries. The case of Ecuador must be pointed out, whose fiction
titles increased 50% in the 2011-2012 period. The decrease in national fiction titles in Portugal and the United States was minimal,
whereas in the remaining countries it was up to 25%.
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What would be the reasons for such decrease? According to
what has been reported in each of the chapters in this Yearbook,
some countries like Portugal and Spain decreased their production
due to economic problems that held back fiction production in public channels. In the case of Brazil, Colombia and Chile, the decrease in the number of titles is due to business factors, since some
networks that produced fiction did not release any titles in 2012,
which, like in the case of Brazil, did not mean a decrease in the
number of hours of fiction broadcast.
With the exception of Uruguay, which maintained on its
screens the same number of Ibero-American fictions as the previous
year, and Mexico, which increased significantly its production in
this category, the rest of the Obitel countries decreased their offer
of Ibero-American fiction titles. At the same time, Chile, Ecuador,
Uruguay and Venezuela incorporated more than 40 Ibero-American fiction titles in the program offer.
Table 5. Formats of national fiction and
number of titles 2009-2012
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
Argentina

Brazil

Chile

Colombia

Ecuador

Spain

USA

Peru

Portugal

Uruguay

Venezuela

TOTAL

Telenovela

34

60

47

33

3

12

28

59

3

32

0

29

340

Series

18

43

27

10

11

99

1

30

4

45

6

12

306

Miniseries

18

22

5

16

0

40

1

0

6

20

3

4

135

TV movie

0

8

12

0

0

7

0

0

0

5

0

0

32

Unitary

8

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

2

2

1

Docudrama

0

2

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

4

Others

15

33

12

14

3

22

2

2

0

15

0

4

122

TOTAL

93

168

104

73

17

180

34

91

13

119

11

51

954

Source: Obitel

Mexico

15
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Table 5, which gives the exact number of fiction titles and formats in the Obitel member countries from 2009 to 2012, evidences
the size of the industries in each of these countries; for example,
Spain and Brazil are leaders in terms of title production, followed
by Chile and Portugal, and the case of Mexico stands out in spite
of the fact that, although it only has 91 titles, it maintains its export
capacity. The same goes for Argentina and Colombia that maintain
their dominance due to their capacity to sell scripts or franchises of
their fictions.
In relation to the formats, the telenovela continues to be the
queen of fiction, although the series have had a steady growth that
threatens to overthrow that dominance, since it is only 40 titles short.
The telenovela is still the most important product in countries such
as Brazil and Mexico, which stand out in the number of fictional
productions with 60 and 59 national titles. Chile has 47 telenovela
titles while Argentina, Colombia, Portugal, the United States and
Venezuela are in the range of 30 titles. Ecuador and Peru only
produced 3 titles in this fiction format.
The series format continues to be the highest ranking in Spain
with almost 100 titles. Brazil and Portugal follow with 43 and 42
respectively, while Mexico takes the fourth place with 30. These
data indicate in general a greater production in the Ibero-American
fiction series format, although there are Obitel countries such as
Peru and the United States that produced fewer than 5 and Uruguay with 6 titles.
An unequal increase among the countries is also noticed in the
miniseries format. While Spain produced the most miniseries titles
with 40, Brazil, Portugal and Colombia are in the 20-title range in
2012.
In the TV movie format, Chile and Brazil, with 12 and 8 titles
respectively, are the leaders, followed by Spain, with 7 titles, and
they are almost the only ones producing this type of format. Argentina stands out in the unitary format with 8 titles, followed by the
United States and Uruguay, with 2 each, and Venezuela, with one
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title. The remaining Obitel member countries do not produce this
type of format or, as it is the case of Mexico that does produce it, but
did not release any titles in 2012. As to the docudrama, only Brazil,
with 2 titles, Chile and Venezuela, with one each, are represented.
Table 6. Offer of national fiction chapters/episodes 2009-2012
3000
2500
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500
0
USA
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Nat. 2012
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1,014

1,533
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Source: Obitel

Brazil and Mexico stand out here, with over two thousand
national fiction chapters or episodes, followed by Colombia and
Portugal, with more than one thousand five hundred, all of them in
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2012. The country that recorded the least production in this category
is Uruguay, with just 85, followed by Ecuador, Peru and Spain
that did not surpass 1,000. However, it must be pointed out that
both Uruguay and Ecuador have had a very significant increase in
their national fiction production as compared to the previous year
reported, since their increase is around 30%.
In relation to the 2009-2012 period, Brazil and Mexico maintain a great advantage with respect of the rest of the Obitel countries,
for they have over 8,000 chapters, while their closest competitors
have around four and three thousand episodes.
This year of 2012 was an important year in terms of titles increase in the Obitel scope, since there was a growth of almost 1,000
chapters or episodes with respect of 2011. It is significant to think
about the translation of the number of chapters or episodes in long
or short fiction production and about the cultural valuation and productive capacity demonstrated by a country.
As to Ibero-American fiction chapters and episodes, the majority of the Obitel countries decreased their register. Brazil stopped
broadcasting Ibero-American fiction altogether and Mexico and
Venezuela were the only countries that increased their broadcast of
Ibero-American fiction considerably, with more than 1,300 cases. In
spite of the cases of these two latter countries, as a whole, there is a
decrease of 1,000 chapters with respect of the year 2011.
Likewise, the graph presents those countries that depend on fiction import; for example, Chile, Ecuador, the United States, Uruguay, and Venezuela. In 2012, Peru, in turn, appears to show that
tendency, for it was one of the countries that broadcast the most
Ibero-American episodes.
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Table 7. Co-productions 2009-2012

Argentina Brazil Chile Colombia Ecuador Spain

2012

CO-PRODUCTIONS

71

18

12

16

25

TOTAL
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As to co-productions, Uruguay and Peru are the ones that
made the most in the year; the former stands out with nine and the
latter with seven. The United States follows them with three, Spain
and Portugal with two each and Mexico, which is not making coproductions lately, scores one in 2012. In spite of the few cases of
co-production in 2012, it is possible to notice an increase in relation
to 2009, which may be due to the Peruvian case, since 18 cases were
registered in 2009 and 25 in 2012.
In relation to the 2009-2012 period, Uruguay and Spain are
the countries that use the co-production model the most. The case
of the United States stands out for it is a country whose fiction
industry has grown in terms of this type of process. The case of
Argentina is characteristic because, although it has made only five
co-productions, it remains strong due to the creative structure that it
has been known to exploit since 2009.
Table 8. Time in which the fiction is set per title 2009-2012
200
180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

Argentina

Brazil

Chile

Spain

USA

Peru

Present

84

149

76

Colombia Ecuador
61

128

146

192

13

Mexico Portugal Uruguay Venezuela TOTAL
123

97

143

173

Period

0

10

8

2

8

59

4

0

1

8

13

10

31

Historical

5

12

11

6

4

5

5

0

6

9

3

66

123

Others

7

1

0

3

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

14

1385

Source: Obitel

Table 8 shows the time in which the fiction is set since 2009
and the numbers presented are totals of that sum. It is possible to
observe here that most Ibero-American fiction is set in the present
time. This does not necessarily mean that there is no reminiscence
of the past, precisely the topic of the year in this 2012 analysis, because the reconstruction of memory is rather portrayed in the way in
which we look to the past from the present.
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Historical fiction is the second in importance, although the
number of titles only represents less than 10% of the titles referring
to the present among the Obitel member countries since 2009. Period fiction has 31 titles and that is due to the high production costs
associated with its manufacture.
As to the countries, Spain is the country exhibiting the most
period fiction followed by Uruguay, Brazil, Ecuador and Chile.
However, in the historical fiction category, it is Venezuela that
stands out with a large number of titles, 66, while Brazil presents
12 and Chile 11 titles of this type of fiction. Countries like Mexico,
Ecuador, Peru and Uruguay are presented as industries where the
present is the main time reference in their fictions, although this
does not mean that from there awareness is generated about current
issues, as it does happen with Brazil or, more recently, with Argentina and Colombia.

3. The ten most viewed fictions in the year
As it may be observed in the comparative presentation of all
the top ten titles in each country, Brazil continues to be the one with
the most fiction titles placed on this ranking at the Ibero-American
level, occupying eight of the first ten spots. The two other titles
correspond to two countries: Chile in the eighth and Mexico in the
tenth spot.
If this parameter is expanded to the first 20 titles, the rating
supremacy attained by Brazil and México is combined with the
audience levels achieved by countries like Chile, which has four
titles, Argentina, with one title, and, surprisingly, Uruguay, which
placed a Brazilian telenovela on the 19th spot. All in all, Brazil has
11 titles in the first 20 spots, taking into consideration that Insensato
corazón, broadcast in Uruguay, is a Brazilian telenovela that was
broadcast in that country.
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Table 9. The ten most viewed titles:
origin, format, rating and share
Title

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Aud. Share
%
%

Por ella soy
23.60
Eva

18 Pobre Rico 20.70
19

Channel

Fina
TeleGlobo
42.12 67.30
estampa
novela
Avenida
Tele41.51 66.50
Globo
Brasil
novela
Cheias de
Tele33.92 58.30
Globo
charme
novela
TeleSalve Jorge 32.80 56.40
Globo
novela
Tapas &
27.83 48.00 Series Globo
beijos
Aquele
Tele27.49 50.30
Globo
beijo
novela
A grande
27.48 48.40 Series Globo
família
Soltera otra
Tele- Canal
26.80 37.00
vez
novela
13
Amor
Teleeterno
26.16 49.60
Globo
novela
amor
Abismo de
Tele- Canal
25.83 37.25
pasión
novela
2
Los 80 más
Canal
que una 25.80 37.50 Series
13
moda
Amores
Tele- Canal
25.64 38.96
verdaderos
novela
2
Doce de
TV
25.60 47.40
Globo
mãe
movie
Guerra dos
Tele24.92 48.20
Globo
sexos
novela
Porque
Tele- Canal
el amor 24.15 37.02
novela
2
manda

16 Graduados 23.60

17

Format

Insensato
20.70
corazón

20 Separados 19.50

Network

Private
or public
TV

CounCountry
try of
where
script
it was
origin
aired

Globo

Private Brazil Brazil

Globo

Private Brazil Brazil

Globo

Private Brazil Brazil

Globo

Private Brazil Brazil

Globo

Private Brazil Brazil

Globo

Private Brazil Brazil

Globo

Private Brazil Brazil

Canal 13
Globo

Public

ArgenChile
tina

Private Brazil Brazil

Televisa

Private

MexMexico
ico

Canal 13
A.Wood

Public

Spain/
Chile
Chile

Televisa

Private

ArgenMexico
tina

Globo

Private Brazil Brazil

Globo

Private Brazil Brazil

Televisa

Private

CoMexico
lombia

Underground
Contenidos/
Argen- Argen33.43 Series Telefé Endemol Private
tina
tina
Argentina/
Telefé
Tele- Canal
Co35.46
Televisa Private
Mexico
novela
2
lombia
Tele33.70
TVN
TVN
Public Chile Chile
novela
Tele- TeledUru32.00
TV Globo Private Brazil
novela oce
guay
Tele27.50
TVN
TVN
Public Chile Chile
novela
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21 Dulce Amor 19.27 29.78
Herede22 ros de una
venganza
La que no
23
podía amar
Abismo de
24
pasión
Qué bonito
25
amor
El hombre
26
de tu vida
Amores
27
verdaderos
28

19.07 30.17
18.73 29.59
18.24 28.3
18.24 30.19
18.16 24.46
18.16 28.27

La dueña 18.12 25.83

29

Amor
bravío

17.91 29.56

30

Peleles

17.30 25.80

LC Acción
TeleArgen- ArgenTelefé Producciones Private
novela
tina
tina
/ Telefé
TeleEl
novela Trece
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Miniseries
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela

Argen- Argentina
tina

Pol-ka

Private

Televisa

Private

Televisa

Private

Televisa

Private

Telefé

100 bares

Private

Univision

Televisa

Private

Telefé

Telefé

Private

Televisa

Private

TVN

Public

Polka

Argen- UruPrivate
tina
guay

Univision
Univision
Canal
2

Canal
2
Canal
13
Teledoce

Sos mi
17.20 29.00
31
hombre
Un refugio
Tele- Canal
para el 16.94 32.21
32
novela
2
amor
La familia
Canal
16.87 27.65 Series
33
peluche
2
AmériAl fondo
Teleca
34 hay sitio 16.56 53.82
novela Teleth
(4 season)
visión
Reserva de
Tele16.30 22.40
35
TVN
Familia
novela
Aquí mando
Tele16.30 30.90
36
TVN
yo
novela
Por ella soy
Tele- Univi37
15.82 25.46
Eva
novela sion
La mujer
Tele- Canal
38 del venda- 15.76 28.99
novela
2
val
Amor
Tele- Univi39
15.56 25.56
bravío
novela sion
Dama y
Tele15.50 33.00
40
TVN
Obrero
novela
AmériMi amor el
Minise- ca
41
15.42 46.11
wachimán
ries
Televisión
El Rempla15.40 22.50 Series TVN
42
zante

Mexico
Mexico
Colombia
Argentina
Mexico
Argentina
Mexico
Chile

USA
USA
Mexico
Argentina
USA
Argentina
Mexico
Chile

Televisa

Private

VeneMexico
zuela

Televisa

Private

MeMexico
xico

América
Televisión

Private

Peru

Peru

TVN

Public Spain

Chile

TVN

Public

Chile

Chile

Televisa

Private

Mexico

USA

Televisa

Private

Televisa

Private

Mexico

USA

TVN y Alce Public

Chile

Chile

Del Barrio
Private
Producciones

Peru

Peru

Chile

Chile

Parox

Public

VeneMexico
zuela
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43

Sos mi
hombre

15.27 21.86

TeleEl
novela Trece

44

Dancin’
Days

15.10 30.90

Telenovela

45

Cachito de
Tele- Canal
15.05 27.56
cielo
novela
2

Mi proble46 ma con las
mujeres

47

SIC

15.
98

26.64

Miniseries

Escobar el
patrón del 14.95 38.15 Series
mal.

48

Passione

49

El Astro

Telenovela
Tele14.80 25.00
novela

14.80 29.00

Pol-ka
SIC/ SP
Televisão/
TV Globo
Televisa

Argen- Argentina
tina
Brazil/
PortuPrivate Portugal
gal
MePrivate
Mexico
xico

Private

13 Mares
Producciones
& Vincent
Telefé
Private Peru
Peru
Entertainment
Telefé
CaraCo- Colomcol
Caracol
Private
Tele- Televisión
lombia bia
visión
UruTeledTV Globo Private Brazil
oce
guay
UruTeledTV Globo Private Brazil
guay
oce

50

Una familia
Tele- Univi14.78 24.49
con suerte 1
novela sion

Televisa

Private

51

Mi amor mi
Tele14.59 22.44
Telefé
amor
novela

El árbol
Endemol
Argentina
Telefé

Private

Escrito en
Tele- Teled14.50 28.00
TV Globo
las estrellas
novela oce
Tele- Teled53 Cuchicheos 14.20 27.50
TV Globo
novela oce
HeredeTele- Teled54 ros de una 14.20 24.00
Pol-ka
novela oce
venganza
AmériLa reina de
Minise- ca
Del Barrio
las
carre55
14.11 43.37
ries
Tele- Producciones
tillas
visión
Violeta se
TV
56 fue a los 14.10 19.20
CHV
A.Wood
movie
cielos
Fina
Tele- Teled57
14.10 28.00
TV Globo
estampa
novela oce
58 Águila Roja 13.80 29.80 Series TVE1 Globomedia
Tele59 El capo 2 13.70 21.50
TC
RCN
novela
ComEl
60 Los únicos 13.21 19.55
Pol-ka
edy
Trece
Un refugio
Tele- Univipara el 13.07 22.73
61
Televisa
novela sion
amor

52

Mexico

Argen- Argentina
tina

Private Brazil
Private Brazil
Private

USA

Uruguay
Uruguay

Argen- Urutina
guay

Private

Peru

Peru

Private

Peru

Chile

Uruguay
Public Spain Spain
Co- EcuaPrivate
lombia dor
Argen- ArgenPrivate
tina
tina

Private Brazil

Private

Mexico

USA
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62

Lobo

13.00 22.32

TeleEl
novela Trece

El combo
amarillo
63
13.00 22.20 Series
3D (3rd season)

Ecuavisa

Telenovela

TVI

64

Louco
Amor

13.00 29.20

El combo
amarillo 12.90 21.30 Series
(2nd season)
La mari66
12.49 34.78 Series
posa.

65

Ecuavisa
RCN

Pol-ka

Private

Argen- Argentina
tina

Ecuavisa

Private

Ecuador

Ecuador

TVI / Plural
Portu- PortuEntertain- Private
gal
gal
ment
Ecuavisa

Private

Ecuador

Ecuador

Fox TelecoCo- ColomPrivate
lombia
lombia bia

67 Dulce amor 12.30 20.00

L.C. Acción
Tele- MonteArgen- UruProducciones Private
novela carlo
tina
guay
/ Telefé

68

Telenovela

TC

Corazón
Tele11.90 17.30
apasionado
novela

TC

69

70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81

El Joe

12.20 17.40

Co- Ecualombia dor
VeneVenevisión
EcuaPublic zuelaInternacional
dor
USA
RCN

AmériAmérica
Minise- ca
La faraona 11.88 35.13
ries
Tele- Televisión
visión
Tres MilaTeleset /
Tele11.70 16.20
TC
gros
RCN
novela
AmériLa que no
Teleca
Televisa
11.64 35.10
podía amar
novela Televisión
Fox TelecoEl capo II 11.63 35.06 Series RCN
lombia
Cuéntame
Grupo Ganga
11.40 24.80 Series TVE1
cómo pasó
Producciones
MaltrataTeledFlor Latina
11.40 25.00 Unitary
das
oce
Fina
Tele- Ecu11.30 16.90
O Globo
estampa
novela avisa
TVI / Plural
Doce TenTele11.10 28.30
TVI
Entertaintação
novela
ment
Casa de
MiniseRCN Tele11.01 32.36
RCN
Reinas
ries
visión
Fox TeleLa MariTele10.90 15.80
TC
colombia /
posa
novela
RCN
El man es
Tele10.90 15.50
TC
RCN
Germán
novela
Corona de
Tele- Univi10.90 18.53
Televisa
lágrimas
novela sion

Public

Private
Public
Private
Private

Peru

Peru

Co- Ecualombia dor
Mexico

Peru

Co- Colomlombia bia

Public Spain

Spain

Argen- Urutina
guay
EcuaPrivate Brazil
dor

Private

Private

Portu- Portugal
gal

Private

Co- Colomlombia bia

Public

Co- Ecualombia dor

Co- Ecualombia dor
MePrivate
USA
xico
Public
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Corazones
blindados
Rafael
83 Orozco. El
ídolo
Mi Recinto
84 (13th season)
¿Dónde
85 carajos está
Umaña?

82

86
87

10.87 32.80 Series
10.76 32.55

9.60 22.70 Series

88 Rosa Fogo 9.60 26.60
89

Telenovela

¿Dónde
Tele9.55 32.36
está Elisa?
novela

90

A mano
limpia

91

Gamarra

9.47 31.38

Miniseries

92

Remédio
Santo

9.40 28.60

Telenovela

9.54 30.95 Series

93

Isabel
9.30 19.70 Series
La reina del
Tele94
8.90 29.28
sur
novela

95 El talismán 8.62 19.79

96

Pablo
Escobar: El
8.54
patrón del
mal

8.54

Doida por
Ti

99

Mi gitana

TC

TC

América
América
Tele- Televisión
visión
Alba
Tele5
Adriática
SIC/SP
SIC
Televisão
RCN
RCN TeleTelevisión
visión
RCN
RCN TeleTelevisión
visión
América
Del Barrio
Tele- Producciones
visión
TVI / Plural
TVI
Entertainment
TVE1 DiagonalTV
Telemundo/
ATV
RTI

Tele- Univinovela sion

Co- Colomlombia bia

Public

Ecuador

Ecuador

Univisión/
Venevisón

Private

Peru

Peru

Private Spain

Spain

Private

Portu- Portugal
gal

Private Chile
Private

Private

Private

Colombia

Co- Colomlombia bia
Peru

Peru

Portu- Portugal
gal

Public Spain

Spain

Private USA

Peru

Private USA

USA

CoTele- TeleCaracol TV Private
USA
lombia
novela mundo

97 El laberinto 8.40 24.93 Series

98

Private

Tele- CaraCo- ColomCaracol TV Private
novela col TV
lombia bia

Solamente
milagros 9.96 35.64 Series
(2nd season)
La que se
avecina

Teleset

Tele- CaraCo- ColomCaracol TV Private
novela col TV
lombia bia

10.60 16.90 Series
10.35 30.42

RCN

Caracol TV/
CaraCo- ColomSony Picture Private
col TV
lombia bia
Televisión

TVI / Plural
Portu- PortuEntertain- Private
gal
gal
ment
MiniseProducciones
8.20 19.40
Tele5
Private Spain Spain
ries
Mandarina

8.40 22.00

Telenovela

TVI
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AmériYo no me
Minise- ca
100 llamo Nata- 7.99 30.92
ries
Telecha 2
visión
Aída
101
7.60 16.50 Series Tele5
Morangos
com Açúcar
102
7.60 21.90 Series TVI
IX: Segue o
Teu Sonho
Con el culo
103
7.30 17.20 Series
A3
al aire

Del Barrio
Private
Producciones

Peru

Peru

Globomedia Private Spain

Spain

TVI / Plural
Portu- PortuEntertain- Private
gal
gal
ment
Notro TV

Aparte Pro104 Fenómenos 7.20 16.60 Series
A3
ducciones
TVI / Plural
Tele105 Anjo Meu 6.90 28.30
TVI
Entertainnovela
ment
Bambú pro106 Gran hotel 6.40 14.70 Series
A3
ducciones
Os CompaRTP1/ Cine6.40 19.80 Series RTP1
107
dres
cool
Luna. el
108 misterio de 6.30 15.30 Series
A3 Globomedia
Calenda
A Família
SIC/SP
109
6.30 19.10 Series SIC
Mata
Televisão
Corazón de
TeleATV Grupo ATV
110
6.23 22.52
fuego
novela
Mi ex me
Tele- Venev111
5.38 40.17
Venevisión
tiene ganas
novela isión
Radio
TeleTeTelevisión
112 Flor salvaje 5.12 38.16
novela leven Interamericana
¡Válgame
Tele- Venev113
4.64 32.38
Venevisión
Dios!
novela isión
La casa de
TeleTe114
4.64 39.34
Telemundo
al lado
novela leven
La traicioTele- Venev- FOX Teleco115
4.57 40.32
nera
novela isión
lombia
Natalia del
Tele- Venev116
4.44 30.71
Venevisión
mar
novela isión
Abismo de
Tele- Venev117
4.06 32.49
Televisa
pasión
novela isión
La que no
Tele- Venev118
3.99 29.54
Televisa
podía amar
novela isión
Tele- Venev119 Emperatriz 3.81 34.52
TV Azteca
novela isión
Retrato de
Tele- Venev- FOX Teleco120
3.74 32.94
una mujer
novela isión
lombia
Source: Obitel

Private Spain

Spain

Private Spain

Spain

Private

Portu- Portugal
gal

Private Spain

Spain

Portu- PortuPublic
gal
gal
Private Spain

Spain

Private Spain

Portugal

Private
Private

Peru

Vene- Venezuela zuela

Private USA
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private

Peru

Venezuela

Vene- Venezuela zuela
VeneChile
zuela
Argen- Venetina
zuela
Vene- Venezuela zuela
Me- Venexico zuela
VeneUSA
zuela
Vene- Venezuela zuela
Co- Venelombia zuela
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If something stands out in the 120 titles that make up the above
table, it is the fact that there occurs an exchange of productions and/
or scripts among the Obitel countries, especially for the creation of
series and telenovelas, which does not mean that a given telenovela
is equally successful in different countries. For example, Amores
verdaderos, from Televisa’s Canal 2, from Mexico, which was
among the general top ten in its country of origin, only reached the
27th spot when viewed on Univisión, in the United States.
As it was already pointed out in the 2012 Yearbook, transnationalization of fiction products, in a way, conveys dynamism to
the Ibero-American fiction industry, but at the same time it places
each country in a spot, whether because it is a born importer-exporter, as it is the case of Brazil and Mexico (although in the table
results, the latter country confirms that its presence is becoming
less and less strong); or because they are efficient in the creation
and export of scripts, as it is the case of Argentina, Colombia and
Spain, which –in co-production with Chile– managed to place Los
80 más que una moda as the 11th most viewed fiction in the Obitel
countries; or because they are countries that, in spite of their industries’ growth, still depend on title import, as it is the case of Peru,
Uruguay, Venezuela and the United States. Ecuador has been
distancing itself a little from this sector of countries and, with a basis on the comedy genre, it has had an important upturn in national
fiction production.
The same table evidences the almost unilateral business relationship between Brazil and Portugal, where it seems that language
really conditions the exchange, the South American country being
the one that provides the European one with the most titles. In the
cases of Mexico and the United States, this type of symbiosis also
dominates, although the Latin production that is made in the northern country has begun to expand their business ties with others from
the South, such as Colombia, Venezuela and Peru. This, however,
has not managed to distance the United States from the domination
that the company Televisa exerts on its TV industry.
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This year the business flow occurring among the so-called
smaller nations is worth-noticing, for the United States, Chile,
Venezuela, Uruguay, Peru and Ecuador have started to import and
export tittles among themselves, which opens up one more space for
reflection because this could result into a new panorama in which
Brazil and Mexico (with their productions) or Argentina and Colombia (with their scripts) are not any longer the only countries with
whom this group seeks to make agreements to import fiction.
Table 10. Formats and time slots of the ten most viewed titles
Country

Argentina
Brazil
Chile
Colombia
Ecuador

Formats
Time slot
TeleTV
DocuPriSe- MiniUniMor- Afternovemodra- Others
me Night
ries series
tary
ning noon
la
vie
ma
time
5

0

2

0

0

0

3

0

0

10

0

7
7

2
2

0
1

1
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

1
1

6
9

3
0

3

6

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

10

0

7

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

10

0

Spain

0

9

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

10

0

USA

10

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

9

1

Mexico

9

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

7

0

Peru

4

1

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

10

0

Portugal

7

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

9

0

Uruguay
Venezuela
Total

9

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

2

6

2

10

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

3

3

78

27

10

1

1

0

3

0

12

99

9

Source: Obitel

In relation to the 2012 top ten general report of all the Obitel
countries and in correlation to the format and the time slot in which
they are aired, the most viewed titles correspond to the telenovela
format (78 titles) and they are aired in prime time. It is followed by
the series with 27 titles, 21 of these were also aired in prime time,
which underscores the importance attained by the series not only in
terms of production, but also in terms of the acceptance this format
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has had among the audience, especially in countries like Spain, although countries dedicated to the telenovela format, like Mexico
and Brazil, have incorporated the series format since 2009 to their
top ten. Contrariwise, other countries stand out, like the United
States, Uruguay and Venezuela, where the telenovela has a strong
presence.
Other formats like miniseries and TV movie have increased the
number of titles and they have even reached the top ten in countries
like Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Spain; Peru stands out because
half of its most viewed titles are miniseries.
In relation to the time slot, it became evident that fiction, irrespective of its format, is the genre that concentrates the most audience
and, consequently, it monopolizes the best TV time, the prime time, in
which 99 of the 120 national titles broadcast in 2012 were aired. The
rest was aired in the morning (12) and in the night time (9).
Table 11. Audience profile of the 10 most viewed titles:
gender, age, socioeconomic level4
Country

Gender%
Women

Socioeconomic
level %

Age range %

Men

4 to 13 to 19 to 25 to 35 to
12
18
24
34
44

Argentina

56.1

43.9

18.3 22.1 21.3

Brazil

63.7

36.3

8.8

8.7

9.1

7.0

10.0 15.0

Chile

64.0

36.0

8.0

Colombia

61.5

38.5

12.7 21.1 17.7

45+

AB

C

D

-

22.3

16.0 21.5 49.7 28.8

33.7

21.3

18.4 33.1 52.0 14.4

-

24.0

36.0 36.1 7.2 50.7

22.5

26.2 47.5 32.5 20.0

USA

61.3

38.7

13.5

17.7

25.2

29.4

Peru

60.7

39.3

15.8 15.7 14.3 18.5

14.7

21.0 20.9 35.1 44.0

5.4

8.8

-

-

-

Portugal

61.8

38.2

7.8

7.8

11.3 11.3

12.3

49.5 11.5 57.8 30.7

Uruguay

68.5

31.5

5.4

5.8

7.3

11.2

20.7

40.6 23.1 41.2 35.7

Venezuela

63.1

36.9

-

-

-

-

-

-

23.1 32.5 44.4

Source: Obitel
It was not possible to compare some countries in this table due to the fact that the information was not made available or because the information available does not correspond
to the desired indicators. The countries that were left out are Ecuador, Spain and Mexico.
The space in hyphens corresponds to data that were not reported by the Obitel teams.

4
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According to Table 11, it is possible to specify that the average audience of fiction in Ibero-America is a middle-class woman
older than 45 years, although this indicator may vary in countries
like Chile, Peru and Venezuela, where the people who watch the
most fiction belong to the lower class. On the other hand, it is
worth of noting that Colombia, Chile and Brazil are the countries in which there is higher fiction audience belonging to higher
classes.
In relation to the ages, in countries like Argentina and Brazil,
the average age of the audiences is around 34 and 44 years old. Argentina, Colombia and Peru also stand out because they present a
similar balance in their audiences’ ages, Argentina is the country
with the largest number of children and young audiences, which is
explained by the success enjoyed by its fictions addressed to these
age groups. In the rest of the countries, these audiences do not surpass the 10% barrier.

4. Highlights of the year in the Obitel countries
Throughout 2012, fiction production in the Obitel countries has
opened space for discussion of social problems that cause unrest
among the populace, as we will see in the following country-bycountry analysis. The proximity between fiction and reality gains
repercussion and calls attention to diverse social issues.
In this sense, the debate that television encourages in society
brings to the surface important issues that are not always dealt with
in other television programs or even other media. This scenario
highlights the social role of fiction as an instance of public debate
and of representation of national identity. At the same time, there
was a preference for the light form and humoristic tone of daily
themes. As to what concerns the working of the television industry,
the highlight was for policies for the incentive of production of national content.
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Social demands and “à la carte” fiction
Countries such as Chile, Colombia, Ecuador and Mexico presented in their programming a strong influence of themes connected
to drug dealing and the dependency on illegal substances, combat
against drugs, or the youth in the world of drugs, dealing through
fiction with problems of daily reality.
“À la carte” fiction, sponsored and developed with political
intentions, has once again been a subject of interest in Mexico, as
it had happened in 2011. Articulated alongside political marketing,
drug dealing was the theme of La teniente, which dealt with combat
against the traffic army, making the military as heroes in that fight.
Another case of political marketing was explicit in the reality show
Lo que mis ojos ven y mi corazón siente, starred by the future firstlady, a famous TV actress in the country. Made available during the
electoral campaign on YouTube, the 23 episodes of the program
had over one million views and served as an important cornerstone
for the campaign of the current president. The show presented, as a
fictional narrative, the backstage of the political campaign and the
private life of the president candidate, mixing reality and fiction. In
Mexico, there was also the closure of the rating-measurement company Ibope AGB and the creation of Nielsen-Ibope.
In 2012, broadcast TV in Chile continued to show a drop in
audience, a fact that has been ongoing since 2003. There was a preference for themes connected to reality, among which were highlighted: pedophilia, drug dealing, the educational crisis, bullying,
precariousness of family relations, social exclusion, and alcohol
and chemical dependency rehab. The best example was the series
Solita camino, dealing with the sexual abuse of minors, produced
with public funds, and despite not reaching high ratings, was one of
the highlights in the country. As for the form, the series presented
slower-paced and introspective narratives, with a reduced number
of characters.
In Ecuador, transmedia fiction has been gaining space. To
prove this, the main highlight was not in a conventional format, but
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in the first webnovela, Resaka, funded by TC Televisión, which
reached high ratings. Geared towards a teen demographic, each
time more present in the virtual environment, the webnovela deals
with themes related to drug dealing. Also worthy of attention are
skits created by the Ecuadorian collective Enchufetv in its YouTube
channel, which dealt with daily life with sarcasm and became the
most watched program in the country.
In Colombia, in 2012, the highlights were four productions
that dealt with social problems. The series Escobar, el patrón del
mal, with the year’s highest ratings, La mariposa, and El Capo II.
Drug dealing, illegality and corruption were subjects that caused
impact and generated debate among the populace. The fourth show
was the police series Corazones blindados, which showed policemen and agents fighting organized crime and violence.
Controversial themes that sought to portray society also were
the target of productions in Argentina: pornography, psychological problems, sperm donation, the boxing world, romance between
people from different classes, family comedy that escapes from traditional molds, and police comedy. Through melodrama they have
questioned classical molds of society and family. Examples are:
Graduados, La Pelu and El donante, the latter about a sperm donor
that finds out, years later, that he has 144 children.
Exclusion, racism, violent and socioeconomic issues were some
of the themes present in the fiction Conversaciones con la luna from
Peru. There was the production of the telenovela La Tyson, a remake of the successful Muñeca brava. The miniseries, which were
many (6), had short duration, few episodes and a strong melodramatic charge. Among the themes, the most noteworthy were: biographies, conflicts, fear, achieved dreams, immigrant stories.
The yearly highlight for Brazil also involved daily themes, especially referring to the middle class, which grew a lot in the country. The telenovela Avenida Brasil has polarized the attention of not
only the customary viewers or commentators of telenovelas, but
also international communication vehicles that sought to understand
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the “phenomenon” of Avenida Brasil. The enormous success of the
telenovela resulted in uncommon events such as the National Electric System to redimension energy supply to deal with an estimated
5% increase in energy consumption during the broadcast of the last
chapter of the show. There were changes and even cancellations of
public events scheduled for the same time as the airing of the last
chapter. The huge success was credited greatly due to the plot focused on customs and practices of the life of the so-called “new C
class” (an innovation in telenovela from Globo), the hybridization
of the serial format made by its author, and the characterization of a
fortunate cast of actors. The audience of the last chapter reached an
81% share. All the media scenario that was being constructed during
its exhibition made Avenida Brasil to be considered as a “popular
media event”, which, among other things, changes established routing and imprints ritual characteristics that favor the integration of
societies (Culdry; Hepp, 2010).
The more laid-back daily issues
Another thematic axis of Ibero-American fiction refers to dealing with lighter and more laid-back issues, sometimes by the use of
comedy, typical of sitcoms. Unlike previous themes, other productions aired in 2012 focused in fantasy, romantic relationships and
idealized biographies.
Argentina’s attempt to attract the audience is demonstrated
through the premieres of Supertorpe and Violetta, dedicated to children and adolescents, aired in the morning slot. In Chile, the most
watched production also had lighter and laid-back themes, like the
telenovelas Dama y obrero, Pobre rico and Soltera otra vez. The
latter mixed the telenovela, sitcom and unitary formats, and inspired
the Argentinian telenovela Ciega a citas. The romantic comedy
Soltera otra vez deals with the challenges of modern life of a professional that, alongside three female friends, faces amorous relationship and infidelity problems. The plot was one of the most watched
audiovisual products in Chilean television, reaching a 90% share.
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Colombia had among its highest rated shows in 2012 lighter
productions connected to Caribbean culture, such as the miniseries Casa de reinas and the telenovelas Rafael Orozco, el ídolo and
¿Dónde carajos está Umaña?. The telenovela ¿Dónde está Elisa?
and the series El Laberinto also depicted adverse situations in a
lighthearted manner, in which moral values come out on top at the
end. The series A mano limpia escapes the sociocultural stereotypes,
portraying the union of social classes that overcome professional
and economic differences.
Comedy is also the strong point in Ecuador, where, for the second year running, telenovelas did not make the top ten. Humor has
been the most used form of fiction to reach audiences, with sarcasm
and irreverence in its plots, be it over television or Internet.
In Spain and Venezuela there were strong fantasy themes in
2012 fiction. In Venezuela some fiction showed a strong link with
mythical and religious themes, such as Traición y perdón. In Spain,
the network that ran the most self-produced titles in 2012, Antena3,
aired fiction shows that dealt with paranormal phenomena, werewolves, and adventure. The other network of note is Tele5, with
eight shows in 2012. Tele5’s highest rated fiction shows were La que
se avencina and Aída, which deal with love, family, and friendship.
The audiovisual production scenario and the audience
In some countries, the year’s highlights do not refer solely
to fiction content, but also changes in the audiovisual market, the
transnationalization, and audience behavior. That was the case in
Spain, where the fiction production market finds itself in in a process of transnationalization, with the sale of shows and formats for
several countries. Among the highlights is Águila roja, which had
over six million watchers in the country and was sold to twenty
countries, followed by Cuéntame como pasó, another long-lasting
success, with over five million watchers.
In the United States, the focus in 2012 was not on the productions themselves, but on the reorganization of the Hispanic
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television industry in the country through new alliances between
networks. Hispanic production frustrated the outlook for 2012. The
prime time telenovela El talismán, a Univisión co-production with
Venezuelan Venevisión, did not reach expectations. More than five
million spectators on its premiere were not enough to avoid the
shortened duration or the change to an afternoon slot. Other than
that, the most dealt subjects by Hispanic media were the Olympics
and the presidential election.
In Peru, the telenovela Al fondo hay sitio received international
attention, and its fourth season reached the 800 chapter mark, which
reached the highest audience at 50 points, which is uncommon for
the country. This work of fiction has been sold to five countries.
One of the rating highlights in Portugal was the remake of the
Brazilian telenovela Dancin’ days, co-produced with Globo. Especially notable was the product placement action that took place
within the work. Brazilian telenovelas also had good ratings with
the rerun of Páginas da vida and the premiere of Avenida Brasil. It
is also worth noting that the leading fiction channel, TVI, had as a
highlight the airing of 26 TV movies from the Filmes TVI project.
In Uruguay the production of the first national sitcom and
literary adaptations were the highlights in 2012, with the unitary
Somos and the series Bienes gananciales, which mixed fiction and
reality. The productions with international financing or co-productions were strategic for the country. In Venezuela, there was public
financing for fiction programming, where programming had been
decreasing since 2010.
Public incentive and encouraging independent production
Government incentive programs in Ibero-American countries
have increased the number of national productions and offered more
security to developers to work in new formats, narrative and aesthetic styles, besides encouraging independent production or small production studios. The main forms of incentive were fund-gathering
assistance, sponsoring or financing of fiction works.
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In Portugal, 2012 production has undergone several changes such as decrease in titles per channel, characteristics of fiction
works and supply and demand, opening space for new forms of
production of fiction content in the country. The production of
public channel RTP has been maintained from the previous year,
despite the economic crisis. Dealing with diversified themes was
employed as a strategy to reach different audiences. By joining information and fiction, RTP produced a series of 12 TV movies,
Grandes histórias: toda gente conta. Another fact highlighted in
Portuguese public television was the partnership with universities
for the production of the series Contos de Natal, connecting market
and academia. Format innovations also happened in Argentina, in
fiction works with government financing, which presented new formats, styles and genres, expanding the territory for new production
companies and increasing competition for audience. Meanwhile,
in Uruguay, aesthetic innovation happened due to lack of resources. TNU, the country’s public channel, demanded REC: una serie
casera, marking its return to productions in broadcast television. In
the series, a young man creates his own video with aesthetics and
style that, reflecting the title, refers to lack of means for a more
elaborate production.
In Venezuela, the highlights can be grouped in four types: 1)
nationalization of fiction; 2) fictional production from communal
spaces; 3) serial fiction linked to mythical and religious aspects; and
4) public financing for audiovisual production. Public funding financed the telenovela Teresa en tres estaciones that portrays the life
of Venezuelan women. Some series also counted on that financing,
among them: Barrio sur; Hotel de locura; Nos vemos en el espejo;
La residencia; El diario de Bucaramanga.
And in Chile, the highlight was the series Solita camino, also
produced with public investment. Even without reaching good ratings due to competition with one of the top ten, “El reemplazante”,
the work of fiction was a watermark all across the country for dealing with themes such as pedophilia, bullying, fear and power with
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a foundation in a plot regarding the world of teenagers, with a deep
emotional charge.

5. TV fiction and transmedia reception: interaction through networks5
Ever since Obitel decided to incorporate transmedia reception
in its analysis in 2009, we have reported how what started as a marginal practice, encouraged by the use of the Internet, but not valued
enough precisely for its transmedia potential, has become a key element for the interconnections that are established from the fiction,
both with other screens and with the new habits that their audiences
are generating. These habits range from recognizing its widened
consumption (Orozco Gomez, 2011) to their even more constant
interactivity actions (Lopes, 2009).
This reflects a strong, profound sociocultural change that, however, still has not generalized in the type of media-audiences interaction, since it is still possible to observe a transit movement of
media audiences to users/content producers.
Year after year, the TV fiction fans –in the 12 countries members of Obitel– have been giving out signs that indicate little by
little that the emotiveness that moves them in the social networks
(Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, etc.) to talk about their favorite fictions is leading them to generate another type of contents that are
beginning to surpass mere compilation practices (editing videos of
the crucial moments in their telenovelas, for example, the romance
between the main characters) to place themselves in the creation
of another type of storytelling. Though they are still far from the
transmedia storytelling that is at present developed with movies and
series, especially those from the United States, this is a first step for
the audiences to end up appropriating the Ibero-American telenovelas and series from the production.

We are thankful for the special support given by Darwin Franco, from Obitel Mexico,
on this section analysis.
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Likewise, we have illustrated how the TV industries from the
12 Obitel countries are making multiple efforts to mutate to what
Scolari (2008) calls “hyper-television”, which implies simulating or
emulating the interactive interfaces that are offered by the Internet
at present. In a species of “Tvmorphosis” (Orozco Gomez, 2012),
television has been looking for ways to interact further with their audiences and to generate, from that relationship, multiple receptions
that would use it as the main referent of the new media practices.
That is why, as it was explained at the beginning of this section,
transmedia reception has become an important link between fiction
and its audiences.
Transmedia reception in the Obitel countries
For the 2013 Yearbook, the analysis of transmedia reception
underwent some changes in its methodology, since, unlike the previous years, in the present year the analysis did not center on presenting all the transmedia offer of the top ten in each of the Obitel
countries, but on that fiction selected among the favorite fictions,
whether due to the importance of the fiction title itself or because
a title resulted into an interesting case because of its specifically
deployed transmedia proposal.
In any of the cases, the analysis concentrated on the way in
which the audiences interacted with their fiction, whether through
the social networks or the official websites of the series or telenovelas selected. The center of attention focused on the analysis of the
comments, opinions and practices the audiences made there, but
also on the ways of appropriation and on the productions that might
have been generated in this respect.
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Chart 1. The 12 titles selected and their transmedia offer
Country

Title

Format

Top ten

Argentina

Graduados

Series

1st place

Brazil

Avenida
Brasil

Telenovela

2nd place

Chile

Soltera otra
vez

Telenovela

1st place

Colombia

Escobar, el
patrón del
mal

Dramatized

1st place

Ecuador

Enchufetv

Web-comedy

No

Spain

El barco

Series

No

USA

El talismán

Telenovela

9th place

Mexico

Te presento a
Webnovela
Valentín

No

Peru

Al fondo hay
sitio

Telenovela

1st place

Portugal

Dancin´
Days.

Telenovela

1st place

Uruguay

REC. Una
serie casera

Series

No

Venezuela

Flor salvaje

Telenovela

2nd place

Source: Obitel

Transmedia offer
Official website
Facebook page
Twitter
Official website
Facebook page
BrazilNovela
Twitter
Blog Oioioi
Store
Out of Home media
Official website
Facebook
Twitter
YouTube
Facebook
Official website
Twitter
YouTube
Official website
Facebook
Twitter
YouTube
Official website
Facebook
Twitter
Official website
Facebook
Twitter
YouTube
Official website
Facebook
Twitter
Official website
Facebook
Twitter
YouTube
Official website
Facebook page
Official website
Facebook
Facebook
Official website
Facebook
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One of the first elements to be underlined in the transmedia
offer of the 12 titles selected by the Obitel countries is how strong
the social networks became as base platforms for the transmedia
processes of the Ibero-American fiction. In 2011, the official website was the central node in this process; however, now a year later,
that importance is shared by sites like Facebook, Twitter and, to a
lesser degree, YouTube, which are now sites from which the IberoAmerican fictions seek to expand networks to interact with their
audiences beyond the TV set. Many titles in Chart 1 established
strategies (based on promotions and on video-chats with the main
characters) that consisted in contests that made the audiences use
their different transmedia offers to solve on them the questions or
activities that would have them participate in the chats with their
favorite characters/actors.
In this respect, Avenida Brasil is one of the best examples of the
above, since this Globo title managed an unheard of connection with
its audiences via Twitter, for in its last few broadcasts the hashtag
#AvenidaBrasil ranked as one of the most repeated on a worldwide
level, which means that the interaction at the moment of the broadcast of the telenovela was also occurring in parallel through the social networks.
This phenomenon, although to a lesser degree, is something
that is beginning to occur in all the Obitel countries; however, the
case of Brazil was significant because it confirms Globo’s bet to
generate not only a multi-platform strategy, but also an interactivity
that unfolds in real time with their telenovela fans through platforms
like YouTube.
It must be pointed out that three of the 12 countries analyzed
products created on or exclusively for the Internet, which is a second step for Ibero-American fiction that up to 2011 had transferred
its productions to the Web, but few efforts had been made to produce fiction that would be broadcast solely online.
Ecuador, in a format similar to the videoblogs, selected the
webcomedy Enchufetv. This proposal makes two-to-five-minute-
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long microfictions that are uploaded to the Touché Films YouTube
channel. They have over 2 million subscribers in their site and their
videos have been played over 250 million times. This number of
followers is transferred to their profiles on social networks and it is
a veritable bet on interactivity, but not on transmedia.
Another novelty element for 2012 was the emergence of the
webnovelas; countries like Mexico and Ecuador released two telenovelas for their exclusive broadcast on the Internet. Te presento a
Valentín was the first proposal by Televisa to explore the expansion
of its telenovelas on the Internet; in turn, Resaka, sponsored and
financed by TC Televisión, was an experimental proposal by the
Instituto Superior de Estudios de Televisión, ITV, based on Guayaquil, which was later adopted by the Ecuadorian TV network.
Te presento a Valentín, a production created for its exclusive
broadcast on the Internet and for its distribution through mobile
devices throughout Mexico and in parts of the United States, attempted to establish a new interactivity with the Mexican audiences;
however, its penetration was poor because, beyond the love advice
it gave on Twitter, it never promoted actual audience participation.
The effect remained just in the viewing. The same thing happened
with Resaka, which has not managed to achieve a strong penetration, as did Enchufetv in Ecuador itself.
Spain, with El Barco, explored the transmission of “twittersodes” that complemented the TV fiction plots by means of
the tweets that the characters (not the actors) posted in real time
on Twitter, no doubt an innovative model within the Obitel scope
where those connections are made from the production, but not directly from what a fictional character may feel or think.
Argentina, for example, did conduct a direct questioning of its
fans on Twitter or Facebook, but it did not do so through its characters, but through questions that fans could answer about what would
happen or not with some of the characters of Graduados, the fiction
selected. Nevertheless, little is known about what was done with
that information that the series generated with over 250,000 tweets
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posted by its followers. Maybe in this example and the one about
Spain, it would be convenient to ask ourselves, what is the use of
these comments for production? Could they become raw material
to change the plots or the characters or even the storytelling itself?
Figure 1. Summary of the transmedia offer of the
12 titles selected in 2012
•
•
•
•

Character Profile
Photos and videos
Making-Of
Viewing Chapters

•
•
•
•

Test
Games
Making-Of
Technical

•
•
•
•

Contests
Comments
Chapters
News

Official Website
• Official Account

• Official Profile
• Fan Pages

• Central Page

• Characters Account

• Character Profile

• Official Chat

• Director Account

• Official Store

Twitter

Facebook
Youtube
Wikipedia
• Technical

• Official Channel
• Fans Channel
• Video Fans

• Synopsis

Instagram
• Official Account
• Fans Account

Foros e Blog
• Characters Blog
• Fans Blog

Source: Obitel

As it had already been explained, in the 12 titles selected, the
use of Facebook, Twitter, or YouTube help promote the interactions
with the audiences, since it initially offers them more channels to
watch and learn about the fiction, but it also indicates the greater
interest of the producers or the TV networks in multiplatform strategies, as it had been occurring in 2011.
However, the audiences themselves and the fans are the ones
who have generated the expansion of the storytelling, creating profiles, accounts, or #hashtags where their tastes or interactions are
widened, but also they have been capable of creating –outside these
spaces– forums and blogs where they do not only talk about what
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they would or would not like to see, but also they have found a way
to deviate the controls that the official sites or YouTube itself, at
the request of the TV networks, have been generating to protect the
copyrights.
In response, the fans have created these other sites where they
themselves record the telenovelas with their cell phones and upload
them so that other people can enjoy them without restrictions. In
general terms, there is little interactivity with the audiences, for a
mercantile sense still prevails in the transmedia offers and there are
but a few cases that invite the audiences to create or be an active part
of the productions.
Uruguay with the series REC, is a peculiar case, because from
its Facebook profile, the production invited anybody interested to
participate as an extra, publishing the day and time of the locations
where shooting would occur.
The TV networks’ skepticism and indecision, as Venezuela exposes, is one of the main problems concerning the transmedia offers
that may be found among the Obitel members. In the case of this
country and the selected title Flor s alvaje, this “impasse” occurs
because what was offered on the official website and on its social
network profiles still hesitated between the idea of being truly interactive (the production used a game to measure how much the
audience knew about the telenovela), or using these Internet sites
to facilitate viewing and exclusive materials such as “behind the
cameras”.
In addition, there were other offers, like in Portugal, with the
“Facebook Hour”, a space where the actors/characters of Dancin´
Days talked with the users about their lives and what would or
would not happen with the character that they were playing. In these
cases, just like it happened in Colombia with Escobar, el patrón del
mal, priority is given to the viewing accompanied by some interactivity actions, as the abovementioned video-chat.
In relation to the Colombian fiction that portrayed the life of
drug trafficker Pablo Escobar, the opportunity to attain a greater in-
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teraction was wasted, because, since it dealt with a “high-profile historical event”, the production did not assess the conflicting feelings
that it generated among the fans, who were divided in their comments posted on the social networks into “the activities performed
by the drug lord and the character portrayed in the series”. Perhaps
that would have been a good opportunity to make a transmedia proposal inviting the audiences to generate alternative endings in the
fashion of fan-fiction.
In Peru, with the telenovela Al fondo hay sitio, the transmedia
offer suffers from the same shortcomings, because the audiences’
involvement is not fully used, whether because interaction from the
websites is difficult or because the official page does not make it
easy for fiction to interact with its social networks.
This step, as we had already announced, has not been fully
achieved, because as it is established in the chapter about the United
States, the TV networks see the fans with an exclusively mercantile interest, which avoids recognizing or rather makes it difficult to
acknowledge that through their media practices and multiple receptions the fans are “the best ambassadors of their contents”, since
they share or retweet their contents for free. That is, fans expand
promotion and that is healthy, as it happened with El talismán, the
telenovela that managed good Internet traffic due to the promotion
that the fans (not so much the production) made on the social networks, generating a constant impact because they kept the phenomenon “talking about this” going all the time.
This capacity of bringing back and forth media contents through
the social networks had caused the fictions or even some characters
to transcend the limits of fiction and to be regarded as opinion leaders in reality. In Chile, Argentine telenovela Soltera otra vez, starring the character Cristina Moreno, became a media reference as
well as a reference in matters of the heart, since from her Facebook
profile as well as in the columns written by this character in some
Chilean media, she advised the Chilean public giving them tips on
how to get the “ideal man”.
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No doubt, skepticism and indecision on the part of the TV networks in general prevented the transmedia reception from following
new paths in 2012, although in particular there are efforts made by
large and small TV stations not only to have their fictions played
on the Internet, but also to have them start from it to generate a true
transmediation supported by the interaction and interactivity with
its audiences.
Interaction, the opening up of the industry
Since 2011, Obitel has been reporting how the Ibero-American
audiences gradually began to generate a bigger commitment to their
fictions, which was observed in interactivity processes. However,
this emerging phenomenon has been meeting some limits in the offers and real possibilities of interaction offered from the TV networks, in addition to the limits derived of the competences that the
audiences are developing from their interactions with the so-called
new technologies.
The step we glimpsed, which went from the transmedia offer
supported on marketing strategies and promotion of contents to the
real incorporation of the fans’ practices on the Internet, is something
that does not seem to have been achieved in 2012 yet. Interactivity and interaction are two phases under construction in the Obitel
scope.
In the methodology used by Obitel to measure precisely said interaction, common criteria were proposed to make a more homogeneous classification among the 12 countries that are now part of this
Yearbook. The classification has been guided by the Obitel methodological protocol and it is made up of the following categories:
•
Interactive: it is possible to interact with respect of the fiction’s content, but the chapters cannot be watched.
•
Interactive in real time: it questions the audiences during the
fiction’s transmission.
•
Viewing: it is possible to watch the chapters, but comments
cannot be posted.
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•
•

•

Interactive viewing: comments can be posted and it is possible
to interact with other people who visit the site.
Network interactive viewing: it is possible to watch the fiction, post comments and redirect all the contents of the site to
the users’ social networks.
Transmedia viewing: exclusive products for viewing on the
web as well as interaction dynamics with the fiction are offered
on the site.

Among the 12 titles selected by the Obitel countries, 39 items
were obtained in relation to the types of media interaction that were
offered by the producers in the selected titles.
Graph 1. Types of interaction proposed by the
producers in the titles selected
Interactive

5%
26%

18%

Interactive in real time
Viewing

13%
20%

18%

Interactive viewing
Network interactive viewing
Transmedia viewing

           Source: Obitel

Unlike 2011, here other interaction levels stand out as proposed from the industry, which are closer to processes of greater
dynamism among the fictions and their audiences. In this year, 26%
concentrated on the transmedia viewing, which presupposes that in
most titles’ sites exclusive products for web viewing as well as interaction dynamics with the fiction are offered, a fact that in countries like Mexico and Ecuador went even further with the establishment of webnovelas or in Spain with the creation of “tweetsodes”.
The network interactive viewing (20%), the interactive viewing in real time (18%), and the interactive viewing (18%) continue
with this change of vision from the production of fiction. This in-
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crease with respect of the previous year responds to the use of social networks as a means to question –in real time– the audiences
about what they are watching on their screens and also why they
(according to data disclosed in all of the Obitel countries) have increased the time they dedicate to the social networks. In this point,
it is worth noticing that said interactivity is more incisive in countries like Spain, Brazil, Argentina, the United States and Mexico,
where the levels of connectivity are greater.
The interactive and viewing proposals were left behind, although they prevailed years ago and dominated the transmedia
strategies offered from the production and the TV networks, which
presupposes that the transmediation and transmediality process between the TV and the Internet in Ibero-America is a phenomenon
that, though slowly, has been making progress year after year.
Interactivity, what the audiences have achieved and what the producers permit
The results in relation to interaction presuppose an opening up
of the fiction producers with respect of the ways in which they can
become involved with their audiences, but also the ways in which
the latter (outside the official proposals) are operating to become
involved and to appropriate of their cultural products.
This step or migration, however, is a cultural process that does
not develop in the same way in all the Obitel countries. To make an
approximation to how the process of interactivity occurs, the following categories were established in the methodological protocol
to analyze interactivity.
•
Passive interactivity: when the user consumes the contents
without feedback. Interaction is barely reactive as to the content.
•
Active interactivity: the user responds to a stimulus given just
within the conditions offered by the broadcaster, for example,
participation in some survey. Interaction is propositive or critical as to the content.
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•

Creative interactivity: the user becomes the producer of contents, creating something new from that which they were given. Stimulated by the original producer of the contents to issue
some response, the web user produces, transposing his condition as receiver and attaining the level of producer. (Lopes et
al., 2009).
Graph 2. Levels of interactivity proposed by the
producers in the titles selected
8%

14%

Passive interactivity
Active interactivity
78%

Creative interactivity

Source: Obitel

The increase that active interactivity had this year is remarkable here. Taking into account that now the analysis was conducted
in just 12 titles and not with all those referred to in the top ten, 78%
of the interactivity between fictions and fans in 2012 were active,
which implied the audiences’ response to the multiple stimuli that
the producers offered this year. Polls, surveys, games, dynamics
to obtain prizes, chats and video-chats, in addition to participating
commenting or giving “likes” to the chapters, were some examples
of this practice.
Nevertheless, this is still an emerging level of interactivity in
general; perhaps, it is more intense or generalized in some countries
than in others. The step towards “creativity” (8%), the category in
which the audiences become content producers, creating something
new from what they were given, is something practically inexistent
in the Obitel countries, where passive interactivity (14%), the mere
reaction to what is watched, is even greater. This fact allows us to
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observe that, even though the producers offer new ways, participation and creation of contents (in general) is not a media practice
among the audiences/users in the 12 participating countries.
However, it is necessary to mention that active interactivity,
the dominant one in the fictions selected, must be explained from
what each fiction in particular allows the audiences to do from their
official sites or profiles on the social networks, since not all the productions were fully open to participate directly with the audiences;
in each of the Obitel countries these nuances are perceived, on one
hand, by watching the producers’ offer and, on the other, by analyzing the audiences’ prevailing practices, which –in effect– are active commenting and exchanging about what they watch, but not
producing unreleased contents of their own. The following chart
illustrates the levels of interaction and interactivity, as well as the
practices that prevailed among the audiences in relation to each title.
Chart 3. The 12 titles selected, transmedia offer, types of interaction, levels of interactivity and the users’ prevailing practices
Country

Title

Transmedia
Levels
Transmedia
Users’ prevailing
interaction of inter- practices
offer
activity
types
Official
website

Argentina

Graduados

Facebook

Twitter

Transmedia
viewing
Interactive
in real time
Interactive
in real time

Active

Comment
Interpretation
Remix
Parody
Recommendation
Imitation Celebration
Critique
Collection
Storage
Sharing Discussion
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Official
website

Facebook
page

Brazil

Avenida
Brasil

BrazilNovela

Network
interactive
viewing

Transmedia
viewing

Transmedia
viewing

Interpretation
Sharing Playfulness
Recommendation
Interpretation
Comment
Sharing Recommendation
Discussion
Creative Celebration
Playfulness
Collection
Review
Parody
Remix
Interpretation
Comment
Sharing Recommendation
Discussion
Creative Celebration
Playfulness
Collection
Review
Parody
Remix
Active

Viewing
Active

Interpretation
Comment
Sharing Discussion

Active

Consumption
Recommendation

Viewing

Passive

Interpretation

Transmedia
viewing

Creative

Twitter

Blog Oioioi
Store
Out of Home
media
Official
website

Chile

Soltera
otra vez

Facebook

Interactive
in real time
Interactive
viewing

Network
interactive
viewing
Viewing

Twitter

YouTube

Active

Active
Interactive
in real time
Interactive
viewing

Active

Comment
Recommendation
Celebration
Review
Storage
Sharing Discussion
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Interactive
viewing

Active

Official
website

Network
interactive
viewing

Active

Twitter

Interactive
viewing

Active

Interactive
in real time

Active

Viewing

Passive

Facebook

Escobar,
Colombia el patrón
del mal

YouTube
Official
website
Facebook

Ecuador

Enchufetv

Official
website
El barco

Facebook
Twitter
Official
website
Facebook

United
States

El talismán

Twitter
YouTube
Official
website

Mexico

Te presento a
Valentín

Active

Twitter

YouTube

Spain

Transmedia
viewing
Viewing

Facebook

Twitter

Interactive
in real time
Network
interactive
viewing
Transmedia
viewing
Interactive
Interactive
in real time
Viewing
Transmedia
viewing
Interactive
in real time
Transmedia
viewing
Viewing
Network
interactive
viewing
Transmedia
viewing
Network
interactive
viewing

Active

Active
Active
Active
Passive

Active
Active
Active

Comment
Interpretation
Recommendation
Celebration
Review
Collection
Sharing
Extension
Debate
Interpellation
Comment
Interpretation
Remix
Parody
Recommendation
Imitation Celebration
Critique
Collection
Storage
Sharing
Discussion
History
Interpreters
Reviews
Humor
Current issues
Audiences
Comment
Interpretation
Remix
Parody
Recommendation
Imitation
Celebration
Critique
Collection
Sharing Discussion

Passive

Active
Active

Passive/
Active

Comment
Discussion
Recommendation
Imitation
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Official
website

Peru

Portugal

Al fondo
hay sitio

Dancin´
Days

Facebook

Active

Interactive

Active

YouTube

Network
interactive
viewing

Active

Official
website
Facebook

REC.
Una serie Facebook
casera
Facebook
Group
Official
website

Venezuela

Active

Twitter

Official
website
Uruguay

Transmedia
viewing
Network
interactive
viewing

Flor
salvaje
Facebook

Transmedia
viewing

Active

Interactive
viewing

Active

Interactive
in real time

Passive

Interactive

Active

Transmedia
viewing

Active

Interactive
viewing

Active

Comment
Interpretation
Recommendation
Parody
Critique
Discuss

Comment
Celebration
Recommendation
Sharing
Interpretation
Review
Collection
Storage
Discussion

Comment
Celebration

Comment
News
Special announcements on the telenovela
Reviews
Polls
Recommendation

Source: Obitel

In relation to the users’ prevailing practices, the activity that
stood out the most in the 12 fictions selected was “comment”, followed by “sharing” and “discussion”. These three activities, facilitated by the interface of the websites where said titles were posted,
express that the users are willing to interact with their series and
telenovelas, but the poor offer on the part of the producers or the
lack of capabilities prevent them from doing other activities like
“remix”, “parody” or “imitation”. Although this type of activity is
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performed in countries like Argentina, Brazil, Ecuador, United
States or Mexico, their reference includes reactive rather than proactive activities, since the majority of the fiction fans that log in on
the sites that offer series or telenovelas almost exclusively do so to
watch their episodes and, from time to time, comment something
about them, as it happens in Chile, Colombia, Spain, Portugal,
Peru, Uruguay and Venezuela.
All in all, observing what is offered and what the audiences do
in the 12 titles selected, it is clear that transmedia reception will be a
reality, at least in the Obitel scope, not only when the fiction producers attach more importance to the comments they receive on a daily
basis from their audiences, but also when the audiences recognize
their capacity as agents and they begin to explore new ways of interacting with their fictions, and, why not, when they become aware of
their capacity as content creators and become able to generate their
own channels to produce fiction, as it happened in Ecuador.

6. Topic of the year: social memory and television fiction in IberoAmerican countries
The choice of inter-relation between television fiction and social memory as topic of the 2012 Obitel Yearbook had the objective
to reveal new aspects of the importance of television fiction for the
Obitel countries, as well as bring light in the manner by which television fiction participates in the construction of social memories and
cultural identities of these nations.
The trajectory of these inter-relations in each of the countries
reveals a great deal about the social practices, the discourses and
their uses that are produced around television fiction. This task has
turned out to be complex not only due to the social importance of
television fiction in Ibero-American countries, but also due to the
different perspectives that were opened by studies regarding social
memory related to the media.
The starting point was to take television fiction as a “place of
memory” (lieu de mémoire, Nora, 1989) and document of a time and
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understand it as narrative of construction, maintenance and discussion of social memory, that is, as “communicative resource” (Lopes,
2009) of construction of identity.
The inter-relation of social memory and television fiction was
observed in the Obitel countries in several ways: (1) by genre of historical fiction that seeks to portray the past in a fictional form; (2) as
historical archive in which fiction is transformed; (3) by the workings of the plots, by the use of self-referential discourse, remembering themselves; (4) through resources like remakes and reruns.
These means of (re)construction of a discourse about the past served
to reveal aspects and uses related to the fiction genre and, in special,
to melodrama as a “cultural matrix” (Martín-Barbero, 2001).
“Television memory” was also taken as part of “media memory” (Neiger et al., 2011). In the permanent use of collective memory
in public forms of rituals and ceremonies, television operates as an
agent of this memory by recovering, through narratives, the memory
of happenings. This results in an attempt to comprehend how television fiction and, in special, the telenovela, considered as a “narrative of the nation” (Lopes, 2004), produce meanings and feelings of
belonging and identity that anchor social memory.
It is in this dialog between past and present that the fiction
genre acts as cultural mediation that allows memory to act selectively bringing the past to the present, reassigning meaning, showing new sides and forgetting others. This movement of updating the
past is highlighted by Ricoeur (2004). To him, while memory works
bringing the past to the present, history makes the opposite path.
Even if history is a critical instance regarding the past, and memory presents the tendency to interpret it from both categories and
viewpoints of the present, there is interdependency between both.
Memory is more than a fundamental source, it is the very source of
History, circulating its interpretations. In this way, it is a complex
and conflicting relation between two forms of representation and
interpretation of the past.
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The reconstruction of the past, according to Meyers (2007),
presents three main aspects: (1) the process of selecting some events
and not others that are omitted; (2) the question of authority of who
presents the narrative; and (3) the consideration of implicit moral
judgment for the recovery of memory and institutionalization of
process of what will make it into social memory or not. Referring
more directly to television, Edgerton (2001) argues that it is a means
through which people can learn history. In this way, we can consider
“television as a historian”.
Television is a powerful instrument to narrate the past and influence the way of thinking of the public, especially through the
telenovela, which is considered a cultural phenomenon in Latin
America. The telenovela, as a popular genre, creates a public space
to share a nation’s experiences and discussions (Lopes, 2009). According to Porto (2011), representation of telenovelas tends to draw
a parallel between social and political realities. In this way, themes
acquire importance and start to influence audiences, since, as observed by Lopez (1995), living the nation through the telenovela is
a concrete possibility.
Television fiction analyses made by countries in this Yearbook
show telenovela narratives as agents of reconstitution of the past
that constructs collective memories. According to Jelin (2002, p.
22), “the collective of memories is the entanglement of traditions
and individual memories, in dialogue with each other, in a constant
state of flux”. Sturken (1997) points that, unlike photographic or
cinematographic images, memories do not remain static over time –
they are reformulated and reconfigured, disappear or are rewritten.
We speak, then, of television memory as part of media memory
and television as a historian. According to Edgerton (2001), television acts as historian and must be seen as means through which
great audiences can know histories and figures of the past, and be
captivated by them. Memories are part of an archive that is both
personal and collective, and, as such, are portrayed and reproduced
by the media with the intent of making them eternal. In this way, the
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media generates new means of modeling memory and form an inevitable part of everyday life. So we get a mix of “places of memory”
(Nora, 1989), “collective memory” (Halbwachs, 2006) worked by
institutions, and the individual memory of the “reminder/narrator”
(Benjamin, 1986).
And now, we seek to find, based on the principle of interculturality that rules the Obitel, some path trailed by countries, and it
is important to note that the detailing of each of the analyses here
summarized can be found on the chapter of each of the countries in
this book.
Television fiction and memory themes
The greatest highlight of the theme of the year in the 2012
Obitel Yearbook was present in the historical television fiction as
a means of archiving nationality and/or questioning official history
as was done in Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Portugal, Mexico and
Uruguay. However, in many countries, the construction of social
memory and of shared knowledge of the past remains through the
hegemonic vision of history. The works of fiction that follow this
trend were highlighted by Spain, Peru and Portugal. The construction of a historical memory, which exalts happenings, reconstructs
characters and localizes references to explain current phenomena,
is the way through which fiction works in Chile, Peru, Mexico and
Venezuela to try to reach a true portrait of current social memory.
It deals with ways of narrating, comprehending, constructing and
reconstructing national identity, be it by evoking historical facts circumscribed to a determined historical period, be it by evoking and
counterpointing facts of a distant past with those of a more recent
past. These forms are directly related to the production of meanings of nostalgia in a time constantly considered more organized
and happier.
Argentina tackles the construction of social memory through
television by highlighting fiction’s capacity to elucidate events from
the past, discussing the memories produced by television fiction and
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its role in the construction of this past. It also figures into the debate
the distinction between memory generated by the media and these
memories that depend on an aesthetic, political or historical discourse, and that go beyond the media itself. In the memories generated by Argentinian television, there are three sides being presented.
The first of them refers to reiteration of generic molds of popular
culture in which characters and theatrical skits are recovered with a
mythical atmosphere, with disregard to temporality, as is the case of
the series Yo soy porteño (1962 to 1966 and 1976 to 1982). The second is composed by memorable media cases in which police news
reports or thrillers serve as a backdrop for fictional plots. That is the
case of the telenovela Vidas robadas (Telefé, 2008), which deals
with traffic and missing persons. And the third aspect refers to the
cases of media remembering itself, with the use of biographic data
of known people who gained recognition by doing fiction. That is
the case of the telenovela La dueña (Telefé, 2012), in which the private life of actress Mirtha Legrand presents some points in common
with the life of the character she played and, in that way, reality and
life are interwoven.
The reconstruction of the most recent political period of Argentina is connected, in general, to government initiatives. The
manner in which historical events are demonstrated in fiction works
allows for the display of different forms through which State and
society construct collective identity. The historical reconstructions
connected to the traumatic period of dictatorship show the forced
disappearance of common people, as in Televisión por la identidad
(Telefé, 2007). In this reconstruction, we find two viewpoints: that
of defenders of the dictatorship and that of its victims, which was
the case of the miniseries Volver a nacer (Televisión Pública, 2012).
This question acquires relevance not only due to the impact from a
social point of view, but also because it is directly related to the loss
and recovery of national identity. In this way, the past cannot be
thought of as a closed world any longer.
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Brazil has as its starting point the analysis of fiction aired since
2006, the year of beginning of Obitel activity, until 2012. In methodological terms, when analyzing the relationship between television fiction and memory, this country is highlighted by the capacity and authority of television to operate as an agent of collective
memory by three aspects. Two of those are related to the medium
itself as a system of production: TV remembers fiction in reruns and
remakes; TV remembers the past in historical and period narratives;
and the third is related to the production of meaning of memory that
is anchored in the reappropriation of telenovelas by a samba school
in a parade during Rio de Janeiro’s carnival.
The reruns, remakes, miniseries and telenovelas work as memory devices of television fiction. Since 1980, Globo has aired the
program Vale a pena ver de novo, which reruns telenovelas from the
network. In 2010, Globo launched the subscription channel Canal
Viva, with programming constituted of old show reruns, considered
TV classics and that have achieved success, appearing among the
most viewed channels of pay TV. This audience translates many of
the processes of remembrance, memory and history in the lives of its
viewers. Other channels like SBT and Record also rerun telenovelas
and miniseries in their programming. The remakes allow to viewers
the production of new meaning to previously seen stories that are
being retold. They also work as a way to rescue “media memory”
made of previously experienced sensations for people who knew
the original story and compared it with the remake, debating on social networks with people who had not seen the original and watch
the remake as a new work. It is not only about recovering emotions, sensations of the first viewing, but also the construction of
new meanings that are processed by the constant relation of present
and past. In 2012, Globo produced two remakes of telenovelas: Gabriela, a runaway hit from 1975, and Guerra dos Sexos, from 1984.
Also of note were narratives that remembered historical aspects of Brazilian society, showing that the relation of media with
history is built from the central role that television plays in cur-
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rent days. We notice the memory of historical facts in miniseries
that tackle historical, social and political themes of the country. For
instance, the military regime with JK (Globo, 2006) and Amor e
Revolução (SBT, 2011), biblical times with A história de Ester, Rei
Davi and Sansão e Dalila (Record, 2011), and period biographies
with Maysa – Quando fala o coração (Globo, 2009) and Dalva e
Herivelto (Globo, 2010). Telenovelas also offered historical themes,
be it fictional or real, like Cordel Encantado (Globo, 2011), which
took place in early 20th century in a fictional town, and Lado a Lado
(Globo, 2012), with a detailed reconstitution of the city of Rio de
Janeiro in the early 20th century. In this way, the memory of the past
is brought to current perception of the present through television
fiction portrayal.
Brazil also noted that the recovery of the past of telenovela
has surpassed conventional media (other screens, magazines, books
etc.) and was a theme for the 2013 carnival in Rio de Janeiro. Grêmio Recreativo Escola de Samba São Clemente has a parade on the
Sambodromo (specific place for the parade) with its version of the
history of telenovela in Brazil. In symbolic terms, there was the conjunction of two of the main matrixes of Brazilian culture, carnival
and telenovela. There was the parade of themes, scenes, characters
and plots that marked the memory of audiences through 54 telenovelas, all Globo productions, picked through polling made on the
Internet by the samba school itself. This resulted in a retelling, from
the aesthetics of carnival, of five decades (1960-2012) with emphasis on the 70s and 80s, through samba theme, music, dance, choreography and allegories. One can say that the two media events –telenovela and carnival– have in tandem narrated a “popular history of
television”, activating mechanisms of memory and recognition in
millions of viewers that watched the parade.
Chile highlighted the productions of historical fiction of the
country especially through TV movies and documentaries. The
themes explored were: biography of Chilean personalities from the
first 100 years of the nation, the daily routine and military and politi-
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cal life of these subjects; the Pacific War; and the history of Chile
since its discovery by Spain until the celebration of 100 years of
the Republic. The country classifies in three categories its fictional
production related to memory in the last three years: (1) historical
fictions that relate past facts from the country’s distant past; (2) the
period fictions that narrate the dictatorial past; and (3) the fictions
that portray more recent social memory.
Chile’s distant past is portrayed through groundbreaking happenings for the nation, from the point of view of monumental history (representation of historical facts that founded the nation), recovering episodes of crises and conflicts. Within this category are
works of fiction like Héroes, Epopeya, Paz and Algo habrán hecho.
The memory of the most recent dictatorial period is presented in
period fictions, without the presence of real characters of fact, like
in Los 80 and Los archivos del cardenal. Both series dealt with human rights’ violations, defending the importance of testimonial as
denunciation of that time. Finally, contemporary memory is represented by the work of fiction El reemplazante, aired in 2012. It takes
place in a school in a poor neighborhood, and it suggests new ways
to relate to the past from a memory that has not yet become history,
involving the student movement. All these works of fiction listed
were financed by the Consejo Nacional de Televisión.
Colombia also emphasizes the fact that television has, through
the years, portrayed the periods of discovery, conquest and independence, with aesthetic realism, mixing fiction and reality. These
works of fiction invited spectators to question their beliefs about the
country’s history. The country also highlights the relation between
social memory and history from a brief recap of how the past was
recreated by television and which were their ideological and political reasons to do so.
In Colombia, historical fictions showed history from processes
and social, church, government or popular confrontations. However, some portrayed historical facts in a different way than that of
history books, like La Independencia; La vida y obra de Bolívar;
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Los pecados de Inés de Hinojosa; and La Pola. It also highlights a
controversy to the manner in which the producer of the shows interprets historical facts, since such a person could privilege visions of
happenings according to the point of view of sponsors. This raises
the debate on the social and political commitment that television
must have through the debate regarding democracy, social inclusion
and cultural diversity. This brings examples like La Saga; Negocio
de familia; La historia de Tita; and Amar y temer.
In the 1990s, telenovela in Colombia attains notable relevance
by regional and national representation, amplifying its influence
to a global level of promotion of the country’s image. With this,
telenovela has intensified the debate regarding the meaning of “national” and the role of culture according to historical past and present. A great challenge for the production of television fiction is the
treatment of the political and social conflict, which marks and determines the historical and current development of each country.
Fiction becomes a symbol of construction of reality, shared representations, and development of social memory.
The United States highlight the reality of Mexico, transformed
by the drug dealers in anxiety and loss of hope for Mexican citizens.
It emphasizes how the social disheartening has taken place due to
the situation of violence and brutality that the presence of drug traffic has brought to the country, influencing the culture and modifying values and traditions from old times by a new type of organized
crime, in which money replaces old values. This point of view is
used to discuss the themes of telenovelas that portray the life of drug
dealers in a subgenre christened “narconovelas”, which have been
garnering great success in Hispanic television, as was the case of La
reina del sur, aired during the previous year by Telemundo.
The United States also remember the intrinsic relation between telenovela and social reality, since fiction becomes a dramatized reflection of social reality and the latter influences the themes
of plots that are aired in Hispanic television. In this context, there is
a discussion on how the reconstruction of the past of popular culture
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is influenced by the values presented in works of fiction. Television, as the most powerful instrument to narrate the past, creates
a public space in which the experience of a nation is taken by the
theme of drug dealing, imposing a new system that decharacterizes
the traditional melodrama and opens way for the representation of
naked reality of Latin America and the United States. A criticism is
made to the themes presented by Telemundo, especially considering the great success of La reina del sur and the continuous use of
the theme in future productions. Considering the immense success
of the theme of drug dealing, the programs bring glamour to the life
of drug dealers and, in a way, give a veneer of innocence to these
illegal activities. In their defense, the network argues that it is only
offering to viewers what they want.
Spain has witnessed in the last few years an increase in period pieces, in a clear recovery of historical memory. In 2012, the
economic crisis has affected the production rhythm, especially in
public networks. However, the crisis itself has introduced important
innovations in the sense of constructing and reconstructing images
of historical culture and its emblematic periods such as the High
Middle Ages and reign of its Catholic kings. The four works of fiction classified as historical (Toledo; Isabel; Concepción Arenal; and
La conspiracion) mix “past” and “pastime” (Silverstone, 1999, p.
132), that is, raising Buonanno’s (2012, p. 200) questioning, according to Ricoeur’s affirmation, that it is necessary to think of the own
distinction between past and history.
When it comes to the production of period fiction, Spain made
its debut with Cuéntame cómo pasó (2001), the “ground zero” of
a reflection that splits works that take place in a past by “before”
and “after” the democratic transition. The country’s fiction travels through historical periods and phases that, by being portrayed,
transform themselves in tools of comprehension, construction and
reconstruction of their identities. Thus, one can see Roman conquest in Hispania, la leyenda (2010) and in Imperium (2012), while
Toledo (2012) and Isabel (2012) dealt with the construction of the
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kingdom of Spain, mixing reality and fiction. The baroque Spain is
portrayed in Águila Roja, a series airing for four years, taking place
in the 17th century. The 1920s are portrayed in La memoria del agua
and, mainly, in Gran hotel, a careful visual recreation of Spanish
aristocracy of the time. The notably costly and long-lasting Cuéntame cómo pasó takes place in the transitional period at the end of
the 1970s and is on its 13th season, reflecting an illuminist policy.
The social memory in Spanish fiction had as a notable example
Amar en tiempos revueltos, aired between 2005 and 2012 and that,
in 2013, will return in a new phase as Amar es para siempre. As a
period piece, this is an example of the educational character that fiction can reach, dealing with social issues happening between 1936
and 1956, with a great deal of archival footage. Amar en tiempos revueltos also resulted in spinoffs in the form of TV movies and three
telenovelas, and also being sold to several Latin American countries
and the United States.
Ecuador highlights the relation between memory and audiovisual in two ways: fiction offers elements to remember and serves as a
source of memory archives. Despite television production that deals
with past elements and stories being in short supply, the country
highlights three moments of fiction related to social memory. The
first refers to the first experiences, in the 1960s to the 1980s, with
the series Narcisa de Jesús (1961) and El Cristo de nuestras angustias (1967) and the telenovela La casa de los Lírios (1974). These
fictions have worked the memory in a more conservative manner
with the intent of recovering Ecuadorian traditions and religious
customs. The second moment happens in the 1990s, with the encounter of literature and television fiction. The time was the height
of fiction related to elements of social memory, seeking to recover
the memory from literary works of national authors. Seven works
express this function, all by Ecuavisa: Cumandá; Los sangurimas; A
la Costa; El Chulla Romero y Flores; 7 lunas, 7 serpientes; El cojo
Navarrete; and Polvo y Ceniza. The third and last noteworthy moment in fiction is the 21st century, which could be called a moment
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on non-memory, since there is little fiction that recovers the social
memory. Two titles can be mentioned: Sé que vienen a matarme
(2007) and Olmedo, el castigo de la grandeza (2009).
Ecuador highlights the importance of public television as an
opportunity for social memory, since it does not suffer from the
same market pressure that private television does. The public channel focuses on journalistic shows and documentaries, but in 2012
national producers were summoned to promote fiction, maybe configuring the chance to create fiction with focus on social memory.
In the case of Peru, fiction regarding the past is the result of
adaptation of literary works with popular elements. Among the
works highlighted until the 1980s are: Tradiciones peruanas (1959),
teleplay that presents a set of traditions that pass forward the historical past since the colony until the young republic, considered a
major piece in the construction of nationality; Matalaché (1964), regarding an interracial affair during the age of slavery; and Nuestros
héroes de la guerra del Pacífico (1979), during the centennial of the
war against Chile and the military government in Peru. The 1980s
portray a tension in fiction between looking at a recent past and
interpreting a remote past. This tension between the two pasts is
found in the works of fiction Gamboa (1983), which recreates actual files from Peru’s investigative police, Bajo tu piel (1986), and
Malahierba (1987), with social themes such as medical negligence
and drug dealing.
However, it is in the miniseries that one finds the best link between television fiction and memory in Peru, especially in the late
1980s and early 1990s. The miniseries of the time imagine a past
with historical characters and reports and emblematic experiences,
like the war between natives and the Spanish, class conflicts, and
narratives based on real characters from the country’s history. In
1994, a landmark for the country’s identity in fiction was the telenovela Los de arriba y los de abajo, which has portrayed Peru as a
culturally diversified country, unlike the hegemonic depiction from
previous works.
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Portugal highlighted productions that remember important
moments in the country’s sociopolitical history. Themes such as
the fall of the monarchy, the first republic, and family and social
life of the New State were turned into fiction. Portuguese production that can be considered historical, with plots taking place in past
periods and/or regarding real themes and people, totaled 35 titles,
from which 40% take place in the recent past (between 1930 and
1970), 26% are adaptations of works from canonical authors from
the 19th century and 20% take place in the first two decades of the
20th century (the First Republic and subsequent government instability). In 2012 two historical titles were identified, Perdidamente Florbela and Barcelona, cidade neutral (TRP1), and one period piece,
Anjo meu (TVI). Comparing channels, one can notice that the public
channel bets in this kind of content (27 titles) while private channel
does so irregularly.
In a constant negotiation between past and present, television fiction from Mexico reconstructs the past from two narrative axes: rural
life and the golden years of Mexican cinema. The networks, in part
with the support of local governments, have emphasized the rural setting where typical family dramas from the country’s national identity
in the 1940s have taken place. The works of fiction clearly show the
transition from the rural setting, the infinite source of typical landscapes, themes and stories, like in Amor bravío and Abismo de pasión
from Televisa and Los Rey and La mujer from TV Azteca, and the
current urban setting, with themes relating to drug dealing, abortion
and homosexuality, emphasizing the drama of national identity. With
great visibility towards ranch music and in costume design, fiction
has brought to the present a period environment to reassign meaning
to the current life of the country. The rescue of rural patrimony, that
of the rancher, was almost omnipresent in telenovelas from 2012. The
constant visuals and sounds show the return to this element, such as
rancher clothes and mariachi music. Both elements were central in
Mexican cinema throughout the 20th century and had their meanings
constantly reassigned by the cultural industry (especially television).
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We could say that the telenovelas inhabit a sort of “different
time” related to pre-revolutionary Mexico. Toussaint (2013) distinguishes a past in which riches were firmly anchored to farmland,
and extends this movement from telenovela all the way to 2013,
with examples such as Corazón indomable; Amores verdaderos; and
La mujer del vendaval, all from Televisa.
Uruguay tackles the theme of the year by discussing social
memory and television fiction based on the relation between fiction
and reality, incorporating the complex relation between memory
and history. We chose a few imported television fictional works
with a historical basis such as Pablo Escobar, el patrón del mal;
Cuéntame; Graduados; and Contámela en colores. Such works of
fiction are discussed considering the Aristotelian assumption of
the limit between truth and plausibility in the formation of social
memory and, thus, accepting that the relevant element in fiction is
verisimilitude, in other words, that it is not true, but seems to be. In
this way, fiction, through plausibility, allows viewers to experience
other subjectivities through the characters and, in this way, increase
their symbolic repertoire as well as shape collective memories. In
this sense, television fiction can be considered a part of the process
of construction of collective memory for society.
Social memory, or the narrative of the past, presents two sides
when one observes television fiction from Venezuela. On one side,
there is recent memory, connected to the sociopolitical situation of
the country represented by the telenovelas Barrio Sur and Teresa en
tres estaciones, and, on the other side, there is the historical memory
with the role of praising and exalting happenings and characters
from the past with the intent to comprehend current phenomena.
This content are originated in the so called “cultural telenovela”,
with examples like: Por estas calles (1992); Amores de fin de siglo (1995); Ciudad bendita (2006); and Amores de barrio adentro
(2004). Other content related to social memory is based on political happenings like Estefanía (1979); Gómez I (1980); Gómez II
(1981); and La dueña (1984); and / or based on important historical
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epochs as Pobre negro (1976); Sangre azul (1979); and Guerreras
y centauros (2012-2013). It is also possible to note a type of cultural memory that appears in fictional content related to important
times of the history of the country and that deal with themes such
as heroism, ethnic issues and independence movements. In 2012,
Venezuelan television fiction has resorted to a romantic view of the
past with grandiloquent narratives of fight and struggle for power.

Final considerations
Within the new contemporary cultural and communicative scenario, the Obitel Yearbook yearly theme has allowed us to notice
that we live through an explosion of memory, a harkening to the
past, partly marked by the archiving phenomenon. Fiction is the creator of a shared repertoire and was understood by the 12 countries
as a place where memory can be exercised, as a place where representations and imaginaries regarding the way of life of a period
are guarded for posterior reappropriation. It is, thus, simultaneously,
memory, archive and identity, a complex locus of identity construction and reconstruction, a place where is gathered the narrative capacity of fictional television narrative to connect temporal dimensions of present, past and future, (re)creating collective memory
within the nation.
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1. Audiovisual context in the country
1.1. Broadcast television in Argentina
As from year 1990, Argentina’s broadcast television system
consists of approximately five networks with national coverage.
Four of these networks are managed privately and one of them is
owned and managed by the State. Digital Television (Televisión
Digital Terrestre or TDT, in Spanish) has been operating since 2010
and by the end of 2012 it covered 80.6% of the country through 16
networks (five of them managed privately and eleven state-owned)
that reach the full area covered by TDT.
Chart 1. Broadcast televisions with nationwide coverage
PRIVATE CHANNELS (4 )
América 2
Canal 9
Telefé
El Trece

PUBLIC CHANNELS (1 )

Televisión Pública
TOTAL CHANNELS = 5
Source: Obitel Argentina
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Three of the networks offer national coverage through their
pertaining systems of affiliates: Televisión Pública, Telefé and El
Trece. The state-owned network is the one that reaches the highest
proportion of the national territory (99.5%), although its audience
levels in the great metropolitan centers are not comparable to the
levels reached by commercial networks. El Trece and Telefé cover
all the provinces through ownership of, or association with, the main
local networks. Televisión Pública, Telefé, Canal 9 and América 2
broadcast their programming to the entire country through Digital
Broadcast Television (Televisión Digital Abierta or TDA, in Spanish), the digital television system created and sustained by the Argentine Government. None of the networks located outside the city
of Buenos Aires makes its programming schedule transcend the local boundaries.
During 2012, the Board of Directors of Argentine Radio and
Television – State Society (Radio y Televisión Argentina – Sociedad
del Estado or RTASE in Spanish) was created, pursuant to the requirements of the Audiovisual Communication Services Law 2010
(Ley de Servicios de Comunicación Audiovisual 2010), with representatives from the Argentine Executive Power (1), the Federal
Council of Audiovisual Communication (2) and the three first parliamentary minorities (3). This entity manages the communication
media that are under the charge of the State.
América 2 forms part of the América Medios group, which is
the property of businessman Daniel Vila and of Uno group. Canal 9
is an integral part of the Albavisión international group, owned by
Mexican Ángel González, which manages ten television networks
in Central and South America. In Argentina, Albavisión also exploits the radio broadcasting station La Red and the TDT network
Suri TV, which is devoted to rebroadcast programs from South
American countries. Telefé is owned by Telefónica de Argentina,
a subsidiary of the Spanish company bearing equal corporate name.
In Argentina, the group carries out activities related to landline and
mobile telephone as well as Internet services, and it is associated
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with several owners of domestic television networks. El Trece is
exploited by Clarín holding, a group that owns newspapers, broadcast TV networks and cable TV networks throughout the country,
a digital TV company, Internet service providers and websites, and
that co-owns a news agency, the only factory manufacturing newsprint paper and also a significant number of companies which are
not related to mass communication media.
During 2012, the networks with national range maintained a positioning similar to the previous year and granted a similar space to
the fiction scope. Telefé and El Trece were the networks achieving
the highest audience levels and, within the framework of a generalinterest proposal, placed fiction as a cornerstone of their programming schedule. Telefé built its fictional programming schedule on
the basis of co-productions with local companies, bearing in mind
their international sale, while El Trece centered its fiction programs
on its captive production company, giving priority to the local market.1 América 2 organized its offer between entertainment and information and Canal 9 specialized in the area of entertainment and fiction. Within fiction, Ibero-American productions –several of them
were reruns– were used to cover the evening time slots and sporadic
presences in the prime time of local programs produced with Government funding. Televisión Pública, in turn, granted a central spot
to Argentine fiction produced with State funding, sharing its place
in the programming schedule with political information and sports
programs.

1.2. Audience trends during year 2012
For the first time in several years, the broadcast television audience did not fall in relation to the previous year. In 2012, the average
rating per year for the entire broadcast television was 31.2 rating
points in contrast to the 30.8 points achieved in 2011.

1

While Telefé Contenidos sold in the international market seven of its programs or contents generated during 2012, El Trece placed none abroad.
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Chart 2. TV audience
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For the second consecutive year Telefé was the most watched
network. Not only did it have the highest annual audience level, but
it also maintained this level throughout the whole year and aired the
program with the highest average rating: the daily comedy Graduados.
Chart 4. Offer by genre in TV programming
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Even though there was an increase in the number of television
fiction programs premiered during 2012, the fiction time on screen
decreased 4% with respect to 2011. The deepening of the trend to
present short series and the appearance of programs with shorter
duration during 2011 was intensified in 2012.

1.3. Investments of the year in TV advertising
During 2012, the total investment in advertising in broadcast
television was ARS 39,212,744,551.00. A 75% of such amount was
concentrated in the Buenos Aires metropolitan area, which comprises barely 35% of the population.2 According to the data provided
by the Argentine Chamber of Media Agencies (Cámara Argentina
de Agencias de Medios Publicitarios), in absolute terms, the investment amount in TV advertising grew in relation to 2011, although
as far as the physical volume is concerned –amount of seconds used
in television–, a decrease of 4.6% was recorded.3 Furthermore, a
larger decrease is verified in the investment in broadcast television
advertising –particularly the domestic one– rather than in cable TV,
Internet and Cinema.

1.4. Merchandising and social merchandising
In fiction programs, the merchandising was greater in the prime
time programs, particularly in Graduados, the success of the year. In
the course of the transmissions, the product placement was consistently present, thanks to the fact that one of the main sponsors was a
domestic appliances store. The products were promoted in the story
scenes as well as in sequence separators that were not part of the
commercial brakes, but were included within the fiction segment.
In addition to this proven inclusion, other more traditional types of
promotion appear, such as the ones showing street billboards, veAccording to data from the “Global Investment Report 2012” (Informe global de inversiones 2012) prepared by Monitor Medios Publicitarios S.A.
3
According to the “Argentine Advertising Activity Report for Year 2012” (Informe de
la actividad publicitaria argentina del año 2012), available at http://www.agenciasdemedios.com.ar/inversiones-publicitarias/.
2
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hicles, and shop windows that form part of the city landscape. At
the same time, owing to the success obtained, Graduados generated
a series of commercial products that rescued consumptions from the
1980s, during which part of the plot unfolds: music CD, concerts of
artists of that time, an “eightyish” mega party. Within the scope of
the usual merchandising in 2012, the presence of products for children –magazines, albums, CDs– decreased, given the fact that only
one program of this style was premiered in a marginal time slot.
As far as social merchandising is concerned, during 2012 there
was no record of the presence of social problems included within a
pedagogical or diffusion proposal as it occurred in previous years.
However, the intentional inclusion of social matters in the fiction
plots was one of the prevailing criteria in the selection of projects
presented in the promotion and encouragement systems sponsored
by the National Institute of Cinema and Audiovisual Arts (Instituto
Nacional de Cine y Artes Audiovisuales or INCAA, in Spanish). The
gender-based violence issue is the axis around which the plots of
Maltratadas revolved, the discrimination problems take up a central
spot in El paraíso, Los pibles del puente or La viuda de Rafael. Bullying and obesity are incorporated in Graduados.

1.5. Communication policies
The Audiovisual Communication Services Law passed in 2009
is not applied in full yet, mainly regarding the application of the section that regulates the amount of networks a license holder can own
at the local and nationwide level. On October 1, 2009, Clarín group
challenged this aspect of the law and achieved the ordering of a precautionary measure that delayed the application of the law till today.
On May 22, 2012, the Supreme Court of Justice issued an order demanding the relevant court to deliver judgment on the matter, with
deadline on December 7. On this basis, the Federal Administration
of Audiovisual Communication Services (Administración Federal
de Servicios de Comunicación Audiovisual) requested the twenty
business groups that were in breach of the regulations contained
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in the mentioned law to submit an adjustment plan to conform to
the conditions required by the mentioned law. Nineteen groups answered to the request and only Clarín appealed the measure, delaying once again the full application of the law.
Other related aspects of the public policies have had a greater
application level. The INCAA continued to develop the Argentinean Audiovisual Bank of Universal Contents (Banco Audiovisual de
Contenidos Universales Argentino or BACUA, in Spanish) thanks
to the fact that new production companies from different locations
of the country managed to get funding to produce programs in the
TDA. Several of such programs were broadcast in the prime time
by Televisión Pública. Thus, programs from production companies
of the interior of the country were seen for the first time at the nationwide level. In addition, the call to independent production companies for the contest of miniseries and unitaries to be shown by
private networks was repeated.

1.6. Public TV
Within the framework of the public policies defined by the Audiovisual Communication Services Law, the state-owned television
system acquires an active role that must cover 33% of the audiovisual range available through national, provincial, municipal or university networks. Since 2008, the networks that are under the charge
of the Argentine and provincial Governments are gathered in the
Federal Council of Argentine Broadcast Television (Consejo Federal de Televisión Pública), which comprises twelve local networks
and one network with nationwide coverage. In turn, since 2006, the
Argentine Audiovisual University Network (Red Nacional Audiovisual Universitaria) was created, which gathers the production
centers from national universities taking part in several manners in
the development of audiovisual projects. Within this group of initiatives, the central portion is the one occupied by RTASE, which is
managed by the Argentine State and covers the entire national territory. Along with the Televisión Pública network, Broadcast Digital
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Television networks are developed, in some cases available in prepay television: Encuentro (educational), Paka Paka (for children),
INCAA TV (diffusion of cinema), Tecnópolis (scientific diffusion)
and Deportv (sports transmissions).
In the field of fiction production, the public system maintains
the BACUA, in which programs funded by the INCAA are offered
through several promotion ways. Ten of them were premiered by
Televisión Pública in 2012.

1.7. Pay TV
According to the data from the Latin American Multichannel
Advertising Council4, pay television in 2012 covers 76% of Argentine homes; 61% of the coverage is achieved with digital technology
and 39% with analogical technology. The market is highly concentrated. Only one operator, Cablevisión from Clarín group, controls
45% of the market5 and has 237 licenses throughout the country.
This situation contradicts the present regulation that admits only 24
licenses per license holder and a share in 35% of the offer. This
matter is one of the main axes around which the dispute between the
Argentine Government and the business group revolves. As far as
fiction production is concerned, national cable networks do not usually include premieres within their programming schedule. In 2012
only one fiction was produced for cable television. Cosmopolitan
TV broadcast between September and December the miniseries 30
días juntos, a romantic comedy starred by Nicolás Pauls and María
Eugenia Suárez for Productora General owned by Diego Villa.

In its report available at http://www.lamac.org/argentina/publicaciones/investigaciones/
informe-de-tv-paga-argentina-2013.
5
According to the Federal Administration of Audiovisual Communication Services, taking into account the population density, the cable networks owned by Clarín group cover
58.1% of the pay television market.
4
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1.8. Trends in Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs
- internet, cell phones, digital TV, VoD, etc.)
In 2012 Argentina exceeded 30 million Internet users under
different connection modalities. According to data from Internet
World Stats6, in June 2012 68% of the Argentine population had
access to the Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs).
On the basis of official estimates, it is considered that this proportion reached 75% by the end of the year. There are 40.1 million telephone lines, out of which 12% are equipments with Internet connection. It is estimated that the basis of computers in use is 15.5 million.
Despite the remarkable market enlargement, no fiction production
for that type of products was consolidated yet. During 2012, the
main innovations in that regard were centered in the connection possibility of TDA networks to telephone services and the production of
a fifteen-chapter webseries: Vera Blum. Telefé and Terra Network
launched this story with seven-minute episodes that tell the story of
an Argentine rock band of the 1980s.

2. Yearly analysis: premiere of national and Ibero-American fiction
Table 1. Premiere fictions in 2012 per channel and country

6

NATIONAL TITLES IN PREMIER
– 34

IMPORTED TITLES IN PREMIER
– 12

Telefé – 9 national titles
1. Dulce amor (telenovela)
2. El Donante (miniseries)
3. El hombre de tu vida (miniseries)
4. Graduados (comedy)
5. La Dueña (telenovela)
6. La Pelu* (comedy)
7. Mi amor, Mi amor (comedy)
8. Mi problema con las mujeres
(miniseries)
9. Supertorpe (comedy)

Telefé – 2 imported titles
1. El fantasma de Elena (telenovela –
USA)
Canal 9 – 8 imported titles
2. Amorcito corazón (telenovela –
Mexico)
3. Dónde está Elisa (telenovela – USA)
4. Dos hogares (telenovela – Mexico)
5. Eva Luna (telenovela – USA –
Venezuela)

Available at http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats2.htm#americas.
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El 13 – 7 national titles
10. Condicionados (series)
11. Herederos de una venganza
(telenovela)
12. Lobo (telenovela)
13. Los únicos (comedy)
14. Sos mi hombre (telenovela)
15. Tiempos compulsivos (series)
16. Violetta (comedy)
Canal 9 – 7 national titles
17. 23 pares (miniseries)
18. Babylon (miniseries)
19. Decisiones de vida (unitary)
20. Los Sónicos (miniseries)
21. Amores de historia (unitary)
22. TV x la inclusión (unitary)
23. Proyecto Aluvión (unitary)
Televisión Pública – 11 national titles
24. Perfidia (miniseries)
25. El Paraíso (miniseries)
26. En Terapia (series)
27. Entre Horas (miniseries)
28. Los pibes del puente (miniseries)
29. Volver a nacer (miniseries)
30. La defensora (miniseries)
31. Muñecos del destino (miniseries)
32. Memorias de una muchacha peronista
(miniseries)
33. La viuda de Rafael (miniseries)
34. Rutas misteriosas (miniseries)

6. Los herederos del monte (telenovela –
Colombia)
7. Un refugio para el amor (telenovela –
Mexico)
8. La que no podía amar (telenovela –
Mexico)
9. Mañana es para siempre (telenovela –
Mexico)
Televisión Pública – 3 imported titles
10. Los misterios de Laura (series –
Spain)
11. Los hombres de paco (series – Spain)
12. Amar en tiempos revueltos (telenovela
– Spain)
TITLES IN RERUN – 12
Telefé
1. Alma Pirata (telenovela)
2. Casados con hijos (comedy)
3. Floricienta (comedy)
4. Los Simuladores (series)
Canal 9
5. María la del barrio (telenovela Mexico)
6. María Mercedes (telenovela - Mexico)
7. Marimar (telenovela - Mexico)
8. Rosalinda (telenovela - Mexico)
9. Yo soy Betty, la fea (comedy Colombia)
América 2
10. Mitos crónicas del amor descartable
(series)
11. Maltratadas (unitary)
12. Todas a mí (comedy)
TOTAL OF TITLES BROADCAST:
58

Source: Obitel-Argentina
*La Pelu is a live fiction that comments on daily news.
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Compared to 2011, Argentine premiere fiction increased around
50% (it goes from 22 titles to 34 titles). Nevertheless, the quantity
of hours on screen has been somewhat lower than the previous year.
In contrast to what happens with Argentine fiction, Ibero-American
fiction decreases around 50% (it drops from 23 titles to 12 titles).
Table 2. Premiere fiction of Ibero-American origin in 2013
Country

Titles

%

Chapters/
Episodes

%

Hours

%

NATIONAL (total)

34

72.3

1260

59.5

965:30

58.8

IBERO-AMERICAN (total)

12

27.7

855*

40.5

677:25*

41.2

ARGENTINA

34

72.3

1260

59.5

965:30

58.8

Brazil

0

0.0

0

0.0

00:00

0.0

Chile

0

0.0

0

0.0

00:00

0.0

Colombia

1

2.1

42

2.0

23:00

1.4

Ecuador

0

0.0

0

0.0

00:00

0.0

Spain

3

6.4

122

5.8

99:05

6.0

USA (Hispanic production)

3

6.4

125

6.0

99:00

6.0

Mexico

5

10.6

500

23.6

404:10

24.6

Peru

0

0.0

0

0.0

00:00

0.0

Portugal

0

0.0

0

0.0

00:00

0.0

Uruguay

0

0.0

0

0.0

00:00

0.0

Venezuela

1

2.1

66

3.1

52:05

3.2

Latin American (Obitel)

46

100

2,115

100

Latin American (not Obitel)

0

0

0

0

0

0

Others (productions and coproduc.
of other Latin Am./IberoAm. countries)

0

0

0

0

0

0

TOTAL

46

100

2,115

100

1,642:55

100

1,642:55 100.0

Source: Ibope Argentina - Obitel Argentina
* Only the total number of Ibero-American titles, chapters/episodes and fiction hours are
stated, counting once per title in the total amounts, whereas in the partial amounts they are
counted repeating quantities for co-productions according to the methodological decision
of counting the record of one and one.
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Even though the total amount of titles offered exceeds the titles
premiered in 2011, the total amount of hours assigned to fiction continues to drop. There may be two reasons for that. On the one hand,
the quick adoption of the miniseries format –stimulated from the
policies of promotion of state production–, which supposes a lower
quantity of transmissions for a single title and is the reason why
fiction premieres take place more frequently, and therefore more
titles are presented, but they do not compensate the programming of
fictions with formats such as comedy or telenovela, which suppose
a long duration. On the other hand, broadcasts with shorter chapters
appear, which reinstate the half-hour broadcasts. This way, a general reduction of the spaces assigned to fiction in the programming
schedules is observed, which are concentrated in the prime time slot.

1,005

Prime Time (21:00-24:00)

1260

Source: Ibope Argentina - Obitel Argentina

34

TOTAL
100

17.6
8.8
47.1
0
11.8
0
0

14.7

5

6
3
16
0
4
0
0

Telenovela

%

Titles

Comedy
Series
Miniseries
Telefilm
Unitary
Docudrama
Others (soap opera, etc.)

Formats

100

0.8

79.8

0

965:30

07:40

773:30

0

184:20

H

National

19.4

%

100

0.8

80.1

0

19.1

%

855

0

28

785

42

C/E

100

0

3.3

91.8

4.9

%

677:25

0

29:55

624:30

23:00

H

Ibero-American

100

0

4.4

92.2

3.4

%

1,261

529
86
176
0
37
0
0

433

100

42.0
6.8
14.0
0
2.9
0
0

34.3

National
Chap/Ep
%

965:30

421:50
61:15
99:40
0
29:25
0
0

353:20

Hours

100

43.7
6.3
10.3
0
3.0
0
0

36.6

%

12

0
2
0
0
0
0
0

10

Titles

100

0
16.7
0
0
0
0
0

83.3

%

100

0.5

48.8

37.1

13.6

%

855

0
28
0
0
0
0
0

827

100

0
3.3
0
0
0
0
0

677:25

0
30:00
0
0
0
0
0

96.7 647:25

Hours

1,642:55

07:40

803:25

624:30

207:20

H

Total

Ibero-American
Chap/Ep
%

2,115

10

1033

785

287

C/E

Table 4. Formats of the National and Ibero-American fictions

Source: Ibope Argentina - Obitel Argentina

TOTAL

10

0

Night (00:00-6:00)

245

Afternoon (13:00-21:00)

C/E

Morning (06:00-13:00)*

Time slot

Table 3. Chapters/episodes and hours per time slots

100

0
4.4
0
0
0
0
0

95.6

%

100

0.5

48.9

38

12.6

%
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Table 5. Formats of the national fiction per time slots
Morning

%

0

0

Comedy

2

100

0

0

4

13.3

0

Series

0

0

0

0

3

10.0

0

Formats
Telenovela

After%
noon
0

Prime
Time

0

5

% Night % Total
16.7

0

0

%

5

14.7

0

6

17.6

0

3

8.8

Miniseries

0

0

0

0

16

53.3

0

0

16

47.1

Telefilm

0

0

0

0

0

0.0

0

0

0

0.0

Unitary

0

0

0

0

2

6.7

2

100

4

11.8

Docudrama
Others (soap opera, etc.)

0

0

0

0

0

0.0

0

0

‘0

0.0

0

0

0

0

0

0.0

0

0

0

0.0

TOTAL

2

0

0

0

30

100

2

100

34

100

Source: Ibope Argentina - Obitel Argentina

Table 6. Fiction time period
Titles

%

Present

Time period

27

79.4

Period piece

0

0.0

Historical

3

8.8

Other

4

11.8

TOTAL

34

100

                          Source: Obitel-Argentina

In 2012 the number of fictions taking place in more than one
period of time grows. In this way some stories appear combining
the present with the recent past from daily life spaces. The story of
youngsters in the eighties and nineties, rock musicians or the private life of distinguished characters in the sixties and seventies are
portrayed combining the present time with links to that recent past.
The narration “in two stages” makes the structure more complex and
makes it possible to question the recent past. Besides, some titles
addressing historical facts, such as the ones related to Peronism or
socially-relevant cases that have made the news, are maintained.
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Table 7. The 10 most watched titles: origin, format, share
Title

Country of
origin of the
original idea
or script

Name of the
Ra- ShaChan- screenwriter or
ting
re
nel
author of the
%
%
original idea
OI: Sebastián
Ortega
Underground
Contenidos/
S: Ernesto
Endemol
Telefé Korovsky,
23.60 33.43
Silivina Frejkes
Argentina/
Telefé
and Alejandro
Quesada
OI: Quique
LC Acción
Estevanez
ProduccioS: Quique EsteTelefé
19.27 29.78
vanez, Marcelo
nes /
Telefé
Nacci and Laura
Barneix
Producer

1

Graduados

Argentina

2

Dulce
amor

Argentina

3

Herederos
de una Argentina
venganza

Pol-ka

4

El hombre de Argentina
tu vida

100 bares/
Telefé

Telefé

5

La
dueña

Telefé

Telefé

6

Mi problema
Peru
con las
mujeres

13 Mares
Producciones
& Vincent
Telefé
Entertainment/
Telefé

7

Sos mi
Argentina
hombre

Pol-ka

El
Trece

8

Mi
amor,
Argentina
mi amor

El árbol
Endemol
Argentina/
Telefé

Telefé

Argentina

OI: Adrián Suar
El
S: Leandro
19.07 30.17
Trece
Calderone
OI: Juan José
Campanella and
Marcela Guerty
S: Juan José
Campanella,
Marcela Guerty
and Pamela
Rementeria
OI: Martín
Kweller
and Nacho Viale
S: Marcelo
Caamaño
OI: Frank Pérez
Garland, Paul
Vega and Christian Bucckey
S:Sebastián Rotstein and Alberto
Rojas Aspel
OI: Adrián Suar
S: Leonardo
Calderone
OI: Pablo
Echarri y Martín
Seefeld
S: Max Holdo

18.16 24.46

18.12 25.83

15. 98 26.64

15.27 21.86

14.59 22.44
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9

Los
únicos

10 Lobo

Argentina

Argentina

Total of productions:
10

OI: Adrián Suar
El
S: Leonardo
13.21 19.55
Trece Calderone and
Mariano Vera
OI: Lily Ann
Martin, Cecilia
Guerty and
El
Pol-ka
Pablo Junovic
13.00 22.32
Trece
S: LilyAnn
Martin, Cecilia
Guerty
Original scripts:
Foreign scripts::
Pol-ka

90%

10%

Source: Ibope Argentina - Obitel Argentina

Table 8. 10 most watched titles: format, duration, time slots
Title

Format

Genre

Number
of chap./
ep.
(in 2012)

1

Graduados

Comedy

Comedy

178

2

Dulce amor

Telenovela

Melodrama

235

Telenovela

Melodrama

24

3
4
5
6
7

Herederos
de una venganza
El hombre
de tu vida
La dueña

Miniseries
Telenovela

Mi problema con las Miniseries
mujeres
Sos mi
Telenovela
hombre

Romantic
11
comedy
Melodrama /
32
Investigation
Romantic
comedy

13

Melodrama

89
18

Date of the
first and last
issue
(in 2012) (*)
12/ 3 - 19/12
23/ 1 (continues in 2013)
9/1 - 13/2
(started in
2011)
22/4 - 5/7
Second season
18/4 - 21/11
10/9 - 27/11

Time
slot
Prime
time
Prime
time
Prime
time
Prime
time
Prime
time
Prime
time

21/8 (continues
in 2013)
28/11 - 28/12
(continues in
2013)

Prime
time

8

Mi amor, mi
Comedy
amor

Romantic
comedy

9

Los únicos

Comedy

Investigation/ Science 53
fiction

15/2 - 11/5
Second season

Prime
time

10

Lobo

Telenovela

Fantastic

6/2 - 16/5

Prime
time

Source: Obitel-Argentina

53

Prime
time
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All the top-ten fictions were programmed in the prime time,
which in the case of Argentine fiction ranges from 09:00 pm to
00:00 am, after the central news shows. This space concentrates
the largest audience numbers and fictions compete with each other
within this time slot.
Just like in previous years, the networks leading in audience
are Telefé and El Trece. Unlike El Trece, which only produces fiction with its captive production company Pol-ka, Telefé has a strong
association with multiple production companies and spaces for the
generation of content. In this way, the theme and style variety is
more represented by Telefé.
Table 9. Themes of the 10 most watched titles
Titles

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
8

PREVAILING
THEMES
(UP TO 5 MORE RELEVANT THEMES)

SOCIAL THEMES
(UP TO 5 MORE RELEVANT
THEMES)

New families, inter-generational
Identity problems, family
relationships, adult people immaturelationships, friendship.
rity, nostalgia of the past.
Passionate love, family
Disputes over commercial interests,
Dulce amor
life, ambition, fights for
businesswomen, family business.
power.
Betrayals, hierarchy
Secret societies, betrayal, concenHerederos de struggles, deceptions,
tration of power, economic and
una venganza mystery, personal conpolitical corruption.
frontations.
Missed dates, false roEl hombre de
Middle-age loneliness, parenting
mances, every woman’s
tu vida
problems.
ideal man.
Ambition, family
Family business, quest for the eterLa dueña
disputes, adultery, vennal youth, economic and political
geance.
corruption.
Mi problema
Search for the true love, Emotional immaturity, psychologicon las muprofessional success.
cal treatment, friendship.
jeres
Passionate love, sacrifice
Sos mi homBoxing world, help to the people in
for the others, struggle
bre
need, dispute for children.
for survival.
Graduados

Mi amor, mi
amor

Bigamy, deception, love
hesitancy.

New gender roles, social differences.
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Confrontation between
good and evil, crossed
loves, superpowers.
Lycanthropy, identity
Lobo
10
problems, ambition, passionate love.
Source: Obitel-Argentina
9

Los únicos

Pursue of justice.
Labor conflicts, extortive kidnappings, genetic experiments.

Table 10. Audience profile of the 10 most watched titles:
gender, age, socioeconomic status
Title
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Graduados
Dulce
amor
Herederos
El hombre de tu
vida
La
dueña
Mi problema
con las
mujeres
Sos mi
hombre
Mi amor,
mi amor
Los
únicos

Socioeconomic status
Gender %
Age group %
Chan%
13- 19- 35nel WoMen 4-12
45+ ABC1 C2 C3 D
men
18 24 44
Telefé 55.4 44.6 17.4 23.7 22.2 21.9 14.8 24.4 24.7 25.8 25.2
Telefé 55.2 44.8 19.1 23.3 22.1 20.6 15
El
Trece

26.4 23.2 23.7 26.7

55.2 44.8 17.8 17.7 21.6 22.9 20.1 12.7 22.3 31.2 33.8

Telefé 51.5 48.5 14.5 25.9 25.3 19.7 14.6 19.6 27.6 25.4 27.4
Telefé 58.7 41.3 18.6 23.1 21.6 20.9 15.8 24.9

24 26.1 25

Telefé 57.5 42.5 17.8 23.1 23.7 22.2 13.2 27.1 23.3 23.7 25.9
El
Trece

54

46 16.8 19.5 16.9 25.7 21.1 19.7 21.9 27.7 30.8

Telefé 56.8 43.2 19.3 24.5 22

21 13.1 21.1

22 27.1 29.7

El
52.6 47.4 23.1 22.5 18.9 22.7 12.9 16
23 28.2 32.8
9
Trece
El
10 Lobo
56.1 43.9 19.3 17.7 19 24.6 19.4 23.4 24.5 23 29.1
Trece
Source: Ibope Argentina - Obitel Argentina

The female audience is the one prevailing in fiction proposals. The titles more related to genres traditionally built were the
ones most chosen by the audiences of lower economic resources
(Herederos and Lobo in the telenovela space and Los únicos in the
comedy space, with science fiction and comic hints). The juvenile
audience, in turn, loses general prominence and finds in Los únicos
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the space in which to take shelter, due to the fact that it has strong
genres and schematic contents that are suitable for all audiences.
It may be thought that the distancing of these segments from the
rating is due to new consumption modalities in other transmedia
screens, which do not obey the broadcasting logic, but to an audiovisual menu “on demand”.
The most watched fiction of 2012, Graduados, given its theme
and treatment, generates a balanced audience between the age segments ranging from 13 to 44 years old.

3. Transmedia reception
Continuing with what Telefé produced as institutional spaces
for its previous fictions, Graduados had a strong presence and major
participation in the most frequented social networks. The comedy
has its own page within the framework of the institutional website,
which makes available all the chapters the network has in a Youtube channel, and created Twitter and Facebook accounts, which
remained active after the end of the show.
Graduados’ Twitter account
The activity of Graduados in Twitter exploded during 2012,
although it commenced its activity in 2011. It served the purpose of
promoting the series, sharing interviews to the cast or the producers, and promoting the characters. This account is currently active
and highly supports Telefé’s fiction programming. It has more than
17,000 followers.
On August 21, 2012, Graduados reached 251,319 tweets, according to the #SocialTV report of Tribatics.7 As per the study conducted by @realtimerating, Graduados was the most twitted program in September 2012, with 244,459 tweets, beating Showmatch
and La Voz. The activity of Graduados in Twitter remains after the
end of the show.
Available at http://blog.tribatics.com/2012/09/06/tribatics-presenta-la-edicion-agostode-su-estudio-de-socialtv-para-la-tv-argentina/.
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The transmission of the last chapter was constantly anticipated
in Twitter (and its content was replicated in Facebook) prior to and
during the transmission.
Graduados’ Facebook account
The comedy announced its premiere via the social networks. Its
Facebook account was opened in January 2012. Photos, recording
backstage, chapters and interactive contests were published there
for the fans. The site exceeded the 700,000 followers. The account
is still active, even after the end of the series, as a close link between
Telefé and its audience where the network promotes new fictions.
As far as the Graduados’ Facebook space is concerned, it is
worth highlighting that it has 610,438 followers, exceeding the
599,852 followers reached in year 2012 (figure obtained through a
study conducted by http://www.socialbakers.com).
Among the multiple interchanges present in Facebook, the
linkage modalities the fiction and non-fiction records undergo have
been given priority. On the one hand, the profiles of the fiction characters are available, and on the other hand the actors interact with
the comments posted by viewers. Along with these unfolded appearances of characters and actors, the fiction space is filled with
backstage photographs, interviews to the actors, testimonies, etc.,
particularly after the end of the show.
Figure 1. Number of “likes”, comments and “shares” in Facebook
Date

Number of comments Number of likes

Number of shares

13/12/2012

723

3600

168

14/12/2012

938

9004

618

16/12/2012

419

3994

213

17/12/2012

903

7305

493

18/12/2012

3604

29010

2303

66748

119526

9503

73.335

172.439

13.298

19/12/2012
Total of the
week
Source: Obitel Argentina
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The interchange the series proposes is associated with a direct
and personal question to the followers: “What did Graduados mean
to you? Answer and be part of the special show of Graduados” or
“Gastón from the pool! He says hi, look”. The link leans towards the
storytelling space, with a focus on a conative function. In addition to
these features, the major part of the comments and material shared
by the followers is strictly related to the narration themes. Although
there are comments exceeding the fiction space, these generate
lower interest in the followers. From the standpoint of storytelling,
centrality is centered in the plot and not in the followers themselves,
as proposed by the site.
During the last week the program was aired, it was observed
that the number of posts from the show increased, exceeding thirty
posts on the last day. This way, the amount of comments, likes and
shared content also increased. A funny tip is that many of the last
day’s posts are shared with Twitter and made during the final show
and its run-up, in the theater along with the cast. These posts generated plenty of online activity in a very short period of time.
Table 11. Transmedia proposal: types of interaction
and prevailing practices
Fiction

Broadcaster

Web

Official
page

GraduaTelefé
dos

Facebook
page
Twitter
YouTube

Source: Obitel Argentina

Transmedia
types of interaction
Transmedia
viewing
spectatorship

Interactive in
real time

Interaction
levels (active, Type of prevailpassive,
ing practices
creative)
Comment
Interpretation
Remix
Parody
Recommendation
Imitation
Active
Celebration
Criticism
Collection
Storage
Sharing
Debate
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The most remarkable comments are the ones referring to judgments about the main characters’ activities. This is the way followers approve or disapprove the decisions the main characters make.
One of the posts states “I don’t think she is in love with pablo, it’s
just that since she is so insecure, as she has been her whole life. it
is hard for her to get rid of that part of her life and face how good
andy is”.
Towards the end of the comedy, the posts of Graduados were
much more like a direct question to the audience. One of the questions repeated is: “What did Graduados mean to you?” Answer and
be part of the special show of Graduados”. Here we find answers
from the audience’s biographies: “I felt very identified for living
high school to the full and those matters kill me”; “I went back to
the 80s, my childhood how nice, you are geniuses, I’m gonna miss
you”.
Other users leave thank-you comments to the comedy: “Vale
Faggiano thanks viki I want to be a psychiatrist”; “very goooood……
it’s a pity that it ends”; “dude I crieeeeed, because it’s ending xP”;
“I will miss you… the best of national rock!!! Thanks for the good
msg you left about school discrimination!!!”.
Besides, due to the fact that the chapters have a wide diffusion policy for their online visualization, the delays in the chapters’
availability generated claims by the followers, who found in the different sites a possibility of recovering episodes they had not seen
or of following the comedy exclusively online. This is related to a
decrease in the young audience, which probably emigrated to new
screens in the search for their own programming.

4. Highlights of the year
The broadening of the fiction offer in 2012 strengthens the
trends initiated in 2011 on the basis of having put into practice the
promotion systems generated by the Argentine Government. Within
this context, three strategies may be consolidated.
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Undoubtedly, the most successful strategy was the one approached by Telefé. Not only did it place the fiction program of
greater audience of the year, Graduados, but also generated an offer based on national premieres, appealing to several formats and
genres. Centered in a “family TV” proposal, it works within rather
wide limits. Some of its programs maintain, without fear of exaggerating them, proposals that appeal to the melodramatic matrix forms.
Dulce amor and La dueña sustain their success based on this aesthetics. Dulce amor transfers the afternoon telenovela model to the
prime time; its story is a passionate love between a businesswoman
and her driver. La dueña marks the return to fiction of Mirtha Legrand, a former cinematographic star who, between 1968 and 2011,
anchored Almorzando con Mirtha Legrand, a TV program of interviews centered in her diva personality. In the narration of La dueña,
there is a mix between an obsession for elegance and eternal youth,
family fights and other parallels between the character of the protagonist and the actress who incarnates it. In this program, the trend
present in several shows that works with the appearance of figures
of a television intra and extra fiction world reaches its top level and
ends up articulating the story.
Besides, Telefé proposes a continuation policy of proven formulae. It broadcasts a second season of the previous’ year success
El hombre de tu vida, buys a Peruvian format for the miniseries
Mi problema con las mujeres and makes an adaptation of a hit of
the nineties in Mi amor, mi amor. This aspect of the programming
schedule is the one achieving lower success. El hombre de tu vida
does not obtain the audience levels reached in 2011 and Mi amor,
mi amor does not meet the expectations generated. In Graduados,
El donante or La Pelu, Telefé seeks to renew the classic moulds.
Graduados recovers the family comedy genre, but through families
that do not respond to a usual model: the roles of their members are
confusing, parents do not know how to offer advice to their children
and there are always problems to justify traditional values. With
this show, Underground Contenidos consolidates a fiction style that
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combines the hybridization of traditional genres read in the form of
a parody with a certain level of narrative complexity. El donante is
one of the programs funded by the INCAA that tells the story of a
man who used to donate sperm in his youth and upon maturity he
discovers he has 144 children. With minimal promotion and broadcast in a network that puts into competition a project presenting
several thematic and formal innovations such as the introduction of
animations, it achieves audience levels that almost triple the ones
obtained through other exhibition channels. Last but not least, La
pelu is a fiction program broadcast live in the unusual time slot of
the noon. Starred by the transvestite Flor de la V, it narrates a funny
story in which comments and characters linked to the media present
are introduced.
Canal 9 takes advantage of the space left available and maintains its afternoon programming schedule on the basis of productions from Televisa in which reruns of programs of over ten years
are mixed with premieres repeating the formulae of the old telenovela successes. At the same time, during 2012 the only premieres
devoted to children and adolescents, Supertorpe (Telefé) and Violetta (El Trece), are shifted to the morning slot. This change implies a
transformation of the audience profile, which begins to concentrate
in children.
During 2012, El Trece and its production company Pol-ka repeat a proposal, which has been successful so far, that combines the
use of classic genres with an aesthetics of local customs and manners. However, the new products are far from meeting the expectations generated not only as far as aesthetics is concerned, but also
in the audience levels expected. This led to the interruption of some
programs ahead of the initial schedule. The prime time telenovelas
sought originality, going back to the boxing world, as in Sos mi
hombre, or rehearsing relationships with the world of fantasy, as in
Lobo. Notwithstanding all this, the adoption of a manner-like style
reduces the attractive side of the offers. The same happens with the
second season of adventures of Los únicos and the series Condi-
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cionados, about the porn world, and Tiempos compulsivos, which
approaches the universe of psychiatric problems. The two cases implying a higher risk (i.e., Lobo and Condicionados) were the ones
cancelled.
Within the context of the Argentine television fictions of year
2012, the space in which more innovations were perceived in terms
of format –duration variety and quantity of episodes–, styles and
genres is the one that receives Government funding and is sustained
through calls to contests. In the second edition of the Prime Time
Contest, the INCAA supported production companies already established and programs were broadcast by Canal 9 and Telefé. Thanks
to the establishment of a fund for TDA, Televisión Pública aired
programs of new production companies, several of which are located in the interior of the country. This way, innovations in the
technical and formal levels were generated, along with a greater
theme range8 (the Tucumán production Muñecos del destino, Perfidia ¿Cuál es tu límite?, Ruta misteriosa or La viuda de Rafael).
Certain styles are consolidated, such as the one defined by Gastón
Portal in Los sónicos, which was continued during 2012 by Babylon, a story that combines the comic aesthetics with a detective story
presented as a comedy.
The State promotion sustains the renewal of fictions in a context in which one of the main networks, El Trece, closes the space
to innovations as well as to new production companies and the other
main network, Telefé, introduces successful innovations through
the alliance with established companies, such as Underground, Endemol or LC. Consequently, not only does the State widen the space
for new production companies –it funded fifteen of those companies–, but also opens a way for innovation, which is harder for the
networks submerged in the dispute for the audience.
8

The new proposals delimit the place of certain didacticism that characterized, in 2011,
the selection of programs, especially in what is related to a certain idea of what is “politically correct”. In 2012, the unitary Televisión por la inclusión, the one better made and
with the highest impact in the audience, triumphed in the contest and won two Emmy
awards for the performances of Cristina Banegas and Darío Grandinetti.
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5. Topic of the year: social memory and television fiction
Over more than sixty years, the Argentine television records
a non-continuous presence of narrative programs that recover the
past, in relation to the reconstruction of different kinds of historical
facts as well as in the setting of fiction stories in distant historical
periods. In recent times there is an expansion of this type of works
which participate in the construction of social memory and, at the
same time, qualitative transformations are observed in the way in
which television recalls past events.
For the purpose of describing the forms in which social memories are shown in Argentine television, the mechanism used to recall
aspects of the past in fiction television programs may be adopted
as organizational criterion. In this sense, a first distinction may be
made between those programs that are sustained on the memory
generated by the communication media and those that are founded
on an idea of the past that goes beyond the media framework and
finds support in the aesthetic, political or historical discourses.
Within the first group, in turn, different types of approach
are distinguished. The first way in which Argentine fictions were
connected with this form of media memory was appealing to the
repetition of generic moulds coming from the popular culture. The
following titles may be cited as examples of this strategy: Yo soy
porteño (Canal 13, 1962 to 1966 and 1976 to 1982) which recovers
characters and situations of the theater interludes located in a mythical environment, the conventillo (Argentina’s old tenement house),
without worrying too much for timeframe precisions. Telenovelas
such as Memorias del tiempo lindo (Canal 9, 1966) resort to a similar modus operandi: set at the beginning of the 20th century in Buenos Aires, it rebuilds the period through the conventions spread by
the tango melodramas of the Argentine industrial cinema. Another
modality of the social memory is expressed through the recovery of
memorable cases from the information media. Within this perspective, there are a number of unitaries: Cosa juzgada (Canal 11, 1969
to 1971), Sin condena (Canal 9, 1995 to 1996), Botines (Pol-ka,
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2005) or the first season of Mujeres asesinas (Pol-ka, 2005). The
stories told were set in a recent past in which detective episodes
serve as a basis for the development of narrations appearing filtered
by different generic conventions such as the ones found in detective
stories or in suspense. Within this perspective, but with a format
switch, the telenovela Vidas Robadas (Telefé Contenidos, 2008)
rebuilds a case of people trafficking and disappearance of persons
with strong nationwide impact.
Even within the framework of media memories, the type of programming schedule in which television reminds itself takes up a
remarkable place, especially over the last years.9 Within this scope,
programs such as the miniseries Mitos, crónicas de amor descartable (Rosstoc, 2009) may be pointed out, in which the main character, due to a failed love affair, is obsessed with his teenage sexual
fantasies and gets in touch with some of the most famous TV figures
of the 1980s. In the two seasons of the miniseries Todos contra Juan
(Rosstoc and Farfan Producciones, 2008 and 2009) the story revolves around the misfortunes of Juan Peruggia, the main character
of a program of the nineties for children and teenagers, interpreted
and produced by Gastón Pauls (who, in turn, is a former main character of a program of the same type and period). The use of the main
character’s known biographical features as a key –who is easily recognizable– is also one of the core matters of the telenovela. In the
case of La dueña (Endemol Argentina and Telefé Contenidos, 2012)
the protagonist is Mirtha Legrand, an Argentine cinema and television star. There, the biography of Sofía Ponte, interpreted by Legrand, has many points of coincidence with the ones of the actress,

9

As data accounting for the relevance of the construction of a television memory about
itself, it is worth considering the importance the meta television (Carlón, 2004) has within
the contemporary television context, the permanent recalls of its most remarkable characters’ careers, and the importance given to the maintenance and circulation of the programming schedule already aired in networks such as Volver –in cable TV since 1994– which
are organized in a manner that exceeds the mere rerun of past successes (Kirchheimer,
2003).
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which are highlighted when the fiction character uses many phrases
that became popular during the protagonist’s TV anchor career.
Over the last few years, on top of the intertextual reference
exposed, another distinctive feature in the setting of correlations
between the present and the past may be pointed out. A certain
consolidation of a type of story is found in which –contrary to a
strong trend of the TV prose fiction– the story is developed in two
time periods in parallel. This is the case of programs of dissimilar
genres and styles, such the comedies Un año para recordar (Underground Contenidos and Telefé Contenidos, 2011) and Graduados
(Underground Contenidos, Endemol Argentina and Telefé Contenidos, 2012); the miniseries appealing to comedy, such as Los sónicos
(GP producciones, 2011 and 2012) and Babylon (GP producciones,
2012); or the ones that fall within the suspense genre, such as Perfidia ¿Cuál es tu límite? (Cisne films – BACUA, 2012), or make a
historical reconstruction, as El pacto (Tostaki Oruga Films, 2012).
In the referred-to cases, apart from the break-up of the narration’s
chronological linearity, the valuation of the recent past is revealed
as a source of personal or group identification and the trend –shared
by other displays of the audiovisual languages– to make the act of
the recall and the recalled facts visible in the development of the
story.10
Beyond the validity given by media memory to the reconstruction of the past, Argentine television maintains versions that look
for their authenticity following the guidelines of discursive series
exceeding the framework of mass media. Within this scope, two
types of proposals may be identified: fictions set in a time different
from production and fictions with a precise time anchoring related
to identifiable historical facts.

The development of stories that work out the present and the past in parallel is not
10
exclusive of the reminiscent programs. During the fourth season of Casi ángeles (Cris
Morena Group, 2007 to 2010) the action fluctuates between the present and a near future.
Aprea, G and Kirchheimer, M. (2011).
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Period piece programs have a double origin. On the one hand,
it is a trend shown during the first three decades of Argentine television which consists in the adaptation of famous literary works
–especially romantic and realistic novels– whose dramatization is
set in the period when they have been published. The most valued
example is the series Las grandes novelas (Canal 7, 1969 to 1971)
directed by Sergio Renán. On the other hand, the trend finally prevailing is associated with the use of period reconstructions, which
gives the share of exoticism required in the narration of telenovelas,
thus following a feature of the melodramatic tradition. Along this
line, it is possible to highlight milestones such as La extraña dama
(Canal 9 Libertad, 1989), set at the beginning of the 20th century in
Argentina and Italy, or Más allá del horizonte (Canal 9 Libertad,
1994), which takes place during the second half of the 19th century
at both sides of the border between aboriginal communities and the
Argentine State. In line with a new boom period of fiction programming during the first decade of the 21st century, great period productions appear: Hombres de honor (Pol-ka, 2005), set in the city of
Buenos Aires within a mafia environment during the 1940s, and Padre Coraje (Pol-ka, 2004), which takes place in the fictitious village
of La Cruz at the beginning of the 1950s. Beyond the use of generic
conventions accepting double-personality heroes, secret societies,
quasi Biblical plagues and miraculous cures, historical personalities
such as Juan and Eva Perón, Ernesto Guevara –before becoming “El
Che”– and boxer José María Gatica are introduced. The presence
of public figures actively participating in an adventurous story in
the borderline with fantasy expresses a change of perspective in the
representation of historical figures rather than a new construction
mode of period fictions.
In recent years a new type of period reconstruction appears,
which is linked to a nearer past in time. With one precedent, the reconstruction of the 1980s in Costumbres Argentinas (Ideas del Sur,
2003 to 2004), the near past appears in a comical tone. This way, Los
sónicos shows a mythical origin for Argentine rock & roll and Baby-
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lon, which is described in a comic-like manner, recalls the 1970s.
The most important success of year 2012, Graduados, poses the root
of its plot in a group of teenagers from the end of the eighties. The
reconstruction of the recent past has to do with aspects linked to
daily life more than with the recall of a historical fact, character or
period. From a world of upheaval, the fashion, daily behavior and
music –especially rock & roll– are picked up. In Graduados, this
type of reminiscence takes up a central spot in some episodes in
which stars from the Argentine rock interpret themselves. This way,
a displacement is observed from an exotic past, which is far from the
production moment, to another past, which is close to and shared by
the producers and most of the audience.
Historical reconstruction in Argentine fiction television, even
though it is present almost from its origin, is more sporadic and,
generally speaking, related to Governmental initiatives. A retrospective look on the manners in which television approached historical facts makes it possible to account for the different ways in
which the Argentine State and society implemented the construction
of a collective identity. From this perspective, transformations in the
construction of an epic genre are observed. In order to understand
the logic of these changes, the differences between two stories may
be pointed out; these stories are Bouchard. Un héroe del mar (Canal
7, 1964), centered in the figure of an independence hero, and Los
gringos (Canal 7, 1984), centered in the life of three immigrant families at the beginning of the 20th century. The passage from a vision
linked to an epic genre governed by the school system to another
in which prominence and heroism are transferred towards common
people is observed. This way, there is a passage from a portrait of
those who build the political history to a story in which historical
facts frame the life of the main characters; that is, a passage from
main characters to witnesses.
Since the Bicentennial of the Argentine Republic, in 2010
historical fictions with stories centered in the influence of historic
events in the lives of common people are encouraged again. Among
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the programs produced with State support, this perspective appears
in fictions such as the miniseries Memorias de una muchacha peronista (Alejandro Robino, Omar Quiroga and ProyectoWeb, 2012)
in which, through the life of a radio journalist, social and political
transformations produced during the first Peronist governments are
portrayed. In Proyecto Aluvión (MC Producciones, 2011 to 2012),
episodes are told inverting the sense of some of the topics related
to Peronism, misrepresenting Peronist citizens from victimizers to
victims. In the unitary Amores con historia (Tostaki Oruga Films,
2012) moments that are key to the Argentine history are revived
through love stories affecting fictional characters or characters that
had a secondary role within political events.
Within this same period, fictions recalling aspects of the lives
of figures with a strong incidence in public life are focused on aspects more related to their private life than to their recognized activity. In El pacto, the appropriation of the company Papel Prensa is
told through the personal story of the widow that loses the property
and the female judge who investigates the case. The six chapters of
the unitary Lo que el tiempo nos dejó (Underground Contenidos,
Endemol Argentina and Telefé Contenidos, 2010) show moments
of life in which political figures, such as Eva Perón, are seen from
the standpoint of common people, celebrities, such as the singer
Ada Falcón, are presented in their privacy and historical episodes
are seen through what happens to people without a public career.
The unitary Historias clínicas (Underground Contenidos and Grupo
Crónica, 2013) addresses health problems of celebrities so dissimilar as Eva Perón, the singer and actress Tita Merello, the president
Domingo Faustino Sarmiento or the writer Horacio Quiroga. The
close-up to the personal problems of public figures erases the limits
between “celebrities” and “people”. All of them seem to be memorable.
Within the framework of historical reconstructions, a special
place is taken up by those which recover the traumatic past linked
to the last civil-military dictatorship. The theme of the forced disap-
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pearance of persons stands out within the Argentine cinematography. However, in television –although there is a precedent dating
from year 1984, Dar el alma (Canal 9)– this type of stories appears
with strength only in 2004, with the successful telenovela Montecristo (Telefé Contenidos). The telenovela is a free adaptation of the
novel by Alejandro Dumas and incorporates the subject of misappropriation of children during the dictatorship period. The matter is
resumed by the unitary awarded an Emmy in 2008, Televisón por la
identidad (Telefé Contenidos and Abuelas de Plaza de Mayo, 2007).
This program is based upon the impact achieved by Montecristo
in the process of recovery of appropriated children’s identities and
forms part of a wider project that includes activities in other spaces
such as Teatro por la identidad or Rock por la identidad. Volver
a nacer (Astro Films and Atuel Producciones, 2012) falls within
the productions funded by the State and broadcast by Televisión
Pública. It tells the story of two twin sisters, one of which remains
in the hands of appropriators and the other one is given in adoption
to a family. In this way, the traumatic story is shown from two opposed standpoints: the dictatorship’s advocates and victims. Generally speaking, addressing this subject acquires significance not only
because of the impact it may have from a social standpoint, but because among the dramatic questions that characterize the Argentine
recent past, the appropriation of children is directly related to one
of the key reasons of the telenovela tradition: the loss and recovery
of the identity.
After a summary of the main variations which over time devoted themselves to the reconstruction of the past in Argentine television, it is worth mentioning some significant differences that make
it possible to describe the great trends in the construction modalities of social memory. Within the context of a complex process, it
is worth characterizing the features of two important manners of reconstructing the past. In a first stage, the different historic stages are
presented through a distant look that tends to separate the moment of
evocation from the period evoked. From this perspective, the recon-
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struction may act as an ornament to strengthen the conventions of
certain genres or constitute a backdrop for the development of a plot
in which the period environment is sustained especially by the attraction providing it with an exoticism that gets away from daily life.
At the same time, there is a marked difference between the fictions
appealing to period reconstruction as part of the show logic and the
ones that, based on historical events, try to set a collective identity
model from a perspective that tends to an educational stance.
Over the last few years, a different trend is consolidated. The
perspective changes from being global and distant to being close
and near in time. The represented past can no longer be thought as a
closed world. It is now a construction that gathers fragmentary looks
and is focused on individual cases. Proximity is built on the basis
of two mechanisms: on the one side, the approach over the characters that take part in evocation emphasizes aspects of their everyday
life and, on the other, in many cases it emphasizes aspects of their
privacy. This implies the existence of a type of character whose psychological dimension becomes more relevant than its social model
condition. In this sense, an identical standpoint is sustained for the
introduction of characters whose action is developed in the public
sphere, the “celebrity”, and those who appear as “ordinary people”;
different historical characters are matched with other characters created for fiction.
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1. Audiovisual context in the country
During another year of television, 2012 was the stage of two
meaningful facts that will leave a mark both on the industry and the
Brazilian audience. On broadcast TV, it was the thunderous national
phenomenon of the telenovela Avenida Brasil, a major media event,
a TV fiction cornerstone, in short, a “narrative of the nation”. On
pay TV, we saw the growth of national TV production inside an
international space such is the subscription TV services’. Result of
the “new cable law”, this production has a historical opportunity to
create a new standard of television fiction in Brazil. Certainly, these
are the major highlights in 2012.

1.1. Broadcast TV in Brazil
In Brazil, we have six national broadcast networks, five private
ones –Globo, SBT, Record, Band, and Rede TV!– and a public one
–TV Brasil–. In 2012, with the exception of two of them (TV Brasil
and Rede TV!), all the other produced and aired television fiction.
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Graphic 1. National broadcasting television networks
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Broadcast TV ratings in 2012
2012 was marked by experimentation of new methods of viewership measurement due to an environment that had great mobility
and segmentation of television audiences, especially of mobile TV
in media such as cell phones and Internet1.
Graphic 2. Individual TV audience by network (TL)23
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1
Ibope measures mobile TV in partnership with Video Research, from Japan, and
Nielsen, through methods from the United States.
2
TL (Total Ligados): the sum of viewership of all TV networks. Data from the National
Television Panel (Painel Nacional de Televisão, PNT), from 7am to midnight.
3
“Other” includes data from MTV, Record News, other devices, and frequencies that
could not be identified or were not registered.
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Regarding individual audience, Globo is still the leading company with 40.7% of broadcast networks. SBT comes in second, with
14.2%, followed by Record, with 13.9%. The close competition for
second place shows, for the first time since 2008, SBT ahead of
Record. We also notice, in the last few years, the increase of OCN
(other channels) viewership, which includes pay TV. The segment
grew 16% when compared to 2011 and 60% compared to 2009,
fragmenting the audience and affecting broadcast TV, which no
longer gets the high ratings obtained ten years ago.
Graphic 3. Individual share by network in 201245
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Among viewers tuned exclusively to television channels (TLE),
Globo has 44.7% of the share, a slight decrease when compared to
2011. In second place is Record, with 15.4%, also a small drop. SBT
appears in third place, with 14.4%, somewhat stable since 2010.
Band placed fourth, followed by Rede TV, which had the biggest
drop, 32% when compared to 2011. TV Brasil comes in sixth, with
1.2%. Globo also confirms its hegemony in programming, taking
TLE (Total Ligados Especial): the sum of rating of all TV networks and excludes
VCR, pay-per-view, videogame, DVD, Internet, CCTV, audio channels (AM/FM radio
programming), and computer monitor. TLE allows for the calculation of network share
based on “pure” rating of television. Data from PNT, from 7am to midnight. Individual
universe in 2012: 57,936,745.
5
“Other” includes data regarding MTV, Record News, other devices, and frequencies that
could not be identified or were not registered.
4
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into consideration that the 47 most viewed shows of 2012 belong to
the broadcasting. The first show from another channel, in 48th place,
is the miniseries Rei Davi, from Record6.
As to audience by medium, broadcast TV still leads in the
country (96%), followed by extensive media and radio. Internet
is now fourth (56%), leapfrogging pay TV (40%) and magazines
(36%)7. Without a doubt, the growing purchasing power of the “new
middle class” is a determinant factor for the penetration of media.
Broadcast TV still leads the segment (98%), even with the increase
of pay TV, games, and DVD. The media that had the most growth in
penetration in this socioeconomic group were digital out-of-home8,
pay TV, and magazines.
Graphic 4. Genre and hours offer on TV9
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The information and fiction genres have, together, responded
for 44% of programming. Fiction represented 19% of the total, with
a drop since 2010, when it was 21%.
6
With room to spare, Globo has the top 47 shows most watched in 2012. Portal UOL.
06/11/2012.
7
Data from Target Group Index, research done by Ibope.
8
Strategically placed monitors that transmit segmented programming in places like supermarkets, malls, elevators, buses, subway, trains.
9
Genres: Entertainment: live studio audience, game show, comedy, musical, reality
show, show, prizes, female, fashion and making of; Sports: sports and soccer; Fiction:
telenovela, series, miniseries, movies, cartoons, child programming; Information: documentary, interview, news, reporting; Other: infomercials, rural, tourism, health, lottery
drawing, entrepreneurial space.
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1.2. Advertising investment: in TV and fiction
Total advertising investment in media in 2012 reached 94.9 billion reais (about 45 billion US dollars), a 7% growth from 2011.
From that total, 54% were directed towards broadcast TV, 10%
more than 2011. Newspapers followed, with 18% of the total, pay
TV, with 8%, and magazines, with 7.2%. The biggest growth was
that of the Internet, with 7% (a 21% increase from 2011)10, reflecting new habits such as e-commerce and the growing engagement of
users on social networks.
Table 5. Advertising investment by medium in 2012
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The segments that received the biggest chunk of advertising
budget in television were retail, responsible for 25% of all investment, followed by personal hygiene and beauty, financial services
and insurance, drinks (beer), and services11.

1.3. Merchandising and social merchandising in fiction
Product placement is still presented in fiction. In 2012, as in the
years before, the main advertising segments were cosmetics, retail,
vehicles, food, and financial services.
Evolution Monitor data, from Ibope. Values take into consideration the price of each
media.
11
Source: Ibope Media – Monitor Evolution.
10
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We know that the insertion of scenes that, in an explicit and
pedagogical sense, expose social problems of the country is a unique
trait of Brazilian telenovela. Due to this, in 2012, the so called social
merchandising12, or socio-educational actions, was again displayed
on the country’s TV. Social approach on Globo telenovelas dealt
with: child abandonment and labor, in Avenida Brasil; cultural diversity, illegal adoption and human trafficking in Salve Jorge; working conditions and maid’s rights in Cheias de Charme; historical
events from the early 20th century and traditions of the black population in Lado a Lado; missing children in Amor Eterno Amor; child
right and prejudice due to sexual orientation in Aquele Beijo; and
inclusion and rights for people with disabilities, bullying and youth
engagement in social actions in Malhação. Record has shown segments about domestic violence, Down syndrome, AIDS prevention,
and adoption in Vidas em Jogo; and bullying and alcoholism in Rebelde. On SBT, Corações Feridos dealt with alcoholism, domestic
violence and drug use.
One example of social action that has reverberated beyond fiction
happened with the characters Penha (Taís Araújo) and Lygia (Malu
Galli) who were, respectively, maid and employer in the telenovela
Cheias de Charme. The actresses have participated on a campaign
about domestic workers’ rights promoted by the United Nations for
the Equality of Gender and Female Empowerment and the International Workers’ Organization. Another example is the theme of human trafficking in Salve Jorge, which mobilized media and social networks with debate on the topic and international press repercussion.

1.4. Communication policies
As we had foreseen, the “new pay TV law” or “new cable law”
has made its impact on discussions regarding the Conditioned Access Service (Serviço de Acesso Condicionado/SeAC)13 on broadcast and telecommunication policies. Such rules are already deeply
12
13

Currently named “social responsibility themes” by Globo.
Law number 12,485 was sanctioned in September 2011.
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changing the audiovisual market throughout the country with the
entry of telecommunication companies as operators and the mandatory minimums of national content in pay channels.
We have witnessed the beginning of a notable transformation
in the Brazilian audiovisual market because, with this new law,
pay channels will have to air 210 minutes of national content during prime time by 2015 (half of which must be made by Brazilian production companies). This progressive implementation14 has
already sown important changes in the audiovisual field, such as:
increase in the number of national independent production companies15; migration of professionals from advertising and cinema into
TV; proportionality of national and independent channels in operator packages16; and the increase of available resources for television
productions. And still in 2012 there were the first debates regarding
the Internet Civil Framework17, which intends to establish rights
and duties of service providers and users, as well as discussing net
neutrality issues.

1.5. Public TV
In 2012, TV Brasil’s fiction programming, the only public network, was completely focused on younger demographics, with the
first run of imported fiction from countries beyond the Obitel scope.
The channel still presents technical difficulties in tuning its analog
signal, but in its website, through WebTV, it offers 24 hour programming, as well as having a presence on social networks. Meanwhile, TV Brasil-Canal Integración, the only public international
channel in Brazil, broadcasts via satellite for Latin America, United
States, Portugal and Africa.
14
Mandatory airing of 70 minutes of national content per week during prime time in the
first year of the law’s enactment (Sept. 2012 to Sept. 2013) and 140 minutes on the second
year (Sept. 2013 to Sept. 2014).
15
In 2011 there were 170 independent production companies associated; in 2012, there
were 265. Data: ABPITV.
16
For every three channels offered in a package, at least one must be Brazilian with
qualified space.
17
Internet regulation that is already present in several countries throughout the world.
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1.6. Pay TV
Pay TV channels are undergoing great changes due to the “new
cable law” that was sanctioned to stimulate national production in
this environment greatly occupied by international channels. If we
also take into consideration the access by consumers from the “new
C class” (an upward-moving lower-middle class), interested in pay
TV and Internet, one can notice that 2012 was notably productive.
Pay TV reached 16.2 million contracts, which would amount to access by 53 million Brazilians18, a 28.3% yearly growth. From the
total number of subscribers, more than 40% belong to C class, and
it is worth noticing that number was just 22% in 200819. Despite
this and the strong expectation of growth, Ibope data show that the
penetration of pay TV in Brazil is still shy, with 30% of all households, when compared to other Latin American countries such as
Argentina or Colombia, which are around 81% of all households.
Fiction on pay TV
Due to this transforming environment, it is interesting to show
some data regarding national TV production on pay channels. National channels that produced fiction for pay TV in 2012 were Multishow, GNT, Futura, and TBS Brasil20, while the international ones,
Fox and HBO, have shown co-productions.

Anatel data. IBGE assumes an average 3.3 people per household.
Obitel data, 2009 Yearbook.
20
Brazilian pay channel, partner of TV Bandeirantes, airing comedy, movies and series.
18
19
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PREMIERE NATIONAL TITLES – 18
FICTIONS
Multishow – 10 national titles
1. Adorável psicose (3rd season)
2. Do amor (1st season)
3. Meu passado me condena (1st season)
4. Malícia (2nd season)
5. Morando sozinho (3rd season)
6. Open bar (1st season)
7. Os buchas (1st season)
8. Quero ser solteira (1st season)
9. Oscar Freire, 279 (1st season)
10. Ed Mort (1st season)
GNT – 1 national title
11. Sessão de terapia (1st season)
Canal Futura - 1 national title
12. Família imperial (1st season)
TBS – 1 national title
13. Elmiro Miranda Show (1st season)
Source: Obitel Brazil

FOX – 1 national title
14. A vida de Rafinha Bastos (1st season)
HBO – 4 national titles
15. Destino: São Paulo (1st season)
16. Mandrake (3rd season)
17. FDP (1st season)
18. Preamar (1st season)
LATIN AMERICAN TITLES (Obitel
ambit) – 2 FICTIONS
HBO Latino – 2 fiction shows
1. Capadócia – Mexico (3rd season)
2. Prófugos – Chile (1st season)
TOTAL NATIONAL TITLES: 18
TOTAL LATIN AMERICAN TITLES: 2

Regarding content, there was a predominance of the comedy
genre for a teen/adult demographic, with experiments in production
formats as derivations from blogs and webseries and a collaborative
telefilm. Also of note were drama series, like Sessão de terapia, a
Brazilian version of the Israeli Be Tipul, extremely well received by
the critics; Destino: São Paulo, which presented the daily life of foreign communities in the metropolis; and Família imperial, a series
geared towards children that revisits Brazilian history. As ratings
go21, they are rated from most viewed down, as following: A vida de
Rafinha Bastos; Oscar Freire, 279; Adorável psicose; Meu passado
me condena; and Ed Mort.

Source: Ibope Media – Media Workstation – Paytv. Household universe data 2012:
5,226,185.

21
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1.7. ICTs (Internet, mobile, Digital TV, VoD)
Brazil registered in 2012 more than 90 million Internet users22.
Facebook has 35 million people23 and has become the most accessed
social network in the country. On Twitter, Brazilians account for the
second biggest audience in the world, with 33 million users24. The
C class has been responsible for 56% of all access to Facebook and
55% on Twitter. We noticed the ever increasing use of networks to
discuss television fiction, especially the telenovela. The finale of
Avenida Brasil occupied seven of the first ten Trending Topics Brasil25 on Twitter, making it into the worldwide list. Data shows that
73% of viewers access social networks while watching TV shows26.
In this way, the tendency of the audiovisual market is to offer programming on multiple screens: tablet, smartphone, smartTV, or
even regular TV connected to a gaming console.
On this path are Globosat with Muu, and Net Serviços with
Now, seeking to satiate the public’s desire for on demand content
(VoD), in the same way as USA’s Netflix, which has Brazil as its
main market in Latin America. The offering of a menu with movies and TV shows online for subscribers confirms a worldwide tendency, anticipating production specifically for this segment. Globo,
Bandeirantes and RedeTV also offer their radio and TV programming in mobile phones and tablets. Therefore, in this environment
of media convergence and transmediation, we see television companies acting with Internet technology and, at the same time, Internet
companies producing and distributing TV content.

Brazil reaches 94.2 million Internet users. INFO Online. 12/14/2012.
Facebook leads display of advertising. Meio e Mensagem. 02/08/2012.
24
Brazil is the second country with most users on Twitter. Exame. 02/02/2012.
25
Avenida Brasil’s finale dominates social networks. A Tarde. 10/20/2012.
26
In the world, 62% of people use social networks while watching TV. Teletime.
08/28/2012.
22
23
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2. Yearly analysis: premiere of national and Ibero-American fiction
Brazilian TV networks invested in traditional formats, keeping the telenovela as its main representative. Other formats, such
as series and soap opera (Louco por elas and Malhação) presented
renewed seasons, confirming the choice for titles known by the public. The season renewal also covered the telenovela Rebelde (two
seasons), a rare fact in Brazilian TV. Two networks (Band and TV
Brasil) did not pick any new fiction shows and the absence of imported premiere titles confirms the predominance of 100% national
production.
Table 1: Productions broadcast in 2012 and
its respective networks
NATIONAL PREMIERE TITLES
– 35

IMPORTED PREMIERE TITLES
–0

Globo - 23 national titles
1. A grande família – 12th season
(series)
2. A vida da gente (telenovela)
3. Amor eterno amor (telenovela)
4. Aquele beijo (telenovela)
5. As brasileiras (series)
6. Avenida Brasil (telenovela)
7. Cheias de charme (telenovela)
8. Como aproveitar o fim do mundo
(miniseries)
9. Dercy de verdade (miniseries)
10. Doce de mãe (telefilm)
11. Fina estampa (telenovela)
12. Gabriela (telenovela)
13. Guerra dos sexos (telenovela)
14. Lado a lado (telenovela)
15. Louco por elas –1st season (series)
16. Louco por elas – 2nd season (series)
17. Malhação – 19th season (soap
opera)
18. Malhação – 20th season (soap opera)
19. O brado retumbante (series)
20. Salve Jorge (telenovela)
21. Suburbia (miniseries)

RERUN TITLES – 20:
SBT
1. A usurpadora (telenovela - Mexico)
2. Amigas e rivais (telenovela)
3. Canavial de paixões (telenovela)
4. Fascinação (telenovela)
5. Gotinha de amor (telenovela Mexico)
6. Maria do bairro (telenovela Mexico)
7. Maria Mercedes (telenovela Mexico)
8. Marimar (telenovela - Mexico)
9. Marisol (telenovela)
10. Pequena travessa (telenovela)
11. Pícara sonhadora (telenovela)
Globo
12. Da cor do pecado (telenovela)
13. Mulheres de areia (telenovela)
14. Chocolate com pimenta (telenovela)
Record
15. A história de Ester (miniseries)
16. Rei Davi (miniseries)
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22. Tapas & beijos – 2nd season (series)
23. Xingu (miniseries)
Record - 9 National titles
24. Balacobaco (telenovela)
25. Fora de controle (series)
26. Máscaras (telenovela)
27. Milagre dos pássaros (telefilm)
28. Rebelde – 1st season (telenovela)
29. Rebelde – 2nd season (telenovela)
30. Rei Davi (miniseries)
31. Tragédia da rua das flores (telefilm)
32.Vidas em jogo (telenovela)

17. Vidas opostas (telenovela)
TV Brasil
18. Brilhante F. C. (miniseries)
19. Vida de estagiário (series)
Band
20. Julie e os fantasmas (series)

TOTAL AIRED TITLES: 55
SBT - 3 National titles
33. Amor e revolução (telenovela)
34. Carrossel (telenovela)
35. C orações feridos (telenovela)
Source: Obitel Brazil

The most interesting happening on Brazilian television fiction
in 2012 might be the fact that 100% of the premiere shows were
national productions with no imported production. In general, Brazilian networks have invested in traditional fictional formats, keeping the telenovela as their main representative. Other formats, like
series (A Grande Família, Louco por Elas, Tapas & Beijos, Globo)
and soap opera (Malhação, Globo), received new seasons. A rare
fact occurred in the airing of a second season of a telenovela (Rebelde, Record). Band and TV Brasil did not air first run fiction.
The sum (of premiere and reruns) adds up to 55 fiction shows
in 2012, down from 67 the previous year, with a 17.9% drop. As to
premiere fiction, Globo still leads the pack with 65.7%, followed by
a significant margin by Record, with 25.7%, and SBT in third, with
8.5%. As to the 20 reruns, the number has not changed from the previous year, 15 being national and 5 imported. All imported reruns
(from Mexican network Televisa) were aired on SBT. The network
was responsible for 55% of reruns, followed by Globo and Record,
both with 15%, TV Brasil, with 10%, and Band, with 5%.
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Table 2. Premiere fiction in 2012: countries of origin
Country
NATIONAL (total)
IBERO-AMERICAN
(total)
Argentina
BRAZIL

Titles

%

Chapters/
Episodes

%

Broadcast
hours

%

35

100%

2,186

100%

1,503:40

100%

0

-

0

-

0

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

35

100%

2,186

100%

1,503:40

100%

Chile

-

-

-

-

-

-

Colombia

-

-

-

-

-

-

Ecuador

-

-

-

-

-

-

Spain

-

-

-

-

-

-

USA (Hispanic production)

-

-

-

-

-

-

Mexico

-

-

-

-

-

-

Peru

-

-

-

-

-

-

Portugal

-

-

-

-

-

-

Uruguay

-

-

-

-

-

-

Venezuela

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

35

100%

2,186

100%

1,503:40

100%

Latin American (Obitel
scope)
Latin American (Outside
Obitel scope)
Other (productions and
co-productions from other
Latin American/IberoAmerican countries)
TOTAL
Source: Obitel Brazil

With the total of national productions in 2012, the country had
35 premieres, down from 41 in 2011, a 14.6% drop. Two networks,
Band and TV Brasil, had no premieres, while Globo decreased its
production. Despite the drop in titles, there was a slight increase in
running time, about 2.7%.

Titles

C/E

Night (22:00-6:00)
TOTAL
Source: Obitel Brazil

2
35

Other (soap opera, etc.)
TOTAL
Source: Obitel Brazil

0

0

0

Unitary

Docudrama

8.6

3

Telefilm

5.7
100

0

14.3

7

5

Series

20.0

%

51.4

18

Miniseries

Telenovela

Format

532
2186

Prime time (19:00-22:00)
24.3
100

49.5

26.2

0

%
0

364:35
1,503:40

826:45

312:20

H

24.2
100

55.0

20.8

0

%

0

-

-

-

C/E

0

-

-

-

%

0

-

-

-

H

Ibero-American

261
2,186

0

0

3

52

131

1,739

C/E

11.9
100

0

0

0.1

2.4

6.0

79.6

%

National
H

103:15
1,503:40

0

0

10:40

39:15

74:35

1,275:55

%

6.9
100

0

0

0.7

2.6

4.9

84.9

0

-

-

-

-

-

-

Titles

0

-

-

-

-

-

-

%

532
2,186

1,081

573

0

C/E

0

-

-

-

-

-

-

C/E

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

%

Ibero-American

0

-

-

-

%

Table 4. Format of national and Ibero-American fiction

573

1,081

Afternoon (12:00-19:00)

0

Time slot

Morning (6:00-12:00)

National

Table 3. Chapter/Episodes and broadcast hours by time slot

0

-

-

-

-

-

-

H

24.3
100

49.5

26.2

0

%

Total

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

%

364:35
1,503:40

826:45

312:20

0

H

24.2
100

55.0

20.8

0

%
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National prime time was the leader when compared to other
slots, concentrating 49.5% of chapters/episodes and 55% of broadcast hours in 2012. During the afternoon slot, values did not change
in fiction production when compared to 2011. In the night slot there
was a drop in almost 10% in hours due to the decrease in series
usually broadcast at that time. In 2012 there was no airing for IberoAmerican titles.
Once again, the most prominent format is the telenovela with
18 titles, four more than in 2011. The increase is due to the fact that
SBT and Record produced an extra two telenovelas than usual. Globo kept the 10 telenovelas broadcast as in 2011, representing more
than 55% of the total of shows in that format. The increase of titles
didn’t influence the total of hours (with an extra 50 hours). This is
due to the two seasons of Rebelde, which changes the number of
titles, but not hours, and due to the shorter duration of chapters and
telenovelas on SBT and Record.
The total amount of series had a major decrease of five shows
when compared to the 13 titles of the previous year. In 2011, Globo produced 11 series, while it only made six in 2012. Miniseries,
on the other hand, were basically stable; five in 2012 and seven
in 2011. The telefilm and other formats maintained three and two
titles, respectively. There were no unitaries or docudramas.
Table 5. Format of national fiction by time slot
Format

MorAfterPrime
%
%
% Night
noon
time
ning

%

To%
tal

Telenovela

-

-

3

60.0

10

100

5

25.0 18 51.5

Series

-

-

-

-

-

-

7

35.0

6

17.1

Miniseries

-

-

-

-

-

-

5

14.3

6

17.1

Telefilm

-

-

-

-

-

-

3

15.0

3

8.6

Unitary

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Docudrama

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2

5.7

Other (soap opera, etc.)

-

-

2

40.0

-

-

-

-

TOTAL

0

0

5

100

10

100

20

100

Source: Obitel Brazil
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Telenovelas have dominated the prime time, reaffirming itself
as the most important format on Brazilian TV. The diversification
of formats once again is present on the night slot, with telenovelas,
series, miniseries and telefilms. Prime time was home to 10 telenovelas, six from Globo (Aquele beijo, Cheias de charme, Guerra
dos sexos, Fina estampa, Avenida Brasil, and Salve Jorge). Record
aired two seasons of Rebelde, and SBT, which did not produce fiction in 2011, aired two telenovelas on this slot (Corações feridos
and Carrossel).
The night slot concentrated the biggest number of national fiction, consolidating the same tendency since 2010, the sliding prime
time into later hours. The slot presents the biggest concentration
of series and miniseries. In 2012, seven series were aired, six from
Globo (A Grande Família, As Brasileiras, Tapas & Beijos, O Brado
Retumbante, and two seasons of Louco por elas) and one from Record (Fora de controle), as well as five miniseries, four from Globo
(Como Aproveitar o Fim do Mundo, Dercy de Verdade, Suburbia,
and Xingu) and one from Record (Rei Davi). Still on the night slot,
of the 20 shows aired, five were telenovelas –one from Globo (Gabriela), one from SBT (Amor e revolução), and three from Record
(Vidas em jogo, Máscaras and Balacobaco)– and three were telefilms –two from Record (Milagre dos pássaros and Tragédia da rua
das flores) and one from Globo (Doce de mãe)–.
The afternoon slot, before prime time, was occupied by Globo with three telenovelas (A vida da gente, Amor eterno amor, and
Lado a lado) and two seasons of the teen soap opera Malhação. The
morning slot still has no fiction.
Table 6. Time period of fictional programming
Time period
Present
Period
Historical
Other
TOTAL
Source: Obitel Brazil

Titles
29
5

%
83
14

1
35

3
100
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Since the start of Obitel research in 2006, there has been a
predominance of fiction set in the present. In 2012, the trend was
maintained with 83% of narratives. Unlike the notable number of
historical titles from last year (six), in 2012 there was only one, the
miniseries Xingu. Most fictions were set in the present or period,
this last category represented by the miniseries Dercy de Verdade,
O Brado Retumbante, Suburbia, and the telenovelas Gabriela and
Lado a lado, all from Globo.
Table 7. The top ten most watched titles: origin, rating, share
Title

Country
Producof origin
tion
of original
company
idea or plot

Network

Scriptwriter
or author of
the original
idea

Rating

Share

1

Fina
estampa

Brazil

Globo

Globo

Aguinaldo
Silva

42.12

67.3

2

Avenida
Brasil

Brazil

Globo

Globo

João Emanuel Carneiro

41.51

66.5

3

Cheias de
charme

Brazil

Globo

Globo

Filipe
Miguez and
Izabel de
Oliveira

33.92

58.3

4

Salve
Jorge

Brazil

Globo

Globo

Gloria Perez

32.80

56.4

5

Tapas &
beijos

Brazil

Globo

Globo

Claudio
Paiva

27.83

48.0

6

Aquele
beijo

Brazil

Globo

Globo

Miguel
Falabella

27.49

50.3

7

A grande
família

Brazil

Globo

Globo

Oduvaldo
Vianna Filho

27.48

48.4

8

Amor
eterno
amor

Brazil

Globo

Globo

Elizabeth
Jhin

26.16

49.6

9

Doce de
mãe

Brazil

Globo

Globo

Jorge
Furtado and
Ana Luiza
Azevedo

25.60

47.4

10

Guerra
dos sexos

Brazil

Globo

Globo

Silvio de
Abreu

24.92

48.2

Total production: 10

Foreign scripts: 0

100%

0%

Source: Obitel Brazil
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For the sixth running year, Globo titles make up the top ten
most watched fictions, with national productions and original plots.
In the first two positions are the 9pm telenovelas, Fina estampa and
Avenida Brasil. Also notable, in seventh place, is the length of the
series A Grande Família, airing since 2001, and the fact that it has
been in the top ten of every year researched by Obitel. New authors
make the list, like Filipe Miguez and Izabel de Oliveira (Cheias
de charme), joining famous names, like Aguinaldo Silva and João
Emanuel Carneiro. Also important is the average rating of the tem
most watched fiction shows, up 5.4% when compared to 2011. The
share, which indicates audience fidelity, has stayed stable.
Table 8. Top ten most watched titles:
format, duration, time slot
Title

1
2
3

Fina estampa
Avenida
Brasil
Cheias de
charme

Format

Genre

Number
of chap./
ep.
(in 2012)

Telenovela

Drama

72

01/02 to 03/24

Telenovela

Drama

179

03/26 to 10/20

Telenovela

Romantic
Comedy

143

04/16 to 09/29

Drama

62

10/22 (cont.)

37

04/03 to 12/18

Night

74

01/02 to 04/14

Prime
time

Comedy

37

04/05 to 12/20

Night

Romance

161

03/05 to 09/08

Afternoon

Comedy

1

12/27

Night

Romantic
Comedy

80

10/01 (cont.)

Prime
time

4

Salve Jorge

Telenovela

5

Tapas &
beijos

Series

6

Aquele beijo

Telenovela

A grande
Series
família
Amor eterno
Telenovela
8
amor
Doce de
9
Telefilm
mãe
Guerra dos
Telenovela
10
sexos
Source: Obitel Brazil
7

Romantic
Comedy
Romantic
Comedy

First and last
airing (in
2012) (*)

Time
slot
Prime
time
Prime
time
Prime
time
Prime
time
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Table 8 shows seven telenovelas among the top ten most
watched titles in 2012, confirming the Brazilian predilection for
long seriality; two are series and one is a telefilm, Doce de mãe, a
format that graces the top ten for the first time.
When it comes to genre, one can observe the strong presence
of romantic comedies, followed closely by drama. Among the romantic comedies are three telenovelas and one series; while the
three 9pm telenovelas are from the drama genre. Comedies are represented by a series and a telefilm. Romance is represented by a 6pm
telenovela.
Six telenovelas from the top ten are from the prime time, being the two topmost ones and the fourth place occupied by 9pm
telenovelas. The night slot has shown two series and a telefilm and
the afternoon slot also presented a telenovela. Referring to to genre,
there is an ongoing tradition in Brazilian telenovela: 6pm telenovela
is a romance; 7pm telenovela is a romantic comedy; 9pm telenovela
is a drama. Among the top ten there was an expressive drop in the
average number of chapters/episodes: 64.6 against 92.1 in 2011.
Table 9. Themes on the top ten titles in 2012
Titles

1

Fina
estampa

2

Avenida
Brasil

MAIN THEMES
(UP TO FIVE)
- Honesty and work as social
values
- Inequality and confrontation
between social classes
- Secrets of the past
- Child dispute
- Extra sensorial perception
- Marriage of interest and
infidelity
- Revenge, secrets of the past
and identity change
- Daily life of lower-middle
class (C class)
- The universe of soccer
- First love

SOCIAL THEMES
(UP TO FIVE)
- Domestic violence
- Child and teen rights
- Incentives to reading and writing
- In vitro fertilization and assisted
reproduction
- Prejudice and sexual discrimination

- Identity of the ascending lowermiddle class (C class)
- Incentive to reading
- Child abandonment
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- Folksy show business
- Daily life of maids
- Maid/employer relations
- Work and family of the
contemporary woman
- Use of the Internet

3

Cheias de
charme

4

- Interculturality
- Organized crime
Salve Jorge - Search of family roots
- Illegal adoption
- Family relationships

- Friendship
- Extramarital affairs
5
- Friendship among women
over 30
- Identity plot twists
- Transsexuality
- Social and racial prejudice
Aquele
- Corruption and organized
6
beijo
crime
- Child abandonment and
abuse
- Family relationships
A grande
- Neighbourly relationships
7
família
- Daily life of lower class
families
- Past lives, regression, spirits
Amor
- Childhood love
8 eterno
- Search for a soulmate
amor
- Kidnapping
- Greed and money
- Old age
Doce de
9
- Family, friendship and
mãe
camaraderie
- Gender relations and disputes
Guerra dos - Splitting inheritances
10
sexos
- Inequality and social conflict
- Ambition
Source: Obitel Brazil
Tapas &
beijos

- Maid workers’ rights
- Graffiti culture
- Fatherly responsibility in raising
children
- Human trafficking
- Sexual exploration
- Securing the Morro do Alemão
- Parental alienation
- Oniomania (compulsive shopping)
- Suburban culture

- Child and teen rights
- Culture and art dissemination
- Formal education / literacy
- Sexual harassment
- Illegal activities and corruption

- Female protagonism
- Suburban culture

- Missing children
- Spirituality

- Problems of old age

- Gender relationships
- Tobacco control

Most of the dominating themes in the top ten fictions of 2012 refer to the matrix of melodramatic genre as family relations, revenge,
ambition, adultery, identity plot twists, social disputes, racial, gender and social prejudice, child abandonment, and corruption. However, in the development of these themes and its appropriation in the
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Brazilian social universe, we notice the appearance of approaches
that, if not marked by their innovation, at the very least question the
status quo. This can be seen in themes such as: homosexuality and
transsexuality, child rights or corruption, or even the recognition of
new social actors with the ascension of a significant part of the Brazilian populace known as the “C class”. The refinement of these discussions and their social implications gains strength by dealing with
social themes in fictional plots, especially in telenovelas, a fact that
characterizes them as “communicative resource” (Lopes, 2009). By
doing this, not only issues like women, domestic workers’ and children rights gain space, but also bring to light new consumption habits and social practices of layers of society that were forgotten in the
national economic environment. This approach taken by telenovelas
(such as Fina Estampa, Cheias de Charme, Avenida Brasil, Salve
Jorge), and also series (A Grande Família, Tapas & Beijos), entices debates that characterize the current transformation of current
Brazilian society. Considered a defining element in the Brazilian
telenovela narrative, social themes have developed along the plot
in different cores, allowing it to deal with the subject from several
perspectives, complementary and antagonistic, which confers to the
telenovela the condition of “complex television narrative” (Mittell,
2012) since the 1970s.
Table 10. Audience profile of the top ten most watched titles:
gender, age, socioeconomic class
Title
Fina estampa
Avenida
2
Brasil
Cheias de
3
charme

1

Network

Gender %

Age %

Socioeconomic
class %

Fe4- 12- 18- 25- 35Male
50+ AB
male
11 17 24 34 49

C

DE

Globo 62.95 37.05 8.9 8.5

9.7 17.1 23.5 32.1 32.0 52.7 15.3

Globo 62.23 37.77 8.9 8.5

9.7 17.7 24.0 31.2 33.6 52.3 14.1

Globo 65.66 34.34 9.6 8.8

9.7 16.3 22.9 32.7 31.5 52.7 15.8

4 Salve Jorge Globo 62.20 37.80 8.6 8.8

9.6 17.2 23.9 31.9 33.4 51.7 14.9
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Tapas &
beijos
Aquele
6
beijo
A grande
7
família

5

Amor
8 eterno
amor

Globo 62.40 37.60 9.3 9.5 11.4 19.1 24.4 26.2 35.4 51.3 13.2
Globo 65.89 34.11 8.1 7.6

9.2 15.6 23.4 36.1 31.0 52.6 16.4

Globo 61.91 38.09 9.5 9.6 10.5 19.0 24.3 27.1 35.5 51.8 12.6
Globo 67.11 32.89 7.6 8.2

9

Doce de
mãe

10

Guerra dos
Globo 64.49 35.51 9.1 8.8
sexos

9.7 14.7 22.6 37.2 31.3 52.0 16.7

Globo 62.93 37.07 8.6 9.2 11.2 16.2 23.7 31.2 36.4 52.2 11.4
9.4 15.6 22.8 34.3 31.8 51.6 16.6

Source: Obitel Brazil

The sample of audience profile for the top ten most viewed
titles shows that the female audience is still predominant in television fiction and, despite 6pm and 7pm telenovelas attracting their
attention more strongly, it can be observed that there is an increase
on the percentage of the male public on the composition of the audience after 9pm (the telenovelas Avenida Brasil and Salve Jorge and
the series A Grande Família and Tapas & Beijos). The data from A
Grande Família continues to show an increase on male audience for
more than three years.
About the age groups, Cheias de Charme, the 7pm telenovela,
has reached the same audience as the 9pm one –with more than 70%
of the over 25 public–. The series A Grande Família and Tapas &
Beijos, despite their late hours, bring more diversified age ranges,
with a notable younger demographic. Those over 50 preferred the
plots of the telenovelas Amor Eterno Amor and Aquele Beijo.
Regarding to socioeconomic level, the C class was the predominant audience in all fiction in the top ten. Special attention should
be paid to Doce de mãe, a telefilm aired in late December, which
called the attention of the AB class, followed by the series A grande
família and Tapas & Beijos.
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3. Transmedia reception
The telenovela Avenida Brasil has marked Brazilian television history when it comes to the way it engaged audiences with
its prime time fiction plot, reverberating in a surprising way on the
current context of spreading audiences and the consumption of multiplatform contented. One of the reflections of this success was the
volume of content generated by producers and users on the show,
propagated by social networks, a fact that was noticed by the international press27. The #avenidabrasil and #oioioi (+ chapter number)
hashtags were, during the last week of its run, top trends on Twitter
worldwide. Changes to the president’s schedule and the overflow of
the telenovela’s themes on all of Globo’s programming reinforces
expectations by viralization of shows, on the eve of the airing of
the last chapter on TV, which are also indicative of the phenomenon. On the Internet, two factors contributed to the engagement and
transmediation of the content of Avenida Brasil: Brazilian customs
of watching TV while seeking and generating content regarding the
schedule on social networks,28 and the volume of content generated
by the producer on the Rede Globo fanpage29 and on the telenovela’s
official Facebook page30 that had approximately half a million fans.

Source: Groundbreaking soap opera grips Brazil. Available at: http://www.bbc.co.uk/
news/world-latin-america-20001198. Accessed on: 10/19/2012.
28
According to the “Social TV” research by Ibope, among Brazilian Internet users, 43%
have the habit of watching TV while surfing the Internet. Young adults between 20 and
24 are the most adept to this behavior, while teens between 15 and 19 are the ones generating most TV-themed content on the Internet. Telenovelas are the subject that received
most comments.
29
Available at: http://www.facebook.com/RedeGlobo. Accessed on: 03/12/2012.
30
Available at: www.facebook.com/AvenidaBrasilNovela. Accessed on: 12/15/2012.
More than 2,700 posts and 4 thousand pictures were made available by producers on the
fanpage during the airing of Avenida Brasil.
27
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Table 11. Transmedia fiction:
types of interaction and dominating practices
Chosen
title

Network

Internet page

Types of
transmedia
interaction

Official website
Network
tvg.globo.com/
interactive
novelas/avenivisualization
da-brasil/

Avenida
Brasil

Level of
interactivity
Active

Facebook page
http://www.
facebook.com/
AvenidaBrasilNovela

Transmedia
visualization

Creative

Twitter
@Globo_AvBrasil

Transmedia
visualization

Creative

Oioioi Blog

Interactive
in real time
visualization

Active

Store

Interactive
visualization

Active

Out of Home
Media

Visualization

Passive

Globo

Users’ dominating
practices
Interpretation
Sharing
Playful
Recommendation
Interpretation
Commentary
Sharing
Recommendation
Discussion
Celebration
Playful
Collection
Criticism
Parody
Remix
Interpretation
Commentary
Sharing
Recommendation
Discussion
Celebration
Criticism
Parody
Remix
Interpretation
Commentary
Sharing
Discussion
Consumption
Recommendation
Interpretation in
buses and subway

Source: Obitel Brazil

Virals31 in the format of photo-messages placed on Facebook
were appropriated and disseminated by users on social networks.
Source: Novela na Internet: relembre alguns “virais” de Avenida Brasil. Portal Terra.
10/09/2012. http://diversao.terra.com.br/tv/novelas/avenida-brasil/novela-na-internetrelembre-alguns-virais-de-avenida-brasil,ab09c1851366a310VgnCLD200000bbcceb0a
RCRD.html?vgnextfmt=fmtExpandedPics.

31
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Another important point referred to apps developed by producers
that generated a huge volume of appropriation: the most famous one
was “Congele seu Avatar”32, which allowed fans to freeze photos on
their profile.
The telenovela’s official website offered the national and international soundtracks and the Oioioi Blog brought updated plot
points as animated GIFs, allowing access to scenes and commentaries. Games and character recipes from Nina, a fictional character,
were shared with the public through the official website. Avenida
Brasil was transformed in the webseries Novela Brasil with almost
2 million views on YouTube and later adapted into a play with the
same name33. The telenovela was also the theme of São Clemente
carnival samba school in Rio de Janeiro in 2013. One should note
the many transmedia operations that the telenovela used to engage
producers, fans, actors, and cultural agents.
Empirical research conducted on YouTube during the last week
of airing of the show (10/15/12 to 10/20/12) revealed 37 published
videos by 23 users. These videos had 1,254,011 views, 5,927 likes
and 441 dislikes. A sum of 2,082 comments were posted. A posted
video of the show’s last episode (Último Capítulo da Telenovela
[Avenida Brasil]34) was the most viewed of the week, before being
removed due to copyright claims. However, creative YouTube appropriations happened through fan work in transposing the character’s stories into Rio’s funk music.
According to Laignier (2012), Rio’s funk is characterized by the
musical appropriation of popular character that includes elements for
the understanding of certain urban contemporary contexts. Despite
that, these appropriations are several times seen from afar and discriminated as superficial. The appropriations of stories of characters
Source: http://tvg.globo.com/novelas/avenida-brasil/Fique-por-dentro/noticia/2012/08/
me-congela-transforme-suas-fotos-com-o-efeito-do-final-de-avenida-brasil.html.
Accessed on: 08/22/2012.
33
Source: http://televisao.uol.com.br/noticias/redacao/2012/09/14/aprovada-pelo-elencode-avenida-brasil-parodia-da-novela-vira-peca-de-teatro.htm Accessed on:14/09/2012.
34
http://youtu.be/kHZvj4KFAPQ.
32
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in Avenida Brasil into funk has brought up discussions about betrayal, polygamy, beauty standards of the Brazilian woman, and working
conditions of domestic workers in Dança do Amendoim35, starring
the character Zezé, which worked in Tufão and Carminha’s house.
The characters Nina and Carminha also received the funk Me Serve
Vadia, Me Serve36 and Funk da Carminha37, which dealt with vengeance among protagonists. Other characters also received homages
through funk, among them are Tufão, Suélen, Ágata, and Cadinho.

4. Highlights of the year
“There never was a telenovela like Avenida Brasil.”38

Since its premiere, Avenida Brasil (Globo, 2012) –written by
João Emanuel Carneiro and directed by Ricardo Waddington, Amora Mautner and José Luiz Villamarim– was a highlight on all media
(radio, TV, Internet, social networks39) that affected the impact of
the 9pm show. This impact gained strength during its 179 chapters,
culminating with the polarization of attention not only of regular
audiences or commenters, but also international media (Forbes, The
Guardian, Le Figaro), which sought to understand the “phenomenon” of Avenida Brasil. Among the many facts that allow to fully
take in the “social commotion” (Mulgan, 1990) caused by the telenovela, two of them are: (1) the actions of the Operador Nacional
do Sistema Elétrico (the National Electric Service Superintendency)
to deal with an estimated increase of 5% in electric consumption
during the airing of the last chapter of the show; (2) the changes
and even cancellation of planned public events for the same time as
the telenovela’s airing. Of special interest is the cancellation, during
35

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZSYUc_8P4b8.

http://youtu.be/BHLCMZYT34s.
http://youtu.be/6Z1uhIgmkBY.
38
A novela que mudou o espectador, Época, 10/18/2012. http://revistaepoca.globo.com/
cultura/luis-antonio-giron/noticia/2012/10/novela-que-mudou-o-espectador2.html.
39
Considered a true event in social networks during its run, the telenovela swamped
social networks in its last episode (10/19/2012). The repercussion of the show in social
media is analyzed in the third part of this chapter.
36
37
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mayoral campaign season, of an important political rally in which
the President would participate. This scenario makes us consider
the “phenomenon” of Avenida Brasil as a “popular media event”,
that is, as an event that, among other things, “breaks the daily routine, but in a routinely way” with ritual characteristics and having
a role in the integration of societies (Couldry; Hepp, 2010, p. 8).
We observe in these relations with the telenovela the creation of
communities of feelings (or collective feelings) through media in
the constitution of “conditions of reading, criticism and collective
pleasure” (Appadurai, 2004, p. 20).
It is also important to highlight the importance of the so-called
Brazilian “new C class” on this. Is it a fictional construction element
or a mirror to a reality that blooms in the country and redimensions
economy and Brazilian society? This was the major theme and drive
for several articles regarding customs and consumption habits of
characters in economy articles on newspapers and magazines40. The
constant growth of engagement of audience throughout the run of
the show has resulted in the development of ad campaigns up to
six months ahead of time to tap into the record-breaking audience
expected for the final chapter. This chapter had over 500 national,
regional and local advertisers, who had their ads aired among the
122 stations of the network41. In terms of household audience, the
last chapter had 56% of rating and 81% of share, data that make
clear the importance of the plot in the 2012 Brazilian TV environment. Numbers, percentages, investment data and audience that on
their own right translate the engagement of millions of Brazilians
around the plot of Avenida Brasil, but that, even then, need to be
analyzed in terms of discourse and symbology so we can dimension
the impact of this telenovela.
In the 2011 and 2012 Yearbooks, the question of the rise of the “new C class” was
highlighted in our analysis. Among several articles, "Avenida Brasil": um retrato do Brasil emergente, Exame.com, 10/10/2012. Available at: http://exame.abril.com.br/estilo-devida/entretenimento/noticias/avenida-brasil-um-retrato-do-brasil-emergente.
41
'Avenida Brasil': Quem matou o Max? Só depois de longos comerciais. O Estado de S.
Paulo, 10/19/2012.
40
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Avenida Brasil is the Divino suburban
We understand the telenovela and its effect from the quality
of productive environment based on Buonanno (2004), Lopes and
Mungioli (2011) and in the role of TV production in contemporary
society (Mulgan, 1990) and more specifically of the telenovela
on Brazilian society and its constitution as narrative of the nation
(Lopes, 2009).
The plot of Avenida Brasil has as its main arc the revenge of
Rita/Nina (Mel Maia/Débora Falabella) against her mother-in-law,
Carminha (Adriana Esteves). Under the classic guise of revenge and
seeking reparation, the plot of Avenida Brasil presents a narrative
and aesthetic treatment that garnered attention of audience and critics alike since its first chapter. However, the success and impact
of Avenida Brasil are due to a series of factors that, to our understanding, has elevated the demand of the audience and critic to new
heights. This level is characterized by the adoption of narrative and
aesthetic tools that makes Avenida Brasil as a watershed event in
terms of the telenovela. As it happened with Beto Rockfeller (Tupi,
1968) –telenovela considered responsible for the creation of a new
paradigm by the adoption of a new way of narrating (Lopes, 2009)
and representing the Brazilian people on TV fiction–, Avenida Brasil dealt with themes and problems already seen on other telenovelas. But it did so incorporating and translating in a superb manner
the esprit du temps of a country in which great social changes that
create symbolic spaces that reverberate the discourses of new protagonists happen. Among these social changes is the rise of millions
of Brazilian into the “C class”.
This ascension is represented in the telenovela, despite its stereotypical portrayal, from the enunciation of suburban characters:
the fictional Divino. This was the place where almost all characters
lived and in which pulsated great passion of its inhabitants, the Divino Futebol Clube (Divine Soccer Club). A suburb that did not
work as a backdrop for the unfurling of the actions, but that took
itself the condition of protagonist and that, allied to the discourses
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of characters, constituted a rhetoric system structured with the style
of use, way of being and way of doing (Certeau, 2007). In this environment, we can see the enunciation of the idealized suburb: bar
talks about soccer and women, the curbside seating, the solidarity
among neighbors, the folk “pagode” music, the intensity of family
drama, but also the suburb of violence and poverty represented by
the landfill, a place of entry and exit of protagonists.
In Avenida Brasil, and in the Divino, the soccer team, the meetings of the board of directors, the landfill, the popular stores, the
loudspeakers announcing promotions and playing popular music,
and the popular language of conversations update the imagined
space and confront the practiced space allowing for the observation of the layers of cultural palimpsest that compose the great urban centers of the country. The complexity of the tessiture of this
imagined/practiced suburb allows us to analyze it as a matrix space
(Martin-Barbero, s/d) that anchors itself in a complex intertextual
and interdiscoursive network.
It is in this space that the revenge of Nina/Rita (Débora Falabella) against Carminha (Adriana Esteves) gains its body, which,
despite having as its main narrative arc one of the most common and
successful of feuilleton and melodrama, incorporates the ambivalence as key point of the protagonists, giving them hues that are not
restricted to the good and evil dichotomy. It should also be noted the
outcome of the plot, Carminha’s arrest conviction, and after her sentence is finished, the ostracism in the landfill –the home of her suffering and torment as a child–. A self-imposed exile as penance for
her sins. The melancholy curtain call of the ambitious and criminal
woman is filled with symbolism and points for a reckoning not only
between Nina and Carminha, but between society and the villain. It
is also worth mentioning that the structure of the script is characterized by the quick rhythm of actions and agile dialogue. Also, strong
dramatic hooks are employed at the end of each chapter (recovering
and updating a common technique from telenovelas from the 19701980), which conferred a unique character in terms of impact.
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5. Topic of the year: social memory and television fiction
Nowadays, digital media allows us to find artifacts and narratives of our cultural heritage in unimaginable media and platforms.
Accessibility to written, visual, sound and audiovisual resources
has increased at an astounding pace. We would like to point out in
this Obitel Yearbook about television memory as part of “media
memory” (Neiger et al, 2011). These are, for a start, a complex, multidimensional and interdisciplinary phenomenon integrating larger
fields of study of memory and media.
According to the history of mentalities, oral memory and the
stories of life act upon official history since they can bring up hidden and contradictory viewpoints. In “sites of memory” (Nora,
1989), “collective memory” (Halbwachs, 2006), worked by institutions, and individual memory of the reminder/narrator (Benjamin,
1986) are mixed and make the description of narrative to be differentiated and alive, showing the complexity of the happening being
remembered. The blooming of the past combines with the present
process of perception, since it is from the present that starts the call
to which remembrance responds. These are the “works of memory”
(Bergson, 2000).
Collective memories do not exist in abstract. Its presence and
influence can only be perceived through its permanent use, such as
public forms of rituals, ceremonies, commemorations and means of
communication.
So here are placed the questions of capacity and authority of
television to operate as a collective memory agent and the borders
of collectivities becoming inseparable from the use of this medium.
In genres (news, documentary, docudrama, fiction), in productionreception processes (cultures and social classes), and in different
media (television, press, radio, new media) are the spaces and places
to narrate the memory of a nation.
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Television narratives and social memory
The role of memory in Brazilian television fiction can be explained from the sign of revival of social and affective memories.
We seek to comprehend how television fiction and telenovela in
particular create through tracks left by narratives –but also by characters and social time (Elias, 1983) and its representations– productions of meaning that resize feelings of belonging, of identity
that anchor the construction of social memory. Barbosa (2007, p.
25) argues that “tracks are signs of representation. Following tracks
means walking through a path already crossed by men of the past”.
The tracks we follow lead us to paths that blur and cross at several
moments, but its characteristics allow the observation of layers of
palimpsest that compose them; as a privileged place to dimension
how narratives of Brazilian telenovelas fulfill the role of “narrative
of a nation” (Lopes, 2004).
Throughout the last 50 years, television fiction has come to the
forefront, among other aspects, as a “form of memory that registers, through the course of time, the process of change in Brazilian
society” (Motter, 2000-2001, p. 76). Such memory elaborates itself
through the constant interplay between present and past that enunciates itself through discourses, but also by fictional spaces and temporalities that remits, in an inerasable way, to a historical and social
moment. This game allows for the creation of a “complex rhetorical
strategy of social reference” (Bhabha, 2003, p. 206). It is on this
aspect of processual construction of collective memory and meaning of belonging that Lopes (2004, p. 135) emphasizes “the capacity
of television to connect temporal dimensions of present, past and
future through the celebration and construction of a collective memory (…) provoking, even if elementary, a feeling of belonging”.
The memories are part of an archive that is at the same time
personal and collective, and this way they are portrayed and reproduced by the media with the intent of making them eternal. Thus,
beyond the historical and documental facts and daily cultural practices, memory can appear or be reactivated by television that, by
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participating actively of the process of construction and rescue of
a specific moment, creates a stronger emotional and affective relationship. This affection, in the case of television, acquires collective
proportions. Nowadays, the influence of mediation of new technology and media works “as a vehicle for all forms of memory” (Huyssen, 2000, p. 20-21).
TV remembers fiction: reruns and remakes
One of the most traditional memory devices of television fiction is the rerun. Globo airs every afternoon since 1980 the show
named Vale a Pena Ver de Novo, which reruns their own telenovelas that were important in past times. From 2006 to 201242 that
amounted to 17 telenovelas. Also among the initiatives of Globo for
the preservation of the network’s memory is the Projeto Memória
das Organizações Globo (Globo Memory Project), hosted on the
Memória Globo43 website as its online archive. Through it one can
access scenes, facts, trivia and information regarding productions
aired since 1965. The project also published five books registering
shows, testimonials and a biography.
Globo released in 2010 Canal Viva on pay TV, airing reruns
of miniseries, series, films, telenovelas and a variety of shows produced by the network, most of them being icons of their time. The
channel has already aired 12 telenovelas from the 80s and 90s. Trying to cater to an audience composed of housewives and the growing
C class demands, which is constantly migrating to pay TV, the channel has among teens a considerable audience that comments and
shares the programming on social networks. Currently, Canal Viva
is above the average of growth of the pay TV market and the growth
of subscriptions, being part of the ten most watched pay channels44.
42
For the development of this year’s theme, we took the time to analyze the years between
2006 a 2012, which is the time of the Obitel monitoring survey, reported in the seven
Yearbooks released so far.
43
http://memoriaglobo.globo.com/.
44
Canal Viva cresce em cobertura e audiência e entra no TOP 10 da TV por assinatura.
UOL. 04/18/2012.
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SBT and Record also rerun telenovelas and miseries, even on
prime time, sometimes even in the same year as its premiere. It is
worth noting that SBT had rerun memorable telenovelas from the
defunct Manchete network: in 2008 they aired Pantanal (1990); in
2009-2010, Dona Beija (1986); and in 2010-2011, A História de
Ana Raio e Zé Trovão (1990-1991).
Through the production of remakes, audiences are led to produce new significations of stories told and also to the rescue of a
media memory made of sensations previously experienced. In 2006,
Globo produced two telenovela remakes, O Profeta (1977) and Sinhá Moça (1986), and Record aired the telenovela Bicho do Mato
(1972). In 2008, Globo rerecorded the telenovelas Ciranda de Pedra
(1981), in 2009, Paraíso (1982), and in 2010, Ti-ti-ti (1985). Still in
2010, Record adapted the miniseries A História de Ester (1998) and
SBT adapted the telenovela Uma Rosa com Amor (Globo, 1973). In
2011, Globo aired a remake of the telenovela O Astro, written by
Janete Clair in 1977.
In 2012, Globo produced remakes of the telenovelas Gabriela,
based on Jorge Amado’s novel, and aired with enormous success in
1975, and Guerra dos Sexos, originally aired in 1984. In 2013, two
great successes from the 1970s should follow the tendency of being
remade: Globo with Saramandaia (Globo, 1976) and Record with
Dona Xepa (Globo, 1977).
TV remembers the past: history and time
Since the media system has taken a decisive role in the processes of construction of society (its omnipresence in our daily life, its
predominance in current collective memory), one can ponder over
the relationship between media and history, as Edgerton (2000) did
in his article “Television as Historian”:
Television is the main means by which most
people learn current history since television has
deeply affected and changed all aspects of con-
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temporary life –family, education, government,
business and religion– the non-fictional and fictional portraits of this vehicle have transformed
equally the manner of thought of tens of millions of spectators regarding historical figures
(2000, p.1).
The narration of facts from Brazilian history appears with more
frequency in the miniseries format aired by Globo, the so-called
“Brazilian miniseries”, though this format is not being exclusively
dedicated to period or historical narrative. With a different aesthetic
treatment, from its first production, Lampião e Maria Bonita (1982),
Globo’s miniseries tackle, in productions with original scripts or
adapted from literary works, social and political facts that have
marked the history of the country.
Let’s look at the 2006-2012 period. In 2006, Globo aired the
miniseries JK, which portrayed the life of ex-president Juscelino
Kubitschek, from the years 1902 to 1976. In 2008, another miniseries from Globo, Queridos Amigos, taking place in 1989, remembered the fighting against the military regime in Brazil during the
late 1960s. SBT aired, in 2011, the telenovela Amor e Revolução,
dealing with the military dictatorship in Brazil. The plot setting in
the past with historical root is found in fiction from biblical themes,
like in the miniseries A História de Ester, Rei Davi, and Sansão
e Dalila, aired by Record in 2011. Other examples are biographic miniseries of singers, reconstructing certain times of Brazilian
music. Globo produced Maysa – Quando Fala o Coração in 2009,
based on the life of singer Maysa, portraying the decades of 1950
an 1970; and Dalva e Herivelto, aired in 2010, showing not only the
love life of protagonists, but also the “Era of the Radio” in Brazil
between 1930 and 1960. Also from Globo is the miniseries Chico
Xavier, about the medium who spread the spirit doctrine in Brazil,
and the docudrama series Por Toda Minha Vida, which, since 2006,
has shown 15 biographies of personalities of Brazilian folk music.
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Fiction also remembers the past when it tells stories that take
place in other times and portrays its customs. In 2006 the telenovela
Alma Gêmea (Globo) was aired, taking place in 1920, while Bang
Bang (Globo) dealt with the North American Wild West. Other
telenovelas were Os Ricos Também Choram (SBT), portraying the
1930s; Paixões Proibidas (Band) with an early 19th century setting;
and Cidadão Brasileiro (Record), which chronicled the life of its
protagonist through the second half of the 20th century.
In 2007, Globo aired the miniseries Amazônia, which portrayed
the establishment of the region and its environmental problems
throughout the 20th century, as well as A Pedra do Reino, set during
the 14th and 19th centuries. The network also aired the telenovelas
Desejo Proibido, depicting the coffee crisis of the 1930s, as well as
Eterna Magia, which took place in the middle of the 20th century. In
2008, Globo aired the miniseries Capitu, adapted from Machado de
Assis’ novel, taking place in the 19th century, and the telenovela Ciranda de Pedra, which portrayed the 1950s. As for specials, Record
aired Os Óculos de Pedro Antão and Sertão: Veredas, adaptation of
literary classics, while Globo aired O Natal do Menino Imperador,
portraying the arrival in 1808 of the Portuguese royal Family in Brazil. In 2009, Globo aired the special and miniseries Decamerão – A
Comédia do Sexo, based on the short stories of Boccaccio, while
Record aired the telefilm Uns Braços, adapted from Machado de
Assis’ short story that takes place in 1875.
In 2011, Globo aired the telenovela Cordel Encantado, set in
the beginning of the 20th century and the miniseries O Bem-Amado,
remake of a story set in the 1970s. Record aired the unitary As Mãos
de Meu Filho, adaptation of Érico Veríssimo’s short story depicting the 1920s, as well as the telefilm Menino Grapiúna, based on
Jorge Amado’s novel set in the 1920s. In 2012, through the careful
reconstitution of the city of Rio de Janeiro in the early 20th century,
the telenovela Lado a Lado (Globo) tackled the social conflicts resulting from the abolition of slavery and female emancipation. The
good ratings certainly were also due to the memory of the past seen
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in its confluence with the perception of the present (Bergson, 2010).
Finally, the miniseries Suburbia (Globo) showed the daily life of a
black community in Rio de Janeiro in the 1990s.
The spectacle of memory: carnival remembers the telenovela
Going beyond its presence in several mobile media, on the Internet, in magazines, books and pay TV, the telenovela was highlighted during carnival in a convergence, if we may say so, of two
true “media events” in the country’s culture. The samba school
Grêmio Recreativo Escola de Samba São Clemente became the
memory place of telenovela when it used social and affective memories in its parade at the Sambódromo. Even before, it produced
a website and an electronic magazine45 revealing all the retrieval
process of telenovelas in detail about the criteria for this selection
of memory. The samba school researched most remembered telenovelas (due to the affection they receive) from the public asking
about 200 people on the streets, on Facebook and on the website
“Which telenovela left a mark in your life?”. With these answers,
remembrance was reelaborated, resemanticized, reappropriated in
the creation of a theme: after all, “by memory, the past not only
comes to the surface of present waters, mixing itself with immediate
perceptions, but also pushes, ‘dislocates’ those” (Bosi, 1987, p. 9).
Portraying characters and situations of the universe of telenovelas,
the theme spoke of spectators, producers and artists, as well as of
titles, chapters, scenes and characters of 54 telenovelas. All were
from Globo, being 28 produced in the 1970s (Selva de Pedra, O
Bem-Amado, Roque Santeiro, Dancin’ Days) and the 1980s (Ti-titi, Sinhá Moça, O Salvador da Pátria). This fact in itself only reiterates the importance of this period for national teledramaturgy.

45
Link: <http://www.saoclemente.com.br/> Retrieved on April 6th 2013. Revista eletrônica G.R.E.S. São Clemente: <http://www.eupensomais.com.br/revista/saocleme
nte/?pg=auth&evento=revista&id
ConviteDestino=saoclemente#/SAO%20CLEMENTE/14>. Accessed on: 04/06/2013.
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A history of telenovela was remembered and aired and it presented itself as a sung, danced, choreographed and paraded narrative
by a samba school. It would be important to speak of a “popular
television history”, configured through the intersection of exercises of dramatization, argumentative condensation, simplification,
ductile treatment of the past and sharing, as a space of mediation,
of an “imagined community”, of a certain common memory. This
memory is naturally fed by existential referential, which allows for
practices of identification guided by mechanisms of remembrance
and recognition.
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1. Audiovisual context in the country
1.1. Broadcast TV in the country
Chart 1. Broadcast TV national channels in the country
Public

University

Private – University

TVN

UCV TV

Canal 13

Private
Telecanal
Red
Chilevisión
Mega

Number of channels: 7

Chart 2. TV audience per channel (households)
2%

3%

Canal 13
TVN

8%
26%

CHV
Mega

19%
22%

22%

La Red
UCV
Telecanal

Channel
Canal 13
TVN
CHV
Mega
La Red
UCV
Telecanal

Household
rating (%)
7.4
6.3
5.9
5.6
2.3
0.8
0.5

Household
share (%)
25.7
22.0
20.6
19.4
7.8
2.7
1.8

Source: Time Ibope

This report had the financial support of the contest Creación y Cultura sponsored by the
Directorate of Art and Culture (DAC) of the Vice Presidency of Research (VRI) at the
Universidad Católica de Chile.
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Chart 3. TV audience per channel (individuals)
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TVN

8%
25%

CHV
Mega

20%
20%

22%

La Red
UCV
Telecanal

Channel

Individual
rating
(%)

Individual
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Canal 13

2.7

25.3

TVN
CHV
Mega
La Red
UCV
Telecanal

2.4
2.1
2.1
0.8
0.3
0.2

22.5
20.1
19.8
7.7
2.7
1.8

Source: Time Ibope

Chart 4. Offer by genre in TV programming
2%

Fiction

10%

11%

36%

Information
Entertainment
Service
Sports

21%
20%

Others

Genre
Fiction
Information
Entertainment
Service
Sports
Others
Total

Hours
19,653
11,120
11,418
5,822
1,111
5,396
54,519

(%)
36%
20%
21%
11%
2%
10%
100%

Source: Time Ibope and Obitel Chile

1.2. Trends
The Chilean broadcast TV has changed dramatically in the last
two decades. First, there has been an evolution towards privatization; broadcast and massive university TV has almost disappeared
(Canal 13 of the Universidad Católica de Chile and Canal 11 of the
Universidad de Chile); both channels have been privatized: Canal
11 becomes Turner’s CHV; Canal 13 is privatized in a 67%, and that
private percentage could increase. The seven broadcast channels are
now broken down into a completely university channel (UCV –
TV), a public channel (TVN) and 5 private channels, 3 of which are
large channels, that compete among themselves and with the public
channel TVN. The other two private channels are smaller (Telecanal
and La Red). Thus, there is a group of four highly competitive channels: 3 private and the public one.
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Secondly, the shift toward digitalization is coming and the only
thing defined is the Japanese-Brazilian standard; the legislation is
still under discussion and there are no known plans of the channels for this new technological scenario. If new digital broadcast
channels, segmented by theme, are implemented, there would be a
new competition scenario with pay TV, as there would be two technologically competitive offerings with segmented emissions. This
question arises: is the Chilean advertising market able to support
more channels in broadcast TV?
Thirdly, on the industrial scenario of the Chilean audiovisual a
huge change has occurred. CHV (former channel of the Universidad
de Chile) was acquired in 2010 by Turner Broadcasting System of
Time Warner. In the coming months, CHV will move to its new
studios in the refurbished old local of the Machasa Industry. This
substantial investment in new studios is the result of an evaluation
which aims to turn CHV into a producer/exporter company with
international horizons, firstly to the Hispanic market. CHV is thus
the first project in Chile in the audiovisual sector which aims to
overcome the national production and broadcast in order to insert itself into a global audiovisual market. The project seeks to overcome
the mere national advertising funding of broadcast television. Mega,
private channel, is looking for a strategy to enter into the telephony
market; Canal 13, of the Luksic Group + UC considers opening into
the stock exchange as a strategy for raising capital and face the new
forms of competition; this group has also expanded a group of radio
stations. This new economic-industrial scenario poses challenges
and questions to TVN (the public channel) regarding its financing
and capitalization.
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1.3. Investment in media advertising
Table A. Distribution of advertising investment – 2011
Share (%)

1985

1990

1995 2000

2005 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

Television

46.3

44.2

46.3

42.8

47.4

48.2

48.4 51.5

48.2

44.9

Newspapers

35.0

34.5

35.3

34.5

29.4

28.6

28.7 25.9

27.0

26.6

Radios

10.5

10.9

7.9

10.5

8.2

6.9

7.2

7.5

6.8

6.8

Magazines

5.8

7.3

3.5

5.0

3.2

3.1

2.9

2.3

2.2

1.9

Thoroughfare

2.2

2.9

6.7

6.7

8.4

9.5

8.7

7.6

7.5

8.6

Cinema

0.3

0.2

0.2

0.4

0.3

0.3

0.2

0.3

0.3

0.3

Cable TV

1.7

1.9

1.7

2.0

3.9

4.6

Online media

1.4

1.6

2.3

2.8

4.1

6.2

Source: Chilean Advertising Agencies Association (ACHAP)

The Chilean Advertising Agencies Association (ACHAP) data
for 2012 are not yet available, which is why we present data for
2011. Between 2005 and 2011, TV cable and online media have
augmented their participation in advertising to a 10.8% altogether;
this growth is sustained and with less annual fluctuations, which are
displayed by the percentage participation of other media.

1.4. ICT trends
According to information of the Sub-Secretary of Telecommunications of Chile (Subtel), to May of 2012 mobile telephony has
had an important development: there is a penetration of 130% of
mobile devices in the Chilean population. On the contrary, fixed telephony maintains a slow but steady decline, reaching only a 19.4%
penetration per 100 inhabitants. Fixed and mobile broadband reach
altogether 50% of households; 3G mobile broadband has already
exceeded fixed connections, and 4G is being introduced. Internet
access, according to Subtel, reached 40.7% of the Chilean population in 2012.
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The importation of computer equipment has adapted to mobility: desktop PCs have descend to a second place among the imported
equipments, and the first place is now held by notebooks (64% of
the imported equipment), but tablets have had a huge percentage
increase that places them in third place, beating netbooks (Chamber
of Commerce of Santiago).
According to the II Census of Education Computing of the
Ministry of Education (www.Enlaces.cl/Mineduc), Internet access
in municipal schools rose to 66% in 2012, reducing the gap with
private schools. The computational equipment has also increased in
public schools and there is now one computer for every six students.

2. Yearly analysis: premieres2 of national and Ibero-American fiction
Table 1. TV Fiction premiere programs broadcasted in 2012
NATIONAL TITLES WITH PREMIERES – 23
Canal 13 – 4 national titles with
premieres
Los 80 más que una moda (series)
Peleles (telenovela)
Soltera otra vez (telenovela)
Vida por vida (series)
CHV - 4 national titles with premieres
Gordis la gorda más rica del mundo
(telenovela)
La Doña (telenovela)
La Sexóloga (telenovela)
Violeta se fue a los cielos (TV movie)
Mega - 5 national titles with premieres
Bkn el campamento (series)

2

IMPORTED TITLES WITH PREMIERES – 45
Canal 13 – 4 imported titles with
premieres
Insensato corazón (telenovela-Brazil)
Mujeres apasionadas (telenovela-Brazil)
Passione (telenovela-Brazil)
Tititi la pasarela del amor (telenovelaBrazil)
CHV - 6 imported titles with premieres
Amar de nuevo (telenovela-Mexico)
Aurora (telenovela-USA-Hispanic)
Corazón apasionado (telenovela-Venezuela)
El fantasma de Elena (telenovela-USAHispanic)
El talismán (telenovela-USA-Hispanic)
Una maid en Manhattan (telenovelaUSA-Hispanic)

The term premiere is referred to the first exhibition of the program on TV.
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Cobre poder y pasión (miniseries)
Decibel 110 el amor suena fuerte
(telenovela)
Maldita (telenovela)
Solita Camino (series)
TVN - 10 national titles with premieres
Aquí mando yo (telenovela)
Dama y obrero (telenovela)
El diario secreto de una profesional
(series)
El reemplazante (series)
Escena del crimen (docudrama)
Esperanza (telenovela)
Pobre rico (telenovela)
Reserva de familia (telenovela)
Separados (telenovela)
Su nombre es Joaquín (telenovela)

La Red – 14 imported titles with
premieres
Amorcito Corazón (telenovela-Mexico)
Como dice el dicho (series-Mexico)
Cuando me enamoro (telenovela-Mexico)
El secretario (telenovela-Colombia)
Hasta que el dinero nos separe (telenovela-Mexico)
La rosa de Guadalupe (docudramaMexico)
Las muñecas de la mafia (telenovelaMexico)
Mar de amor (telenovela-Mexico)
Mi pecado (telenovela-Mexico)
Mujer casos de la vida real (docudramaMexico)
Operacion jaque (miniseries- Colombia/
Spain co-production)
Rafaela (telenovela-Mexico)
Soy tu dueña (telenovela-Mexico)
Triunfo del amor (telenovela-Mexico)
Mega - 10 imported titles with premieres
Abismo de pasión (telenovela-Mexico)
Amor bravío (telenovela-Mexico)
Amores verdaderos (telenovela-Mexico)
Dos hogares (telenovela-Mexico)
La diosa coronada (telenovela-Colombia)
La fuerza del destino (telenovela-Mexico)
La que no podía amar (telenovelaMexico)
Mi corazón insiste (telenovela-USAHispanic)
Por ella soy Eva (telenovela-Mexico)
Relaciones peligrosas (telenovela-USAHispanic)
Telecanal - 5 imported titles with
premieres
El último matrimonio feliz (telenovelaColombia)
La vida es una canción (series-Mexico)
Pasión morena (telenovela-Mexico)
Pecados ajenos (telenovela-USA-Hispanic)
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Sortilegio (telenovela-Mexico)
TVN- 5 imported titles with premieres
Contra viento y marea (telenovelaMexico)
Heridas de amor (telenovela-Mexico)
La esclava Isaura (telenovela-Brazil)
Los plateados (telenovela-USA-Hispanic)
Niñas mal (telenovela-Colombia)
TOTAL TITLES WITH PREMIERES: 68
Source: Obitel Chile

Table 2. Premiere fiction broadcasted in 2012 by country of origin
Titles

%

Chapters/
Episodes

%

NATIONAL (total)

23

34

1,014

IBERO-AMERICAN (total)

45

66

3,961

Argentina

0

0

0

0

0:00

0

Brazil

5

7

386

8

407:35

11

CHILE

23

34

1,014

20

631:05

17

Colombia

4

6

281

6

190:40

5

Ecuador

0

0

0

0

0:00

0

Spain

1

1

121

2

14:00

0

USA – Hispanic

8

12

485

10

368:50

10

Mexico

25

37

2,608

52

1,950:00

54

Peru

0

0

0

0

0:00

0

Portugal

0

0

0

0

0:00

0

Uruguay

0

0

0

0

0:00

0

Venezuela

1

1

79

2

49:20

1

Co-production

1

1

1

0

2:05

0

Latin American (Obitel)

68

100

4,975

Latin American (not Obitel)

0

0

0

Total

68

100

4,975

Country

Source: Obitel Chile

Hours

%

20

631:05

17

80

2982:30

83

100 3,613:35 100
0

0:00

0

100 3,613:35 100
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Considering the number of titles released, Chilean fiction premiere has shown a downward trend: 29 titles in the year 2006, 31 in
2008, 29 in 2009, 24 in 2010, 25 in 2011, and 23 in 2012. In terms of
hours, national premiere fiction production has also undergone fluctuations: 667 hours in the year 2008, 644 hours in 2009, 707 hours
in 2010, 717 hours in 2011, and 631 hours in 2012. While premiere
titles in national fiction represent a 34%, in number of hours they
represent only 17% (631 hours). According to Table 4, in the IberoAmerican premiere production, 39 of 45 titles are telenovelas, with
a total of 2,416:30 hours. In the total of 23 Chilean fiction titles,
only 14 are telenovelas; i.e., national production reaches 9 titles in
other fictional genres (6 series and 3 other genres).
TVN is the channel that premiered more Chilean titles in 2012:
10 of 23 titles, doubling in number the next channel (Mega, with 5
titles). Mexico remains as the most important external supplier of
fiction: 25 titles against 21 in the year 2011. After Mexico is the
USA-Hispanic production with 8 titles. Channels exhibiting more
imported fiction titles are La Red, with 14 titles, and Mega, with 10
titles.

1

0
23

Docudrama

Others
Total
*Chapter/Broadcast

Source: Time Ibope and Obitel Chile

14
6
1
1
0

T

Telenovela
Series
Miniseries
TVmovie
Unitary

Formats

7

100

631:05

46:50

447:00

122:50

14:25

H

Nationals

100

7

71

19

2

%

3,961

11

541

3,343

66

C/E

100

0

14

84

2

2,982:25

7:05

373:05

2,595:45

6:30

H

Ibero-American
%

100

0

13

87

0

%
3,518

0
100

4

61
26
4
4
0

%

0
1,014

5

910
87
10
2
0
0
100

0

90
9
1
0
0

%

National

C/B*

0:00
631:05

3:50

552:05
66:00
6:35
2:40
0:00

H

0
100

1

87
10
1
0
0

%

0
45

2

39
3
1
0
0

T

0
100

4

87
7
2
0
0

%

90

C/E

C/B

0
3,961

503

0
100

13

79
9
0
0
0

%

Ibero-American
3,116
341
1
0
0

2

26

71

2

%

53:55

820:05

2,718:35

20:55

H

Total

0:00
2982:25

407:15

2416:30
156:40
2:05
0:00
0:00

H

4,975 100 3,613:30

77

1,290

Table 4. Formats of national and Ibero-American premiere fiction

Source: Time Ibope and Obitel Chile

1,014

66

Total

Night (24:00-6:00)

74

17

175

749

Evening (12:00- 20:00)

2

%

24

C/E

Prime Time (20:00-24:00)

Morning (6:00-12:00)

Time slot

Table 3. Chapters/Episodes and hours broadcasted by time slot

0
100

14

81
5
0
0
0

%

100

1

23

75

1

%
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Both evening (12:00 – 20:00) and prime time (20:00 – 24:00)
increasingly concentrate the broadcast of the fiction premieres: a
98% of the hours of exhibition. But, as in previous years, Chilean
fiction is mostly broadcasted in prime time (447:00 hours); the 71%
of the Chilean fiction premieres occurs in this time slot. The IberoAmerican fiction keeps the tendency of settling in the afternoon
television: 2,595:45 hours broadcasted in this time slot show the
concentration there of 87% of its exhibition; according to Table 4,
telenovela is the more broadcasted genre with 39 of the 45 imported
titles.
Telenovela is the imported genre overwhelmingly present
on the screen: of the 45 imported titles, 39 are telenovelas. Of the
previous year’s 46 imported titles, 36 were telenovelas. The number
of hours when imported telenovelas are broadcasted increased from
1,924:57 hours in 2011 to 2,416:30 hours in 2012.
Previously, in 2009 there were 40 telenovelas of the 50 imported titles; in 2010, 22 of 30 imported titles were telenovelas; 36
in 2011; and 39 in 2012. This shows the success of telenovela in
the international scenario, but also the difficulty of creating other
fictional genres that were accepted and could circulate in the IberoAmerican scenario. This difficulty may be an obstacle for the export
of the current Chilean production in other fictional genres; if there is
no international circulation, the economic sustainability based only
in the internal Chilean audience becomes difficult.
Table 5. Formats of national premiere fiction by time slot
MorEvePrime
%
%
% Night % Total
ning
ning
Time
100
67
59
50
Telenovela
1
2
10
1
14
0
33
24
50
Series
0
1
4
1
6
0
0
6
0
Miniseries
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
6
0
TV movie
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
Unitary
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
Docudrama
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
Others
0
0
0
0
0
Total
1
100
3
100
17
100
2
100
23
Source: Time Ibope and Obitel Chile
Formats

%
61
26
4
4
0
4
0
100
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Placing each national title in the predominant time slot where
it is broadcasted, we can see that the dominant time slot for national
television premiere fiction is prime time. Fourteen of 23 titles are
displayed in prime time, which is dominated by telenovela: 11 of
14 titles displayed in this time slot are telenovelas; but prime time
is also the space of series, miniseries and TV movies. During the
evenings, two national premiere telenovelas have been broadcasted
(according to Table 8, one of them among Top Ten) on a time slot
once successfully colonized by Latin American telenovela3.
Table 6. Historical time of the fiction
Time

Titles

%

Present

19

83

Past

2

9

Historical

2

9

Other

0

Total
23
                       Source: Time Ibope and Obitel Chile

0
100

We considered historical those fictions set more than 50 years
in the past.
In general, the predominant tendency remains to locate fictions
in the present. But two series with a big audience –one of which has
5 seasons (“Los 80, más que una moda”)– refer to the dictatorship
years (1973 – 1990). These cases are analyzed in the following sections of this Chilean chapter.

National production of telenovela for this time slot has had CNTV contributions specifically designed to enhance that time slot.

3
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Table 7. The 10 most viewed titles: origin, rating, share

Title

Country
of origin
of the
original
idea or
script

SOLTERA OTRA
VEZ

Argentina Canal 13

Canal
13

Marcelo
Castañon

26.8

37.0

Rodrigo
Cuevas

25.8

37.5

20.7

33.7

19.5

27.5

17.3

25.8

16.3

22.4

16.3

30.9

15.5

33.0

15.4

22.5

14.1

19.2

Producer

Channel

Name of the
screenwriter
or author of
the original
idea

Rating
(%)

Share
(%)

LOS 80 MAS QUE
UNA MODA

Spain/
Chile

Canal
13 and
A.Wood

Canal
13

POBRE RICO

Chile

TVN

TVN

SEPARADOS

Chile

TVN

TVN

PELELES

Chile

RESERVA DE
FAMILIA

Spain

TVN

TVN

AQUI MANDO YO

Chile

TVN

TVN

DAMA Y OBRERO

Chile

TVN and
Alce

TVN

Chile

Parox

TVN

Chile

A.Wood

CHV

EL REEMPLAZANTE
VIOLETA SE FUE
A LOS CIELOS

Canal
13

Alejandro
Cabrera
Daniela Castagno
Rodrigo
Cuevas
Pablo Illanes,
Larissa Contreras
Daniela Castagno
José Ignacio
Valenzuela
Hernán Rodríguez
Andrés Wood

Total of productions: 10

Foreign scripts or ideas:

100%

30%

Source: Time Ibope and Obitel Chile

Three of the top ten fictions are formats or original ideas from
Spain and Argentina. Four of the top ten fictions are productions
between TV channels and independent producers, including two
productions of audiovisual producer Andrés Wood. TVN remains
as the most successful channel, exhibiting six of the top ten titles,
followed by Canal 13, with three titles.
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Table 8. The 10 most viewed titles: format, length, time slot
Title

Format

Genre

Telenovela Comedy

SOLTERA OTRA VEZ
LOS 80 MAS QUE UNA
MODA

Series

Drama

POBRE RICO

Telenovela

Drama

SEPARADOS

Telenovela Comedy

PELELES

Telenovela Comedy

RESERVA DE FAMILIA

Telenovela

AQUI MANDO YO

Telenovela Comedy

DAMA Y OBRERO

Telenovela

Drama

Series

Drama

TV Movie

Drama

EL REEMPLAZANTE
VIOLETA SE FUE A LOS
CIELOS

Drama

C/B in First and last
Time
2012
broadcast
slot
27/05/12 Prime
44
05/09/12
time
23/09/12 Prime
12
16/12/12
time
23/04/12 Prime
178
Continues in
time
2013
22/10/12 Prime
39
Continues in
time
2013
Comes
Prime
9
from 2011 time
15/01/12
19/03/12 Prime
123
22/10/12
time
Comes
Prime
80
from 2011 time
23/04/12
11/06/12 141
Continues in Evening
2013
01/10/12 Prime
12
17/12/12
time
03/04/12 Prime
2
04/04/12
time

Source: Time Ibope and Obitel Chile

On the other hand, telenovela remains the genre of national fiction with highest rates of audiences: 8 of the top ten belong to this
genre.
Table 9. Themes in the 10 most viewed titles
Title

Dominant themes

SOLTERA
OTRA VEZ

love-life cycle-friendship relationships – family relationships

LOS 80 MAS
QUE UNA
MODA

military dictatorship – human
rights – love – family relationships – friendship

Social themes
conception of family and marriage – social norms regarding life
cycles – economic problems
military dictatorship in Chile-human rights – political movementseconomy – social role of women
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POBRE RICO
SEPARADOS
PELELES
RESERVA DE
FAMILIA

consanguineous relations – family origin-love – social inequality – family relationships
love-divorce-friendship – masculinity
masculine identity – love-labor
– crime
family relationships – wine
growing-love – resolution of
crimes-revenge

love - family relationships –
AQUI MANDO
development of professional
YO
practice (HR) – gender roles
DAMA Y OBRERO

love – social inequality – development of professional practices and trades (construction)

Public education – youth
EL REEMPLA- identity – social marginalZANTE
ity – professional development
(teaching) – love
Biography of Chilean singer
Violeta Parra – development of
professional practice (popular
song and folklore) – amorous
disappointments
Source: Obitel Chile
VIOLETA SE
FUE A LOS
CIELOS

social inequality – conception of
fatherhood – economic power –
medical malpractice
divorce – alimony-homosexuality
– gender roles – identity
masculine identity – labor conflicts – crime – social inequality
wine production and culture – amnesic disorder – family traditions
and legacies
gender roles at home and working
– professional development and
insertion in the labor worlddivorce – role of housekeepers in
the families
social inequality – construction as
a trade- social conventions about
marriage-disease – incest
Academic and social deficiencies
in public education – youth social
marginality – crisis- teacher's
role-student movement – teachers
and students relationships
folklore and popular song culture
– Chilean countryside – positioning of the artist in the international political context – depression
and suicide

The thematic analysis shows that telenovela is introducing current social aspects of the national debate, like inequality in society
and in education, identity and family crisis; the series genre of “Los
80” has allowed for several years to show in fiction the historical period of the dictatorship. In all fictions, themes are represented from
melodrama point of view, i.e., from the private and everyday experiences of a family.
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Table 10. Audience profile of the 10 most viewed titles:
gender, age, socioeconomic status
Title
SOLTERA
OTRA VEZ
LOS 80 MAS
QUE UNA
MODA
POBRE
RICO
SEPARADOS
PELELES

Channel

Genre
F M

Canal
69 31
13

Socioeconomic
status

Age group

04- 13- 18- 25- 35- 50ABC1 C2 C3 D
12 17 24 34 49 64 65-+
7

10

16

21

24 14

8

11

29 29 31

6

6

13

18

28 18

11

11

27 31 32

TVN 64 36 16

8

8

15

22 17

15

6

17 29 48

TVN 63 37
Canal
59 41
13

8

5

9

15

21 20

22

8

21 28 43

9

10

10

22

25 16

8

6

24 34 36

4

6

10

23 26

26

7

19 24 50

7

9

14

22 22

18

6

17 29 48

4

8

12

23 21

24

5

18 27 50

6

14

13

24 18

17

8

21 27 44

5

10

13

26 25

17

11

15 33 41

Canal
65 35
13

RESERVA
TVN 64 36 6
DE FAMILIA
AQUI
TVN 67 33 9
MANDO YO
DAMA Y
TVN 69 31 8
OBRERO
EL REEMTVN 59 41 7
PLAZANTE
VIOLETA SE
FUE A LOS CHV 59 41 5
CIELOS
Source: Time Ibope and Obitel Chile

In 2012, the general proportion of telenovela viewing was
56.9% for women and 43.1% for men. In the case of the national top
ten, the proportion of women exceeds the general average, which
indicates the attraction of national productions. Three top ten fictions break the proportion of more than 60% of female audience
and attract a men percentage of more than 40% (“Peleles”, “El reemplazante”, and “Violeta se fue a los cielos”). In general, it is
confirmed that massive fictions attract audiences of all ages and
social segments.
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3. Transmedia reception 4
In Chile, one of the 2012 phenomena was the adaptation and
broadcast by Canal 13 of the successful Argentinean telenovela
“Soltera otra vez”. The story of Cristina Moreno, a woman looking for the ideal man after discovering that her partner, Monito, deceived her with another woman, was the most viewed fiction, with
26.8 rating points in prime time and a share of 37.0, from May 2012
to September 2012.
However, it was not only a boom in media terms: with only 44
chapters, it was one of the most commented telenovela of the year,
earning covers of newspapers and magazines; the main character,
Cristina Moreno, even ended “writing” a column about dates and
also had her own Facebook page, with more than 120,000 followers. “Soltera otra vez” was a real phenomenon in the various social
networks.
When analyzing the type of transmediatic interaction offered
by the producers’ websites, we have to keep one factor in mind:
unlike prime time telenovelas of TVN, broadcasted from Monday
to Thursday, “Soltera otra vez” of Canal 13 was broadcasted from
Sunday to Wednesday. We will analyze its last week on air, when
the last chapter was broadcasted and the online “final countdown”
took place. The analyzed period goes, then, from Thursday August
30 to Wednesday September 5, date in which the telenovela finished airing. Therefore, there are three days without transmission,
and four days with transmission of the telenovela.
“Soltera otra vez” has an official page on the website of Canal
13, an official Facebook page, an account on Twitter and a YouTube
channel. There are also the fan pages, but these are not included in
the analysis. The official Facebook page had 357,986 followers or
“fans”, and 621 people talking or “commenting” on the page. The
following table breaks down the total number of comments made in
the week, the total number of “likes”, the number of comments, and
4

Contribution of Alejandro Bruna, journalist and screenwriter.
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the number of “shares” of the posts. In total, from Thursday, August
30, to Wednesday, September 5, there were 8.127 “shares”, 187.331
“likes”, 35.679 comments and 126 reviews.
Table 11. Activity on the Facebook page of “Soltera otra vez”
Date

Posts

Comments

Likes

Share

30-ago-12

14

4,995

23,976

1,432

31-ago-12

14

1,303

8,420

590

01-sep-12

15

213

2,961

0

02-sep-12

15

3,517

871

0

03-sep-12

24

5,498

24,353

0

04-sep-12

18

3,630

29,867

599

05-sep-12

26

16,523

96,883

5,506

Total

126

35,679

187,331

8,127

        Source: Facebook page of the series

The official Facebook page of “Soltera otra vez” functions as
an interactive online viewing, with a level of active interactivity.
The posts are, in general, content of the official website or related
tweets from the Twitter account, i.e., what is tweeted in real time,
in most of the cases, also is replicated in the official Facebook page.
The particularity of “Soltera otra vez” is that, for the first time,
the content of the official website is in part created by the viewer:
there is a section called “Upload your story” and another called
“Your story”, where the audience can write their stories of relationships, or things that are happening with their current partners, related to the subject of the telenovela, and if it is approved they are
posted in the space “Your story” with the name of its author. This
makes the official page a transmediatic viewing (it allows downloading images and there is more than mere viewings with comments), with a “creative” level of interactivity, as users become producers of content, creating something new from what was given to
them (the “main product”, i.e., the telenovela).
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Table 12 shows the dominant practices of users; what was more
abundant in the different spaces were comments about situations
of Cristina “Cristi” Moreno, recommendations on how to find true
love, criticisms, events and contents share, with discussions (sometimes between the viewers). The character, so beloved by viewers,
never raised a parody or hostility, although the comments could be
negative for their repeated questioning of her relationships and emotions, called “clumsy” and “basic”.
Table 12. Online practices of Canal 13’s “Soltera otra vez”
Websites
Official
website
Facebook
page
Twitter

Type of
transmedia
interaction
Transmedia
viewing
Interactive
online viewing

Interactivity
levels

Dominant users’ practices

Creative

Comment, recommendation, celebration,
criticism, share, magazine, discussion

Active

Comment, recommendation, celebration,
criticism, content share, discussion

Real time
interactivity

YouTube
Interactive
channel
viewing
Source: Obitel Chile

Active
Active

Comment, interpretation, parody, recommendation, celebration, criticism, content
share, discussion
Comment, recommendation, celebration,
criticism, content share, discussion

4. Highligths of the year
4.1. Innovation from hybrid and versatile portraits 5
Watching the 2012 Chilean TV fictions in perspective is loaded with sensations of pleasure and displeasure. Some fictions cause
disturbing and attractive pain by the rawness of their themes (especially the series); others are hilarious and distended portraits of social stereotypes, that range from light comedy telenovelas to melodramas in the purest Latin American classic style of the 1960 – 70.
While broadcast TV had another year of general decline in its
ratings (an average of 29 rating points in 2012, in constant decline
5

Contribution of Professor Luis Breull.
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since 2003 when it reached 37.3 points), fiction had an ambivalent
medial impact. Some projects were among the most viewed in the
industry; others were in absolute invisibility as they were offered in
channels not favorable for that kind of content. Series and telenovelas were transformed into a “place” –under the conceptualization of
the anthropologist of hypermodernity, Marc Augé6–, as a space of
common recognition of the audiences around ways of life and transversal identity themes. “Places” as the antithesis of “non-places” or
public areas of anonymous traffic, empty, regardless of the other or
the otherness as a basis for integrated and proactive socialization.

4.2. The overwhelming other side of school education
The burst in of the series “El reemplazante” of Parox productions, on Mondays at 11 pm on TVN (11 episodes of 60 minutes,
broadcasted from 08/10 to 17/12), allowed us to connect as citizenship with a symbolic space full of the urgent need of giving sense
to our country. The citizens’ protests to improve the quality of education have been part of the hegemony of social demands of the
past decade, especially in the years 2011 and 2012. A dramatic and
overwhelming reality, focused in a subsidized school in a popular
district of South Santiago, where the education system reveals its
more violent, exclusionary, shameless, miserable and antagonistic
face. The plot is about an educational model of disguised achievements in a despicable business of deceptions and self-deceptions, of
undoubted scarcity, where the leading role lies with a successful and
snobbish engineer dedicated to large speculative investments, who
fail fruit of his ambition and who –after a stint in prison– redeems
working as substitute mathematics teacher.
This fiction catches in its absolute displeasure. It has a dark
visual format and it is realistic, mixing a cast of professional actors with non-actors, as students. The use of subjective cameras or
in movement prevails, as well as a dramatic structure that stands
6
Augé, Marc. "La vida en doble: Etnología, viaje, escritura", chapter 11. Buenos Aires,
Editorial Paidós, 2012.
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on permanent conflicts such as marginality, exclusion, drug trafficking, nonsense, crisis of the educational model as a business, the
precarious nature of family relationships in homes at social risk,
deception and disillusion. Little space is left for the construction of
love relationships and positive emotions; however, the series shows
ways out of those realities, like self-improvement of the students
in a vertiginous environment where –slowly– hope is revealed as a
result of personal and collective effort.

4.3. Pedophilia, bullying, fear and power
“Solita camino” was another of the outstanding exponents of
the year, despite the little audience obtained in its broadcasts on
Mondays at 11:15 pm, in Mega, in the same time slot that “El reemplazante”. It was a series of twelve 60-minute chapters, on air
from 01/10 to 17/12, made by the production company Circus and
directed by Cristián Mamani. It won public funds of CORFO and
CNTV, and told the story of a teenage girl of an upper class family
who is abused by her stepfather, a successful lawyer and university
teacher, who ultimately turns out to be his biological father and uses
all his power to silence her. The plot, about the world of teenagers
in extreme life situations, was highly emotional and required a six
month investigation, including interviews with psychologists and
psychiatrists, to build the life of Manuela Izquierdo, the protagonist.
The format also used a working model that has begun to settle
in the field of national series in recent years: a cast limited to no
more than 20 characters, half of them stable. This was functional
to the character of this series, with a slow, introspective narration
and a strong presence of incidental music, reinforcing the intimate
and overwhelming look of the experiences of victims of pedophilia
or child/adolescent abuse (sensitive topic on the public agenda in
recent years, with high impact complaints). Even so, it did not stay
in the victimized melancholy, but it did install the story with a believable climax.
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Something that draws attention is that the series was scheduled
on the same day and time slot as “El reemplazante” –both co-financed with public resources– and had little audience (a third of the
one of its competitor). An additional factor that might have contributed to this was the channel on which it was broadcasted, specialized in mass contents, mostly of popular humor or action, far from
the character of this fiction. Its hardness remembered of “Volver a
mí”, series of 2010 on Canal 13 –broadcasted on Sundays midnight,
after “Los 80”– about patients in a rehabilitation center for alcoholics and drug addicts (it had one season and left the story truncated).

4.4. Love, commitment, bachelorhood and freedom
In the field of telenovelas there were three massive exponents
of very different character: the post meridiem melodrama “Dama y
obrero” and the evening comedy “Pobre Rico” in TVN, and the winner in audiences and innovation “Soltera otra vez” on Canal 13, one
of the most viewed programs of the year in all the local TV industry
(broadcasted on Sundays at 11 pm in its five first chapters and after
from Mondays to Thursdays with 44 episodes from 27/05 to 05/09).
This production innovated from the romantic comedy, mixing the
telenovela, series and sitcom formats with unitary chapters, or cases
resolved in two episodes, plus a transversal plot that gave consistency to the story.
“Soltera otra vez” was a product of high impact in the general
audience, but targeted in young women and young adults of high socioeconomic segments, where it obtained nearly 90% of share. This
shows the effectiveness and focus of its plot around a post-modern professional, living in vertiginous and very current existential
codes: difficulty to have a couple, infidelity, desire to belong versus
lonely utilitarianism and Presentism fruit of inhabiting in the uncertainty. Other aspects of the character make her human and lovable
as anti-heroine, clumsy, absent-minded and clever at the same time.
She uses to solve her life with the advice of three friends of her age
and profiles or life choices quite juxtaposed. The story was inspired
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by “Cita a ciegas”, telenovela of the Argentine public TV based on
the blog of the Argentinean writer Carolina Aguirre and will have a
second season in 2013, reaffirming its innovation: telenovela with
serial treatment and evolution by seasons.

4.5. Synthesis
Chilean fiction of 2012 –beyond “Los 80”, a serial blockbuster
that already has five successful seasons– had innovation with impact
on the social agenda, more ability to settle on humor and sensitive
and hard issues. It portrayed the current lifestyles and also permeated with its codes the reality TV. Making series or telenovelas has
not been nor will be cheap. Also, it is not risk-free, but it proved to
be a massive, powerful and truthful window to reality.

5. Topic of the year: social memory7 and television fiction
5.1. The images of memory 8
The main space where Western culture relates and lives its
community memory is the realm of images. The way we interact
with everyday life and its evolution is visual, mediated by images: image is no longer just a part of everyday life, it became its
center.
Kinetic and photographic image is one of the most recurrent
spaces of interpretive tension and assignment of meanings to the
past. The story of the past in visual images and films is studied with
enthusiasm and interest from the emergence of the Cultural Studies.
However, this assault of images was understood as a speech that
extended the hegemonic interests.
The image appears to replace the memory. “Unlike photographic or film images, memories do not remain static over time,
Contribution of Professor Constanza Mujica, PhD.
This section is taken from Constanza Mujica's thesis to obtain the PhD in SpanishAmerican Literature, "Paisajes de la memoria chilena en telenovelas de época (19952005)".
7
8
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they are reformed and reconfigured, they vanish or are rewritten”
(Sturken, Tangled Memories: 21 [CM]). Hence, Sturken describes
the images as spaces of emission, but also replacement, deformation
and blocking of uncomfortable memories that would work as the
false memories hiding traumas described by Freud’s patients. This
replacement power assigned to photographic and audiovisual representations was linked to the illusion of transparency of the “naturalizing” representation of its connotative nature.
Cinematographic and television images built plots and arguments (in the sense that White understands them) that collide among
each other and move. These contents (articulated this way) can be
re-experienced as social messages that apprehend the experience as
an acceptable account or an active re-elaboration of the “difficult”
cultural memory contents.
In this context, Sturken establishes that one of the core elements
of the relationship between television language and the past is reenactment: the creation of narratives from the past that give sense to
traumatic episodes as a way of promoting healing of psychic wounds
(Sturken, Tangled Memories 24). This new experience transforms
images into a space in which the traumatic event is experienced and
re-elaborated in a space of catharsis, which enables its insertion into
the story of cultural memory, conceived as Halbwachs does.
Chilean TV fiction of the past five years has produced three
types of memory narratives: historical fictions chronicling the distant Chilean history, epoch fictions narrating the dictatorial past and
fictions that elaborate recent social memory. The first two types
had already been discussed in previous reports of Obitel (2009 and
2012) and the last is just still a seed, only detected this year.

5.2. The memory of the distant past
Historical fictions are those depicting historical events “significant” for the nation (Rodríguez Cadena, Histories of Mexico:
Personification 6). They include real historical characters and relate
them with completely fictional characters.
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In these fictions the foundational moments of the nation are
seen from the perspective of the monumental history, as Nietzsche
understood it, i.e., as a representation of the past from the greatness
that it is believed existed. This representation recovers episodes of
crisis and conflict, so it tends to focus on the actions of a heroic figure that embodies that founding moment. That character is portrayed
as a role model, similar to what school history books, oral history
(cf. Rowe and Schelling 50–111) and the popular social imagination do on these episodes (cf. Rodríguez Cadena, “Contemporary hi
(stories) of Mexico: Fictional recreation” 49).
In the case of Chile and as stated on Obitel 2009 report, already
in 2007 –driven by the closeness of the Bicentenary of the First
Government Junta– the main channels launched projects set in historical events of the country.
In 2007 and 2008, Canal 13 broadcasted the TV movies
“Héroes”, with long duration unitary episodes that told the life of
six characters from the first hundred years of the Chilean nation, in a
double code: the great military and political heroic deed mixed with
daily and domestic life marked by melodramatic codes. TVN broadcasted the docu-report “Epopeya” (2008) and the miniseries “PAZ”
(2009), about the War of the Pacific, and produced the Argentinean
format “Algo habrán hecho” (2010), narrating the history of Chile
from the Spanish discovery to the celebration of the first hundred
years of the Republic. The latter program, as well as the Argentinean original, mixed recreations of episodes with real actors and
cartoons with interventions of contemporary writers who travelled
trough the past, thus joining together the description of past events
with the perceptions of the citizens of the present. Its concern, then,
was not the reproduction of historical facts, but making them dialogue with the recent memory.
In the last year, Mega also broadcasted a historical series, “Cobre” (2012), set at the beginning of the twentieth century. The fiction, which did not succeed in rating, narrated the beginning and
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consolidation of the copper industry from the personal epic of the
first workers and entrepreneurs.

5.3. Recent memory
In the last few years, epoch fictions have been broadcasted, i.e.,
set in the past, but without the intervention of real historical characters and set in the military dictatorship. The channels broadcasting
them are, again, Canal 13 with the series “Los 80”, which is preparing its sixth season, and TVN, producing the second season of the
series “Los Archivos del Cardenal”.
As we already stated in the 2012 report, these series show a
change in the mechanisms of representation of the past. They seem
to be manifesting the transit from a fearful memory, expressing the
trauma of dictatorship through melodrama, to a memory that we
described as openly. If in the first seasons of “Los 80” melodrama
constituted as “a strategy of mediation that allowed the narration of
traumatic moments whose violence was not yet integrated to Chilean daily routine” today, that mediation loses validity and scenes of
kidnapping, torture and confrontation are explicitly shown.
As we said in 2012, both series are pluralist since they collect many of the subjective positions against violations of human
rights –the victim, the one who does not know, the one who seeks,
the one who tortures–, but suggest a clear ethical position: the need
for testimony. A viewer cannot stay neutral when he watches the
pain of the tortured, the concern of a family by the exiled or missing
daughter, the tearing of the woman whose love has been killed. This
knowledge forces him to take responsibility for the other’s terror, to
become a witness.
That testimony becomes more powerful by the inclusion of
these figures in the daily life of the viewer, a characteristic of broadcast television. The scenes of pain, then, involve contemplating the
terror of someone who is appreciated. For this reason, refusing to be
a witness is impossible.
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5.4. Contemporary memory
The broadcast during 2012 of the series “El Reemplazante”
(TVN), set in a subsidized9 school in a popular neighborhood, suggests the seed of a new way of relating with the past, by taking
charge of a memory which is not yet history, that of the student
movement.
The series, which will also have a second season during 2013,
tells the story of a stock agent who, after being accused of fraud,
is forced to make classes in a school. His students, like him, are
disenchanted, and are there because they have no other option. The
school is a space of control, which prevents the students to be in
contact with crime. But school is not even that, because at the exit
pupils traffic and get together with gang members.
The school is owned by a real estate businessman who diverts
funds from the school for his own benefit. While the infrastructure
of the school is becoming more precarious, he fills his pockets with
public funds. This profit form is one of the main criticisms of the
student movement in Chile, very active from 2011.
The new teacher and his students overcome the mutual mistrust and see a possibility of change. They understand that they can
dream about different things, with being professionals or, at least,
have a school that gives them opportunities. The solution: purchasing the school through a cooperative formed by students, parents
and teachers.
The demands of the student movement are embodied through
these students fight against abuses of the owner of the school and
against the apathy of some teachers. Some of the most emblematic
images of this movement are rescued: students making a flash mob
and protest.

9
These are private schools, but they are financed with State funds and a monthly payment
by the families of students.
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5.5. To end...
In this section we have focused on the fictions that explicitly
describe phenomena of Chilean cultural memory. This analysis
demonstrates that this type of stories have become a widespread and
long-standing phenomenon.
All of these productions have been funded by the Chilean State
through its National Television Council (CNTV). Discussion about
the possibility of the existence of these stories if there were no such
support –to which it is necessary to apply project by project, year by
year– is still pending. Despite the success in audiences of these bets,
channels have still not bet with their own funds.
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Colombia: violence, entertainment
and audiovisual spectacle1
Authors:
Borys Bustamante, Fernando Aranguren
Team:
Hernán Javier Riveros, Alejandra Rusinque, Diana Mendoza.

1. Audiovisual context in the country
The year 2012 represented for the country the problematic consolidation exercise of government, led by President Juan Manuel
Santos, varying by distance from the positions of the extreme right
characteristics (such as the mandate of his predecessor Alvaro Uribe
“inherited”) to a center-right policy, capable of dialogue and consultation, both internally and internationally, with those sectors identified as their main enemies and/or opponents. We refer here, for
example, to the beginning of the peace talks with FARC, and also
to the redefinition of relations with the now defunct President Hugo
Chavez and generally with the leftist governments in the region.
In this sociopolitical context, in turn, very positive macroeconomic indicators are recorded, with whom the country’s image wins
in the international arena, which becomes one of the most profitable
investments for international capital, in addition to the numbers of
economic growth and financial security guarantees. But alongside
these indicators “to be shown”, also slip those negative records that
indicate the widening gap between rich and poor (Colombia is one
of the countries with the highest levels of inequality in the contiFor the development of this academic research we have the invaluable contribution of
IBOPE Colombia, a company that kindly provided us with data and statistical statements
that supported this study.
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nent), the “statistical formalization” of employment and underemployment, the intensification of bureaucratic and political corruption
cases, as well as the already bustled information about parapolitics
in the country.
This paradox, which marks the present and the immediate future of Colombia, is part and continues in the historical and political
process in recent decades, in which violence in its various manifestations and impacts has emerged as a core component of the background of national events. Neither economic growth nor the current
government’s political shift manage to reduce the indices and manifestations of violence (conflict with the guerrillas, paramilitaries,
drug trafficking, criminal gangs, common criminals, etc.).
And this is the background that holds and determines the dynamics of the Colombian audiovisual production as demonstrated in
this chapter. In the case of television, which remains to be the entertainment medium with increased demand and impact, the recreation
of violence in its episodes has become one of the topics whose programming offers better results in terms of audience and profitability. Accompanied by information production and reality shows, they
monopolize the most successful areas of the small screen. However,
because of the effect of technological convergence, driven by the
accelerated digitization of media processes, the television contents
expand their flow and amplify its resonance in virtual platforms (internet, mobile phone, digital TV, social networks, etc.) in which the
national quotidian is increasingly represented with cultural power..

1.1. The open television in Colombia
The landscape of open television in Colombia, involving five
national channels, provides the following composition:
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Graph 1. National channels of television in Colombia
PRIVATE CHANNELS (3)
RCN
Snail
Canal Uno

PUBLIC CHANNELS (2)

Señal Colombia
Canal Institucional
TOTAL CHANNELS = 5

The existence of these five channels, distributed in 3 private
and 2 public ones, functionally is far to achieve a representative balance since due to the amount of broadcast content and the consolidation of the ratings, the private ones almost completely monopolize
the attention from the audience.
Graph 2. TV audience per channel
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As shown in Graph 2, the indices of the TV audience in the
country are distributed quite unequally among private and public
channels, to the point that the latter one rarely registers indicators
for 1-2%. In turn, this will directly impact on both the quantity and
quality of TV production that is generated in both fields, with the
corresponding decrease in terms of the capacity of public television
to compete with the private one (while recognizing the efforts of
Señal Colombia to improve the quality, originality and authenticity
of the programs produced and broadcast).
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Graph 3. Share by Channel
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The figures in this case confirm the abovementioned finding
as to the predominant role of private television compared with the
public one. The two ranges that dominate the television market in
the country, Caracol and RCN, are fighting all kinds of public preferences, thereby encouraging open competition between the two
channels, which also involves the competition for formats innovation, quality and number of programs, formulas pursuit of partnerships with international channels, etc. And as for the preferences
of the year, it should be noted that for the first time in a long time
Caracol managed to unseat RCN by issued fiction programming in
the period.
Graph 4: Genres offer in TV programming
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%
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As shown in Graph 4, the major genres in TV programming –
entertainment, fiction and information– account for the highest rates
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in the offer of the medium, and this corresponds to the highest levels
of demand by tuning.

1.2. Audience trends in 2012
The structure of the Colombian television programming shares
many issues with other countries in the region, which becomes a
fortress and also a reason for promoting what is specific in national
production. In this line of thought, also on audience trends it is possible to note similarities and differences that help to highlight the
importance of the media in its social and cultural dimension.
The Colombian television audience in 2012 focused primarily
on television blocks such as information (private channels), entertainment and fiction (private channels), sports and other entertainment programs (public and private channels). As for entertainment
and fiction, it is important to highlight the marked predominance of
the realities (not less than 10 high impact programs, 9 of them issued by the two big channels and another one by channel City TV),
along with fiction programs: series, telenovelas and dramatized, in
which it is worth noting that this year the series outnumbered the
telenovelas regarding audience, which is a condition that deserves
the corresponding monitoring and analysis. The other big block of
television content which is relevant to audience is the sports broadcast in both national and international order.
What does this reveal regarding the trends on the audience? In
our opinion, the first thing that can be noted is the close harmony between the media’s capacity to interpret the tastes and expectations of
the viewers and offer and provide feedback of a programming that
meets these demands and consolidates the loyalty of audiences. This
is clearly reflected in the open confrontation that occurs between the
two large channels to offer programs that ensure the highest possible levels of audience as well as the feedback of the transmediation
practices, which increasingly make career in the media. The second
thing had to do with the accommodation and, somehow, the satisfaction of large audiences with the offered content and the treatment
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of them more and more technically refined, so communicative and
cultural experience of the media would be, apparently, sufficiently
rewarded.

1.3. Advertising investment during the year: in TV and fiction2
The information related to the management of the named advertising pie (investment on advertising per media) clearly confirms
the tendency to concentrate the highest percentages of investment
in television (national, 48%; regional, 2.9%), followed by radio and
newspapers (each with 21%), and magazines (with 5.1%), which
coincides with the high degree of positioning and impact that is attributed to television in this area.
If we add to this the fact that in Colombia, during 2012, advertising investment on media grew 1.3% compared with the previous
year, it is obvious to see that this growth, because of the volume of
investment, that in television was 0.7%, exceeds high participation
records, of 4.9% in radio and 3% in newspapers.
In turn, regarding advertising investment concentrated on the
time slots, programs and formats of television fiction it is possible to
infer, by audiences volume and variety of programs offered, highly
significant figures, since fiction formats cover 30% of total advertising investment on television, well above the 21% that are handled
for informational and the average less than 10% of other formats.
This recognizes that, by presenting the central fiction in prime time,
faced by major broadcast channels, both advertising investment and
its output achieve the highest benefits in terms of these programming spaces.

1.4. Merchandising and social merchandising
In Colombia, media has developed an organic relationship with
the merchandising and the positioning of their productions beyond

The data used to develop this section comes from ASOMEDIOS and ANDIARIOS.
Consolidated of advertising investment in media 2012.

2
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the screens. Thus, the television programs are part of the range of
products that are displayed, negotiated and promoted within the society’s dynamics of consumption. This, added to the sensationalism
of its discourses and aggressive campaigns in its own commercial
spaces, involves other types of media such as the use of public transportation, billboards and multitudinous releases to promote audiovisual productions.
Recently, the promotional and visibility space of media products has been expanding in a considerable extent with the impact
and commercial benefit by the systematic use of virtual networks.
This is especially recognizable in the case of television fiction in
which the productions are released not only as part of the channel’s
programming, but become a spectacle to match informational levels
and integrates various business segments in the chain and in the media and virtual spaces network associated therewith.
Now, in terms of social merchandising, in its two dimensions,
the one that aims to respond to social contexts as well as the one
that develops through networks, television has implemented a series
of campaigns seeking support and awareness about different events
and issues of social concern both nationally and locally. This is the
case of the participation of star figures of the small screen in events
of importance as the Solidarity Walk For Colombia, the Carnival
of Barranquilla and similar celebrations that are present with floats
and alluding to television productions. Also they do the same in
conducting high-impact social programs as Telethon and campaigns
to raise awareness and citizen solidarity around humanitarian and
social causes.

1.5. Communication policies (laws, reforms, incentives, digital TV,
etc.)
The Colombian legislation for 2012 opened definitive space for
digitization as one of the major objectives to meet in a sociocultural
level. In this context, it is of vital importance to develop the “Vive
Digital” plan, which becomes the main initiative promoted by the
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Ministry of Information Technologies and Communication (Ministerio de las Tecnologías de la Información y la Comunicación,
MINTIC), in which the objective is to achieve not only a higher
Internet penetration in the nation, but also establish the essential
foundations of a digital culture in the nation.
On the other hand, in the case of the audiovisual circuit, the
incentive promoted to film production in terms of costs and taxes
is highlighted. Thus, the Law 1556 promotes the country as the setting for the filming of cinematographic works, for which provides
a consideration of 40% of the recording service charges and 20% in
logistics costs in order to reduce costs and encourage the nation as a
space for film production.
In regard to specific policies around the television, in 2012, the
nullity of the adjudication process of the third channel was declared,
relegating the possibility of a new tender until 2013. The decision
was made after having a single proposer and concluding with the
need to start again the question of adjudication since its inception.
Moreover, regarding the implementation of the digital terrestrial
television, it is in full development and with coverage that extends
only to the most important capitals of the country and in terms of
channels has only nationwide supply of the private ones, while the
public ones limit their spectrum only to Bogota and Medellin.

1.6. Public TV
The public television landscape in the country has not substantially changed in recent years, which affects its very little presence
and influence on its ability to reach and impact larger audiences.
Undoubtedly in recent years, public communication policy stated
the importance of strengthening this media, to increase its coverage
to provide it with a secure technology and resources allowing it to
promote an ambitious program that makes it competitive. However,
between the will and the words and the concrete reality of the market and the environment, there is a far insurmountable barrier that
makes our public television, except for some content and programs
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committed to regional cultural identities and the audience awareness
around values and customs of the great national tradition, somewhat diminished before the avalanche of supply of entertainment
and spectacle of the private channels. It is necessary, however, to
recognize the educational value and cultural bet exhibited by the
programming of Señal Colombia.

1.7. Pay TV
During 2012 the way how Colombia showed a large increase
in coverage and number of subscribers members to pay TV is highlighted. Large conglomerates of this system, dominated mainly by
the companies Claro and Direct TV, reported sharp increases in their
profits and an opening to a market in which the importance of such
systems has become clear. Also, within their services, the supply of
channels, such as HBO and Moviecity, also recorded a significant
increase in subscribers, demonstrating an interest in the audiences
by the offered content through these channels and covering a wide
range of genres and formats. In fact, within the current shape of the
television system in Colombia, the payment appears as the strongest
contender in competition with large private channels for control of
massive tuning.

1.8. Trends of the ICTs (Internet, mobile phone, digital TV, VoD,
etc.)
On innovation and digital technology development, it is pertinent to emphasize the continued and accelerated expansion of
virtual platforms and, thereby, the operational concurrency of leading information and communication technologies that populate the
national media horizon. So, it is worth mentioning that the mobile
phone coverage point topped almost all the territory with a record
close to fifty million subscribers, along with the super dynamic
growth of the acquisition of smartphones and other next generation
mobile devices. The growth and expansion of broadband Internet,
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landline and mobile is kept in the order of 18.2% annually including more than 7 million subscribers (according to the Ministry of
Information and Communication Technologies). It is also the case
to emphasize that the main expectation in this area lies in the imminent arrival of 4G technology which is supposed to cause a major
reconfiguration in the market because Claro has been restricted to
participate on it.
As the above figures indicate, the expansion of Internet in the
country, although centered in large cities, is indicative of profound
changes and transformations in ways of social interaction and participation. The main uses of the Internet (MINTIC) show the following composition: access to social networks: 96%; searches: 94%;
multimedia content: 78%; email: 72%; information: 70%; interaction in groups and communities: 68%. As social networking is concerned, according to the source, Facebook is the leader with 90%
market share and an average of 492.5 users per minute, followed
by Windows Live with 26% and Twitter with 21%. These numbers
rank the country in 14th place in worldwide level in the use of Facebook, and Bogota in ninth place. Finally, in the case of the use of
Video on Demand (VoD), it becomes noticeable the expansion that
the pay television industry has had regarding the private broadcast
channels, in which, as with Caracol, the content is offered through
this system.
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2. Yearly analysis: premiere of national and Ibero-American fiction
Table 1: Fictions broadcast in 2012 (national and imported ones;
premiere and reruns, co-productions)
PREMIERE NATIONAL TITLES – 16
CARACOL – 7 national titles
1. El Laberinto (dramatized)
2. Escobar, el patrón del mal (dramatized)
3. Rafael Orozco, el ídolo (dramatized)
4. Amor de Carnaval (telenovela)
5. ¿Dónde carajos está Umaña? (telenovela)
6. Mujeres al límite (dramatized)
7. Tu voz estéreo (dramatized)
RCN – 9 national titles
8. Historias Clasificadas (dramatized)
9. asa de reinas (dramatized)
10. Corazones blindados (dramatized)
11. ¿Dónde está Elisa? (dramatized)
12. El Capo 2 (dramatized)
13. La Mariposa (dramatized)
14. Pobres Rico (telenovela)
15. A mano limpia (2nd season) (series)
16. Infieles anónimos (dramatized)

11. Por Ella soy Eva (telenovela - Mexico
- Televisa)
12. Un refugio para el amor (telenovela Mexico - Televisa)
13. Triunfo del amor (telenovela Mexico - Televisa)
RERUNS – 20
CARACOL – 5 titles
1. Los caballeros las prefieren brutas II
(series)
2. Casados con hijos (dramatized)
3. Nuevo rico, nuevo pobre (telenovela)
4. Nadie es eterno en el mundo (telenovela)
5. Niní (telenovela)

RCN – 14 titles
6. Alicia en el país mercancías (dramatized)
7. Así es la vida (dramatized)
8. Enigmas del más allá (dramatized)
PREMIERE IMPORTED TITLES – 13 9. Carolina Barrantes (telenovela)
10. Me llaman Lolita (telenovela)
Caracol – 8 imported titles
11. Milagros de amor (telenovela)
1. Los simuladores (series - Mexico)
12. El ultimo matrimonio feliz (tele2. Familia moderna (series - USA)
3. Corazón Apasionado (telenovela -Ven- novela)
13. Las trampas del amor (series)
ezuela - USA)
4. El Cuerpo del deseo (telenovela - USA) 14. Como dice el dicho (series)
15. La rosa de Guadalupe (series)
5. Emperatriz (telenovela - Mexico)
16. María la del barrio (telenovela)
6. Relaciones peligrosas (telenovela 17. Aquí no hay quien viva (telenovela)
USA)
18. Las noches de Luciana (telenovela)
7. Blanco humano (series - USA)
19. Tan cerca y tan lejos (telenovela)
8. Engáñame si puedes (series - USA)
CANAL UNO – 1 title
RCN – 7 imported titles
9. Abismo de pasión (telenovela - Mexico) 20. Hombres de honor (dramatized)
10. Abrázame muy fuerte (telenovela TOTAL BROADCAST TITLES: 49
Mexico)

Source: Ibope - Colombia
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It is pertinent to highlight, as illustrated in Table 1, that the
broadcast fiction during the year was supported fundamentally, both
by the national as well as imported one, in the form of series and
miniseries (dramatized), which is an interesting variation in relation
to the prevalence in this line that telenovela always had.
Table 2. The premiere fiction in 2012: countries of origin
%

Hours

%

55.2
44.8
55.2
17.2
24.1
3.5
100
-

Chapter /
Episodes
1,533
927
1,533
240
593
94
2,460
-

62.3
37.7
62.3
9.7
24.1
3.9
100
-

1,252:20
682:40
1,252:20
177:40
448:00
57:00
1,935:00
-

64.7
35.3
64.7
9.2
23.2
2.9
100
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

29

100

2,460

100

1,935:00

100

Country

Titles

%

NATIONAL
IBERO-AMERICAN
Argentina
Brazil
Chile
COLOMBIA
Ecuador
Spain
USA (Hispanic production)
Mexico
Peru
Portugal
Uruguay
Venezuela
Latin American (Obitel)
Latin American (not Obitel)
Other (productions and coproductions
from other Latin Am./IberoAm. countries)
TOTAL
Source: Ibope - Colombia

16
13
16
5
7
1
29
-

Regarding premiere fiction in the country, it is pertinent to note
how national production is almost similar quantitatively to the Latin
American (Obitel scope) one; this may result in a complementary
betting in treatment and realization of the themes, as well as preferences regarding the adoption of content and formats provided with
high preference for national audiences.

Telenovela
Series
Miniseries
Telefilm
Unitary
Docudrama
Other (dramatized)
TOTAL
Source: Ibope - Colombia

Formats

Morning (6:00 to 12:00)
Afternoon (12:00 to 19:00)
Prime time (19:00 to 22:00)
Night (22:00 to 6:00)
TOTAL
Source: Ibope - Colombia

    Time slots

Titles
3
1
12
16

National
%
H
2.5
34:00
37.0
510:20
44.2
566:10
16.3
141:50
100
1,252:20
%
2.7
40.8
45.2
11.3
100

C/E
250
450
1
226
927

Ibero-American
%
H
27.0
236:00
48.5
304:10
0.1
1:15
24.4
141:15
100
682:40
%
34.6
44.6
0.2
20.7
100

%
18.8
6.3
75.0
100

National
Chap.
%
363
23.7
14
0.9
1156
75.4
1,533
100
Hours
255:25
16:00
980:55
1,252:20

%
20.4
1.3
78.3
100

Titles
9
4
13

%
69.2
30.8
100

Table 4. National and Ibero-American fiction formats

C/E
38
567
678
250
1533

%
11.7
41.3
27.6
19.3
100

Ibero-American
Chap. %
808
87.2
119
12.8
927
100

Total
C/E
288
1,017
679
476
2,460

Table 3. Chapters / episodes and hours broadcast by time slot

Hours
608:50
73:50
682:40

H
270:00
814:30
567:25
283:05
1,935:00

%
89.2
10.8
100

%
14.0
42.1
29.3
14.6
100
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It should be noticed that the prime time slot is fully occupied
by the exhibition of national production, which, in relation to Table
3, breaks the above trend from the quantitative point of view, and
makes us think about the recomposition of fictional programming
according to the preferences of tuning, in this case clearly inclined
by the national one.
We insist on the fact that the largest number of formats used in
national fiction this year was the series and/or miniseries (cataloged
by the channels as dramatized), with the resulting change in importance and acceptance order of this format opposed to the traditional
dominance of the telenovela.
Table 5. Formats of national fiction per time slot
Formats

MorAfter%
ning
noon
-

Telenovela
Series
Miniseries
Telefilm
Unitary
Docudrama
Other (dramatized)
TOTAL
0
Source: Ibope - Colombia

%

Night

%

-

Prime
time
2
1
-

10
10
-

1
-

50
-

To%
tal
3 18.7
1
6.3
-

%

-

4

100

7

70

1

50

12

75.0

-

4

100

10

100

2

100

16

100

According to what was observed earlier, the prime time in Colombia in 2012 was dominated by the fiction format series/miniseries (cataloged by the channels as dramatized).
Table 6. Time period of fiction
Time period
Present
Epoch
Historical
Other
TOTAL
           Source: Ibope - Colombia

Titles
13
0
2
1
16

%
81
0
13
6
100
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The trend of the broadcast productions remains regarding the
predominance of topics, areas and situations, recreated in fiction,
always around present time, making the treatment of the past something almost exceptional in this case.
Table 7. The 10 most watched titles: origin, rating, share
Title

1

2

Escobar el
patrón
del mal
La
mariposa

Country
of the
original
idea/script

Producer

Channel

Name of the
scriptwriter
or author of
the original
idea

Caracol
Juan Camilo
Televisión Ferrand

Rating

Share

Colombia

Caracol
Televisión

Colombia

Fox TelecoRCN
lombia

Gerardo Reyes 12.49 34.78

Colombia

Fox TelecoRCN
lombia

Gustavo
Bolívar

14.95 38.15

3

El capo
II

4

Casa de
Colombia
reinas

RCN Televisión

RCN

5

Corazones
blindados

Teleset

RCN

Caracol TV

Caracol
TV

Andrés Marroquín

10.76 32.55

Caracol TV

Caracol
TV

Johnny Ortiz

10.35 30.42

RCN Televisión

RCN
Pablo Illanes
Televisión

9.55

32.36

RCN Televisión

Diego VivRCN
anco, Andrés
9.54
Televisión Guevara, Julio
Contrearas.

30.95

6

7

8

9

Colombia

Rafael
Orozco, Colombia
el ídolo
¿Dónde
carajos
Colombia
está
Umaña?
¿Dónde
está
Chile
Elisa?
A mano
limpia

Colombia

11.63 35.06

Miguel Angel
Baquero, Eloí- 11.01 32.36
sa Infante
Rafael
Noguera,
Ana María
10.87 32.8
Londoño,
Juan Andrés
Rendón
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Co-production of
El laCaracol TV
10
Colombia
berinto
and Sony
Picture
Television
Total of productions: 10

Caracol
TV

Mauricio
Miranda

8.40

24.93

Foreign scripts: 1

100%

% 10

Source: Ibope - Colombia

When reviewing the 10 most watched titles in Colombia, it is
interesting to confirm that Caracol moved RCN from the first place
in terms of drama television productions with the series Escobar,
el patrón del mal. This is of interest to the extent that 6 of the top
ten programs come from RCN, channel that has traditionally maintained dominance in this field.
Table 8. The 10 most watched titles: format, length, time slot
Date of the
first and last
broadcast (in
2012) (*)

Time
slot

Title

Format

Genre

Number of
chap./ep.
(in 2012)

Escobar,
1 el patrón
del mal

Series

ActionDrama

72 chapters

28/05/12 to
19/11/12

Prime

La mariposa

Series

ActionDrama

48 chapters

16/01/12 to
22/03/12

Prime

Series

ActionDrama

76 chapters

17/09/12 to
31/12/12 (cont.)

Prime

Miniseries

Comedy

43 chapters

19/11/12 to
31/12/12 (cont.)

Prime

Series

ActionDrama

100 chapters
(cont.)

03/09/12 to
31/12/12 (cont.)

Prime

Telenovela

Drama

81 chapters

20/11/2012 to
31/12/12 (cont.)

Prime

Telenovela

Comedy

07/05/2012 to
31/12/12 (cont.)

Prime

2

3 El capo II

4

Casa de
reinas

Cora5 zones
blindados
Rafael
6 Orozco,
el ídolo
¿Dónde
carajos
7
está
Umaña?

178 chapters
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¿Dónde
8 está
Elisa?

Telenovela

ActionDrama

115 chapters

12/03/2012 to
02/09/2012

Prime

9

A mano
limpia

Series

Drama

27 chapters
(cont.)

10/12/12 to
31/12/12 (cont.)

Prime

10

El laberinto

Series

Suspense

76 chapters

10/01/2012 to
03/05/2012

Prime

Source: Ibope - Colombia

Among the 10 most watched titles, it is confirmed the rise of
series (dramatized) within fiction television production in Colombia
in 2012. This, as already noted, makes to think about the way these
formats, series and telenovela, are related to each other, to the point
that sometimes the difference seems pointless and would be essentially dependent of criteria that are only established and determined
by the production houses according to their own parameters. It is
worth mentioning, in some of the productions of this list, a sort of
combination between action and drama resources, which become
key factor for evaluating the characteristics of the most watched fiction. It is also possible to highlight the trend towards comedy, mystery and suspense, thereby determining how fiction is located in the
entertainment field as a key driver of the productions of this mass
media. In terms of length, 8 programs are located in the segment
length of 50 minutes to 1 hour and two in the format of 30 minutes, and without exception they are part of the prime time (18:00
to 21:00).
Table 9. Themes in the 10 most watched titles
Titles

KEY TOPICS
(UP TO 5 MOST IMPORTANT THEMES)

1

Escobar, el
patrón del mal

Death, cheating, drugs, violence, illicit enrichment

2

La mariposa

Love, embarrassment, easy
money, deceit, betrayal

SOCIAL TOPICS
(UP TO 5 MOST IMPORTANT THEMES)
Drug trafficking, crime, smuggling, emerging Colombian
cartels, justice
Money laundering, justice,
police persecutions, family
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3

El capo II

4

Casa de reinas

5

Corazones
blindados

6

Violence, love, death, revenge, family breakdown
Love, revenge, intrigue,
jealousy, cheating

Drug trafficking, functioning of
Justice, subculture of contract
killings, mafia life
Socioeconomic ascent, justice,
single mothers, smuggling,
corruption

Love, crime, cheating,
revenge, death

Police life, kidnapping, prostitution, justice

Rafael Orozco,
el ídolo

Love, intrigue, violence,
revenge, fame, power

cultural tradition, personal
overcoming, infidelity

7

¿Dónde
carajos está
Umaña?

Love, cheating, escape,
intrigue

Family union, survival, failure,
bureaucratic obstacles

8

¿Dónde está
Elisa?

Money, power, forced
disappearances

Paranoia, revelations of stories
from the past, recriminations

9

A mano limpia

Violence, intrigue, cheating

Attempted murder, despair,
judicial investigation

10

El laberinto

Love, sex, infidelity,
revenge, death

Seduction, inefficient justice,
loss of freedom

Source: Ibope - Colombia

In this list, we must note the continuity as in recent years in
terms of more successful themes and content, with more acceptance
and harmony, among the predominant drug-related violence in at
least 4 or 5 of these programs. As discussed in detail elsewhere in
this report, the recent Colombian past is greatly influenced by the
imprint of the drug and its ability to negatively influence various aspects of social life. Also, contents related to other forms of violence,
from the world of illegality, common crime, trafficking of persons
and their respective variants are warned, which the media keeps developing and making a kind of immediate mirror on which audiences
watch some sensationalism and dramatization of the problem. Other
issues are related to the somewhat romantic and melodramatic exaltation of the role of law enforcement and their private lives turned
into matter of public comment following the fiction. Also, other issues are present such as the recreation of social interaction between
individuals from opposite social classes or sectors and, finally, the
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retaking of regional folklore elements linked to local idiosyncrasies
or the atmosphere of the life of a popular character consecrated by
success as a musical performer, which is the case of Rafael Orozco,
the vallenato singer who is so popular and has lots of remembrance
among the crowds.
Table 10. Audience profile of the 10 most watched titles:
gender, age, socioeconomic level

Titles

Channel

Gender%
Women

Men

Age groups%

Socioeconomic
level%

Chil- 12- 18- 25- 40
AB C DE
dren 17 24 39 +

Escobar, el
Caracol
1 patrón del
49
51
14
16 15 21 34 50 30 20
TV
mal
2 La mariposa RCN
58
42
12
18 20 22 28 45 35 20
3 El capo II
RCN
56
44
13
23 19 21 24 50 30 20
Casa de
4
RCN
59
41
20
24 16 20 21 60 25 15
reinas
Corazones
5
RCN
59
41
11
25 23 21 20 40 40 20
blindados
Rafael
Caracol
58
42
16
20 14 20 30 60 25 20
6 Orozco, el
TV
ídolo
¿Dónde
Caracol
53
47
17
17 15 19 32 55 25 20
7 carajos está
TV
Umaña?
¿Dónde está
8
RCN
63
37
12
17 20 24 28 40 50 10
Elisa?
9 La mariposa RCN
56
44
20
27 16 17 20 40 35 25
Caracol
48
52
12
24 19 20 25 35 35 30
10 El capo II
TV
Source: Ibope - Colombia (the reported data is the closest one to the available records)

Table 10 refers to the types of audiences that prevail in relation
to the ten most watched television fiction programs in 2012, and the
first aspect we can compare in this respect has to do with the gender
composition of these audiences, among which the female viewing
stands out in 8 out of the 10 selected programs, in some cases with a
fairly high percentage compared to the male, as the case of ¿Dónde
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está Elisa? with a difference of 26 points. It is in the program dedicated to Escobar where the male audience exceeds the female in just
2 points, raising the question of how relevant is that specific difference. As for the age groups it is noteworthy that the group of people
over 25 years old and the group of 40 y.o. or more always make up
half or more of the audience of all the programs that integrate this
list, which corresponds to the characteristic of being a mainly adult
programming. At the opposite extreme is the child audience watching these programs, with an average of 14% to 16% of the audience,
a trend that also applies to all programs. And finally there is the
audience between 12 and 24 years old representing 25% to 35% of
audience of these spaces.

3. Transmedia reception
With the current scenario of digitization as an essential and
central element of communication processes in Colombia and the
world, the phenomena of transmediation become fundamental scenarios to resize the cultural role of television fiction. This strengthens and promotes television and reaffirms its discursive potential.
Social networks like Facebook, Twitter and YouTube redefine and
alter the role of the audience, open channels for interactivity, feedback and public involvement, allowing them to express out openly
about their programs and favorite subjects. With this, not only the
audience gains but mainly the producers, who use this information
to leverage transmedia marketing yields.
In our case, and for the year 2012, in this topic the chosen fiction was the most watched and likewise the most representative in
terms of their commitment and transmedia offer. This production
was Escobar, el patrón del mal, on which an information research
was carried out based on Internet different digital platforms. The
research was conducted in order to identify the types and levels of
dominant interactivity, active or passive, the interactions with other
supports and media, not only audiovisual but also print media, the
characteristic viewings of this program on these platforms, and the
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effect that this phenomenon, relatively new, has among the public,
given its connection with the issue of violence and the recreation of
one of the most dramatic moments of our history.
For this research, the social network Facebook was chosen, as
this provides the opportunity for fans to participate actively. No interaction occurs in real time, though their services may only be classified as interactive viewing, with some features and/or elements of
interactive viewing on the net and transmedia viewing. Regarding
key levels of interactivity, we can say that there is active interaction
because users may participate by making comments and responding
to conversation threads and the discussion about the contents of the
series.
Now, in addition to the items that have been linked previously
on television fiction and its transmediation, here we can see the prevailing practices of users in the process of interaction with all digital
platforms from which it is possible to make advance in such actions,
as recorded in Table 11.
Table 11: The transmedia fiction:
types of interaction and key practices
Selected
fiction

Channel

Web pages
Facebook
page
Official
website

Escobar, el Caracol
patrón del Telemal
visión

Twitter
page
YouTube
page

Types of
transmedia
interaction
Interactive
viewing
Interactive
viewing on the
net
Interactive
viewing
Interactive in
real time

Levels
of
interactivity

Key practices
from users

Active

Comment
Interpretation
Active Recommendation
Celebration
Review
Active Collection
Sharing
Active Extension
Debate
Interpellation

During the observation week, the monitoring of the social network Facebook corresponding to the last days of transmission of the
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selected program, from November 14th to November 19th, allowed
to observe the following quantitative movement: on the number
of fans, 86,471 people like this page and 465 are talking about it.
About the posted data published during the week, the busiest days
were November 16th, with 9 posts, and 19th, with 11; others do not
exceed 3 post per day. The total is 27 posts published during the final week of the series. About the results of the number of times that
fans shared, liked and commented on each post during each of the
four days, the following numbers were obtained: November 14th: I
like: 1.108; share: 205; comments: 245; November 15th: I like: 155;
share: 13; comments: 35; November 16th: I like: 1,793; share: 132;
comments: 289. November 17th: I like: 246; share: 35; comments:
70; November 19th: I like: 5.022; share: 509; comments: 1,290. For
a total in each interaction options: I like: 8.324; share: 894; comments: 1,929.
Turning to the qualitative analysis, all comments posted during
the week were collected, chosen and selected according to the the
most frequent types, what gave start to a task of discourse analysis
of the fans in order to unravel individual, social, virtual and public
behavior presented on this page.
For being a series based on a historical fact of high impact for
Colombians, fans reflected contradictory feelings about the actions
of the trafficker, fueling the debate about the meaning of the fact and
of the main character for the country. The discussion also drew from
press sources of the time, comments from websites, and materials
that circulate on networks (YouTube, Discovery and El Espectador).
The fiction remained faithful to the official reports of the time,
about circumstantial facts as the end of the “capo”. However, a critical attitude is evidenced and participants openly expressed suspicious about information from the news transmitted by the media
and the different ways it can distort that information. The topic also
led to flashpoints clashes between antagonistic political positions in
connection with what the figure of this “capo” and its destructive
consequence represents for the average Colombian. It is important
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to state here that this research showed some transnationalization,
with some published posts from other countries such as Argentina, Mexico, Peru and Chile, where the series has arrived on DVD,
through cable TV, or is about to premiere on open TV, fact that
highlights the quality of the series and the actors.

4. Highlight of the year
As indicated in the respective table, Escobar¸ el patron del mál
was the most successful television fiction production in Colombia
in 2012 not only for the reached ratings but also by the social and
cultural impact that this series had for the country. The staging of
the life and the lethal action of the boss of the bosses also had an outstanding technical achievement and considerable narrative breath,
agile and convincing, with constant use of external landscapes and
the conditions of the cinematographic treatment. These set of factors, coupled with the disastrous cultural imprint of drug trafficking
and particularly of Pablo Escobar, with the sequel of pain, tearing
and tragedy that connotes for Colombians, acted as a protruding factor to grab the interest of the audience. In turn, there were episodically some debates and controversies, many with emotional tone
about a possible vindication of the main character and his negative
influence on the younger generation. It is essential to note here that
in-depth discussion about the drug problem and its impact on society and culture of Colombia is still a pending task to perform.
La Mariposa, a series that was the second most watched of
the year, is part of the television productions involving functional
swiftly and different components of an audiovisual narrative set on
the axis of violence that include drug trafficking, corruption, money
laundering and indiscriminate penetration of values and ideals associated with this subculture among population groups which are vulnerable to them. It is noteworthy how this program insists on showing the international illegal anchors of drug trafficking networks and
all the practices associated with it, involved in a functional structure
in which officials, bureaucrats, law enforcement officers and crimi-
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nals of all type concur, who become impregnated by the same spirit
of the body.
El capo II ranked third and almost integrates a block with the
two previous programs, the block in which the dominant theme in
Colombian television fiction condenses around drug violence. This
recreation summarizes and resizes what the first part had advanced
around the figure of the “capo” of the fiction as the prototype of mafia man, not only Colombian, but also Latin American, with international interests and with a frontal fight with the U.S. authorities.
The series, based on the free recreation granted by fiction, is able to
engage elements and references of a reality tainted by the specter
of constant illegality unfolded by drug subculture between different
sectors of the population and institutions and authorities. Somehow
it warns with the development of the work that the stain of drugs
has spread and embedded in everyday life in broad sectors of society. From this, it constantly devotes spaces to recreate issues related
with the intimate and emotional life as well as with the feelings of
the characters, so the atmosphere is saturated and somehow shows
that the boundary between what is forbidden and what is permitted,
what is illegal and legal, is as fragile as it can be at certain times and
circumstances underlying moral values and ethics of individuals.
Skipping the order of the most watched, Corazones Blindados
is in fifth place, a series program with relative successful acceptance
and impact, despite its prominent location within fiction programming, which acclimates and recreates the roles of security agents
and police officers of combating different forms of lawlessness and
crime present in the urban environment. Beautiful policewomen and
secret officers and agents embody the heroic figure of selfless officers willing to overcome all obstacles, outrages and injustices that
are able to provoke their opponents, who are evil, ugly and wicked,
and also, on many occasions, their superiors or subordinates, with
different kinds of intrigues, jealousies and betrayals. Finally, in a
mixture of happy ending, good tension and melodrama, the good
ones, and with them the good, the order and the justice, impose for
social benefit.
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This block, besides the thematic similarities and good acceptance by the audience, lets us clearly see how fiction television with
more demand and recognition of audiences identifies itself with the
exposed contents, with the types of environments and built characters and with the frames and solutions provided by the television
media to social and cultural issues that one way or another are involved in such programs development and visual treatment.
A second block among the most watched refers to places 4, 6
and 7, corresponding to a miniseries, Casa de reinas, and two telenovelas, Rafael Orozco, el ídolo and ¿Dónde carajos está Umaña?.
Here the fiction revolves around the setting of the particularities of
the Colombian Caribbean regional culture, using for this, among
other pretexts, the exegesis of the life of the idol, performer of vallenato Rafael Orozco, or the stories, adventures, setbacks and satisfactions of an individual named Umaña, around whom the events of
a typical population of the region reconfigure; storytelling through
which the audience gets caught by the details of the social everyday
exposed. Casa de reinas takes advantage of the free use of humor,
saturating it and taking it to a stage of cultural deformation, which
caused a central debate about the exhibition that took place in the
coastal culture through the characters, their look, expressions and
how to deal with in a completely crazy, overdone and overloaded
environment.
A third block, places 8, 9 and 10, composed by ¿Dónde está
Elisa?, A mano limpia and El Laberinto, a telenovela and two series,
refers to the recurrent use of intrigue on one side and the recreation
of social interaction between sectors of the population from opposing layers. The intrigue, in the case of El Laberinto and ¿Dónde está
Elisa?, allows tacking stories dedicated to acclimate the conflicting presence of fate, chance, misfortune and, occasionally, fortune,
good luck, so the main characters, usually victims of the siege, of
the insecurity, of the envy and of their own weaknesses, have to go
through a whole series of adverse and painful circumstances and
situations, which are like the litmus test to finally overcome and
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reach the other end, at the end of the program when the sense of
right and order is restored and the commitment with the honesty and
truth is morally retrieved.
The case of A mano limpia, second season, shows –in a fortunate version, with agile and well-conceived narrative, far from
cultural stereotypes or social caricatures– the details of the social
interaction that can and often does happen for different reasons and
motivations between individuals and groups from different socioeconomic classes, differentiated professional roles and identity ascriptions clearly established. What in real life binds them together,
partly showing their vulnerability and the human face of the ends,
is the role given to the feelings and the emotions of the characters
to the point that in this area social and economic differences and
professional exclusions are overcome: surely always in the field of
television fiction.
With this characterization of the most watched fiction television
programs, we can conclude that, finally, the link between the environment and the audience is functional and operational, although it
socially and culturally lacks of transcendence, of the resonance that
the television message could have in other conditions of ownership,
use, discussion and collective criticism headed to society as a whole.

5. Topic of the year: social memory and television fiction
In the historical configuration of social life events, the time, as
suggested by Paul Ricoeur1, is the determining factor to establish
their meaning. It is in time and, naturally, in a specific space where
human experience unfolds as a life experience, as an act of producing the existence of subjects gathered around a same purpose: the
activation of consciousness as the basis of subjectivity, of finitude
and the significance of the practice of man.
Past and present are essential dimensions of the historical being
of the man in the world, as well as memory and forgetfulness as carriers of meaning, inseparable from the sociopolitical development
in which the human action subscribes. If experience is nurtured and
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structured by facts and knowledge sharing, the latter –the shared– is
mediated or constructed on the basis of the existing power in a society or community, and the way of distribution and control of that
knowledge is modeled by the same power, in a hegemonic and impositive way, in which uprising and resistance strategies unfold and
feed other ways to evoke, remember and build memory. It’s what
Halbwachs2 mentions in terms of collective and individual memory
and real or imaginary acts and representations, based on the historical memory as a form of shared knowledge, and the selection
mechanisms of memory or forgetting, of what is essential, meaningful and transcendent or merely circumstantial and marginal.
In countries like ours, the construction of social memory, the
shared knowledge of the past, are inseparable from the historical
struggles and confrontations around the management and governance3. Focused on ruling circles, it has always been characterized
by the desire to formalize versions, systems of integrated reports
to the worldviews and presented as “history”, the “memorable
version” of what happened and thanks to which the existing conditions are sustained and reproduced. However, this trend is increasingly more limited regarding its ability to hegemonize and
control the view and interpretation of the past, given the process
of empowerment and redefinition that emerging social movements
perform to that same past4, the different social and cultural groups
that, through their political action, claim other perspectives, readings and reinterpretations of the past tense, of the national or regional historical happening to which they have been subjected to
oppression, exclusion or marginalization by established power
circles.
However, the mass and diffusion of these versions or dominant
readings of the past found, at least until recent decades, an important
support in school and teaching texts on history, as well as in the work
of schools and closed circles of openly conservative commentators.
But social unrest and political turmoil of the popular sectors, its
mobilization of protest and denunciation of the prevailing injustice,
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the economic and technological modernization and the anarchic and
overflowed growth of the large cities, with consequent sociocultural
changes and transformations brought with themselves, including the
massive presence of the media and information and communication
technologies, all contributed to the current developed crisis of stories that affects national identities, convulses stereotypical versions
of the past and contributes to the opening of conflicting views and
interpretations of our historical past and present.
So, in the Colombian case, dealing with the relationship between social memory and television fiction would mean, according
to the assumptions above-mentioned, to go through a brief historical journey by which it would be possible to illustrate the ways the
past has been themed and recreated by television and specifically by
television fiction, and from there to establish and critically analyze
the type or types of social memory promoted by the media and the
ideo-political reasons involved in this bet or media exegesis with
the respective implications of this for the society as a whole, for the
objective assessment of the functions and social and cultural responsibility of the small screen.
From an idealized heroic past to one of recurrent conflict and
human heroes
As stated by Martin Serrano5, in contemporary societies, the
communication media and particularly the television are the main
providers of myths and rituals around which social cognition is built
and the social and cultural fundamental representations are shared.
It happens that, for our case as a nation and for better or worse,
television has been in recent decades the leading provider of shared
social knowledge about the distant and recent past, via the complementarity of the predominant official version or, in some moments,
by its contradiction and demystification, without leading to a full
interpretative openness or to the inclusion and total claim of the systematically ignored and silenced views and readings of the past. But
for the sake of a critical balance, it is pertinent to emphasize the im-
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portant role of television in the democratization and modernization
of our perception of the national past.
In productive partnership with different sectors of the arts, literature and academy, both nationally and internationally, the periods
of discovery, conquest and independence come back to television,
recreated with aesthetic realism and an adequate mix of fiction and
reality, inherent to the narrative treatment of the history in television
fiction and its audiovisual recreation. Fictionalized versions of the
national history that, when revising itself, invited the audience, the
great public, to review and question their systems of beliefs about
the past, their judgments and findings of facts and central figures in
the shaping of our historical and cultural heritage. It could be said,
parodying Martin-Barbero6, that for Colombia the cultural modernity has a high degree on television, as well as it happened with the
cinema for Mexico and Argentina.
In the new television productions devoted to national and regional past, the “conquerors” are also somehow conquered, their
actions and positive achievements are mixed with errors and excesses of different order and although the faces and voices of these
ancestral lands emerge with not enough power, they are not ignored
or arbitrarily relieved. Epoch documentaries and television fictions
are loaded of this aesthetic realism to expand the historical horizon
and sponsor constructive debate around historical consciousness,
the decanting of social memory in its diverse forms and aspects,
inseparable, as mentioned above, from the emergence of debate in
the country about the nature and problematic conformation of our
origins and evolution as a nation.
The saga of La Independencia, by Eduardo Lemaitre Productions, La vida y obra de Bolívar and other heroes, including Santander, show the audience human and social aspects of the founding fathers far away from those stilted and idealized visions, typical of
traditional historiography . Los pecados de Inés de Hinojosa not
only stripped the bodies and secret passions of the characters and
actors, but took us back in time to those shocking centuries of the
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“cundiboyacense” highland, full of silent but violent confrontation
between clergy and laity, between royalists and patriots, between
the troops and government excesses and the social repudiation and
upheaval. La Pola, epoch fiction on the commemoration of the Bicentennial, for its excellent audiovisual production, very close to the
movies, had in the beginning a high and good impact on the audience, thanks to which it was possible to plunge into the insurrectional atmosphere that frames the life of the main character, despite the
excessive weight that was conferred in some sections to emotional
and passionate affairs.
The “classic violence” and the explosion of “other” readings and
interpretations of the period
The twentieth century was for the country a worsening scenario
of structural conflicts that have accompanied our formation as a nation. Violence is installed as a cross vector throughout the period
and becomes a cause and consequence of the multiplicity of confrontations and military actions that have not yet ceased and put the
country into a severe and unremitting paradox: bleed in a merciless
war, with multiple actors in combat, amid the material, technical
and instrumental progress. This paradox permeates the historical
consciousness, installs itself as a latent phantom in public opinion,
it is inspiration of diverse types of speeches and explanations and,
likewise, it is subject of different government initiatives, of frustrated solutions, of debates without end and continuity, including
the current peace talks taking place in Havana between the government and the FARC.
It has been covered, directly or indirectly, by the fiction that has
dealt with this time period, although it should be noticed that here
the narrative treatment of the events and characters, its audiovisual
fictionalization, shows the discrepancy between the point of view
that presides the media conduction and the social expectations that
are moved because of the program or the advertised production. The
controversy lies greatly in the media’s or producer and director’s
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decision –what results in distant sponsors– about privileging certain voices and figures, certain views of events rather than others, to
minimize mismatched positions or different positions from the ones
assumed by the media, and even to ignore or make invisible actors
and actions that are at odds with the version offered by the program.
And it is at this stage, therefore, where the realism and social and
political engagement of media through the creation of an appropriate environment for democratic deliberation, social inclusion and
cultural diversity are most discussed. Among the productions that
in this regard may be mentioned, are the recreations of Bogotazo,
La Saga, Negocio de familia, La historia de Tita and Amar y temer.
Telenovela, regional memory and national identity
In the nineties in Colombia the telenovela acquires a remarkable peak and resonance when encouraging the meeting and recognition of regional and national levels through television fiction, in
which the country’s cultural diversity was virtually recreated. This
not only positioned the telenovela itself as the leading recreational
genre of media, to the point of extending its influence to continental
and global level, becoming a bound export and promotion product
of our image in the world, but, as said Martin Barbero7 and other
authors, caused a dynamization of internal sociocultural processes,
accompanied by the academic research, the analysis and the debate
on the meaning of the national and the role of culture in shaping
the historical past and present. Television, with the telenovela format, led to a kind of rediscovery of local and regional particularities, propelling them in a friendly and entertaining way for all and
throughout the country, so that, according to the fiction of the day,
the fact of being national, the fashion, the prevailing environment in
the collective spirit, derived and was anchored in the idiosyncrasies
of the recreated regional being.
The social and cultural diversity of the country emerged with
unavoidable strength in line with the political opening embodied in
the Constitution of 91, and fed the new platform of the Colombian
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multiculturalism as the basis of its origins and its contemporary being and doing. It was as if the whole country were waking up from
a long sleep and opened to the recognition of constituted differences
of its ancestral communities. On the small screen some titles paraded with an air of sustained permanence of the Caribbean magic,
based on multiple ethnic roots and migrants, they are Caballo Viejo, Gallito Ramirez, Escalona and other similar productions. The
productive vigor and strength of the coffee culture areas were presented, between high mountains and slopes revegetated with crops
of coffee and the roots of the paisa muleteer in La Casa de las dos
palmas and Café, con aroma de mujer. The valley, the force of the
cane fields, the warm aroma of towns and villages where María was
immortalized resurfaced in Azúcar and Cóndores no entierran todos
los días. The plain and the jungle, the warm climates and the huge
rivers, the taming of cattle and the endless sunsets with the harp and
the moon in a continuing dialogue were immortalized in La Potra
Zaina and La Voragine.
The emergence of a sociocultural plurality as a clear sign of the
new times in the country was imposed with a profound impact on all
aspects of patriotic events. Social memory, imbued with the cultural
diversity represented effectively by the successful fiction television,
became a variety of memories, all complementary in their social difference, summarizing a large and showy Colombian being, a “Colombianidad” that in its multi-ethnic and cultural wealth still has to
fight for achieving real, permanent and lasting peace. And, doubtlessly, a substantial aspect of a collective aspiration passes and will
pass through the recognition and legitimization of this diversity, of
these different social, cultural and political expressions by which are
made the “Colombianidad” and the social memories that make it up.
Recent past and social memory, sense of the current television
fiction
A major challenge for today’s television production and specifically for the development of new lines of fiction television has
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to do with the treatment to be given to social and political conflict
that marks and determines the historical and current development
of the country. In response to the social function of the media, as
in the case of television, and its key role in the processes of socialization in contemporary life, they, through their messages, become
essential building blocks for social construction of reality, for the
assimilation of social representations shared individually and collectively, for the development of social memory that registers itself
as a framework and condition for living, acting, feeling and participating as a nation. In this sense, it is clear that in this social memory
various existing memories –ethnic, from social and cultural minorities, native islanders, diverse in gender, occupation or creed– must
coexist, without which the nation as such project will not take off in
the terms of being the appropriate remedy for the full integration of
the Colombian.
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1. Audiovisual context in the country
As compared to the former year, the number of Internet
users in 2012 increased in 20% and today exceed nine million Ecuadorians, i.e., 58% of the national population. This
has undoubtedly influenced fiction creation for the web, no
longer for television. In fact, the first Ecuadorian webnovela, Resaka.tv,1 appeared in cyberspace at the same time another national fictional production was consolidating in that
environment, Enchufetv, which turned into an audience hit
in its YouTube channel where some videos exceed seven
million visitors.
While the increase of users of the network of networks may be
explained with the related public policies, the upsurge of the middle
class in 35% between 2003 and 2012 must also be considered since
it has resources to purchase new devices with access to Internet,
particularly smartphones and tablets, which are the stimulus for the
fiction programs’ transmedia leap in digital TV channels, as the
above mentioned webnovela shows, and particularly Enchufetv. The
1
The producers say that it is the first in Latin America. See details in https://www.
facebook.com/Resaktvhttp://www.quebakan.com/2012/08/30/noticias/fotos-resak-tv-laprimera-web-novela-producida-en-ecuador-el-itv-y-tc-mi-canal-siempre-a-la-vanguardia-de-la-evolucion.html.
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audiovisual consumption trend is confirmed with pay TV that, according to the Superintendence of Telecommunications of Ecuador
(Superintendencia de Telecomunicaciones del Ecuador – Supertel),
in 2012 recorded more than 500,000 subscribers.

1.1. Open Television in Ecuador
Ecuador still has seven open VHF TV stations: Televisora Nacional Ecuavisa, Teleamazonas, Red Telesistema (RTS), and Canal
Uno, which are private stations, and ECTV, a state-owned channel,
as well as two seized channels2 that are being administered by the
Ecuador State, TC Televisión and Gama TV, although some shares
belong to the channels’ workers and their programming is inconsistent with public media contents.
Chart 11 Open TV National Networks
Private stations (4)

State-owned stations (1)

Seized stations (2)

Teleamazonas
Red Telesistema (RTS)

Ecuador TV (ECTV)

TC Televisión

Televisora Nacional (Ecuavisa)

Televisión del Pacífico
(Gama TV)

Canal Uno
Total 7
Source: Supertel - Obitel Ecuador                                     

1.2. Audience trends in 2012
In this year TV fiction program consumption was 49.3%. Colombian telenovela El capo 2 topped El combo amarillo, which has
strong presence as the national sitcom, while TC Televisión appears
to be the leader of fiction audiences with seven works in the top ten.
Teleamazonas’ reality Pequeños gigantes holds the third place in the

2
This classification is exclusive to Ecuador and corresponds to such TV channels (Gama
TV and TC Televisión) that, as explained in 2011 and 2012 Obitel Yearbooks, were
seized by the State in 2008 from its former owners. Estéfano and Henry Isaías Dassum,
former shareholders of Filanbanco, have not paid their debts with the State after the 1999
financial crisis, known as “feriado bancario” that ended with the closing of several banking entities.
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general list of preferences, after soccer; however, comedy series are
still Ecuadorian TV production’s highlight.
Only two sitcoms are among the top ten: Ecuavisa’s El combo
Amarillo, 3rd and 2nd season, ranked second and third, respectively,
with which it eliminated Teleamazonas’ La pareja feliz from the list
and positioned Mi Recinto (13th season) last. Canal Uno released the
2nd season of Los Compadritos; Teleamazonas released Aída, with
a Spanish script, adapted; and TC launched its weekly sitcom Los
Tostadams. Gama TV continued with its weekly sketches of Puro
Teatro and broadcast in prime time Escobar, el patrón del mal (Caracol TV), which is the biography of one of the biggest Colombian
drug lords, and competed with El Capo 2, broadcast by TC.
Ecuavisa continues to be the channel with the highest ratings;
and it improved its position in the fiction top ten by ranking second and third with El combo amarillo, and seventh with Brazilian
telenovela Fina estampa. Ecuavisa also ratified its relevance in the
informative genre with political programs that reached high audience rates due to the country’s electoral period.3 TC Televisión’s
newscast, where sensational journalism prevails, also ranked among
the top ten.
Chart 2. TV Channel Audience
ECUAVISA
Teleamazonas
14,0

Gama TV

7,0
6,3
3,6

2,1
6,1

6,4

TC Televisión
RTS
Canal Uno
Cable, other devices
and networks

Channel
Ecuavisa
Teleamazonas
Gama TV
TC Televisión
RTS
Canal Uno
Cable, other devices
and networks

%
7.0
6.3
3.6
6.4
6.1
2.1
14.0

Source: Ibope Media - Obitel Ecuador
In the last quarter of 2012 Ecuador underwent an electoral campaign to renew national
and parliamentary authorities on February 17, 2013. Government propaganda expenditure escalated. In a note written in Hoy (November 2011), Rafael Dávila, member of the
Assembly, (from Movimiento Conciencia Ciudadana) stated that the Government had
projected US$ 295.3 million for advertising and propaganda expenditures in the State
General Budget for 2012.  

3
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Resak.tv, the first Ecuadorian webnovela, was released on August 28, 2012. It was produced by ITV (Instituto Superior de Estudios de Televisión) and TC, and includes 40 chapters that last a few
minutes each.4 It is targeted to an audience ranging between 14 and
22 years old, as a new offer in a schedule watched by youngsters. It
was also released in Facebook and Twitter.
Ecuadorian Internet broadcasting began in December 2011
with the transmission of short fiction films produced by Enchufetv,
which are the most watched in the country. The short films boldly
and sarcastically parody different day-to-day topics that filmmaker
Camilo Luzuriaga (Chasqui, 2012:53) qualifies a cultural anthropophagic phenomenon.
Chart 3. Percentage Share
Channel
Ecuavisa
30,6
4,6

13,5

15,5

14,0

13,8
8,0

Share
%

Teleamazonas

Ecuavisa

15.5

Gama TV

Teleamazonas

13.8

RTS

Gama TV

8.0

Canal Uno

TC Televisión

14.0

RTS

13.5

TC Televisión

Cable, other devices  
and networks

Canal Uno
Cable, other devices and networks

4.6
30.6

Source: Ibope Media - Obitel Ecuador

The scarce minutes (8-12) devoted to each chapter of webnovela Resak.tv, as with other
productions, are related to the fact that Internet in Ecuador “is not fast enough yet to upload long videos.” See details in http://www.elcomercio.com/entretenimiento/televisioncrea-programas-Web-jovenes_0_775722609.html access 16-04-2013.

4
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Chart 4. TV Program Genres
Broadcast genres

Broadcast hours

%

Information

19,840:40

19.5

Fiction

44,936:05

44.7

Entertainment

12,528:25

12.3

Religious

2,041:30

2.0

Sports

6,042:10

6.0

Education

3,010:15

2.9

Politics

889:05

0.8

Others

10,821:25

1.7

Total

100,108:35

98.95

                  Source: Ibope Media - Obitel Ecuador

1.3. Advertising Investments of the Year: in TV and Fiction
According to the estimates made by Infomedia, an advertising statistics firm, in 2012 television captured 60% of the year’s
advertising investment; the press, 23%; and the radio barely 5% of
an estimated total of US$ 213 million of which 13.2%, the second
highest expenditure amount, was used to promote public and social
services. Public institutions rank as the highest investment level per
category, with 11%, and the National Government with the highest
expenditure per advertiser, 7.2%, which exceeds the figure recorded
in 2011 (6.9%).5
In a study on advertising investments between 2007 and 2011,
the Contents Group of the Technical Interinstitutional Committee
for the Introduction of the Digital Terrestrial Televisio in Ecuador
(Grupo de Contenidos del Comité Interinstitucional Técnico para
la Introducción de la Televisión Digital Terrestre en Ecuador, in

It is important to consider that in 2012, an elections year, the main investor in advertising and propaganda was the Government and other State instances. In the first quarter, the
Government spent US$ 12 million in advertising, according to the report of Participación
Ciudadana (PC), a monitoring NGO. http://www.participacionciudadana.org/pc10/index.php?searchword=monitoreo+de+gastos&ordering=&searchphrase=all&Itemid=1&
option=com_search.

5
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Spanish, or CITDT) concluded that telenovelas captured 33% of the
resources, which explains why fiction shows the highest broadcasting hourly percentage (Chart 4); the informative genre appears with
20% followed by sports programs (no figures are presented),6 series,
feature films, contests; and comedies, barely 4%.7
Besides traditional techniques, no merchandising strategies
have been used for the national fiction programs, i.e., advertising
products or services.8

1.4. Communication Policies
In 2012, the fourth version of the Communications Law was
not passed due to discrepancies among the different political stakeholders and the obstinate polarization among the media and the
holder of the Executive Function. The main public policy, scarcely
disseminated, is the conversion to Digital Terrestrial Television
(Televisión Digital Terrestre in Spanish, or TDT). The Master Plan
for the Transition to Digital Terrestrial Television in Ecuador was
passed in October 2012,9 and the above-mentioned CITDT10 was
established. Ciespal, through the Advisory Committee on Research,
Development, and Innovation (Comité Consultivo de Investigación,
Desarrollo e Innovación), supports this process and promotes training on TDT audiovisual projects prior to analogical switch-off
planned for 2016.

Both the Government and important national corporations usually advertise during soccer games’ transmission: in 2012, the Government paid significant amounts in advertising
for the broadcasting of the Libertadores de América Cup and the South American Cup.
7
See Chart 1 - Investment in Advertising in 2011 in the CITDT-GAC-2012-001 REPORT, Current status of the production of contents in Ecuador, April 19, 2012.
8
It must be noted, however, that the protagonists of Teleamazonas’s sitcom La pareja
feliz participate as persons or in the role of other characters they created in the advertising of an electrical appliance store that is broadcast by almost all open signal channels.
9
RESOLUTION RTV-681-24-CONATEL 2012 issued by Consejo Nacional de Telecomunicaciones. http://www.conatel.gob.ec/site_conatel/index.php?view=category&id=61
9%3Aresoluciones-2012&option=com_content&Itemid=610
10
CITDT is the technical coordinating entity of all the TDT’s implementation process in
Ecuador until the analogical switch-off established for 2016.
6
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According to the CITDT, one aspect of passing analogical TV
to digital TV is audiovisual content production for which it relies on
the Contents Group. Through sampling performed on March 2012,
the Group deemed that the national TV operators’ programming
privileges foreign productions, and this trend has started to be ratified by regional television.11 During TDT’s adoption process, public
channel ECTV and private regional channel Oromar (province of
Manabí) turned out to be the first to operate with digital technology
in 2012.

1.5. Public TV
In 2012 the only public channel, ECTV, celebrated five years
on the air. In that year, ISDB-T12 was adopted for digital TV broadcasting and the channel became the first to test high definition (HD)
signals in Quito. The Government-promoted transition process must
be underlined in this process with the establishment of the aforementioned CITDT; nevertheless, both the official and the media’s
information on the so-called analogic switch-off has been directed
to the technical matters of the launching more than to informing the
citizens on the implications of the conversion.
The public channel’s fiction programming included three US
and Canadian series, as well as one Korean and one Japanese telenovela.13 With regards to national production, ECTV included 23
programs in different formats, which turned it into the channel with
the highest level of Ecuadorian programming. In this sense, the sta-

The regional channel programming is addressed mostly to news, sports, and variety
shows; however, channel Manavisión (province of Manabí, Coast) has negotiated the first
transmission of a Colombian telenovela; in 2011, another regional channel transmitted
another Colombian telenovela (Anuario Obitel 2012). CITDT’s Group of Contents states
that this province’s production of audiovisuals and fiction films is increasing but do not
reach the media or conventional broadcasting and commercialization circuits. CITDTGAC-2012 REPORT.
12
ISDB (Integrated Services Digital Broadcasting) is a set of rules created by Japan for
digital radio and TV broadcasting.
13
Unfortunately, Ibope does not include ECTV among its clients for broadcasting measurement.
11
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tion issued an invitation to produce fiction audiovisuals and documentaries in the World Conference INPUT 2012, “Towards Smart
TV” (Conferencia Mundial INPUT 2012 “Hacia una televisión
inteligente”).14
On the other hand, although both TC and Gama TV are administered by the State, they do not work within the concept of public
television and, thus, showed no change in their programming trends,
except for Educa TV.15 Both channels put the accent on telenovelas,
particularly Venezuelan, Colombian (both by TC), and Mexican
productions (Gama TV).
We must stress that this year TC concentrated seven fiction
programs among the top ten. It continues producing and broadcasting the series Mi Recinto, a novel of manners in its 12th season; it
has high ratings for the national fiction and has become a pioneer
webnovela channel (Resaka.tv). Likewise, Gama TV has produced
the second season of Puro Teatro, fiction sketches that are aired every Saturday at 10 PM.

1.6. Pay TV
According to the National Statistics and Census Institute (Instituto Nacional de Estadísticas y Censos, or Inec in Spanish ), in
2012, 1,906,670 Ecuadorians had access to pay TV;16 265 companies supplied the services nationwide. Such corporate proliferation
gave rise to Supertel’s enacting a resolution aimed to eliminate piracy companies;17 such action lead the big paiy TV companies unInternational Public Television (INPUT) has the world’s best audiovisual productions
and is available in Ecuador since 2008.
15
Educa TV is produced by the Ministry of Education and transmitted by 12 national
channels. It is also part of NCI, an Ibero-American cooperation entity for education, science, and culture, which facilitates the dissemination of national channels for educational
purposes. See details in http://www.nci.tv//index.phphttp://educacion.gob.ec/educa-television-para-aprender-iniciara-en-octubre/
16
Last year’s amount of pay TV subscribers was 453,969 of which 10.5% used terrestrial
television, 20% used satellite codified TV, while 69.5% used cable TV (Ecuadorinmediato.com, 2013).
17
The name “pirates” refers to illegal companies that do not pay taxes. The use of this
service was penalized through Article 325 of the Intellectual Property Law with arrest from
14
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dertaking strategies to capture the audience that left illegal services.
Twenty per cent of the total number of companies was dominated by
DirectTV18 (Ecuadorinmediato.com, 2013).
This year, pay TV’s public supply, through agreement executed
with Corporación Nacional de Telecomunicaciones (CNT) by the
end of 2011, was provided under the modality of satellite-coded
television (CNT TV, 2013). The supply includes national and international TV channels at lower prices than those offered by private
companies and with coverage in the entire Ecuadorian continental
territory.

1.7. Information Tecnology (IT) Trends
In December 2012, the country’s Internet users reached
9,011,105 (Supertel, 2013.) The rise in the number of homes with
wireless access went from 8.4% in 2011 to 20% in 2012, while, according to Inec (2012), cable connection dropped in users per home
(from 46.8% to 24.5%). In this perspective, the Mintel positioned
the country as the one with the “highest Internet usability growth
between 2005 and 2012”, and stressed on the 10% rise of broadband
penetration throughout the year. This resulted from the implementation of Mintel’s IT Universal Access Program and the National
Broadband Plan, which aim to reach 75% of the population by 2017.
According to Inec (2012), watching television is the second activity to which Ecuadorians devote most of their time, with 12.75
weekly hours. Nonetheless, the number of homes that own a color
TV in 2012 dropped in relation to 2011, which suggests a changing trend towards Internet,19 73.6% of homes.20 Inec states that 36%
one month to one year, and fines between US$ 657 and US$ 6,570 (Ecuadorinmediato.
com.)
18
Satellite television company member of the DirectTV Group Inc. (DirecTV.com.ec).
19
In this regard, the production of Instituto Superior de Estudios de Televisión (ITV)
from Guayaquil stands out as the first Ecuadorian webnovela premiered in August 2012
by TC Televisión.
20
According to Richard Cruz, from marketing firm In Touch, the increased use of Internet
in Ecuador has resulted in 31% of Ecuadorians watching less television (DoctorTecno.
com).
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of the population accesses the network for information purposes;
28.2% for general communication purposes; 27.5% for education
and learning purposes; 4.4% for other purposes; and only 3.8% for
work purposes. Likewise, the users of social networks place the
country as number 37 in the world’s Facebook users, with over four
million persons (ElDiario.ec, 2012); over 700,000 of Twitter users;
and 284,000 in Google+ users (DoctorTecno.com).
The national survey on ITs (Inec, 2012) showed that 6.8 million
Ecuadorians had at least one activated mobile phone in the year, i.e.,
an increase of 10% with regards to 2011. The use of smart phones
rose to 839,795 persons, which means 60% in one year, 641,914 of
which use them to access social networks and to access audiovisual
contents as well.

2. Yearly analysis: premiere of national and Ibero-American fiction
In 2012, 106 fiction productions were broadcast in 6 of the 7
open signal VHF channels. They included 4 national series, 7 international series, 1 national telenovela, and 44 imported telenovelas
that were reruns; 7 national sitcoms, 1 national series, 5 international series, and 40 foreign telenovelas were premiered.
By comparing the former year’s premiered productions with
those of 2012, we see fiction has lost one title. In national productions, comedy series continued: La pareja feliz, Mi recinto, El combo Amarillo and Los compadritos with new seasons. Aída, Míster
Juramento and Los Tostadams were created, but La tremebunda
corte was taken off the air.
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Table 1: Fiction programs broadcast in 2012
(national and imported programs; premieres and reruns)
PREMIERE NATIONAL TITLES – 8

RERUNS – 52

Gama TV
1. La Rosa de Guadalupe – 1st season
(series - Mexico)
2. Marimar (telenovela - Mexico)
3. Tu voz estéreo – 4ª season (series Colombia)
4. Un gancho al corazón (telenovela Mexico)
5. Mañana es para siempre (telenovela Mexico)
6. La Lola (telenovela - Peru)
7. María Belén (telenovela - Mexico)
8. Un cuento de navidad en Ecuador
(series - Ecuador)
PREMIERE IMPORTED TITLES – 45 9. Escalona (telenovela - Colombia)
10. Rosa salvaje (telenovela - Mexico)
TC Televisión – 17 imported titles
11. Soy tu dueña (telenovela - Mexico)
1. La viuda joven (telenovela - Venezuela) 12. La ex (telenovela - Colombia)
13. María Mercedes (telenovela - Mexico)
2. El Joe, la leyenda (telenovela Colombia)
14. María la del barrio (telenovela 3. Natalia del mar (telenovela - Venezuela) Mexico)
4. Retrato de una mujer (telenovela 15. Mundo de fieras (telenovela - Mexico)
Colombia)
16. Mujeres al límite (series - Colombia)
5. Corazón apasionado (telenovela 17. Teresa (telenovela - Mexico)
Venezuela -USA)
18. Tu voz estéreo II (series - Colombia)
nd
6. El man es Germán- 2 season
Teleamazonas
(telenovela - Colombia)
19. Rosario tijeras (telenovela - Colombia)
7. El árbol de Gabriel (telenovela 20. Oye bonita (telenovela - Colombia)
Venezuela)
RTS
8. A mano limpia (telenovela- Colombia)
21. A cada quien su santo (series - Mexico)
9. ¿Vieja yo? (telenovela - Venezuela)
22. Lo que callamos las mujeres (series 10. El capo 2 (telenovela - Colombia)
Mexico)
11. Tres milagros (telenovela - Colombia)
TC Televisión
12. La Mariposa (telenovela - Colombia)
23. Mi recinto – 3rd season (series 13. La promesa (telenovela - Colombia)
Ecuador)
14. Dónde carajos está Umaña (telenovela 24. Alma indomable (telenovela - Colombia)
Venezuela)
15. La traicionera (telenovela - Colombia) 25. La mujer de mi vida (telenovela 16. Historias clasificadas (series Venezuela, USA)
Colombia)
26. La dama de rosa (telenovela 17. Las profesionales a su servicio (series
Venezuela)
- Colombia)
27. Valeria (telenovela) (Venezuela - USA)
Teleamazonas - 4 imported titles
28. Me enamoré de una pelucona (series
18. Flor salvaje (telenovela – Venezuela,
- Ecuador)
Colombia, USA)
29. Fanatikda (telenovela - Ecuador)
19. Por ella, soy Eva (telenovela - Mexico) 30. A mano limpia (telenovela - Colombia)
20. La teniente (telenovela - Mexico)
31. Doña Bella (telenovela - Colombia,
21. Amar y temer (telenovela - Colombia)
USA)
32. Kassandra (telenovela - Venezuela)
Ecuavisa – 11 imported titles
33. Rebeca (telenovela - Venezuela)
22. Rebelde (telenovela - Mexico)

TC Televisión – 3 national titles
1. Mi recinto – 12th season (sitcom)
2. Míster Juramento (series)
3. Los Tostadams (sitcom)
Teleamazonas – 2 national titles
4. La pareja feliz – 3rd season (sitcom)
5. Aída (sitcom)
Canal Uno – 1 national title
6. Los compadritos – 2nd season (sitcom)
Ecuavisa – 2 national titles (dos seasons)
7. El combo amarillo - 2nd season (sitcom)
8. El combo amarillo 3D – 3rd season
(sitcom)
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23. La casa de al lado (telenovela - USA)
24. Cuchicheos (telenovela - Brazil)
25. Fina estampa (telenovela - Brazil)
26. Relaciones peligrosas (telenovela USA)
27. El rostro de la venganza (telenovela
- USA)
28. El astro (telenovela - Brazil)
29. Una maid en Manhattan (telenovela
- USA)
30. Maysa (series - Brazil)
31. Los victorinos* (telenovela - USA)
Gama TV – 13 imported titles
32. La fuerza del destino (telenovela Mexico)
33. La que no podía amar (telenovela Mexico)
34. Dos hogares (telenovela - Mexico)
35. Los canarios (telenovela - Colombia)
36 Mariana y Scarlett (telenovela Colombia)
37. Tu voz estéreo (series - Colombia)
38. Esperanza del corazón (telenovela Mexico)
39. Escobar, el patrón del mal (telenovela
-Colombia)
40. Abismo de pasión (telenovela Mexico)
41. Amor bravío (telenovela - Mexico Chile)
42. Primera dama* (telenovela - Chile)
43. Como dice el dicho* (series - Mexico)
44. Un refugio para el amor (telenovela Mexico)
RTS – 1 imported title
45. Secretos del alma (telenovela - Mexico)

34. La traicionera (telenovela - Colombia)
35. Natalia del mar (telenovela Venezuela)
36. El secretario (telenovela - Colombia)
37. Historias clasificadas (series Colombia)
38. Válgame Dios (telenovela - Venezuela)
39. Las santísimas (telenovela - Colombia)
40. El Talismán (telenovela - Venezuela)
41. Sacrificio de mujer (telenovela Venezuela)
42. Corazones blindados (telenovela Colombia)
43. La intrusa (telenovela - Venezuela)
44. Entre tú y yo (telenovela - Venezuela)
45. Mi ex me tiene ganas (telenovela Venezuela)
Canal Uno
46. Estrambótica Anastasia (telenovela Venezuela)
47. Trapos íntimos (telenovela Venezuela)
48. Los compadritos (series - Ecuador)
49. Juana la virgen (telenovela Venezuela)
50. Padre coraje (telenovela - Argentina)
Ecuavisa
51. Sin senos no hay paraíso (telenovela Colombia, Mexico, USA)
52. Oye bonita (telenovela - Colombia)
Total broadcast genres: 105

*Special cases: productions before 2012 but premiered last year.
Source: Ibope Media - Obitel Ecuador

In what concerns rebroadcasting, TC Televisión lead the way
with 23 reruns. Canal Uno inaugurated a space called Mujeres al
control in which it aired telenovelas produced in 1988, 2003, and
2004. TC also had more premiered fiction productions: 3 national
series and 17 imported telenovelas. RTS was at the other end, with
only one premiere telenovela. Teleamazonas reduced its premiere
fiction programming: three titles less than in 2011, but adapted the
Spanish series Aída.
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Table 2. Fiction premiered in 2012: countries of origin
Country

Titles

%

NATIONAL
8
15.0
IBERO-AMERICAN
45
85.0
Argentina
0
0
Brazil
4
7.5
Chile
2
3.8
Colombia
17
32.1
ECUADOR
8
15.0
Spain
0
0
USA (Hispanic produc7
13.2
tion)
Mexico
11
20.9
Peru
0
0
Portugal
0
0
Uruguay
0
0
Venezuela
4
7.5
Latin American (Obitel)
40
72.7
Latin American (not
0
0
Obitel)
Other productions and
co-productions of other
0
0
Latin American countries
Total
53
100.0
Source: Ibope Media - Obitel Ecuador

Chapters/
Episodes
358
2,206
0
219
110
1,124
348
0

%

Hours

%

13.9
86.1
0
8.6
4.2
43.9
13.6
0

234:00
2,686:45
0
237:00
112:55
1,083:10
234:00
0

8.0
92.0
0
8.1
3.9
37.0
8.0
0

264

10.2

266:05

9.2

389
0
0
0
110
1,917

15.2
0
0
0
4.2
74.8

883:50
0
0
0
103:00
1,962:45

30.2
0
0
0
3.6
67.2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2,564

100.0

2,920:45

100.0

As Table 2 shows, premiere national fiction was broadcast in a
total of 234 hours, that is, more than 40 hours above total hours in
2011. The premiere fiction broadcast time was 8%.
Within 92% of the total broadcast imported fiction, 2,686 hours
and 45 minutes were accounted for Ibero-American productions.
The total of 2,920:45 includes advertising, which must be suitable
for all audiences from 6 AM to 9 PM.
While there is no regulation in place to set an advertising percentage per program, CITDT (2012:9) determined that telenovelas
concentrate around 33% of the advertising investment with regards
to other genres and formats, such as news, comedy, variety shows,
sports, information magazines, children’s programs, movies, and
contests.
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According to the origin, Colombia ranked first with 17 productions (1,083:10), broadcast by TC (13), Gama TV (4) and Teleamazonas (1); it was followed by Mexico, with 11 productions (883:50),
broadcast by Gama TV (8), Teleamazonas (2), Ecuavisa and RTS (1
each); Brazil, with 4 (237:00), broadcast by Ecuavisa; Venezuela,
with 4 (103:00), broadcast by TC; USA, in co-production with Venezuela and Colombia, with 4 (152:40), broadcast by Teleamazonas
and TC; USA in Spanish, with 3 (161:00), broadcast by TC and
Ecuavisa.

100

358

Titles
%
Telenovela
0
0
Series
8
100
Miniseries
0
0
TV film
0
0
Unitary
0
0
Docudrama
0
0
Others
0
0
Total
8
100
Source: Ibope Media - Obitel Ecuador

Formats

234:00

0
100

0

%
0
0
100
2,206

167

C/E
55
299
1,685
100

7.6
2,686:45

108:35

Ibero-American
%
H
24
48:10
13.7
313:15
76.3
2,216:45
100

4.0

%
1.7
11.6
82.7

National
Chap/Ep
%
0
0
358
100
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
358
100
Hours
0
234:00
0
0
0
0
0
234:00

%
0
100
0
0
0
0
0
100

Titles
43
4
0
0
0
0
0
47

%
91.4
8.6
0
0
0
0
0
100

2,564

167

C/E
55
299
2,043
100

6.5

%
2.1
11.7
79.7

Ibero-American
Chap/Ep
%
1,988
90.2
218
9.8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2,206
100

Table 4. National Ibero-American fiction formats

0

National
%
H
0
0
0
0
100
234:00

0

C/E
0
0
358

Source: Ibope Media - Obitel Ecuador

Total

Night (23:00 – 02:00)

Morning (06:00 – 12:59)
Afternoon (13:00 – 18:59)
Prime time (19:00 – 22:59)

Time slots

Table 3. Chapters/ episodes and hours broadcast per time slot

Hours
2,510:00
176:45
0
0
0
0
0
2,686:45

2,920:45

108:35

H
48:10
313:15
2,450:45

Total

%
93.5
6.5
0
0
0
0
0
100

100

3.7

%
1.7
10.7
83.9
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Once again prime time (19:00–22:59) outdid other time slots in
both broadcast hours (2,450:45) and chapters (2,043). All national
comedies, which held three of the top ten positions, were broadcast
in this time. In the mornings, a time slot with less concentration of
chapters and hours, two telenovelas (¿Vieja yo? and Secretos del
alma) were broadcast, with 55 chapters and 48:10 hours. Four productions were broadcast in the night slot (Los Victorinos, Maysa,
Las profesionales a su servicio, and Tu voz estéreo), with 299 chapters and 313:10 hours. The average duration per chapter in national
series was 40 minutes and 61 minutes for imported telenovelas.
As in 2011, this year did not show format diversity in the national fiction production, since TC Televisión, Teleamazonas, Ecuavisa, and Canal Uno were limited to series. The international production presented 43 telenovelas and 4 series.
While telenovelas confirmed its supremacy, Ecuador moved
away from fiction productions, unlike the neighbor countries.21 In
2011, television broadcasts included 49 imported telenovelas, 1 imported series, 3 national series, and 1 national fiction comedy. None
of the Ecuadorian productions were transmitted abroad.
Table 5. National fiction formats per time slot
Formats

Morning
2
0
0
0
0

%

AfterPrime
%
% Night
noon
time
11
100
29
100
1
1
0
8
100
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0
37

0
100

Telenovela
100
Series
0
Miniseries
0
TV film
0
Unitary
0
Docu0
0
0
0
drama
Others
0
0
0
0
Total
2
100
12
100
Source: Ibope Media - Obitel Ecuador

100
100
0
0
0

Total
41
12
0
0
0

77.3
22.7
0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0
4

0
-

0
53

0
100

%

%

According to the data from Anuario Obitel 2012, Colombia produced 10 telenovelas
and Venezuela 6.

21
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Considering fiction time period, the present concentrates 87.2%
of productions. The following productions are set in the past: Colombian telenovelas Amar y temer, Escobar, el patrón del mal, and
El Joe, la leyenda; Brazilian series Maysa; and the national productions Míster Juramento and Los Tostadams. The Colombian production La Pola is historical.
Table 6: Time period of fiction
Time period
Titles
46
Present
6
Epochal
1
Historical
0
Others
TOTAL
53
           Source: Ibope Media - Obitel Ecuador

%
86.8
11.3
1.9
0.0
100.0

Colombian productions, and RCN as the producer, continue
leading the ratings with six of the ten most watched soap operas in
Ecuador. National productions held three places and improved in
relation to 2011: El combo amarillo (Ecuavisa) held the second and
third places, deleted La pareja feliz (Teleamazonas) from the list
and displaced Mi Recinto (TC) to the last place.
Table 7. The 10 most watched titles: origin, rating, share
Title

1 El capo 2

Country
of origin
of original
idea or
sketch

Producer

Colombia

RCN

TC

Name of
Chan- original idea’s
Rating Share
nel
scriptwriter or
author

El combo
amarillo
2
3D
(3rd season)

Ecuador

Ecuavisa

Ecuavisa

El combo
3 amarillo
(2nd season)

Ecuador

Ecuavisa

Ecuavisa

Gustavo Bolívar
Christian
Cortés, Miguel
Calero, Cecil
Estacio
Christian
Cortés,
Miguel Calero,
CecilEstacio

13.7

21.5

13

22.2

12.9

21.3
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TC

Andrés Salgado, Natalia
Ospina

12.2

17.4

VeCorazón
Venezuela - nevisión
apasionado
USA
Internacional

TC

Alberto Gómez

11.9

17.3

Colombia

Teleset /
RCN

TC

Carlos Duplat
Luz, Mariela
Santofimio

11.7

16.2

Fina
estampa

Brazil

O Globo

Ecuavisa

Aguinaldo Silva

11.3

16.9

8

La Mariposa

Colombia

Fox Telecolombia
/ RCN

TC

Augusto
Ramírez

10.9

15.8

9

El man es
Germán

Colombia

RCN

TC

Juan Manuel
Cáceres Niño,
Héctor Alejandro Moncada

10.9

15.5

TC

TC

Fernando Villarruel

10.6

16.9

4

El Joe, la
leyenda

5

6

Tres Milagros

7

Colombia

RCN

Mi Recinto
Ecuador
10 (13th season)
Total Productions: 10

Foreign Scripts: 7

100%

70 %

Source: Ibope Media - Obitel Ecuador

Sitcoms prevail in the top ten national productions and telenovelas in international productions. The ten were broadcast at peak
time, i.e., 7:00 PM to 10:59 PM.
Table 8. Top ten: format, length, time slot
Title

Format

Genre

Number of
chap./ep.
(in 2012)

Dates of first
and last issue
(2012)

Time
slot

1

El capo 2

Telenovela

Drama

34

07/08 31/12 (cont.)

Prime
time

2

El combo amarillo
(3rd season)

Series

Comedy

87

01/09 - 31/12
(cont.).

Prime
time

3

El combo amarillo
(2nd season)

Series

Comedy

76

02/01 - 31/08

Prime
time

4

El Joe, la leyenda

Telenovela

Drama

6

01/01 - 09/01

Prime
time
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5

Corazón apasionado

Telenovela

Romantic
drama

114

09/01 - 25/06

Prime
time

6

Tres Milagros

Telenovela

Drama

54

06/02 - 05/06

Prime
time

7

Fina estampa

Telenovela

Drama

63

1/10 31/12 (cont.)

Prime
time

8

La Mariposa

Drama

59

23/04 - 16/07

9

El man es Germán
(2nd season)

38

01/01 - 24/02

10

Mi Recinto (13th
season)

37

22/04 - 31/12

Telenovela
Telenovela

Drama

Series

Comedy

Prime
time
Prime
time
Prime
time
(Sundays)

Source: Ibope Media - Obitel Ecuador

Regarding the prevailing topics, love, friendship, disillusion,
intrigue and hate are present in the five most watched imported productions. But audiences are also attracted to the laughable situations
of the national top ten sitcoms.
In 2011 the prevailing social topics were violence, family noncommunication and machismo; while in 2012 the attraction was
around drug traffic and its influence in a country’s political life.
This was the social problematic addressed in Colombian productions El Capo and La Mariposa. El Joe, la leyenda changed this
trend to the consequences of fame and power, as well as the economic power of record labels.
Table 9. Prevailing themes in the 10 most watched titles
Titles

1

El capo 2

2

El combo amarillo 3D
(3rd season)

Prevailing topics

Social topics

The life of a drug trafDrug traffic and its effect, influficker, police investigation,
ence in Colombia’s politics,
personal and affectionate
social violence
relations, violence
Laughable daily life and
urban work situations
Work relations, ways of living
and anecdotes; company
in the poorest sectors, regional
habitation of youngsters,
and language differences
friendships
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3

El combo amarillo
(2nd season)

4

El Joe, la leyenda

5

6

7

8

9

Laughable daily life and
urban work situations
and anecdotes; company
habitation of youngsters,
friendships
Biography of the famous
singer, salsa music’s
success, love, disappointments, rivalry
Love disappointments,
love rivalry, social class
differences

Work relations, ways of living
in the poorest sectors, regional
and language differences

Musical career competition,
cases of success and fame,
record labels’ economic power,
social differences
Rural life, family relations, conCorazón apasiosequences of a strict education
nado
in psychology
Representation of social classes
Love and hate, superstition,
Tres Milagros
and their conflicts, relevance
intrigue, passion
of family
Social mobility and promotion,
Daily life, love, hate,
breaking gender stereotypes in
Fina estampa
family and work relations,
work, struggle for survival, life
difference between women
ethics
Unexpected love, passion,
Drug traffic and money launLa Mariposa
money, power, police
dering, internationalization of a
investigations
business in all social classes
El man es
Germán
(2nd season)

Friendship, love intrigue,
adventures

Humor, adventures, way
of living in the rural Coast,
interpersonal and man and
women relations
Source: Ibope Media - Obitel Ecuador
Mi Recinto
10
(13th season)

Popular and neighborhood culture full of macho expressions,
father-son relations
Coast peasant (Montubios)
customs, knowledge of the
country, approach to national
problems, machismo

In the gender audience profile, El Capo captured more men
(5.8 points) than women (4.7 points); women appear as the main
consumers of telenovelas, mainly of Tres milagros.
Regarding age, there were differences among the groups ranging between 3-11, 12-17, and above 18 years old. The first, upper
and upper-middle class, preferred national production El combo amarillo. Adults opted for foreign telenovelas: upper class women (A)
and upper middle class women (B) opted for Brazilian telenovela
Fina estampa, while men preferred Colombian telenovela El Capo,
which was the exception, since women audiences prevailed in the
other top ten productions.
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Table 10. Audience profile for the top 10 titles:
gender, age, socioeconomic level
Titles
El capo 2
El combo
amarillo
3D
El combo
amarillo
(2nd season)
El Joe, la
leyenda
Corazón
apasionado
Tres Milagros
Fina
estampa

Channel
TC

Gender per age group
M/W M/W Women Men
3-11 12-17
18+
18+
Total Total
Total
Total
4.3
4.8
4.7
5.8

Socioeconomic level
W
M
AB
AB
AB
AB
3-11 12-17
18+ 18+
2.7
3.2
3.3
4.2

Ecuavisa

6.3

5.5

5.4

3.1

5.6

4.5

5.2

3.2

Ecuavisa

6.3

6

5.3

2.8

6

5.4

5.3

2.9

TC

4.7

3.6

5.9

4.4

2.1

2.9

4.4

2.7

4.7

4.4

5.9

4.2

2.5

1.8

3.5

1.7

3.8

5.4

6.5

3.9

2.7

3.2

4.9

2.1

2.5

2.2

6.1

3.3

2.2

2.6

7.6

5.8

4.6

1.9

1.4

4.3

TC
TC
Ecuavisa

La Mari2.8
3.3
TC
posa
Source: Ibope Media - Obitel Ecuador

4.1
2.3

3. Transmedia reception
In 2012, a phenomenon of audience capture beyond the formal
audiovisual environment took place. The most innovating trend in
Ecuador is fiction and comedy produced for Internet and its new
audiences, i.e., an online fiction production that takes advantage of
the new ITs and the new media.
The sketches of Touché Films, produced by Enchufetv, have
crossed borders and received comments from several Spanishspeaking countries. They are renewed twice per week: on Tuesdays
and Sundays they upload a new fiction program and on Thursdays
they promote what will come next. These fiction productions last
from 2 to 5 minutes, besides those that last less than one minute
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called microyapas,22 and reach almost 2 million YouTube subscribers and visitors who have reproduced the different videos 250 million times.23 These figures have turned Enchufetv into the most popular channel in Ecuador and Latin America, including visitors using
cloud computing.
Its members, people specialized in the film industry, are under
30 years old who have rapidly consolidated an innovating proposal
in fiction comedy beyond borders – critical irony of customs and
thoughts.
This new path followed by Ecuadorian fiction production and
broadcasting is largely due to the opportunities that web 2.0 provides in publishing videos in cost-free available platforms and is
also subject to transmediation to other digital means, reproductions
or links.
The creators of Enchufetv studied at Instituto Superior Tecnológico de Cine y Actuación, Incine, with its headquarters in
Quito. Martín Domínguez, Cristian Moya, Jorge Ulloa, Leonardo
Robalino and Andrés Centeno said that their productions seek to
“take movies to Internet”, to end “traditional humor” and reminded
that “the worst situations in life are the funniest”.24 They also said it
is hard to make our way with new ideas in traditional media. In fact,
they submitted their proposal to the television, but for some channels it is too bold.
The first YouTube broadcasting was on November 13, 2011,
with the title “El peor casting”. Up to date, 25 they have 138 videos
that include the following:
“Yapa” is a Kichwa term that means increase or help; used in Ecuador as an additional
amount of product delivered by the seller to the buyer at no cost. In other Latin American
countries it is known as “ñapa”.
23
On April 22, 2013, at the closing of this observation, YouTube recorded 1,795,270
subscribers and 246 674,862 reproductions; 500,000 daily visits are estimated.
24
“TV said no, but 78 million de visitors say yes”. Revista Expresiones, Diario Expreso.
October 22, 2012. http://www.expresiones.ec/ediciones/2012/10/23/gente/nacional/la-tvles-dijo-no-pero-78-millones-de-vistas-les-dicen-si/.
25
The last observed week was on Sunday, April 14, 2013. The last day of observation was
on Saturday, April 20, 2013.
22
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•

Promos: Brief trailers (45 seconds long) of the sketches to be
broadcast in the next days;
•
Sketches: Fiction productions from 3 to 7 minutes and 30 seconds.
•
Microyapas: Short sketches ranging between 20 and 60 seconds long.
They also have a webpage (www.enchufe.tv), a Facebook account with 745,724 likes, and a Twitter account with 148,153 followers, all of which have high interaction levels. Nevertheless, we
could not speak of transmediation itself – the producer links one
network to another without adapting its fiction programs to each
one’s special features.
Table 11. Transmedia fiction, types of
interaction and prevailing practices
Selected
fiction

Enchufetv

TV station
(producer)

Internet sites

Touché
Films

Official webpage
www.enchufe.tv
Facebook account
www.facebook.
com/enchufetv
Twitter account
https://twitter.
com/enchufetv
YouTube
https://www.
youtube.com/
user/enchufetv

Types of
transmedia
interaction
Viewing
Transmedia
viewing

Real-time
interactive
Viewing
Network
interactive

Interactivity
levels

Users’ prevailing practices

Passive

Comments
Interpretation
Remix
Parody
Recommendation
Imitation
Creative Celebration
Interactiv- Critique
Collection
ity
Storage
Compartment
Discussion
Active

Source: Internet - Obitel Ecuador

The following are the weekly observation results:
Video Antes y ahora – Average: 126,802 daily views. “Like”:
3.345 daily average. “Don’t like”: 62 daily average. Weekly comments:
1.938. (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YzWR3mGMzS0)
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Video El ahorcado (microyapa) – Average: 47.237 daily views.
“Like”: 807 daily average. “Don’t like”: 48 daily average. Weekly comments: 602. (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QFNK
vgTFGqk).

3.1. Selected comments, interpretation, and qualitative analysis
There are comments with congratulations and critiques. They
mostly refer to the part of the sketch they thought was the funniest:
they also congratulate or question the quality of the contents. Among
the 1,938 comments of the video Antes y ahora, which compares the
changes in customs and relationships –the producer’s favorite topic,
which it addresses in a bold way–, some are related to machismo.
Comments from other countries are also registered, particularly
from Peru, Mexico, and Colombia. The interaction is relevant because it is not limited to comments or laughs written in text (hahaha), but establishes dialogues that reach levels that differ from what
is commonly seen in social networks, as these two from SuperYapita and Zeroz45.
“It’s not that women sleep with men. BOTH MEN AND
WOMEN rush without considering we could catch venereal diseases… And it’s not only you who enjoy; women are also human
with orgasms and desires, and we also enjoy… let’s avoid macho
comments.”
“Every change came from women when they
acquired more power… more freedom… they
really care less what society thinks and fuck
and fuck nonstop hahahaha... any problem?
Noooo, it’s better for us men.”
The promo video shows 602 comments, most of which express
laughs or expectations on the fiction that will be published. In this
case, those related to one comment’s spelling errors draw our attention, e.g.:
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“Sorry, but I think you made some mistakes
in Spanish: “BilingÜe” [Bilingual] is written
with a dieresis; “Hablas” [talk] is written with
an H before the A; “te Ves”[see yourself] is
written with a V, not with a B; and, of course,
“inglés”[English] has an accent. I don’t think
you should insult people that way, as if you
were superior... oh! And by the way, Bilingual kid, “Loser” [in English] only has one O.
Sincerely: a true bilingual [person].” (William
Sánchez Coronel)
“I DON’T THINK THE VIDEO WAS THAT
AWESOME BECAUSE PEOPLE LIKE
FIGHTING IN THE COMMENTS BETTER...
HUMANS… THIS IS WHY THERE ARE
SENSELESS WARS.” (davidcadenazavaleta8)
[sic]

4. Highlights of the year
The Ecuadorian TV fiction genre reinforced the sitcoms and,
for the second consecutive year, telenovela production was absent
in open signal channels. Two new comedy series added to the list
registered in 2011 and 2012: Aída (Teleamazonas) and Los Tostadams (TC), although they had no relevant positions in the preference
levels. On the contrary, El combo amarillo (Ecuavisa) holds two of
the first three top ten places as of its second season.
The year’s highlights, thus, are not in a new TV fiction format,
where the sitcom has turned into a common production for Ecuadorian audiovisuals; and neither in contents or resources, since humor
has clearly become the most common tool to concentrate audiences.
Therefore, we can deduct that the most relevant format in 2012
is in what we will call transmedia fiction, or the use of other media,
i.e., dissemination platforms created by the new Internet technologies, as the mentioned case of Enchufetv and its YouTube channel,
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which includes sketches, irreverent and sarcastic parodies mainly on
relationships but, in general, deal with daily life aspects.
Above all is the first Ecuadorian webnovela, also promoted as
the first in Latin America,26 Resaka, sponsored and financed by TC
Televisión, which can also be watched on the webpage. The idea,
the script and all moments of the production took place at the Instituto Superior de Estudios de Televisión, ITV, with its headquarters
in Guayaquil.27 Although the project dates backs to 2008 and was
originally conceived as a miniseries for open TV, different problems
delayed its start up until it came true for Internet with publication
of the first chapter in the webpage created to this end (http://www.
resak.tv). The 40 chapters that make up the webnovela are all in that
address with a duration ranging between 8 and 12.5 minutes each.
They were uploaded three times every week. A second season has
been announced.
According to ITV’s Accountability Report 2012 (Rendición de
Cuentas del ITV 2012),28 a research was performed for its production with over 300 youngsters up to 25 years old, which illustrated
the young groups’ trend to “watch TV less and devote more time to
the use of INTERNET [sic], its websites, and social networks.”
This fact, which was the project’s start up, was supplemented
with the proof that open signal TV channels did not produce any
telenovela in 2012. For its production, ITV invested a high amount
in the prior purchase of a high definition mobile unit; and the general budget (US$ 85,000) was invested by TC Televisión that, according to the afore-mentioned report, gave great relevance to the
premiere in its webpage.

26
Perhaps the first in Latin America with specialized production, as if addressed to formal
TV. However, there are online news about Amalia y Poncho, by Univisión (Los Angeles
& Miami), premiered in June, while the Ecuadorian production came out in August 2012.
27
ITV is a TV production and direction formation institute created in 1993, which has
earned increasing prestige and grants annual awards to the best TV productions in different categories. It is associated to TC Televisión. See details in http://www.itv.edu.ec/
index.html.
28
See details in http://www.itv.edu.ec/documentos/rendicioncuentas/rendicion2012.pdf.
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For some years now, ITV and TC Televisión have kept close
work relations. Therefore, it is not surprising to see that the webnovela’s budget came from a state-administered channel that has
high ratings and concentrates the largest number of highly viewed
telenovelas; that has a national comedy series, Mi Recinto, that has
remained in the top ten for many years; and that, together with Ecuavisa, have marked Ecuador’s way in relation to fiction productions
and even compete among each other in this field29and in ratings as
well, although their targets are different.30
The link between ITV and TC, as well as the financing commitment, meant that the webnovela production had to be thought
as some kind of experiment, with regards to the audience as well.
In the words of Alfredo Adum, executive producer of Resaka and
ITV director, interviewed on the day of its launching (August 28,
2012),“the idea is for it to become a TV telenovela in a close future. We put the stakes in a reverse way to assure its success in
TV through youth’s web preferences.” He also said that there is no
“youngster in the world who is not linked to the web” (El Popular,
2012).
In fact, to be supported on, and particularly targetting, young
audiences is also what would explain the success of Enchufetv, analyzed above. Because even if comedies are still the main source of
Ecuadorian fiction, the use of these new platforms attracts more attention from the young people who, it seems, have other demands.
In the case of Enchufetv, as we said above, it is a parody of daily
life where sarcasm and irreverence prevail. “We wanted to make
porno, but our mothers didn’t let us”, they tease in their Facebook
account (https://www.facebook.com/enchufetv). There is, hence, a
For example, two fiction dramatized productions on yellow chronic or criminality
transmitted almost simultaneously were Pasado y confeso, by Ecuavisa, and Archivos del
destino, by TC, referenced below, in the section regarding the year.
30
Both channels have their main offices in Guayaquil; Ecuavisa’s preferences are mainly
urban middle and upper class, while TC’s are urban-marginal in the city and other small
towns and rural localities, what explains the permanency of Mi Recinto among the top
ten.
29
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caustic look, sometimes black humor, around the realities of youngsters of middle socioeconomic classes in Quito, in particular, and
on men-women relations, which also reveal a vision that could be
considered sexist.
Nevertheless, the result of these fiction productions thought
upon Internet’s dissemination facilities –because TV channels closed
their doors on them, as the young producers of Enchufetv, who created their own producer revealed– is that they are also in the cloud, i.e.,
not only for national audience consumption. On the contrary of the
sketches of Quito producer Touché Films, the chapters of Resaka, by
ITV, an educational institution associated to a TV channel, have not
reached the millionaire audience levels of the latter.
This could be due to the fact that Resaka’s contents are more
traditional, although they declared it addresses current daily problems that youngsters confront, i.e., drug mafias conducted by small
or big drug lords.
In summary, the stakes are on another media, not on different contents that contribute to break the prevailing parameters. This
is illustrated by follow up and reproductions dissemination data by
April 26, 2013: the webnovela has its own webpage, a Facebook
fan page, with 810 likes, one YouTube channel with 16 videos –
not the 40 chapters–, 100 subscribers, and only 7,300 reproductions
(https://www.youtube.com/user/RESAK2012?feature).

5. Topic of the year: social memory and television fiction
Until writing appeared, orality was the privileged support of
social memory. The advent of writing allowed recording this collective memory’s tracks in a more systematic and relatively accurate
way. Further on, photography, filming, and television enabled feeding this social memory with audiovisual elements that opened new
ways of building social memory: audiences take public happenings
they consider important as their own, they remind the facts they did
not live personally, and news or fiction can become part of their
lives only because they are broadcast in television.
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Speeches, hence, acquire public validity and they are remembered in this way. Furthermore, certain events can become part of
the social memory because the audiovisual media diversify the goals
of the participating information sources to build the contemporary
historic memory and, in this way, they allow some kind of democratic dissemination of historic accounts.
The arrival of audiovisual media, such as movies, television,
videos and, now, digital means, generates “new ways of shaping
memory which are an unavoidable part, some instantly and others
virtually, of the global world’s daily life” (Guarini, 2002). Audiovisuals, thus, influence memory in two ways, on one hand the media
become an unlimited source of elements to remember and, on the
other hand, audiovisual files become a significant support for the
social conservation of the components that account for history. In
other words, audiovisuals have a double function: process and support.
Ecuadorian television is a support for social memory since it
has numberless recordings on social, economic, and political reality made for the news. Fifty years later, each channel has its own
audiovisual materials, which are diamonds in the rough to build the
country’s social memory. However, from the perspective of fiction
TV, the situation is different. If we understand social memory as
tales fully or partially occurred in the near or remote past, Ecuadorian productions are scarce. This is partially due to the fact that Ecuadorian TV lacks its own sustained fiction production and because
no capacities have been developed for such production, whether for
technical or financial reasons, or different perspectives (Obitel 2011
Yearbook). Regardless of this deficit, some productions can be included in the social memory, which we analyze in three moments:
1. 1960–1980 First experiences: Ecuadorian TV, with its
birth certificate in 1960, tried to find its own personality in the first
two decades. In this way, the first national fictions appear, some of
which from the perspective of social memory, as the case of the first
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fiction production of the current Red Telesistema (RTS),31 with the
series Narcisa de Jesús (1961); the case of Ecuavisa TV chain, with
the series El Cristo de nuestras angustias (1967); and of Teleamazonas’s telenovela La casa de los Lirios (1974).
These TV fiction productions based on social memory seek
to recover Ecuadorian religious customs and traditions, as opposed to “modern times” the country was starting to live and that
for some entailed the risk of losing such traditions. A telenovela
on the biography of Narcisa de Jesús Martillo Morán, a lady from
the Guayaquil of the 19th century who was turned into the model
secular catechist, can be clearly identified with the first mentioned
productions.32
These first productions represented a religious and traditionalist Ecuadorian society at the time of its issuance. We could say, thus,
that they emphasize on developing a “conservative” social memory
based on characters and stories that sought to reflect and deepen the
peoples religiousness; they generate one single speech by presenting
life models to follow, since almost all fiction productions are aimed
to underscore and even idolize the main character’s religious values.
In the 80’s, in spite of some efforts to improve the quality of
fiction productions, none of these are based on social memory.
2. The 90’s: An encounter between literature and TV fiction: In the 90’s Ecuadorian television shows a boom in its fiction
production from the social memory perspective, although based on
the works of national writers. We could say that social memory has
two purposes: 1) an attempt to recover this memory by rescuing
authors from the country’s great literary heritage; and 2) reconstruction of the social memory by producing fiction programs based on
these works.

31
This is the first channel created in Guayaquil that remains to this date with different
owners and name – initially it was called Canal 4.
32
Beatified by John Paul II in 1992 and canonized by Benedict XVI in 2008. She is considered to be miraculous and her shrine near Guayaquil has many devout visits.
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As shown below, one single channel accounts for seven productions that, while they did not have high ratings, made part of the
experience required to produce fiction with new stories.
Table 12. TV series based on the works of Ecuadorian writers
Series / Telenovela

Books of Ecuadorian authors
TV station
Cumandá
Cumandá
Ecuavisa
Juan León Mera, 1877
Los Sangurimas
Los Sangurimas
Ecuavisa
José de la Cuadra, 1934
A la Costa
A la Costa
Ecuavisa
Luis A. Martínez,1904
El Chulla Romero y
El Chulla Romero y Flores
Ecuavisa
Flores
Jorge Icaza, 1958
Siete lunas, siete serpientes
7 lunas, 7 serpientes
Ecuavisa
Demetrio Aguilera Malta, 1970
El Cojo Navarrete
El Cojo Navarrete
Ecuavisa
Enrique Terán, 1941
Polvo y Ceniza
TeleamazoPolvo y Ceniza
Eliécer Cárdenas, 1979
nas
Source: Interviews with directors and producers - Obitel Ecuador

Year
1993
1993
1995
1995
1996
1996
1997

The encounter of Ecuadorian television and literature is one of
the great moments of national fiction and social memory production. The events occurred in times of liberation struggles, the first
domestic migration movements from the Sierra to the Coast, the
Liberal Revolution, as well as popular characters, which are part of
the identity of Quito or the Coast, were recovered for the coming
generations.
Through television, the new generations come near to Ecuadorian history and literature to build social memory. Some of these
fiction productions have been retransmitted and others, donated by
Cinemateca Nacional of Casa de la Cultura Ecuatoriana, have become part of the country’s audiovisual memory.
Furthermore, these productions were made with a critical look
to historical events, which was not quite common in that time’s
narrative proposals. They were produced in series of four and five
chapters, and many were adapted into film format later.
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The historical memory was rebooted with these productions,
although not from an official version, but from Ecuadorian writers
who give a more day-to-day or critical view of certain facts recreated in environments that gathered love, hate, dreams, and struggles
of characters; they are frequently critical of power and conservative
ways of life during the dramatized times.
Besides productions based on literature, there are other TV
fiction productions of social memory: La Baronesa de Galápagos
(1992, Ecuavisa), Sucre (1992, Teleamazonas), JJ, el Ruiseñor de
América (1996, Teleamazonas), Pasado y Confeso (1994, Ecuavisa). From this list, which includes historical lives and legends,33 Pasado y Confeso stood out during one decade (until 2005) with more
than 700 episodes of different histories. It had high ratings and was
the most watched national non-comedy fiction series of those years.
It addressed recent social memory events based on different police
reports that became yellow press events. This series, nevertheless,
promotes a limited social memory only based on the fact itself, i.e.,
isolated from the social and historical context in which it took place.
3. The 21st century, no social memory: From 2000 to this
date, national TV production has increased in number, but not necessarily in fiction programs –only two were produced: Sé que vienen
a matarme (Ecuavisa, 2007) and Olmedo, el castigo de la grandeza
(Teleamazonas, 2009).
As mentioned above, the national TV fiction production is
aimed at a low-cost high-rating scheme and, thus, is limited to comedies and has displaced telenovelas and other fiction formats. One
of the productions indicated in the former paragraph, Sé que vienen
a matarme, an Ecuavisa series based on the novel of Ecuadorian
writer Alicia Yánez Cossío, depicted the life of a controversial Ecuadorian president of the 19th century, conservative-winged Gabriel
García Moreno, who was murdered by his opponents. The series reAccording to the titles, it is Antonio José de Sucre, General of Bolívar’s armies; Julio
Jaramillo, from Guayaquil, the most popular Ecuadorian singer even 30 years after he
died; a legend about a German woman who lived in the Galapagos Islands in the 30s.
33
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flects Ecuadorian fiction’s course and not only rebuilds an epoch’s
scenarios, but also includes improved performances and a production in general.
Likewise, the series shows Ecuavisa’s attempt to recover its
golden era, i.e., the 90’s, in the production of social memory fiction
linked to Ecuadorian literary works. Unfortunately, such attempt
stopped there and the next works have been addressed to reality
shows, comedy series and humor telenovelas, contests, and general
entertainment.
According to Ecuavisa producer Marcelo Aguilar,34 financial
matters frequently limit Ecuadorian TV channels’ fiction production. He believes the audience must be educated and encouraged
to watch more quality national production, for which he suggested
establishing a time slot for all TV channels to broadcast national
fiction and social memory productions.
In other words, up to this date, the 21st century represents the
years of non-social memory in Ecuadorian fiction TV.

5.1. Public television, an opportunity for social memory
Finally, we must point out that an alternative to collect and
recreate the social memory in TV fiction production is Ecuador’s
public channel ECTV. On its fifth anniversary and with programs
that have turned it into an alternative space for production and dissemination, it could be the channel in charge of fiction proposals
for social memory since private TV, mainly due to market reasons,
has been unable to sustain this attempt. Social memory is essential
to secure identities and to learn histories, all in plural, as Halbwachs
said: “Next to written history is a live story that is perpetuated or
reunites in time and where a large number of ancient currents apparently disappeared can be found.” (La memoire collective, 1968) In

In an interview with this producer, and with ECTV Programming Director Marcelo del
Pozo, we obtained data on social memory fiction productions, since there is no written
source.

34
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other words, gathering the collective memory or social memory is
equivalent to transmitting knowledge.
Public television has not ventured enough in fiction productions
from social memory. The few of productions of the kind are national
films.35 On the bicentennial anniversary of independence (2009), a
didactic documentary-fiction series, Patriota, was produced in five
chapters, dealing with the main characters of the Ecuadorian independence process.
Regardless of these positive steps to encourage social memory,
all channels, the public channel included, are more focused on other
programs. However, in 2012 there was the first invitation to national
producers aimed to promote fiction. The doors for fiction and social
memory production open gradually.
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1. Audiovisual context in the country
The increasing fragmentation of the Spanish television system
due to the effects of DTT (Digital Terrestrial TV) and the economic
crisis left a mark in 2012. The merger of Tele5 and Cuatro was consolidated and they now lead the advertising market. Meanwhile, Antena3 confirmed the takeover of LaSexta, and the audience measurement system turned 25. The decline in advertising spending and the
green light given to the privatization of autonomous TV channels
are also among the highlights of a year in which fiction programming is, once again, a top value.
Graphic 1. National broadcasting television networks in Spain
(private and public open access DTT)
Ownership
National

Public
First channel

Second channel

Private

La1

La2

Antena3, Tele5, Cuatro,
LaSexta

Charo Lacalle coordinates the Obitel Spanish research team, comprised by Mariluz
Sánchez, Lucía Trabajo and Deborah Castro as associated researchers. The following
members of OFENT (Observatory of Spanish Fiction and New Technologies, in Spanish Observatorio de Ficción Española y Nuevas Tecnologías) have collaborated: Anna
Alonso, Paola Cabrera, Belén Granda, Francisca Nicolau, Germán Muñoz, Karina Tiznado and Berta Trullàs.
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Consumption sets a new record in 2012, with 246 minutes of
viewing per inhabitant and day, seven more than last year. DTT
consumption has also experienced a significant increase, reaching
81.4% in December, compared to 14.3% of cable viewing and 4.3%
of satellite viewing.
In March, Tele5 regained the leadership lost in 2009, which
was consolidated in June, after the extraordinary audience results of
the UEFA Euro 2012. Mediaset’s TV network, however, finished
the year setting a new minimum (13.9%), same as La1 (12. 2%),
now on third place behind Antena3 (12.5%). Instead, the rise of
open access DTT thematic channels continues, with a 3.9 increase
from last year (28.5%).
Graphic 2a. Audience share per national television networks
TDT
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The decline of autonomous channels (9.8%) is unevenly distributed. Catalan TV3 becomes the generalist TV network with a
higher audience share in Spain (14.3%).
Graphic 2b. Audience share per autonomous television networks
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All communication groups have increased their audience share,
with the exception of CRTVE, which fell 3.4%. The group Tele5 leads
the ranking with 28.5%. Antena3 Group ranked second (25.8%), including the 7.5% from LaSexta group, and was followed by CRTVE
(18.9%), Vocento (4.4%) and Unidad Editorial (3.2% ).
Graphic 3. TV groups
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                              Source: Kantar Media/Barlovento Comunicación

This year, fiction is the most frequent genre on TV programming (21.8%), followed by entertainment (21%), on a downward
trend, and information (20.2%).
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Graphic 4. Genres and hours aired on TV
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1.1. Audience trends in 2012
Antena3 is still the preferred channel by young people between
13 and 24 years old, while age groups 25-44 and 45-64 are prominent
in Tele5. Audience on La1 includes those over 65, although it is not
as feminine as in years past. Individual viewing (43.8%) is, again,
the preferred option by Spanish viewers, particularly those of Tele5,
followed by watching TV with your partner (39.8%), more common
on public channels. Watching TV as a group (16.5%) stands out in
Antena3, the TV network with the largest familiar audience2.
Águila Roja is, once again, the most watched fiction for the
fourth consecutive year and the only one able to include the three
episodes aired in 2012 among the 50 most watched programs of the
year (in positions 40, 41 and 47). The ranking consists of soccer,
with the exception of three Formula1 Championship broadcasts, one
episode of the musical program La Voz, and two programs dedicated
to Eurovision. The game between Spain and Portugal, specifically
the moment of the penalties, on June 27th, is the most watched event,
with 18,141,000 viewers (83.3%).
Film continues its downward trend on TV. The most watched
film of 2012 (Breaking Dawn, Part I), aired in Antena3, is located
number 99 in the annual ranking (4,546,000 viewers and 22.8% audience share). La1, however, still obtains good results in this area,
as fifteen of the 20 most watched films of 2012 have been broadcast
during its prime time cinema program on Sundays.
2

http://www.barloventocomunicacion.es/.
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1.2. Advertising investment
Television continues to lead the advertising investment in media, despite the decline experienced in 2012 (16.5%), with a total of
2,372.5 million euros (43.0%)3. The loss was more pronounced in
public TV networks, which lost 27.2% compared to the 15.1% drop
in private TV networks. In turn, the decline of advertising investment resulted in a 10.1% less time allotted to spots and 13.5% less
time for sponsorships. Infomercials, however, are stable and selfpromotion increased by 11.5%4.
Thanks to the excellent audience results of the soccer EuroCup
in Tele5, the commercial by Cruzcampo aired during the Spain-Croatia match on June 18th was the most watched on the history of television (16,399,000 viewers and 42.5%).The Efficacy Award 2012,
granted by the AEA (Spanish Association of Advertisers, in Spanish Asociación Española de Anunciantes), went to a commercial by
Campofrío that paid tribute to the great Spanish comedian Miguel
Gila. It allowed the well-known brand of cold cuts to increase their
sales by 11% and to exceed the 33% of advertising notoriety5.

1.3. Merchandising and social merchandising
As expected, the crisis has reopened the debate about the possible return of advertising to TVE. Furthermore, the debate was
stimulated by the criticism from private TV networks (UTECA) and
the Spanish Association of Advertisers (Asociación Española de
Anunciantes, in Spanish, or AEA) to TVE’s sponsorships of sporting and cultural programs. The inclusion of commercial logos in
some TVE programs has also been reported by UTECA6.

3
Infoadex and IAB Spain data referring to the first quarter of the year (http://www.iabspain.net/wp-content/uploads/downloads/2012/10/Estudio-Inversi%C3%B3n-S1-2012.
pdf).
4
CMT data referring to the second quarter (http://www.europapress.es/tv/noticiaingresos-publicitarios-televisiones-cayeron-163-segundo-trimestre-20120920175622.
html).
5
http://anunciantes.com/ecos/efi12/Expansion_121031_48_84.pdf.
6
http://www.elmundo.es/elmundo/2010/04/19/comunicacion/1271680703.html.
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In April, the Government announced that, during 2012, it
would invest 35.5 million euros in institutional advertising, 56.0%
less than the previous year7. Television lost 8.8% from 2011, while
the Internet budget was increased by 5.0%. At year end, the entity
red.es, under the Ministry of Industry, opened a special call with a
budget of 2.6 million euros for the advertising campaign (television,
newspapers and billboards) regarding the new DTT blackout.
Reduction in advertising spending and the falling revenue from
SMS and Call TV resulting from the use of smartphones have contributed to an increasing interest in cheaper forms of promotion,
such as sponsorship. Along these lines, in October Multichannel
Chello, the largest independent producer of thematic channels for
Spain and Portugal, bet on unconventional advertisement by purchasing Diferencia-T Media. This purchase was aimed to expand its
scope to include product placement on fiction, sports and entertainment programming.

1.4. Communication policies
The year began with the approval of the merger between Antena3 and LaSexta. In August, the Government eliminated the previous requirement to commercialize advertisements of LaSexta and
Antena3 separately. The Government also increased to 22% the
joint biannual average audience to set the terms promotional space.
On October 1st Atres Advertising, the commercializing company of
Antena3 Group, also took over advertising in LaSexta.
The reduction and reorganization of DTT channels has been
one of the main topics of the year. In autumn, the Government undertook a new rearrangement frequency process to make way for
4G mobile telephony, which shifted the cost of the Digital Dividend
onto the 1.4 million users of the antennas needed to perform the
transformation. Finally, after UTECA agreed to transfer one of the
six multiplexes and to keep 24 TV channels, the cost of the Digital

7

http://www.elmundo.es/elmundo/2012/05/04/espana/1336092115.html.
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Dividend was reduced from 800 to 300 million (about 20 euros per
household).

1.5. Public TV
Late last year, the Government announced a 200 million euros
cut in RTVE’s budget (from 1,200 to 1,000 million), which was
set back to a similar level to that in 20098. In May, the reform of
RTVE’s Law was approved. Among other important changes, it allowed choosing the president by absolute majority. Autonomous
public channels faced the economic crisis with a significant drop
in advertising revenue and a growing deficit, although the financial
situation varies considerably from an Autonomous Community to
another, as it happens with viewing ratings.
In January, the Government gave green light to the privatization of autonomous channels, by drawing up a decree that was approved in April. It allowed Autonomous Communities to close, sell
or privatize some or all their TV channels. Following the amendments of the opposition, the Law amending the Law 7/2000 of
March 31st was definitively approved in July. 7RM, the TV channel
of Murcia, was the first to benefit from privatization. It began to
operate at its lowest ebb from August 1st (until it went out to public
tender). In September, RTVA closed Canal Sur 2’s programming.

1.6. Pay TV
The latest report from the Telecommunications Market Commission (CMT) indicated that, in late 2011, in Spain there were
4,500,000 subscribers to pay television, distributed as follows:
1,756,200 (38.9%) to satellite television; 1,464,000 (32.4%) to
cable television; 913,000 (20.2%) to IPTV; and 383,700 (8.5%)
to pay DTT9. However, while pay IPTV and DTT platforms grew

http://www.elmundo.es/elmundo/2011/12/30/comunicacion/1325261545.html.
http://informecmt.cmt.es/docs/Informe%20economico%20sectorial/Servicios%20audiovisuales%20CMT%202011.pdf.
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(6.7% and 10.4% respectively)10, the number of subscribers fell by
100,000 between June and September11. To make matters worse,
the Government announced in July the new rates of value added
tax (VAT). Pay TV services lost their reduced rate and raised from
8.0% to 21.0% from January 1st, 2013, same as cinema, theatre and
other types of entertainment.
In May, Antena3 launched a new online pay TV service (“Premium Lounge Mode”). It offers high quality fiction without advertising through micropayments (subscription to previews and monthly content or access to specific content).
In August, the difficult financial situation of Prisa12 brought
Canal+ –the exclusive holder in Spain of media rights to UEFA– to
award Telefónica Spain the ability to offer customers a new channel (Canal+ Champions League) through an auction in front of a
Notary.
In late December, Vodafone Spain decided to suspend all television services to subscribers of ADSL and mobile (VodafoneTV
and InternetTV, Canal+ and Canal+ Liga mobile) as well as video
downloads. The decision was destined to avoid the fees imposed on
mobile telephone operators in 2009, in order to finance RTVE after
the removal of advertising (equivalent to about six times more than
what Vodafone received for its audiovisual services)13.

In 2011 satellite and cable TV were reduced by 0.9% and 2.9% respectively (http://
informecmt.cmt.es/docs/Informe%20economico%20sectorial/Servicios%20audiovisuales%20CMT%202011.pdf).
11
http://www.europapress.es/tv/noticia-ingresos-publicitarios-televisiones-cayeron163-segundo-trimestre-20120920175622.html.
12
Prisa Group reported a net loss of 31.45 million euros during the first nine months of
the year, compared with a profit of 17.93 million euros in the same period of 2011 (http://
www.europapress.es/economia/noticia-economia-ampl-prisa-pierde-3145-millones-septiembre-frente-beneficio-179-millones-2011-20121029185328.html).
13
http://economia.elpais.com/economia/2012/12/21/actualidad/1356093018_696455.
html.
10
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1.7. New media trends
In 2012, the most remarkable aspect of the relationship between television and the Internet was the mobile TV deployment. In
February, Antena3 was, once again, ahead of the rest of networks. It
launched ANT3.0, a pioneering application in Spain to connect live
TV to smartphones and tablets in real time.
TVE also started the year adding to its extensive online audiovisual archive the applications for iPhone and Android. Meanwhile,
TV3 launched a new application for tablets and smartphones which
allows access to over 75,000 videos from TV3alacarta, and live
broadcasts of TV3CAT and 3/24. In September, Mediaset Spain announced the launch of the application Mitele, which brings together
the larger online programming of the Spanish audiovisual groups.
Antena3 already had a similar application since November 2011.
At the time of writing this lines, the introduction of High Definition (HD) continues to move along, not without controversy.
Although, theoretically, the big TV networks offer HD broadcasting, truth is that many do not reach the default European standard
(H264) required by law14.

2. Yearly analysis: premiere of National and Ibero-American fiction
In 2012, 32 national productions premiered, 28 in an openaccess network and two in pay channels. Antena3 was the network
with more premiere fictions (thirteen) and also the one with less reruns (three). On the contrary, La1 is third according to the premiere
fictions and has the most reruns (fifteen).

14
http://tecnologia.elpais.com/tecnologia/2012/04/22/actualidad/1335090218_876658.
html.
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Table 1a. Fiction productions in 2012 and their
respective national broadcasting networks
NATIONAL PREMIERED TITLES
– 32

PREMIERED IMPORTED PRODUCTIONS – 1

La1 – 6 national titles
1. Águila roja (series)
2. Amar en tiempos revueltos (serial)
3. Cuéntame cómo pasó (series)
4. Isabel (series)
5. Stamos okupa2 (series)
6. La memoria del agua (miniseries)
Antena3 – 13 national titles
7. Bandolera (serial)
8. Con el culo al aire (series)
9. El barco (series)
10. El secreto de Puente viejo (serial)
11. Fenómenos (series)
12. Gran hotel (series)
13. Hispania, la leyenda (series)
14. Imperium (series)
15. Los protegidos (series)
16. Luna, el misterio de Calenda (series)
17. Toledo (series)
18. Marco (miniseries)
19. Historias robadas (miniseries)
Tele5 – 7 national titles
20. Aída (series)
21. Frágiles (series)
22. Hospital Central (series)
23. La fuga (series)
24. La que se avecina (series)
25. Mi gitana (miniseries)
26. Carmina (miniseries)
LaSexta – 1 national title
27. Crematorio (series)
Canal+ – 1 national title
28. Falcón (series)
Disney Channel – 1 national title
29. La gira (sketch)
Neox – 1 national title
30. Señoras que (sketch)
Nitro – 1 national title
31.Psicodriving (sketch)
TNT – 1 national title
32.Malviviendo (sketch)

Tele5 - 1 imported production
33.Cheers (series)
RERUNS – 29
La1 – 15 reruns
1. Abuela de verano(series)
2. Al filo de la ley (series)
3. Ana y los siete (series)
4. Arroz y tartana (miniseries)
5. Celia (series)
6. Cuéntame cómo pasó (series)
7. El secreto de la porcelana (miniseries)
8. Entre naranjos (TV movie)
9. Guante blanco(series)
10. La señora (series)
11. La verdad de Laura (serial)
12. Las cerezas del cementerio (TV
movie)
13. Pelotas (series)
14. Severo Ochoa: la conquista de un
Nobel (TV movie)
15. Ramón y Cajal: historia de una voluntad (miniseries)
La 2 – 7 reruns
16. Celia (series)
17. Ciudad K (sketch)
18. Curro Jiménez (series)
19. Teresa de Jesús (miniseries)
20. La forja de un rebelde (miniseries)
21. La huella del crimen (TV movie)
22. Lorca, muerte de un poeta (miniseries)
Antena3 – 3 reruns
23. Con el culo al aire (series)
24. Gran hotel (series)
25. Polseres vermelles (series)
Tele5 – 4 reruns
26. Aída (series)
27. Frágiles (series)
28. La que se avecina (series)
29. Parejología 3x2 (sketch)
TOTAL EXHIBITED PRODUCTIONS: 62

Source: Obitel Spain
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Autonomous TV networks premiered 30 titles and aired 42
reruns. TV3 premiered the most titles (thirteen), although most of
them were TV movies (nine). TV3 also aired fifteen reruns, nine
of them were TV movies. In general, autonomous TV networks air
reruns of their own fiction more often than national networks.
Table 1b. Fiction productions in 2012 and their
respective autonomous broadcasting networks
AUTONOMOUS PREMIERED
TITLES -30
Canal9 – 1 autonomous title
1. L’alqueria blanca (series)
CanalSur – 1 autonomous title
2. Arrayán (serial)
ETB1–- 3 autonomous titles
3. Bi eta bat (series)
4. DBH (sketch)
5. Goenkale (serial)
ETB2 – 1 autonomous title
6. La conspiración (TV movie)
IB3 – 1 autonomous title
7. L’anell (serial)
Telemadrid – 2 autonomous titles
8. Lo que yo te diga (sketch)
9. Todo es posible en el bajo (series)
TV3 – 13 autonomous titles
10. Gran nord (series)
11. KMM (series)
12. La Riera (serial)
13. Germanes (TV movie)
14. Tornarem (miniseries)
15. Concepció Arenal (TV movie)
16. Atrapats (TV movie)
17. Codi 60 (TV movie)
18. Lluna plena (TV movie)
19. Mar de plàstic (TV movie)
20. Tocant el mar (TV movie)
21. Violetes (TV movie)
22. La síndrome de cacareco (TV movie)
TVCanarias – 1 autonomous title
23. La revoltosa (series)
TVG – 7 autonomous titles
24. Era visto (sketch)
25. Escoba (series)
26. Libro de família (series)
27. Matalobos (series)

28. Padre Casares (series)
29. Vacas, porcos e zapatos de tacón (TV
movie)
30. Outro mais (TV movie)
RERUNS – 43
CMT – 2 reruns
1. Arrayán (serial)
2. Padre Casares (series)
Canal9 – 3 reruns
3. Géminis (serial)
4. Senyor retor (series)
5. Socarrats (sketch)
Nou2 – 4 reruns
6. Negocis de familia (series)
7. Altra oportunitat (series)
ETB1 – 7 reruns
8. Arregitamak (series)
9. Balbemendi (series)
10. Bietabat (series)
11. DBH (sketch)
12. Goenkale (serial)
13. Martin (series)
14. Mugaldekoak (series)
ETB2 – 1 rerun
15. Euskolegas (series)
IB3 – 2 reruns
16. Llàgrima de sang (serial)
17. Mossén capellà (series)
TV3 – 15 reruns
18. El criminal (TV movie)
19. La memoria dels cargols (series)
20. Majoria absoluta (series)
21. Plats bruts (series)
22. Polseres vermelles (series)
23. Porca miseria (series)
24. Ventdelplà (serial)
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25. El cas Reiner (TV movie)
26. La balada de l’estret (TV movie)
27. L’edèn (TV movie)
28. Connexió (TV movie)
29. Menjar per a gats (TV movie)
30. Perduts (TV movie)
31. Psiquiatres, psicòlegs i alters malalts
(TVmovie)
32. Tornar a casa (TVmovie)
33 – 1 rerun
33. La Riera (serial)
TVCanarias – 2 reruns
34. La revoltosa (series)
35. Mañana es para siempre (serial)
TVCanarias2 – 1 rerun
36. Profesor en La habana (series)

TVG – 4 reruns
37. Era visto (sketch)
38. Libro de família (series)
39. Padre Casares (series)
40. Valderrei (series)
TVG2 – 2 reruns
41. Terra de Miranda (series)
42. Matalobos (series)
TOTAL EXHIBITED
PRODUCTIONS: 72

Source: Obitel Spain

National premiere fiction includes 33 Spanish productions,
four Ibero-American, and one co-production between Spain and
USA, the adaptation of the comedy Cheers (NBC, 1982-1983)15. In
2012 a total of 1,322 episodes/chapters were broadcasted over 1,237
hours and 55 minutes. One of the Ibero-American programs is also
a co-production, although Spain is not part of it. It is the telenovela
Corazón apasionado (USA and Venezuela).
Table 2a. Total national premieres fictional
programming in 2012: country of origin
Country

%

Hours

%

89.2

Chapters/
Episodes
970

76.6

898:25

75.9

4

10.8

296

23.4

284:30

24.1

-

-

-

-

-

-

Titles

%

NATIONAL (total)

33

IBERO-AMERICAN (total)
Argentina
Brazil
Chile
Colombia

The second Spanish co-production in 2012 is the Spanish-German-British Falcón, aired
on the pay TV channel Canal+.
15
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Ecuador
SPAIN
USA (Hispanic production)
Mexico
Peru
Portugal
Uruguay
Venezuela
Ibero-American (Obitel scope)

33
3
2
1
6

84.6
7.7
5.1
2.6
-

970
142
156
54
-

73.4
10.7
11.8
4.1
-

898:25
123:40
161:50
54:00
-

72.6
10.0
13.1
4.4
-

Ibero-American (not Obitel
scope)

-

-

-

-

-

-

Others (productions and coproductions from other Latin
American/Ibero-American
countries)

2

5.1

56

4.2

55:00

4.4

TOTAL

39

100.0

1,322

100.0 1,237:55 100.0

Source: Obitel Spain

The total of national and autonomous fiction titles premiered
is 70, the 37 national programs aforementioned and 33 productions
from autonomous TV channels. The latter include 30 Spanish programs and three Ibero-American.
Table 2b. Total national and autonomous premieres fictional
programming in 2012: Country of origin
Titles

%

Chapters/
Episodes

%

Hours

%

NATIONAL & AUTONOMOUS

63

90.0

1,778

73.1

1,519:00

74.1

IBERO-AMERICAN
(total)

7

10.0

655

26.9

531:40

25.9

Argentina
Brazil
Chile
Colombia
Ecuador
SPAIN

1
63

1.4
87.5

60
1,778

2.4
71.4

40:00
1,519:00

1.9
72.1

Country

USA (Hispanic production)

3

4.2

142

5.7

123:40

5.9

Mexico
Peru

2
-

2.8
-

156
-

6.3
-

161:50
-

7.7
-
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Portugal
Uruguay
Venezuela
Ibero-American (Obitel
scope)

3

4.2

353

14.2

261:10

12.4

9

12.5

711

28.6

586:40

27.9

Ibero-American (not Obitel
scope)

-

-

-

-

-

-

Others (productions and
co-productions from other
Latin American/IberoAmerican countries)

2

2.8

56

2.2

55:00

2.6

TOTAL

72

100.0

2,489

100.0 2,105:40 100.0

Source: Obitel Spain

The three Spanish serials, aired in the afternoon, from Monday
to Friday, determine the high number of episodes/chapters (708)
compared to prime time (219). This is also a consequence of the
lower number of premieres and the drastic reduction of chapters/
episodes per season. Telenovelas are always aired on the afternoon
slot.
The pattern of weekly broadcast of serials on autonomous TV
channels (except La Riera, broadcasted in the afternoon) explains,
however, the balance between afternoon broadcasts (916) and prime
time (817) in national and autonomous programming. By contrast,
telenovelas on autonomous channels almost double the number of
afternoon hours compared to prime time.
The decrease in the number of national titles (11 less than in
2011) is more pronounced on TV movies and miniseries. Thus, the
difference in the number of hours devoted to premiere fiction from
last year is minimized (898 hours 25 minutes compared to 1,012
hours 35 minutes in 2011).
The same pattern is repeated in relation to total domestic fiction, national and autonomous. Therefore, the premiere of seven less
titles only represents a decrease of 83 hours 30 minutes compared
to 2011.

(6:00-15:00)
(15:00- 21:00)
(21:00-23:00)
(23:00-6:00)

Source: Obitel Spain

Morning
(6:00-15:00)
Afternoon (15:00- 21:00)
Prime time (21:00-23:00)
Night
(23:00-6:00)
TOTAL

Time slot

National
Ibero-American
Total
C/E
%
H
% C/E %
H
%
C/E
%
708 73.0 614:10 68.4 296 100.0 284:30 100.0 1,004 79.3
219 22.6 255:10 28.4
219
17.3
43
4.4
29:05
3.2
43
3.4
970 100.0 898:25 100.0 296 100.0 284:30 100.0 1,266 100.0
H
898:40
255:10
29:05
1,182:55

National and autonomous
Ibero-American
C/E
%
H
%
C/E
%
H
%
916 51.5
774:35
51.0 655 100.0 531:40 100.0
817 46.0
712:30
46.9
45
2.5
32:55
2.1
1,778 100.0 1,519:00 100.0 655 100.0 531:40 100.0

Total
C/E
%
1,571 64.6
817
33.6
45
1.8
2,433 100.0

%
76.0
21.6
2.5
100.0

H
%
1,306:15 63.7
712:30
34.7
32:55
1.6
2,050:40 100.0

Table 3a. Chapters/episode and hours broadcast by time slot – National and autonomous

Source: Obitel Spain

Morning
Afternoon
Prime time
Night
TOTAL

Time slot

Table 3a. Chapters/episode and hours broadcast by time slot - National
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Formats

Source: Obitel Spain

Serial
Series
Miniseries
TV movie
Others (sketch)
TOTAL

Titles
3
21
5
4
33

%
9.1
63.6
15.2
12.1
100.0

National
Chap/Ep
%
681
70.2
222
22.9
10
1.0
57
5.9
970
100.0
Hours
%
609:40 67.9
258:20 28.8
12:30
1.4
17:55
2.0
898:25 100.0

Titles
4
4

Ibero-American
%
Chap/Ep
%
Hours Titles
100.0
296
100.0 284:30 100.0
100.0
296
100.0 284:30 100.0

Titles
7
31
6
12
7
63

National and autonomous
%
Chap/Ep
%
Hours
%
11.1
1,152
64.8
956:40
63.0
49.2
444
25.0
470:20
31.0
9.5
12
0.7
15:20
1.0
19.0
12
0.7
17:30
1.2
11.1
158
8.9
59:10
3.9
100.0
1,778
100.0 1,519:00 100.0

Titles
7
7

Ibero-American
%
Chap/Ep
%
Hours
%
100.0
655
100.0 531:40 100.0
100.0
655
100.0 531:40 100.0

Table 4b. Formats of national, autonomous and Ibero-American fictional programming

Source: Obitel Spain

Serial
Series
Miniseries
TV movie
Others (sketch)
TOTAL

Formats

Table 4a. Formats of national and Ibero-American fictional programming
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Series, miniseries and TV movies are always aired on prime
time. The only exceptions are some two-episode miniseries programmed in one sitting, or series relegated to the late night due to
the unsatisfactory audience results of episodes broadcast on prime
time.
Table 5a. Formats of national fictional
programming by time slot
MorAfterLate
%
% PT
%
% Total %
ning
noon
night
Serial
3
60.0 3
9.1
Series
19 76.0
2
66.7
21
63.6
Miniseries
5
20.0
5
15.2
TV movie
Others (sketch)
2
40.0 1
4,0
1
33.3
4
12.1
TOTAL
5
100.0 25 100.0
3
100.0 33 100.0
Source: Obitel Spain
Formats

Table 5b. Formats of national and autonomous
fictional programming by time slot
MorAfter%
%
PT
noon
ning
Serial
4
33.3
3
Series
29
Miniseries
6
TV movie
6
50.0
4
Others (sketch)
2
16.7
4
TOTAL
12 100.0 46
Source: Obitel Spain
Formats

Late
% Total %
nigh
6.5
7
11.1
63.0
2
40.0
31
49.2
13.0
6
9.5
8.7
2
40.0
12
19.0
8.7
1
20.0
7
11.1
100.0
5
100.0 63 100.0
%

The effects of the economic crisis and the reduction of miniseries and TV movies affect the number of national productions set
in the past, which was halved in both, autonomous and national fictional programming. Instead, in 2012 national fiction doubles the
historical fictions, from one to two titles, same number as autonomous TV networks.
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Table 6a. Time period of national fictional programming
Time period
Present
Past
Historical
Other
TOTAL

Titles
20
10
2
1
33

%
60.6
30.3
6.1
3.0
100,0

                          Source: Obitel Spain

Table 6b. Time period of national and
autonomous fictional programming
Time period
Present
Past
Historical
Other
TOTAL

Titles
45
13
4
1
63

%
71.4
20.6
6.3
1.6
100.0

                          Source: Obitel Spain

Águila Roja leads its fourth consecutive annual ranking, which
also includes the long-lived series Cuéntame cómo paso, La que se
avecina and Aída. The second season of Gran hotel is also among
the top 10 most watched programs of the year, which includes five
new titles.
Table 7a. The ten most watched national titles:
origin, rating and share
Title
1

2

3

Águila
Roja
Cuéntame
cómo
pasó
La
que se
avecina

Original
idea/
script
Spain

Spain

Spain

Production
company
Globomedia
Grupo
Ganga
Producciones
Alba
Adriática

Channel
TVE1

Writer or
Ra- Shaauthor of
Audience ting re
original idea
D. Écija,
J.C.Cueto

6,074,333 13.8 29.8

TVE1

M.
5,017,750 11.4 24.8
Á.Bernardeu

Tele5

A. Caballero 4,215,222

9.6

22.7
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DiagonalTV
Producciones
Mandarina
Globomedia

4

Isabel

Spain

5

Mi
gitana

Spain

6

Aída

Spain

7

Con el
culo al
aire

Spain

Notro TV

A3

8

Fenómenos

Spain

Aparte
Producciones

9

Gran
hotel

Spain

Bambú
producciones

Luna,
el misGlobome10 terio de Spain
dia
Calenda
Total of productions: 10
100%
Source: Obitel Spain

TVE1

9.3

19.7

8.2

19.4

7.6

16.5

D. Fernández
3,210,923
and D. Abajo

7.3

17.2

A3

N.G.Velilla,
O.Capel, A.
Sánchez,
D.S. Olivas

3,160,750

7.2

16.6

A3

R.Campos,
G. R. Neira

2,805,750

6.4

14.7

A3

L. Belloso,
D. Bermejo

2,790,000

6.3

15.3

Tele5
Tele5

Isla de Babel 4,079,916
A.Hernández
Centeno and 3,590,666
C. Pombero
N.García
3,353,891
Velilla

Foreign scripts: 0
0%

Six of the most watched autonomous fiction programs of the
year belong to TV3, three of which topped the annual ranking in
both absolute and relative terms (Table 7b).
Table 7b. The ten most watched autonomous titles:
origin, rating and share
Title
1 La Riera

Original Producidea/
tion
Channel
script
company
Spain

2 Gran Nord

Spain

3 Tornarem

Spain

TVC
Veranda.
tv, Portocabo
Brutal
Media,
ICIC,
ICAA,
TVC

Writer or
author of
original
idea

Cost

Ra- Shating re

TV3

D. Plana

500,000

7.2

24.9

TV3

C. Gené

481,000

6.9

16.1

TV3

P. Garsaball, M.
Grau

474,000

6.8

17.3
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4 Arrayán

Spain

Kubala,
5 Moreno i
Manchón

Spain

DiagonalTV

TV3

6 Germanes

Spain

TVC,
Focus,
Ovídeo
TV, ICIC

TV3

L'alquería
blanca

Spain

RTVV

Canal9

Con8 cepción
Arenal

Spain

Diagonal
TV and
TVC

TV3

Padre
Casares

Spain

Voz audiovisual

TVG

7

9

Linze TV CanalSur

Libro de
Ed. ComSpain
familia
postela
Total of productions: 10
100%
Source: Obitel Spain
10

TVG

E.Galdo

424,000

5.4

11.8

J. Olivares,
418,000
A. Schaaff

6.0

13.8

5.9

14.5

C.López
and À.
Mañas

412,000

J. Prats, D.
Bra400,773 8.4
guinsky,
O. Martí
R. Russo
and L.
263,000 3.8
Mañá
R. Campos, E.
188,000 7.1
Montero,
G. Neira
J.
176,000 6.6
M.Besteiro
Foreign scripts: 0
0%

17.2

9.4

16.8

16.2

Nine of the top ten shows of 2012 are series broadcast in prime
time, but with a varying number of episodes (ranging between the
38 of Aída and the three of Águila Roja). The variety of genres is,
however, wider, with four comedies, three dramas, one “dramedy”,
a fantasy series and an adventure series.
Table 8a. The ten most watched national titles:
format, length and time slot
Title

Format

Genre

Chapters/
Episodes
(2012)

First and last
broadcast
(2012)

Time
slot

1

Águila Roja

Series

Adventure

3

09/01 - 23/01

Prime
Time

2

Cuéntame cómo
pasó

Series

Dramedy

4

12/01 - 02/02

Prime
time

3

La que se
avecina

Series

Comedy

10

01/10 - 26/11
(cont.)

4

Isabel

Series

Drama

13

10/09 - 03/12

Prime
time
Prime
time
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5

Mi gitana

Miniseries

Drama

3

05/03 - 19/03

6

Aída

Series

Comedy

38

08/01 - 23/12

7

Con el culo al
aire

Series

Comedy

13

01/02 - 16/05

8

Fenómenos

Series

Comedy

4

27/11 - 18/12
(cont.)

9

Gran hotel

Series

Drama

8

03/10 - 21/11

Series

Fantasy

12

10/04 - 20/06

Luna, el misterio de Calenda
Source: Obitel Spain
10

Prime
time
Prime
time
Prime
time
Prime
time
Prime
time
Prime
time

By contrast, the ten most watched autonomous titles include a
wider variety of formats, while the spectrum of genres is reduced to
seven dramas, two comedies and a cop-show. Interestingly, TV3’s
serial La Riera, the only program that does not air on prime time,
leads the annual ranking.
Table 8b. The ten most watched autonomous titles:
format, length and time slot
Title

Chapters/ First and last
Episodes
broadcast
Time slot
(2012)
(2012)
09/01 - 21/12
Serial
Drama
202
Afternoon
(cont.)
Series
Comedy
13
07/05 - 30/07 PrimeTime
Miniseries Drama
2
16/04 - 23/04 Prime Time
02/01 - 27/12
Serial
Drama
147
Prime Time
(cont.)
Format

Genre

Series

Crime

23

09/01 - 05/12
(cont.)

Prime Time

TV movie

Drama

1

08/01

Prime Time

Series

Drama

22

01/01 - 10/06

Prime Time

Concepción
Arenal

TV movie

Drama

1

19/12

Prime Time

9 Padre Casares

Series

Comedy

31

Series

Drama

30

1 La Riera
2 Gran Nord
3 Tornarem
4 Arrayán
5

Kubala, Moreno i Manchón

6 Germanes
L'alquería
7
blanca
8

Libro de
familia
Source: Obitel Spain
10

02/01 - 24/12
(cont.)
01/01 - 30/12
(cont.)

Prime Time
Prime Time
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Love is the essential ingredient in all national fictions, which
also give ample space to friendship and conflict. Social issues include timeless themes in Spanish fiction, such as discrimination of
women or homosexuality, with other highly topical, such as job insecurity, the housing crisis or euthanasia.
Table 9a. Themes of the ten most watched national titles
Titles
1

Águila Roja

2

Cuéntame
cómo pasó

3

La que se
avecina

4

Isabel

5

Mi gitana

6

Aída

7

Con el culo
al aire

8

Fenómenos

9

Gran hotel

DOMINANT THEMES
Power, political intrigue,
love, heroism, treason.

SOCIAL THEMES
Classism, political corruption, generational conflicts, euthanasia
Democracy, gender equity, workFamily, work, love, social
ers’ rights, generational conflicts,
mobility, friendship.
gambling addiction.
Neighborly relationships,
Job insecurity, housing crisis,
love, envy, friendship,
dysfunctional families, economic
cohabitation.
crisis, scams.
Love, vengeance, plots,
Politics, monarchy, religion, genambition, power.
der, arranged marriage.
Love, fame, hatred, venPolitical corruption, media harassgeance, greed, treason
ment
Love, family, friendship,
Job insecurity, marginalization,
cohabitation, neighborly
delinquency, xenophobia, homorelationships.
sexuality.
Neighborly relationships,
Job insecurity, housing crisis,
love, envy, friendship,
homosexuality, economic crisis,
cohabitation.
solidarity.
Professional relationships,
Economic crisis, housing crisis,
love, friendship, paranorjob insecurity, homosexuality,
mal, cohabitation.
discrimination against women.
Love, intrigue, power,
Inequality, class struggle, job
infidelity, professional rela- insecurity, unwanted pregnancy,
tionships.
generational conflicts.

Luna, el
Love, friendship, intrigue,
misterio de
investigation, infidelity.
Calenda
Source: Obitel Spain
10

Justice, disability, single mother,
adolescence, delinquency.

The economic crisis and euthanasia also appear on autonomous
fictional programming, along with more recent topics, like evictions.
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Table 9b. Themes of the ten most watched autonomous titles
Titles

DOMINANT THEMES

1

La Riera

Love, infidelity, family disputes, corruption, delinquency.

2

Gran Nord

3

Tornarem

4

Arrayán

5

Kubala,
Moreno i
Manchón

6

Germanes

7

L'alquería
blanca

8

Concepción
Arenal,

Innocence, culpability, delinquency, power, bribery.

9

Padre Casares

Double standards, religion,
unsubstantiated rumors,
conflict between tradition and
modernity.

Political conflicts, economic
difficulties, motherhood,
adoption, crisis.

10

Libro de
familia

Family, work, love, infidelity,
debts.

Inequality, class struggle,
economic problems, migration, old age.

Professional relationships,
neighborly relationships, urban
and rural differences.
Love, hatred, war, violence,
infidelity.
Love, infidelity, professional
relationships, manipulation,
treason.
Professional relations, investigation, family, depression,
crime.
Family, secretes, love, death,
solitude.
Family, work, love, infidelity,
vengeance.

SOCIAL THEMES
Homosexuality, surrogate
mother, eviction, old age,
illness.
Justice, law enforcement,
democracy
Defeated, historical memory,
exile, dictatorship, solidarity
Work difficulties, old age,
work-life balance, corruption,
unwanted pregnancy.
Crisis, delinquency, immigration, old age, illness.
Illness, addictions, old age,
homosexuality, adoption
Inequality, migration, old age,
illness, social movements.
Death penalty, women’s
rights, social activism, sexual
aggression, motherhood in
prison.

Source: Obitel Spain

3. Transmedia reception
Since its premiere in 2011, the series El barco (Antena 3) has
been banking on transmediality by developing a multi-platform promotional strategy that includes, among other extensions of Web 2.0,
the so-called “twittersodes”16. This section, devoted to the analysis
of resources offered on the Internet by El barco, examines the type
of interaction that is proposed, the levels of interactivity and the

16
Aired on previous seasons, they were one-hour episodes on Twitter that complemented
the storylines through tweets from the characters (not the actors).
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dominant practices of Internet users on the official sites17. The second part of the analysis is focused on the discourses of fans on the
social network Facebook18.
Table 11. Transmedia fiction:
types of interactions and dominant practices
Fiction

Channel

Internet site
Official website

El barco

Antena3 Official Facebook
Official Twitter

Type of
transmedia
interaction
Transmedia
viewing

Level of
interactivity

Interactive

Active

Interactive on
real time

Active

Active

Dominant
practices
History
Actors
Criticism
Humor
Current events
Audience ratings

The data on Table 11 suggest that the “page format” (Web,
Facebook, Twitter) affects the type of transmedia interaction of TV
fiction. The characteristics of the web environment, more flexible
in terms of content diversity, make this type of sites the most appropriate for a transmedia viewing. In the case of El barco, the official website allows users to view episodes and post comments,
and provides easy access to social networks. It also offers exclusive
products, such as digital trading cards, online meetings with actors
or making of videos. It also includes contests and promotions of
various merchandising items (books and DVDs).
There is a difference between Facebook and Twitter, regarding
the type of transmedia interaction. The collected data underscores
the specialization of social networks that complement one promotional strategy. While Facebook users tend to comment before and
after the episode has been aired, on Twitter there is multitasking. In
Facebook, administrators try to create buzz before the episode, for
example by asking followers to share an image that states they will
150 comments (50 from each official site) were collected, coinciding with the airing of
the last episode of the year (December 21st, 2012).
18
375 comments from users were collected during the week previous to the airing of the
last episode of the year (13th-20th December 2012).
17
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be watching the show that night. Once the program has been aired,
they provide access, for example, to “best of” videos, facilitating a
discussion about the storylines. In contrast, Twitter users comment
on the series while they are watching it, using the hashtag suggested
by the network (#elbarco or such tag with the episode number). In
addition, messages from Twitter are much shorter than those on
Facebook, due to the character limit.
Regardless of the “page format” and the type of transmedia
interaction offered on websites, we find that the interactivity of the
followers of El barco is better described as “active”. Although they
respond to stimuli given (especially on Facebook, where they frequently answer to comments posted by administrators), creative activity is rare, that is, they do not produce new content.
Discourses of Internet users follow the same trends observed in
the analysis of the previous year. The most common topics tackle
the story, plots and characters, and the death of a character is usually
regretted. Fans will also talk about their favorite actors and express
concern over the gradual decline of viewing ratings, which could
jeopardize the continuity of the series (as indeed happened). Criticism is of various kinds, but most often it revolves around two issues: the direction taken by the plots and the lack of credibility of
some elements in the stories. Criticism includes the product placement of Coca-Cola, as well as the construction of implausible settings inside a boat, like a boxing ring. In addition, the last episode of
the year, when the crew and passengers of the ship finally reached
land after more than two seasons, was broadcast on the same date
the world was supposed to end as “predicted” by the Maya civilization. This resulted in humorous comments of “current events” on
Twitter, which linked both scenarios. For example: “The people of
#ElBarco find land when our world ends. You’ve got to be nasty…
#ElBarco36 #ConfesionesFinDelMundo” (vicmuz).
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3.1. Conversations about El barco in Facebook
The official Facebook page of El barco has 587,314 followers,
16,714 of which were “talking” about the series19. During the week
analyzed, administrators posted 15 official comments, which generated 546 responses from Internet users, 9,336 “likes”, and were
shared 350 times. The most “liked” official post (1,764) and the
most shared one (132) was a photograph of actress Blanca Suárez
on the cover of a magazine. On the other hand, the most commented
post (130) alluded to the death of one of the characters during that
day’s episode, and suggested the fans to watch again the “best moments” on Antena3 website.
The poetic function (Jakobson, 1960) structures most comments of Facebook users, who often talk about plots and characters.
These messages often include elements that criticize or flatter the
program (emotional function). Among the usual criticisms, users
underscore the “poor quality” of the season compared to previous
ones, and their “sadness” when one of the characters is killed and
her love story ends. In addition, the product placement abovementioned generates complaints regarding the realism of the program
(metalinguistic function). Internet users especially questioned the
apparently unlimited food and soft drinks supply aboard. Instead,
viewers rarely use Facebook to reflect upon themselves, and the conative function often results in messages expressing their intention
to keep watching or not the program. Furthermore, the most recurrent questions are usually related to the phatic function, as people
request information on viewing the series from other countries, or
the network airing the program. Finally, the referential function is
closely related to promotional strategies. For example, 33 people
respond to a request from the administrators to vote for El barco in
the annual ranking of Antena3 and, as noted before, the most “liked”
post is a photo of one of the protagonists.

19

Data collected on February 17th, 2013.
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4. Highlights of the year
Once again, La1 leads the Spanish fictional programming, despite falling to the third position in the ranking of channels, and the
few programs broadcast in 2012 (six) averaging 3,446,119 viewers
(18.8%). Its two greatest assets, Águila Roja (6,074,333 and 29.8%)
and Cuéntame cómo pasó (5.01775 million and 24.8%), topped the
ranking, establishing an important difference from the rest by exceeding 5 million viewers.
The public broadcaster also succeeded with the most spectacular premiere of the year, a series about Isabel la Católica (Isabel).
Due to its success (4,079,916 viewers and 19.7%) and the critical
acclaim, it was renewed for another season. Audience results of the
miniseries La memoria del agua (2,271,000 and 13.5%) were also
positive, considering that the two chapters were aired in one sitting, with a consequent drop in the number of viewers on the late
night. Finally, in December the long-lived serial Amar en tiempos
revueltos said goodbye to La1 with spectacular results (2,729,668
and 21.1%) after seven years on the air20.
The comedies La que se avecina (4,215,222 and 22.7%)
and Aída (3,353,891 and 16.5%) have underpinned, once again,
Tele5’s fictional programming. In 2012 its eight programs averaged
2,473,000 viewers (14.8%). Biopics about Isabel Pantoja, Mi gitana
(3,560,666 viewers and 19.4%), and Carmina Ordóñez, Carmina
(2,787,500 viewers and 16.6%), continued the good run of this subgenre, contrary to the unenthusiastic welcome to the series Frágiles
(1,683,500 viewers and 13.2%), a drama about the complexity of
the human psyche, and La fuga (1,948,333 and 11.2%), a futuristic
thriller with impeccable production. The latter, however, was included in the Wit List of MIPTV21, held in April in Cannes, and
some of the episodes were a trending topic on Twitter.
20
Amar en tiempos revueltos will be aired on Antena3 from January 14th, 2013 with a new
title, Amar es para siempre.
21
Marché International des Programmes de Télévision (TV Programs International Market).
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Antena3 is the TV network with more own fictional programming in 2012 (thirteen), whose average audience (2,379,000 and
13.8%) is just one point below that of Tele5, and offering a wider
range of formats and genres. But unlike Mediaset’s TV network,
two premieres of the year reported the best results: the comedies
Con el culo el aire (3,210,923 and 17.2%), about the everyday life
of a group of people surviving the best they can, and Fenómenos
(3,160,750 viewers and 16.5%), about a paranormal radio show. Its
third success this season was the foray into fantasy, Luna, el misterio de Calenda (2,790,000 viewers and 15.3%), a werewolf story
reminiscent of the Twilight saga and with abundant outdoor settings.
The second season of Gran Hotel (2,805,750 viewers and 14.7%),
the Spanish alternative to the British Downton Abbey (which is also
aired on Antena3), and the third and final season of the adventure
drama El barco (2,788,333 viewers and 15.2%) also obtained good
audience results.
Overall, there have only been two premieres that have not connected at all with the audience. Cheers (268,500 viewers and 6.9%),
the Spanish adaptation of the homonymous American comedy, occupies the last place in the ranking of open-access broadcasts, even
though Tele5 rushed to remove it from the schedule after the first
two episodes. Imperium (1,469,833 viewers and 9.1%), Hispania’s
spin-off (2,284,666 viewers and 13.3%), set during the Roman conquest, was not convincing with its low cost version of the past, so
Antena3 pulled the series after only six episodes.
The DTT’s open networks also broadcast fictional programming. The Antena3 Group channels preferred sketches like Psicodriving (Nitro) and Señoras que… (Neox). On the first one, the
psychologist Gustavo Gandini (Goyo Jiménez) offers therapy while
driving around the city. The second was inspired by the unique Facebook fan groups on peculiar attitudes or daily activities performed
by some women. Disney Channel broadcast the second season of La
gira, the first 100% Spanish production of this TV channel about the
confrontation of two youth music groups.
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Regarding the pay DTT channels, in the wake of Zombies, Galactic Gym and Basauri Vice, TNT bought the broadcasting rights of
the webseries Malviviendo that chronicles the adventures of a group
of neighborhood friends and drug users. Finally, Canal+ aired Falcón, a crime thriller based on two novels by Robert Wilson.
As is the case with fiction programs aired on the first channels,
some productions have garnered a DTT audience above the average share attained by their networks, such as Señoras que… (2.7%
versus 2.6% of Neox) and Malviviendo (0.9% compared with 0.4%
of TNT). Others, however, have obtained a lower screen quota as
Psicodriving (0.4% versus 1.6% Nitro).
At the autonomous level, TV3’s synchrony with its viewers
shows in the excellent ratings. In its fourth year, the serial La Riera
(550,000 viewers and 24.9%) improved its results. The Catalan network was also successful with the biggest premieres of the year,
the cop-show Kubala, Moreno y Manchón (418,000 viewers and
13.8%), the police-comedy Grand Nord (481,000 and 16.1%) and
the miniseries set in the past Tornarem (474,000 and 17.3%). TV3
is also the autonomous network with a greater number of titles (thirteen) in 2012, followed by Galician TVG (nine).
The Andalusian channel Canal Sur, however, lost 3.2 points in
the final stretch of its serial Arrayán (424,000 viewers and 11.8%),
which finished after 13 years on the air. Meanwhile, Valencian and
Galician viewers prefer their long-lived series set in rural Spain
in the sixties, L’Alquería blanca on Canal9 (400,773 viewers and
17.2%) and Libro de familia on TVG (176,000 viewers and 16.2%)
respectively.
Despite having reduced both the number of titles ant the total hours, Spanish fiction continues apace its transnationalization,
by opening new markets to sell programs and formats. The expansion is clearly illustrated by the adaptations of Gran reserva (Chile),
Los misterios de Laura (Portugal and Russia), Con el culo al aire
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(North America22), Aída (Ecuador), and the success of Águila Roja,
exported to over 20 countries (Thailand and Korea being the most
recent additions).
Domestic production also continues to accumulate awards both
in and out of Spain. To give just a few examples, this year, Águila
Roja has received the silver medal from the World Media Festival
in Hamburg, the award for best director at the FyMT23 in Buenos
Aires, the TP de Oro24 to the best series and best actor (David Janer),
and the Fotograma de Plata for best actress (Inma Cuesta), and has
now over thirty awards. The Fotograma de Plata for best actor, however, was for Jon González from Gran hotel, also chosen as the best
series of the year at Zoom, the European Festival in Igualada and by
the writers’ guild ALMA25, and also received the award Pasión de
los Críticos at the IV Festival of Cinema in Vitoria. Cuéntame cómo
pasó received, once again, the TP de Oro for Best Actress (Ana
Duato) and the Iris Award for the best series from the Academy of
Television.

5. Topic of the year: social memory and television fiction
The trend to rethink the past that characterizes television drama
of the third millennium can also be found in Spain. The proliferation of period dramas from 2008 to 2011 coincides with a time when
there is an impulse to recover the historical memory. Thus, the six
national titles released in 2008 amounted to thirteen in 2009 and
2010, and reached the zenith in 2011 with a total of 21 productions.
Programs set in the past by autonomous channels include seven fictions in 2008, six in 2009, seven in 2010 and nine in 2011.
In 2012, however, period dramas decrease, a fact consistent
with the decline of titles compared to 2011. The impact of the economic crisis, particularly on the public TV channels, is undoubtedly
22
The series will be adapted by Serenity Fiction and Fremantle Media.
23 Festival y Mercado de TV-Ficción Internacional.
24 Award by TV magazine Teleprograma.
25 http://www.sindicatoalma.es/.
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the cause of the contraction, to which must be added the lack of
interest of TVE’s new directive board in reflecting on Civil War and
post-war periods in programs such as Amar en tiempos revueltos
or 14 de abril. La República. Nevertheless, it should be noted the
gradual increase in quality standards, highlighted in the two historical TV series in 2011, Isabel and Toledo.
In 2012 the “return to the past” (Buonanno, 2012:199) of Spanish fiction introduced major innovations in the (re)construction of
images of “cultural history” (Burke, 2004). Such reconstruction
is carried out by looking, not necessarily with nostalgia, at some
of the most iconic periods, like the Middle Ages or the reign of
the Catholic Monarchs. Still, the four historical programs (Toledo,
Isabel, Concepción Arenal and La conspiración) inextricably mix
“past” and “pastime” (Silverstone, 1999:132). Therefore, it should
be clarified that the very distinction between past and history (more
heuristic than theoretical) only serves to qualify the “re-enactment
of the past” of television fiction mentioned by Buonanno following
Ricoeur (Buonanno, 2012:200).
Table 12a. Historical and set in the past national
fictional programming
Broadcasts
3
175
253
4
253
8
3
6
13
13

Title
Águila Roja
Amar en tiempos revueltos
Bandolera
Cuéntame cómo pasó
El secreto del puente viejo
Gran hotel
Hispania
Imperium
Isabel
Toledo

Channel
TVE1
TVE1
Antena3
TVE1
Antena3
Antena3
Antena3
Antena3
TVE1
Antena3

2 Carmina

Tele5

2 La memoria del agua

TVE1

Source: Obitel Spain

Hour
22:30
16:15
16:00
22.30
17:30
22:30
22:30
22:30
22:30
22:30

Format
Series
Serial
Serial
Series
Serial
Series
Series
Series
Series
Series
Minise22:30
ries
Minise22:30
ries

Time period
Past
Past
Past
Past
Past
Past
Past
Past
Historical
Historical
Past
Past
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Table 12b. Historical and set in the past
autonomous fictional programming
Broadcasts Title
22 L'alquería blanca
30 Libro de familia
1 La conspiración
2 Tornarem
1 Concepción Arenal
Source: Obitel Spain

Channel
Canal9
TVG
ETB2
TV3
TV3

Hour
22:00
22:30
22:40
22:30
22:30

Format
Series
Series
TV movie
Miniseries
TV movie

Time period
Past
Past
Historical
Past
Historical

Unlike other neighboring countries, such as Britain and Italy,
with a long tradition in period drama, in Spain Cuéntame cómo pasó
is somehow the “degree zero”. The series turns the cultural reflection on the stories set in the past in a “before” and “after” of the
Democratic Transition, the time period of this production by Grupo
Ganga. It is not surprising that a large part of the social memory
recovery by Spanish fiction takes place during the nearly eight years
of government of José Luís Rodríguez Zapatero, as a corollary of
the recovery of historical memory during that same period.
The resistance to the ups and downs of audience ratings of
Cuéntame cómo paso and the success of the acclaimed Águila Roja,
paradigm of the euphoria that spread to fiction (film and television) before the Spanish economic crisis acquired its official status,
prompted the private channels to explore a territory that is helping
to raise the standards of quality Spanish programs.

5.1. The Roman conquest
Hispania, la leyenda, the first venture into the peplum of a
Spanish television network, debuted in prime time on Antena3 on
October 25th, 2010, in response to the success of Águila Roja (La1).
This was a bold move, with a budget well below the series of La1,
but with a great desire to turn limitations into virtues.
Hispania starts with the brutal assault of the troops commanded
by General Galba to the village of Lusitanian leader Viriato, polarizing the relationship between the indigenous population and
the invaders around the fierce confrontation of the two opponents.
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Friends, lovers, family, neighbors and fellow soldiers of the two
main characters integrate a tangled constellation of relationships,
built on the background of the adventures of the Hispanic leader.
Notwithstanding the many inaccuracies it contains, highlighted by
some bloggers (like the Christian patronymics of some Hispanic
people, the mismatched dates of the period in which Galba ruled
the Spanish province of Tarraco, or Viriato’s own biography26), the
truth is that the curiosity aroused in many viewers by the period
represented rekindled the interest in this era of popular story, one
of the functions Gary Edgerton attributed to fictions set in the past:
“Television as historian” should never be feared as the “last
word” on any given subject, but viewed as a means by which unprecedentedly large audiences can become increasingly aware of and
captivated by the stories and figures of the past (Edgerton, 2001:9).
The gradual decline of audience during the second season of
Hispania prompted Antena3 to save their last three episodes for
2012, as a prelude to the spin-off (Imperium). Thus, the series of
Bambú Producciones ended on June 23rd with the death of Aníbal
and the return of Galba to Rome, while introducing a new character
(the Praetor of Hispania Citator, Quinto Servilio Cepion), which in
turn would hold an important role in the spin-off.
Imperium picks up the story of Galba in Rome, before returning to Spain as a governor, and willing to restore the good name of
his family. Although the relationship to Hispania is obvious, Imperium better articulates the group of the main characters (free of the
main character, Viriato). It alternates parts shot in Cinecittà (at the
same sets from HBO’s Rome) with landscapes of the frontier region
La Vera, while making a greater effort than its predecessor to document the series, without losing the local customs and manners.

26
See, for example,
php/2010/10/29/p282058.

http://blogs.periodistadigital.com/politicamenteacorrecto.
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5.2. The Kingdom of Spain
Toledo (Antena3) and Isabel (La1) are two of the most remarkable premieres of the year and the only two historical series on national networks. Interestingly, both refer to consecutive periods of
the building of the Kingdom of Spain, as if it were complementary
programs rather than rivals. Their mixture of fact and fiction illustrates the undeniable similarities between “the familiar, solid world
of history on the page and the equally familiar but more ephemeral
world history on the screen” (Rosenstone, 2006:2).
Set in the 13th century, Toledo tries to recapture the spirit of
concord that brought together Christians, Jews and Muslims around
the court of Alfonso X the Wise, a king determined to achieve
peaceful coexistence among the three faiths. Same as Hispania, the
series starts with an attack to the local village, in this case by the
Muslims. It testifies the value of the stories set in the past to give
sense to the present without having to recapture any objective truth
about history:
White and others [postmodernist historians]
have argued that historiography is much more
about telling histories inspired by contemporary perspectives than recapturing and conveying any kind of objective truth about the past
(Edgerton, 2001:3).
Toledo is an ambitious fiction, with a wide range of resources
deployed for the sake of the credibility of the events narrated. Such
events are populated by the character’s stories that constitute the
base for this historical drama full of action and passion. For example,
the numerous outdoor scenes shot in Castilla La Mancha alternate
with breath-taking scenery rebuilt in Fuenlabrada (Madrid), a part of
which, imported from Italy, had been used in El nombre de la Rosa.
Concerns about the styling of Toledo become evident in the
props (hand-painted tiles, swords forged by a gunsmith from To-
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ledo, etc.) and the more than 1,200 costumes used. Such concern is
almost taken to a paroxysm in Isabel, a super-production of quasicinematic look and tempo. This series, by Diagonal TV, covers the
years preceding the coronation of Isabel as Queen of Castilla and
combines good historical documentation with some risqué scenes.
Originally scheduled for January, but stalled for several months
while the new directive board of TVE tallied the accounts, Diagonal
TV opted for a preview of the first episode as a movie, which also
screened at film festivals in San Sebastian and Vitoria. Finally, Isabel aired in La1 in September and, by the end of the first season, in
November, became the fourth most watched program of the year. Its
limited prospects for renewal, however, led the Catalan production
company to dismantle their expensive sets. Finally, in December the
management of TVE confirmed the continuity of its most successful series (Isabel, Águila Roja, Cuéntame cómo paso, Gran reserva
and Los misterios de Laura), without revealing, however, the fate of
another Diagonal TV program, 14 de abril. La República.

5.3. The Baroque Spain
Rumors about the end of Águila Roja originated by the broadcast of only three episodes in 2012 (with the appearance of the Duke
of Alba) reopened the controversy from 2011 regarding the high
costs of this Globomedia program27. Still, the spectacular TV ratings
obtained in its four-year run led Antena3 and Tele5 to express their
interest in the series. The series is set in the 17th century, the period
of maximum splendor of the Spanish arts and letters, but also the
beginning of a political and economic decline that three centuries
later would lead to the Civil War28.

An average of 913,000 euros for one episode of approximately 85 minutes (about
11,424 euros per minute), according to the public audit of CRTVE in 2010 (http://www.
elconfidencial.com/comunicacion/2012/02/10/tve-paga-12000-euros-por-cada-minutode-cuentame-aguila-roja-y-la-hora-de-jose-mota-92367/).
28
When RTVE confirmed the fifth season of the series, it also announced a 16% reduction
of the initial price.
27
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5.4. The roaring twenties
The second season of Gran hotel in October resumed the questions posed in the first installment, articulated around the mysterious
death of Don Carlos and the relationship between his daughter Alicia and Julio, a servant of the hotel. Love, passion, suspense and revenge, the basic ingredients of drama in vogue today, come together
in this series by Bambú, another production company specializing in
period drama. The series has a careful visual recreation of the Spanish gentry of the twenties, with select costumes and impeccable settings. The plausibility of its social portrait is reinforced by filming
at the Palacio de la Magdalena (Santander) and the frequent involvement of renowned actors in supporting roles.
Set in the same period as Gran hotel, the miniseries La memoria del agua (La1) is based on the homonymous novel by Teresa
Viejo. It also mixes intrigue with the personal stories of the owners,
servants and guests of the spa where the story takes places. There
are, however, remarkable differences with the Antena3 series, especially regarding the didactic focus adopted in fictions developed by
the public TV network in recent years. In this case, customs scenes
are alternated with numerous references to the most pressing political and social issues during the dictatorship of Primo de Rivera
(1926-1929), the period portrayed.

5.5. The Transition
TVE budget cuts have also strongly impacted on the costly
Cuéntame cómo pasó29, whose thirteenth season (aired between
January and February) is composed of only four episodes. Merche’s
breast cancer, her mastectomy and the chemotherapy treatment are
the main storylines of the most dramatic season of this series by
Grupo Ganga, set in the early eighties.
29
The average cost of one episode of Cuéntame cómo pasó is, approximately, 12,816
euros per minute, according to the public audit of CRTVE in 2010 (http://www.elconfidencial.com/comunicacion/2012/02/10/tve-paga-12000-euros-por-cada-minuto-decuentame-aguila-roja-y-la-hora- de-jose-mota-92367/).
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Cuéntame cómo pasó, the most testimonial series of La1, is
now, after 11 years on the air, a sort of visual encyclopedia for new
generations. It is a simplified manual of enlightened politics that allows us to interpret the story “in the light of contemporary sensibilities and problems” (Buonanno, 2012:213).

5.6. Social memory of the everyday
The first Spanish daily period drama, Amar en tiempos revueltos, was aired on La1 from September 2005 to December 2012. It
began a new chapter in Antena3 on January 14th, 2013, with a new
title, Amar es para siempre. TVE’s decision to terminate the program relies on budget cuts, though in this case the price was very
tight for a production set in the past30 that had extraordinary audience results and excellent reviews.
Along the same lines as other period dramas by Diagonal TV
(La señora and 14 de abril. La República), Amar en tiempos revueltos is a prime example of the didactic value of fiction. Gender
violence, addictions, homosexuality (male and female), old age and
migration are some of the social issues addressed in the program.
Set between 1936 and 1956, it also incorporates many images from
TVE’s documentary files.
The renovation of most of the plots and characters in each
season explains the large number of actors, consolidated and debutantes, who have gone through the serial during its seven seasons
(approximately 1,200). Amar en tiempos revueltos has also spawned
various spin-offs (TV movies on prime time) and three novels, and
has been broadcast on Telemundo (USA and Mexico), Ecuavisa
(Ecuador), Canal 7 (Argentina), Canal 6 (Honduras) and Televen
(Venezuela).

Despite the fact that the 68,210 euros per chapter (1,364 euros per minute) on the
fifth season were reduced on the sixth to 51,661 euros per chapter (1,033 euros per minute), according to the public audit of CRTVE in 2010 (http://www.elconfidencial.com/
comunicacion/2012/02/10/tve-paga-12000-euros-por-cada-minuto-de-cuentame-aguilaroja-y-la-hora-de-jose-mota-92367/).
30
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The success of Amar en tiempos revueltos led Antena3 to trust
Diagonal TV to improve its afternoon ratings, trapped between the
serial from La1 and the gossip reality TV in Tele 5, with two daily
productions set in the past. The first one was Bandolera, a story
starring a young Englishwoman that arrives in Andalusia in 1882
and ends up leading a gang of bandits like the one so brilliantly captained by the legendary Curro Jiménez between 1976 and 197831.
Bandolera gave way to Amar es para siempre at the beginning of
2013. The second, El secreto de Puente Viejo, shows a young midwife in the small town of Puente Viejo in 1902, whose fate intersects
with the brother of the man who had abandoned her32.
Without interfering with the prototypical themes of the serial,
the main storyline in Bandolera (the band of thieves who steal from
the rich and distribute it among the poor) encourages reflection on
issues such as poverty or social injustice. On the other hand, the role
of the midwife in El secreto de Puente Viejo has earned his character, Pepa Balmes, the title of “honorary matron” by the Midwives
Association of Spain.

5.7. Past and history in autonomous fiction programming
The Spanish Civil War returns to the autonomous TV networks
with the miniseries Tornarem (TV3) and the TV movie La conspiración (ETB2). The first, set in World War II, is inspired by the story
of a Catalan who was part of the company which freed Paris in 1944
(“The nine”), composed mainly of Spanish and Catalan Republicans, veterans of the Civil War. La conspiración goes back, however, to the eve of the military uprising of 1936 and seeks to clarify
the role of General Mola.
Concepción Arenal, la visitadora de pressons (TV3) pays tribute to the first woman in charge of visiting women’s prisons in the
late 19th century, who tried to improve prisoners’ lives. It is a biopic
In the homonymous series of La1, Curro Jiménez (1976-1979).
When Bandolera finished, El secreto de Puente Viejo jumps 16 years forward in time
and the characters and attrezzo are renovated accordingly.

31
32
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that superimposes the professional and personal story of an extraordinary woman to the social history and, in a way, it complements it.
The proximity of autonomous fiction programming to its viewers and its ability to convert customs and manners in a sign of identity is evident in Libro de familia (TVG) and L’alqueria blanca (Canal9). Built on the background of the struggle for land and social
improvements, the family stories have been captivating audiences
since 2005 and 2007 respectively.
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1. Audiovisual Context in the country
For the first time in USA history, the Hispanic population became a decisive factor in the presidential national election. In November 2012, 71 percent of Latinos voted the Democratic Party.
Even though issues such as the economy, education and health care
are paramount for Latino voters, the anti-immigrant discourse from
the Republican Party was the main reason their candidate lost the
presidency. An analyst suggested that if Mitt Romney had obtained
at least 43 percent of the Latino vote, instead of the 29 percent that
he got, he would have won the elections (Lapan, 2013). Given that
demographic trends show that Hispanics will become 26 percent of
the total population in 2030 (Taylor & Cohn, 2013), the political
parties will show a renewed interest in this minority, because they
will no longer be able to win an election without their vote.
The economic relevance of Latinos was already evident when
in 2003 they became the larger social minority in the U.S., and in
2007, they surpassed the purchasing power of the other ethnic minorities. But the political and economic importance of Latinos has
also translated into an interest on their mass communication media
On behalf of Obitel, we want to express our profound recognition to Cecilia Masola,
Client Solution Associate at Nielsen Media Research, for supporting the present study
and for their invaluable contribution to the field of Hispanic television research. The USA
chapter was also possible through the collaboration of Diana Kamin, a Ph.D. student from
the Department of Media, Culture, and Communication at New York University.
1
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and the language used to reach them. A report by Pew Hispanic
Center (PRC) describes that Spanish is the dominant language for
38 percent of Latinos, while a similar quantity are bilingual, with 24
percent declaring that English is their dominant language (Taylor et
al., 2012). The political and economic relevance, coupled with the
linguistic competences of the Hispanic population, are reflected in
the enthusiasm shown in journalist media, where since 2011 and
through 2012 the major media outlets have hired professionals and
created websites targeting English-speaking Latinos, like FoxLatino, Huffington-Post Voces, and NBC Latino, combined with Univision and ABC announcement, in the beginning of 2013, about the
creation of Fusion, an English speaking cable news network targeting Latinos. Due to the fact that since 2000 Latinos who were born
in the U.S. are the main factor of growth for the Hispanic population and not immigration (Census, 2010), it has become evident
to executives from Hispanic media that their success or failure is
linked to the consumption habits of the second and third generation
of English-speaking and bilingual Latinos.

1.1. Broadcasting Television
The Hispanic television broadcasting industry keeps growing,
and, in 2012, MundoFox, a new television broadcasting network,
was launched with an initial coverage of 80 percent of the Hispanic
population. MundoFox joins the ranks of national television broadcasters with Azteca America, Estrella TV, Telemundo, UniMás
(formerly Telefutura), Univision and V-me.
Graphic 1. National Broadcasting Television Networks in USA
PRIVATE TV NETWORKS
Azteca America
Estrella TV
MundoFox
Telemundo
UniMás
Univision
V-me
TOTAL (7)
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The Univision network continued with its hegemonic position
in the market with 55 percent of the audience share, coupled with 15
percent of audience share by UniMás, its sister network. Univision
Communications have 70 percent of the total share of broadcasting
television, while Telemundo, the second ranked television network
and its long time competitor, has only 22 percent. In 2012, Estrella
TV consolidates its position as the fourth largest television network
with 3 percent and Azteca America occupies the fifth place with 2.4
percent.
Graphic 2 – Audience Share by Network
2.43

3.21 1.43
Azteca America
Estrella TV

22.03

MundoFox
Telemundo

55.57

15.30

UniMás (Telefutura)
Univision

Network
Univision
Telemundo
UniMás
(Telefutura)
Estrella TV
Azteca America
MundoFox

%
55.6
22.0
15.3
3.2
2.4
1.4

Source: Obitel USA - Nielsen

Entertainment, talk shows, news and sports are the television
genres with more visibility in the Hispanic network screens. Fiction,
in particular, has an important presence with 43.7 percent of the programming offer, in which telenovelas, series, miniseries and unitaries represent 27.5 percent and the remainder 16.1 percent are films.
If we think about films as a separate category, they are surpassed
only by entertainment with 18.2 percent of the programming offer.
Graphic 3. Genre Programming Offer on TV
Broadcast genres
Fiction
Entertainment
Talk Shows
News & Information
Sports

Exhibition
hours
14,906:37
6,220:39
3,750:06
3,698:31
2,328:12

%
43.7
18.2
11.0
10.8
6.8
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Children
754:40
Contests
727:43
Sitcoms
680:21
Reality TV
654:46
Educational
85:15
Others
326:09
Total
34,133:02
                            Source: Obitel USA - Nielsen
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Hispanic households have 85 percent penetration of at least
one pay television system, cable or satellite. Since the 1990s the
large media corporations have launched channels targeting Latinos
that amount to more than 70 national cable television networks.
The Latino-oriented cable television networks vary from American
channels only dubbed into Spanish to networks that are increasingly
original production content. Among the most salient are Fox Deportes, ESPN Deportes, Discovery en Español, Mun2 (a Telemundo-NBC property), Gol TV, Tr3s, Nat Geo Mundo and Utilísima.
However, Galavisión, a property of Univision, has been the leader
on audience share in the terrain of cable television for two decades.  
The need to lure a younger audience, reinforced by the new
trends of the Hispanic population, has triggered a corporate change
with the rebranding of the television networks. Telemundo announced in May its decision to create a more stylized logo, changing
the traditional Telemundo blue T, into a red one, with the slogan “El
poder de T” (The power of T), that allows playing with the word “T”
in Spanish, T-informa, T-conecta, T-inspira and T-emociona (T-in-
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form you, T-inspire you, T-connect you and T-excite you). Also,
Univision changed its logo into a tridimensional one that evokes a
heart with the phrase “El latido del corazón hispano en los Estados
Unidos” (the heartbeat of Hispanics in the U.S.) that connotes the
transformation of the company (Vega, 2012b). But the most radical transformation was the rebranding of the network Telefutura to
become UniMás, changing the name, logo and audience’s profile.
UniMás will be targeting young male Latinos with the content available resulted from the new programming agreement with Caracol
TV and RTI-Colombia (Thielman, 2012). The transformation of
the network was also triggered by the launch of MundoFox, which
brings a young-male oriented programming with the telenovelas
and series from RCN and FoxTelecolombia. But the transformation
of UniMás and the launch of MundoFox have become a challenge
for Telemundo, the second ranked Hispanic network that has traditionally benefited from a source of Colombian programing from its
former relationship with Caracol and RTI. At the end of the year,
Azteca America also renovated its corporate image, announcing
that the change demonstrates how “colors and design evoke the diversity of the programming and audience”, even though it kept its
slogan “Tu casa” (Your home) (AzA Gazette, 2012). This wave of
changes found their zenith in early 2013 when Univision and ABC
announced the creation of Fusion, a news oriented channel in English for Hispanics, to be launched at the end of the year.
The end of 2012 marked the ninth consecutive year in which
Univision established itself as the fifth-ranked network, only behind the broadcast big four (ABC, CBS, NBC and Fox), averaging
two million viewers in prime time. And for the sixth consecutive
year, Univision ranked as the number one network on Friday nights
among the coveted 18-34 demographic, ahead of its closest competitor NBC by 31 percent. Moreover, Univision outperformed one
or more of the big four on 245 nights among viewers aged 18 to 34.
Univision’s success can be attributed in large part to its Televisa-produced telenovelas, which are “DVR-proof” and “one reason
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why an incredible 93 percent of Univision’s prime time is viewed
live”, according to Marisa Guthrie. For example, the final episodes
of Abismo de Pasión and La Que No Podía Amar reached 7.7 and
8 million viewers, respectively, and positioned Univision as the
number two network among the 18-34 demographic, outperforming ABC, CBS and Fox. Further, the premiere of Amores Verdaderos reached over five million viewers and positioned Univision as
the fourth-ranked network in the 18-34 demographic, beating CBS.
Overall, telenovelas were the highest-rated non-Olympic program
every weeknight among adults aged 18 to 49 and 18 to 34. Soccer
also garnered the highest ratings for Univision. The live broadcast
of Mexico vs. Brazil game in June positioned Univision as the number one network on social TV for the week. Further, Mexico vs.
U.S. friendly match in August reached 8.1 million viewers, making
Univision the number one network in prime time among adults aged
18-34 and men 18-34 and 18-49, beating NBC, CBS, ABC and Fox
as well as all cable networks, regardless of language.
In addition to the fact that the majority of Univision’s prime
time programming is viewed live, commercials have more of a direct impact because they are not fast-forwarded, what makes Univision a powerful force to be reckoned with is its young, bilingual
and unduplicated audience. Univision and UniMás are the youngest broadcast networks, regardless of language, with an estimated
prime time median age of 36. Of this prime time audience, 68 percent is unduplicated, meaning that viewers are not watching any of
the top-rated English language networks. And according to Nielsen,
Univision provided 47 out of the top 50 most popular entertainment
programs among bilingual Hispanics.
UniMás concluded the May sweep period with year-over-year
audience growth across all day parts, including prime time. Moreover, UniMás positioned itself as the number two Spanish broadcast
network at the end of the November sweeps during early morning,
night and weekday schedule among the key 18-34 demographic,
outperforming Telemundo. Galavisión for its part continued as the
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number one Spanish-language cable network thanks in no small part
to its diverse programming that includes comedies like Los Heroes
del Norte, which is the third-ranked program on Sunday among Hispanic adults aged 18 to 49, in cable TV, regardless of language, and
the hard-hitting news show Primero Noticias, which saw a double
digit growth this year.
Azteca America, the only network wholly owned by a Mexican
corporation, concluded the November sweep period with year-overyear double-digit growth in key demographics on weekday prime
time. The network recorded a 35 percent increase among adults aged
18 to 34 and a 37 percent increase among the 2-17 demographic for
the 20:00-21:00 time period due to the success of its reality show La
Isla (a version of the American show Survivor). Most notably, the
soccer quarterfinals of La Liga Mexicana boosted Azteca America
to the number two Spanish-language network among the key male
18-49 and 25-54 demographics in prime time in November.
The increased visibility of soccer, a sport traditionally ignored
in the U.S., is a testament to the fact that the face of American television is changing and adapting in order to appeal to the young and
ever-growing Hispanic demographic. Moreover, analysts say Hispanic-targeted sports programming is one of the few prospects in
TV space that is set to grow (Crupi, 2012). And the networks are
taking heed. For example, NBC disbursed an impressive US$600
million for the Spanish-language rights to broadcast on Telemundo
the 2018 and 2022 World Cup. Compare that to the US$325 million
that were spent in 2005, the last time a World Cup deal was negotiated (Thielman, 2012). Univision for its parts launched a sports
network titled Univision Deportes that is set to broadcast all of
FIFA events throughout 2014 and will feature more Mexican soccer
matches than any other channel in the U.S. In the words of Univision Deportes president Juan Carlos Rodriguez, “[Univision’s] real
business is soccer.”
The Telemundo network, a NBC-Comcast property, after celebrating its 25th anniversary in December 2012, launched a new logo,
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leaving behind the blue “T” for a red “T” and the text “Brave New
Telemundo” (Vega, 2012b). Telemundo has advanced on its prime
time block, specifically with the broadcasting of Pablo Escobar: El
Patrón del Mal, based on the real life of the trafficker known as the
Colombian Cocaine Czar. Telemundo has consolidated its position
as the second ranked network with a consistent growth in the last
three years from an average of 1.01 million prime time viewers in
2010 to 1.19 million in 2012; meanwhile UniMás decreased from
867 thousand prime time viewers to 634 thousand in the same period. However, in 2012 there was no Telemundo original production
causing a high audience’s impact. This year Telemundo production
fell far away from the ratings achieved by La Reina del Sur in 2011,
triggering the need to replicate the formula with the new production
alliance with Argos Communication for the production of El Señor
de los Cielos. This year Telemundo ventured in the production of
Yo Me Llamo, a contest program, but the show produced very low
ratings. The programming presented in the Upfront included several reality TV projects such as La Voz Kids, a spin-off from NBC’s
The Voice, and Todos Somos Héroes, a special program that tells the
story of common people becoming heroes in their communities.
Estrella TV, a television network property of Liberman Broadcasting Inc., continues with its strategy of counter programming,
scheduling in prime time contests shows, reality TV, comedies and
music shows, with the idea that some Hispanics would rather watch
this kind of programming than telenovelas. Most of Estrella TV’s
programming is produced in their Burbank Studios in California,
with approximately 500 half time and full time workers. Estrella TV
is growing in profits; in 2012 it had advertising net revenues around
$21.8 million, far above the 17.1 million earned in 2011. Estrella
TV, with 59 affiliated TV stations, in two years has surpassed Azteca America, becoming the fourth ranked national network with an
average of 200 thousand prime time viewers (Strauss, 2012).    
V-me abandoned the national Nielsen rating, consequently, the
network is not included in the section titled “The Analysis of the
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Year”. The Spanish group PRISA, the network’s major investor, has
been hit by the Spanish and European economic crisis, stalling the
plans of investment on the Hispanic network. V-me has no original
production and many of their fictional programming comes from
overseas, in particular from Spain. The programming from V-me
includes games, miniseries and reruns of successful fictional series
such as The Kennedys that was broadcast originally on the ReelzChannel. Even though V-me is a private channel, it gets distributed
through public owned TV stations of PBS (Public Broadcast Stations) that follow a philosophy based on public service, in which the
network needs to follow certain regulations that become an obstacle
for a full commercialization project.
In January 2012, News Corporation announced that it would be
launching a new network, MundoFox, in a 50-50 partnership with
Colombia’s RCN Television Group. RCN had previously supplied
content for Univision and its sister network Telefutura, but as these
earlier agreements expire over the next few years, RCN’s programming will appear exclusively on MundoFox. Working under the
corporate theme “Latino Entertainment, American Attitude” and
marketing tagline “Americano Como Tu”, MundoFox established
their brand against the existing networks by promising “edgier and
bolder” programming, targeting a younger and a male audience. In
order to differentiate itself against the existing networks, MundoFox
emphasizes the importance of the series format to their programming line-up. As opposed to the more traditional telenovela format,
series such as El Capo 2 have fewer episodes, higher production
values and action-driven plots that are designed to appeal to male
viewers. RCN productions, with high production values and centered on crime and action, are extending MundoFox’s brand of
“American Attitude.”
By the time of launch in August, the network had acquired 50
affiliates that allow them to reach nearly 80 percent of households,
representing 24 out of 25 of the top Hispanic markets in the U.S.
By comparison to MundoFox’s 80 percent reach, Univision reaches
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96 percent of the market, while Telemundo NBCUniversal reaches
94 percent; this coverage reach is still an obstacle for the network
to achieve more rating points. Since August, the network has averaged 70 thousand viewers during prime time, occupying the sixth
place after Azteca America that averaged 120 thousand prime time
viewers.

1.2. Television and Digital Media
Taking into consideration that Hispanics over-index in mobile
technology –45 percent of Hispanic mobile phone users own smartphones, compared to 34 percent in the general market (Guthrie,
2012)–, Univision continues to make headway in expanding across
the digital world. In October, Univision launched UVideos, a digital on-demand network featuring the network’s content (including
Televisa’s programming) in Spanish and with English subtitles. The
network is available on multiple devices including tablets, game
consoles like Xbox, smartphones and Internet-enabled TV sets. The
webnovela Te Presento a Valentín, the first co-production between
Univision and Televisa, premiered exclusively on UVideos. Two
other webnovelas are in the works and are set to be directed by popular Mexican actress Kate del Castillo. Univision’s digital projects
also include partnering with Facebook and YouTube to provide insightful and exclusive information about the election and partnering
with YaSabe.com to provide bilingual content to consumers looking
to find businesses online, as the aforementioned partnership with
ABC. Univision’s efforts to digitally expand its services were recognized at the end of the year when leading trade journal Broadcasting & Cable named Univision the “Multiplatform Broadcaster of
the Year.”
In September, Telemundo also launched the webnovela Secreteando, with Sonya Smith in the leading role. The webnovela can
be viewed on YouTube and the fans can participate in its narrative
development through Facebook, Twitter, Google+, Pinterest and Instagram. In October, Telemundo organized a fan hang out through
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Google+ for its final episode. Further, the network has actively used
its agreements on mobile telephony for the different voting processes in programs such as Yo Me Llamo and Miss Universo.  
MundoFox has complete episodes of several of its programs
available through MundoFox.com, on its YouTube channel and on
its Facebook page as well. In August, Verizon added MundoFox to
its programming offer on FIOS. The network takes advantage of
the market opportunities that social media has to offer by asking the
audience to “like” MundoFox Facebook page in order to be able to
access on demand content on the website.

2. Yearly analysis: premiere of national and Ibero-American fiction
This year there was a decrease in the amount of new titles that
were produced, from both national and Ibero-American origin, from
a total of 58 premiering in 2011 to 44 in 2012. National productions
decreased from 11 to 10 new titles and Ibero-American titles fell
from 47 new titles to only 34. Telemundo places itself as the main
producer of Spanish-language media of the U.S. with new titles this
year due in part to their co-production strategies which include Sony
Pictures International, RTI, Argos and U.S. Imagina-Promofilm.
The second most important producer in the market is Venevision,
which is co-producing with Univision, and falls in 10th place of the
national production title list.  
While the sum of new titles was 44, both nationally and across
the Americas, there was a consistent stream of reruns adding up to
a grand total of 54 reruns on screen. UniMás was the network that
streamed the most reruns as a fictional programming strategy, followed by Univision with 13 titles, Telemundo with nine, Azteca
America with five and Estrella TV with two. The reruns made up
a total of the 70 percent of UniMás’ and Univision’s programming
strategy of national Hispanic television. Out of these reruns, 37 were
Mexican titles, 11 Hispanic from the U.S., five Colombian titles and
one title from Brazil.
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Tabla 1. Fictional Programs Exhibited in 2012
PREMIERE NATIONAL TITLES – 10 RERUN TITLES – 54
Telemundo

Azteca America

1. La Casa de al Lado (telenovela)

1. Cambio de Vida (series - Mexico)
2. El Milagro de los Santos (unitary 2. Corazón Valiente (telenovela)
Mexico)
3. Lo Que La Gente Cuenta (series 3. Decisiones Extremas (unitary)
Mexico)
4. La Vida Es Una Canción (series 4. Flor Salvaje (telenovela)
Mexico)
5. Historia de La Virgen Morena (unitary) 5. Ni Una Vez Más (unitary - Mexico)
6. Relaciones Peligrosas (telenovela)
Estrella TV
7. Rosa Diamante (telenovela)
8. El Rostro Venganza (telenovela)
9. Una Maid En Manhattan (telenovela)

6. Historias Delirantes (series - Mexico)
7. El Shaka (series - Mexico)

Univision

Telemundo

10. El Talismán (telenovela)

8. Amarte Así (telenovela)
9. ¡Anita, No Te Rajes! (telenovela)
10. Decisiones Juveniles (unitary)
PREMIERE IMPORTED TITLES – 34 11. La Diosa Coronada (telenovela)
12. Doña Bárbara (telenovela)
13. ¿Dónde Está Elisa? (telenovela Azteca America
Chile)
14. La Esclava Isaura (telenovela 1. Cielo Rojo (telenovela - Mexico)
Brazil)
2. Emperatriz (telenovela - Mexico)
15. Más Sabe el Diablo (telenovela)
3. Lo Que Callamos Las Mujeres (unitary 16. Sin Senos No Hay Paraíso (tele- Mexico)
novela)
4. Los Rey (telenovela - Mexico)
17. Victorinos (telenovela)
5. La Verdad de Mi Vida (series - Mexico)
UniMás
Estrella TV
18. Acorralada (telenovela)
6. Milagros (unitary - Mexico)

Telemundo
7. Amor Cautivo (telenovela - Mexico)
8. Bella Ceci y El Imprudente (telenovela
- Colombia)

19. Alma Rebelde (telenovela - Mexico)
20. Bajo de las Riendas de Amor (telenovela)
21. El Capo (telenovela - Colombia)
22. Carita de Ángel (telenovela - Mexico)
23. Correo de Inocentes (telenovela Colombia)
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9. El Secretario (telenovela - Colombia)
10. Pablo Escobar: El Patrón del Mal
(telenovela - Colombia)
UniMás
11. ¡Qué Clase de Amor! (telenovela Venezuela)
12. Reto de Mujer (telenovela - Colombia)
13. Se Solicita Príncipe Azul (telenovela
- Colombia)

24. El Derecho de Nacer (telenovela Mexico)
25. El Juego de la Vida (telenovela Mexico)
26. Gotita de Amor (telenovela – Mexico)
27. Hasta Que La Plata Nos Separe (telenovela - Colombia)
28. La Hija del Mariachi (telenovela Colombia)
29. La Mentira (telenovela - Mexico)
30. La Usurpadora (telenovela - Mexico)

14. Tres Milagros (telenovela - Colombia)

31. Las Tontas No Van al Cielo (telenovela - Mexico)

15. El Ultimo Matrimonio Feliz (telenovela - Colombia)

32. Locura de Amor (telenovela - Mexico)

Univision
16. Abismo de Pasión (telenovela Mexico)

33. María Isabel (telenovela - Mexico)
34. María Mercedes (telenovela - Mexico)
35. Marimar (telenovela - Mexico)

36. Misión S.O.S. Aventura y Amor (telenovela - Mexico)
18. Amorcito Corazón (telenovela - Mex- 37. Mujer, Casos de la Vida Real (unitary
ico)
- Mexico)
19. Amores Verdaderos (telenovela - Mex- 38. Muñecas de la Mafia (telenovela ico)
Colombia)
39. Nunca Te Olvidaré (telenovela 20. Como Dice el Dicho (unitary - Mexico)
Mexico)
21. Corazón Apasionado (telenovela 40. Soñadoras (telenovela - Mexico)
Venezuela)
22. Corona de Lágrimas (telenovela 41. Tres Mujeres (telenovela - Mexico)
Mexico)
23. Dos Hogares (telenovela - Mexico)
24. El Encanto del Águila (series Univision
Mexico)
25. Esperanza del Corazón (telenovela 42. 13 Miedos (series - Mexico)
Mexico)
26. La Mujer Perfecta (telenovela - Ven- 43. Al Diablo Con Guapos (telenovela ezuela)
Mexico)
27. La Rosa de Guadalupe (unitary 44. Alma de Hierro (telenovela - Mexico)
Mexico)
45. Central de Abasto (telenovela 28. Locas de Amor (series - Mexico)
Mexico)
29. Ni Contigo Sin Ti (telenovela 46. Cuando Me Enamoro (telenovela Mexico)
Mexico)
17. Amor Bravío (telenovela - Mexico)
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30. Por Ella Soy Eva (telenovela Mexico)
31. La Que No Podía Amar (telenovela Mexico)
32. Te Presento A Valentín (telenovela Mexico)
33. Un Refugio Para Amor (telenovela Mexico)
34. Una Familia Con Suerte (telenovela
- Mexico)

47. Cuidado Con el Ángel (telenovela Mexico)
48. Hasta Que el Dinero Nos Separe
(telenovela - Mexico)
49. La Fuerza del Destino (telenovela Mexico)
50. Mañana Es Para Siempre (telenovela
- Mexico)
51. Mar de Amor (telenovela- Mexico)
52. Muchachitas Como Tú (telenovela Mexico)
53. Para Volver A Amar (telenovela Mexico)
54. Sortilegio de Amor (telenovela Mexico)

The number of national production titles was 10 and IberoAmerican was 34. The group of national premiere titles increased
19 percent in 2011 and 23 percent in 2012, while imported titles
decreased from 81 percent in 2011 to 73 percent in 2012. In terms
of percentage of national production hours, it also increased from
19 percent to 26 percent, while inversely the production from imported fiction decreased from 81 percent to 74 percent from 2011 to
2012. The decrease of the Ibero-American titles was due to the lack
of imported fictional programming from the rest of Latin America in general. In particular, Mexico, being one of the providers of
fictional programming, had a drastic decrease, having imported 34
titles in 2011 to having only imported 24 titles in 2012; but equally,
within the same period, Colombia decreased from eight to seven
titles, Venezuela from four to three and Brazil imported zero.  
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Table 2. Fictional Programming that Premiered in 2012:
Country of Origin
Titles

%

Chapters/
Episodes

%

Hours

%

NATIONAL (total)

10

22.7

906

28.9

836:30

26.4

IBERO-AMERICAN
(total)

34

77.3

2226

71.1

2,329:45

73.6

Argentina

0

0

0

0

0

0

Brazil

0

0

0

0

0

0

Chile

0

0

0

0

0

0

Country

Colombia

7

15.9

466

14.9

434:45

13.7

Ecuador

0

0

0

0

0

0

Spain

0

0

0

0

0

0

USA (Hispanic production)

10

22.7

906

28.9

836:30

26.4

Mexico

24

54.6

1621

51.8

1,774:05

56

Peru

0

0

0

0

0

0

Portugal

0

0

0

0

0

0

Uruguay

0

0

0

0

0

0

Venezuela

3

6.8

139

4.4

121:00

3.8

34

77.3

2226

71.1

2,329:45

73.6

0

0

0

0

0

0

Latin American (Obitel)
Latin American (not
Obitel)
Other (productions
and co-productions
from other
Latin Am./Ibero-Am.
countries)
TOTAL

3

44

262

100

3,132

255:00

100

3,166:15

100

Source: Obitel USA - Nielsen

Regarding time slots, the difference from last year is that there
were no national production titles that fell outside of prime time,
while this year 14 percent of the national titles were showcased in
the afternoon and 86 percent remained in prime time. The inclusion
of premiere programming in the afternoon was due to Imagina US
production for Telemundo named Historias de la Virgen Morena
and the time change for the telenovela El Talismán, co-produced by
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Univision and Venevisión. In regards to the Ibero-American titles,
there were premieres in all time slots, but also more focused on
prime time with 47 percent and in the afternoon slot with 38 percent.
Out of 17 Ibero-American titles that premiered during prime time,
14 originated from Mexico and three from Colombia.

0

0

0

2

0

0

10

Series

Miniseries

Telefilm

Unitary

Docudrama

Others (soap opera, etc.)

TOTAL

Titles

8

Source: Obitel USA - Nielsen

100

0

85.8

14.2

0

%
0

836:30

0.00

706:30

130:00

H

National

100

0

84.5

15.5

0

%

2,226

96

1,053

853

224

C/E

100

4.3

47.3

38.3

10

%

2,329:45

102:30

1,159:40

830:45

236:50

H

Ibero-American

100

4.4

49.8

35.7

10.2

%

100

0

0

20

0

0

0

80

%

906

0

0

68

0

0

0

838

Chap./ Ep.

National

100

0

0

7.5

0

0

0

92.5

%

836:30

0

0

67:30

0

0

0

769:00

Hours

100

0

0

8.1

0

0

0

91.9

%

34

0

0

4

0

1

2

27

Titles

100

0

0

11.8

0

2.9

5.9

79.4

%

100

3.1

58.4

31.3

7.2

%

Total

2,226

0

0

137

0

7

32

2,050

100

0

0

6.2

0

0.3

1.4

92.1

%

Ibero-American

3,132

96

1,830

982

224

C/E

Chap./Ep.

Table 4. Formats of National and Ibero-American Fiction

906

Telenovela

Formats

Source: Obitel USA - Nielsen

TOTAL

0

(22:00-6:00)

777

129

0

Prime time (19:00-22:00)

(12:00- 19:00)

(6:00-12:00)*

C/E

Late night

Afternoon

Morning

Time slot

Table 3. Chapters/Episodes & Hours Broadcast by Time Slot
H

2,329:45

0

0

138:40

0

3:30

31:55

2,155:40

Hours

3,166:25

102:30

1,866:10

960:45

236:50

%

100

0

0

5.9

0

0.2

1.4

92.5

%

100

3.2

58.9

30.4

7.5
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Telenovelas continue to be the preferred fiction genre. Out of a
total of 44 new titles, 36 were telenovelas, followed by six unitaries
and three series. From a total of ten national productions, there were
eight telenovelas, two unitaries (Decisiones Extremas and Historias
de la Virgen Morena), but no series. Out of the 34 Ibero-American
titles, 28 were telenovelas, four unitaries (Lo Que Callamos Las
Mujeres, Milagros, Como Dice el Dicho and La Rosa de Guadalupe), two series (La Verdad de Mi Vida and Locas de Amor), and
one miniseries (Encanto del Águila).
Table 5. Formats of National Fiction by Time Slot
Morning

%

Telenovela

0

0

0

Series

0

0

0

Miniseries

0

0

Telefilm

0

Unitary
Docudrama
Others (soap
opera, etc.)
TOTAL

Formats

After%
noon

Prime
time

%

Late
night

%

0

8*

88.9

0

0

8

80

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

100

1

11.1

0

0

2

20

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

100

1

100

0

0

10

100

Total %

*One of the telenovelas premiered in prime time but then was changed to the afternoon
due to low ratings. For the purposes of this table, we have left it in prime time.
Source: Obitel USA - Nielsen

The majority of the telenovelas were situated in present time.
There were only two telenovelas that could be considered historical:
Pablo Escobar: El Patrón del Mal and El Encanto del Águila. The
first mentioned is based on the life of the drug lord Pablo Escobar
and the second was based on the Mexican revolution.
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Table 6. Time Period of the Fiction
Titles

%

Present

Time Period

42

95.5

Vintage

0

0

Historical

2

4.5

Other

0

0

TOTAL

44

100

               Source: Obitel USA - Nielsen

The list of the ten most watched fiction productions clearly
demonstrates the hegemonic dominance of Televisa, with its productions being transmitted through Univision; but the list also
shows, although minutely, the development of U.S. Hispanic productions. At the same time, either through their own productions, or
co-productions, Colombia continues to be a successful production
house for the U.S. market. In 2012, Univision transmitted nine of
the ten most watched productions and Telemundo transmitted the
telenovela that occupied tenth place. While Televisa provided eight
of the nine most watched titles via Univision, the ninth telenovela
was a co-production between Univision and Venevision-Miami.
The novelty of 2012 was that the production that occupied tenth
place in the ten most watched list, and was transmitted by Telemundo, was not a production produced by them but by the Colombian
production house Caracol TV.
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Table 7. 10 Most Watched Titles: Origin, Rating, Share

Title

1

Coun- Productry of
tion
original House
idea or
script

La Que
No Podía
Mexico
Amar

Channel

Name of scriptwriter or author
of original idea

Rating

Share

Televisa

Univision

Delia Fiallo (original idea)
Ximena Suarez
(script)

18.73

29.59

2

Abismo
Mexico
de Pasión

Televisa

Univision Juan Carlos Acalá

18.24

28.3

3

Amores
Verdaderos

Mexico

Televisa

Enrique Estébanez
Univision Marcela Citterio
Kary Fajer

18.16

28.27

4

Por Ella
Soy Eva

Mexico

Televisa

Pedro Rodríguez
Univision Alejandra Romero
Humberto Robles

15.82

25.46

5

Amor
Bravío

Mexico

Televisa

María Zarattini
Univision Martha Carrillo
Cristina García

15.56

25.56

6

Una Familia Con Mexico
Suerte

Televisa

Univision Jorge Fons

14.78

24.49

7

Un Refugio Para
el Amor

Mexico

Televisa

Univision

Ignacio Sada
Madero

13.07

22.73

8

Corona
de Lágri- Mexico
mas

Televisa

Univision

Manuel Canseco
Noriega
Jesús Calzada
Janely E. Lee

10.9

18.53

9

El Talismán

Univision/
Venevision

Univision Verónica Suárez

8.62

19.79

Telemun- Juan Camilo Ferdo
rand

8.54

8.54

USA

Pablo
Escobar: Colom- Caracol
10
El Patrón bia
TV
del Mal
Total productions: 10
100%
Source: Obitel USA - Nielsen

Foreign scripts:
90%
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The ten most watched fiction productions were all telenovelas
and all aired during prime time. Una Familia Con Suerte was a telenovela that was first aired in October 2011, but continued through
to May 2012, while Amores Verdaderos, Corona de Lágrimas and
Pablo Escobar: El Patrón del Mal began airing during 2012, but
continued into 2013. In terms of the list of the ten most watched
titles, Televisa occupied eight of those spots back in 2008, ten of the
spots in 2009, nine of the spots in 2010, eight of those spots in 2011
and now eight in 2012.
Table 8. The 10 Most Watched Titles: Format, Length, Time Slot
Title

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

La Que No
Podía Amar
Abismo de
Pasión
Amores Verdaderos
Por Ella Soy
Eva
Amor Bravío
Una Familia
Con Suerte
Un Refugio
Para el Amor
Corona de
Lágrimas
El Talismán

Format

Number of
chapters/
Genre
episodes
(in 2012)

Time slot

telenovela drama

157

02/01 to 10/08 Prime time

telenovela drama

161

12/03 to 02/11 Prime time

telenovela drama

36

07/11 to 26/12 Prime time

telenovela drama

114

16/07 to 22/11 Prime time

telenovela drama

90

13/08 to 22/11 Prime time

telenovela drama

76

06/02 to 23/05 Prime time

telenovela drama

164

24/05 to 22/11 Prime time

telenovela drama

20

03/12 to 28/12 Prime time

telenovela drama

98

12/03 to 15/06

114

09/07 to 28/12 Prime time

Pablo Escobar: El Patrón telenovela drama
del Mal
Source: Obitel USA - Nielsen
10

Date of first
and last
episode
(in 2012) (*)

Afternoon/
Prime time
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Table 9. Themes in the 10 Most Watched Titles

Titles

DOMINATING THEMES

SOCIAL THEMES

(UP TO 5 OF THE MOST
IMPORTANT THEMES)

(UP TO 5 OF THE MOST
IMPORTANT THEMES)

1

La Que No
Podía Amar

Selfishness, relationships
between social classes,
romance

Adoption, disabilities

2

Abismo de
Pasión

Adultery, revenge

Violence, abandonment, kidnapping

3

Amores Verdaderos

Adultery, love, family, and
disfunctionality

Eating disorders, bankruptcy

4

Por Ella Soy
Eva

Love, deception, emancipating

Gender politics, single mothers

5

Amor Bravío

Conspiracy, revenge

Euthanizing, depression,
violence

6

Una Familia
Con Suerte

Relationships between social
classes, romance

Social mobility

7

Un Refugio
Para el Amor

Fraud, romance, relationships between social classes

Abandonment, disabilities,
adapting to urban life

8

Corona de
Lágrimas

Family values, relationships
between social classes

Social mobility, single mothers

9

El Talismán

Rivalry, revenge, romance

Orphan, undocumented immigration, cancer, gambling

Pablo Esco10 bar: El Patrón Drug cartels, drug trafficking
del Mal
Source: Obitel USA - Nielsen

Corruption, violence

In terms of the gender of the general targeted audience, it was
mainly females, with over 60 percent. On the other hand, the telenovela Pablo Escobar: El Patrón del Mal, produced in Colombia by
TV Caracol was watched the same by males and females (50/50). El
Talismán, a co-production between Univision and Venevision, had
the most disparity between male and female audiences, 65 percent
were females and 35 percent were males. In regards to the age of the
audiences watching the ten most watched titles, it was mainly 25
and older. In particular, audiences were in the 35-49 demographic,
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representing the biggest portion of the audience, and similarly the
55+ demographic also had a high percentage of viewership.
Table 10. Audience Profile of the 10 Most Watched Titles:
Gender and Age
Channel

Gender %
Age %
Fe12- 18- 25- 35- 50Male 2-11
55+
male
17 24 34 49 54

Univision

61.6

38.4 13.8 5

Univision

62.9

37.1

Univision

61

Univision

5 Amor Bravío
Univision
Una Familia Con
6
Univision
Suerte
Un Refugio Para
7
Univision
el Amor
Corona de Lágri8
Univision
mas
9 El Talismán
Univision
Pablo Escobar: El Telemun10
Patrón del Mal
do
Source: Obitel USA – Nielsen

Titles
La Que No Podía
Amar
2 Abismo de Pasión
Amores Verdade3
ros
4 Por Ella Soy Eva

1

10 18.6 23.7 7.1 21.7

13 5.7 9.7 17.2 24

7

23.5

39

15

7

8.7

6

19.4

63.2

36.8

14

6

8.7 18.2 26.9 5.8 20.4

63.4

36.6

12

5

8.3 17.2 26.1 6.7 24.6

58.6

41.4 17.3 5.6 10.4 20.2 22.7 5.4 18.3

64.6

35.4 13.1 5.8 7.9 16.3 23.6 6.7 26.6

62.8

37.2 14.9 5.4 6.5 16.4 24.9 6.2 25.7

18

26

65

35

14.9 4.2 10.1 16.7 20.7 6.6 26.8

50.2

49.8

7.8 4.3 7.9 18.6 33.6 8.3 19.5

3. Transmedia reception
Social media continues to be at the forefront of the media business, although it has shifted gears. Not only is social media used
by the networks to advertise and promote programming, it is also
used as a second platform to connect to fans and vice versa. Fans
are now “ambassadors” of information for the media conglomerates as they “like,” “share” and “retweet” their passions via different
social networks (i.e. Facebook, Twitter, Instagram). Additionally,
TV Everywhere2 is changing the way things are accessible and how
consumers view content; media conglomerates have not figured out
how they will be able to measure viewership through Video Every2
TV Everywhere is an attempt of the TV industry in order to meet the audience demand
for more content in other kinds of screens, such as tablets, computers and cellphones.
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where just yet. And lastly, social media has now become the number
one source for news. Individuals are more likely to receive worldly
news via their friends on Facebook than from the Huffington Post.
Elected
Network Internet pages
fiction

Official page via
Novelasyseries.
univision.com
El Talismán

Univision

Levels of
Type of
Dominant
Interacinteraction
practices
tion
Viewing
Passive
Transmedia
viewing

Active

Official Facebook
page

Real time
Official Twitter page interaction
Not official YouTube page

Active

Transmedia
viewing
Active

Comment
Interpretation
Remix
Parody
Recommendation
Imitation
Celebration
Critique
Collection
Sharing
Discussion

The chosen fiction for this year’s Obitel chapter for the U.S.
is El Talismán, a Venevision and Univision production. The USA
team wanted this section to be reflected of a top ten title that was
produced in the U.S., considering that a big part of the top ten titles are Televisa’s productions in Mexico. El Talismán had its final
broadcast on the week of June 11th through June 15th. The Internet
page chosen for a greater and in-depth analysis is Facebook. This
fan page was created on October 28th, 2011 and the telenovela was
released on January 30th, 2012. There are a total of 12,381 total page
“likes” and 32 “people talking about it.” Approximately 25 comments were posted before the actual premiere of El Talismán, along
with some cross-promotional comments regarding other telenovelas
and other shows featuring the cast. For the in-depth analysis portion
of this research, the final week of El Talisman will be used. During
the final week of El Talismán, which was June 11th through June
15th, there were a total of 20 comments posted by an Univision representative. Interaction was seen to increase as the final episode was
approaching. From Monday through Wednesday, the users’ “likes”
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varied between 15-30, but on Friday the 15th there were over 100
“likes” for two of the five posts. For the entire week, there were a
total of 766 “likes,” 112 “comments” from users and 14 “shares.”
Although general market series have more interaction via
social networks, Spanish-language television is not falling terribly behind. Research shows that Hispanics over-index in mobile
technology with smartphones (Guthrie, 2012), but in comparison
to general market, they are still lacking in engagement. Univision,
as mentioned previously, is expanding their online media presence,
not only through Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and etc., but also
through the creation of webnovelas, more recently with high profile
actresses/actors (i.e. Kate del Castillo).

4. Highlights of the year
Two big events dominated the small screen in 2012: the Olympic Games in London and the presidential elections in the United
States. NBC, the owner of Telemundo, obtained the rights to broadcast the Olympics in London, providing the Hispanic network the
opportunity to offer a full coverage of 173 hours during the games.
Telemundo, self-described as “the home of the Olympic Games in
Spanish in the U.S.”, devised a broad strategy of coverage that included transmissions on its broadcast network as well as on its cable
network Mun2, and on various digital, mobile and social media
platforms. The Olympic coverage counted with the participation of
more than 20 news anchors, readers and hosts (NBC-U, 2012). Telemundo doubled its audience ratings compared to that of the Beijing
Olympics with the 18 to 49 demographic. Telemundo’s coverage
provided the network an audience of 19.3 million viewers, which
was more than 29 percent than it obtained in Beijing. The soccer
match between Brazil and Mexico attracted a total of 3.6 million
viewers, becoming the most watched soccer game broadcast on a
weekend in the history of the network (NBC-U Sports, 2012).
The presidential elections in the U.S. offered a unique opportunity to the Hispanic networks to position themselves as original
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sources of information for the Hispanic audience as well as the general English-speaking public. Knowing of the strategic position the
Hispanic population occupies in the presidential elections, Univision and Telemundo managed to obtain exclusive interviews and
create special programming with the two presidential candidates. A
strategy to make themselves visible in the electoral landscape was
crucial for the networks to attract advertising, which was estimated
that 3 billion dollars were spent in advertisements in the media. In
2008, the Hispanic television networks obtained only 100 million
dollars out of the total 2 billion dollars invested (James, 2012). However, studies on advertising investment in the Hispanic networks in
the ten most important states (Arizona, California, Colorado, Florida, Illinois, New York, New Mexico, Texas, Nevada and Virginia)
showed that the investment constituted only 6.2 percent out of the
total advertisements in 2012, in contrast to the 10 percent that signified the Latino vote for the presidency (Vega, 2012a).
There were high expectations this year surrounding the potential of the U.S. Hispanic fiction industry, following the success of La
Reina del Sur and Eva Luna in 2011. However, this continuity did
not occur in 2012. It was hoped that El Talismán, a co-production
between Univision and Venevision, in which the formula utilized
in Eva Luna was repeated to a certain extent, would generate high
ratings. El Talismán was a co-production between the two production companies of Eva Luna and had the same team of executive
producers from Venevision, Peter Tinoco, and Univision, Carlos
Sotomayor, with the executive direction of Arquímides Rivero, and
Blanca Soto as the lead actress. El Talismán premiered in prime time
at 20:00 (EST) and attracted over five millions viewers, becoming
the most watched premiere in the history of the network for a U.S.
Hispanic production (Univision Corporativo, 2012). However, the
telenovela soon began to lose its audience and ratings, obligating
Univision to change it to the 13:00 time slot. The shift in schedule
further contributed to the drastic decrease in ratings and the number of episodes was reduced from 120 to 98. While the telenovela
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reached approximately 14 rating points in prime time, the rating
decreased to only six points with the change in schedule. Thus, El
Talismán placed ninth among the top ten most watched telenovelas
with an average of only 8.62 rating points.   
For its part, Telemundo’s original productions did not make it
on the top ten list. A TV Caracol production positioned Telemundo
on the list not as producer, but as the broadcast network. The telenovela Pablo Escobar: El Patrón del Mal from Caracol TV obtained
8.54 points, only a tenth less than El Talismán. The Colombian telenovela is an example of the continuing relevance of the narco as
a theme in fiction, as was the case with La Reina del Sur in 2011.
Evidence of the strategic theme and connection with Colombia as a
producer country comes with the production of the narco-novela El
Señor de los Cielos with Caracol TV and Argos. However, this also
reveals the setback Telemundo suffered when its independent producer RTI-Colombia and the network TV Caracol announced their
new alliances with Televisa and Univision earlier this year.   
The highlight of the year is not a particular production but an
internal reorganization of the U.S. Hispanic industry. RCN, previously associated with Univision and UniMás, joined forces with
News Corp/Fox under its new network MundoFox. RTI Colombia
and TV Caracol abandoned Telemundo for production and programming agreements with Televisa and Univision. Telemundo will
look for new production alliances with Cadena Tres (Mexico) and
Televen (Venezuela) while strengthening its relation with Argos
Communication Mexico.   

5. Topic of the year: social memory and television fiction
Former President Felipe Calderon’s crackdown on drug trafficking and the territorial disputes among cartels set off an unparalleled wave of violence and grisly murders, including beheadings,
in Mexico over six years ago. Estimates put the death toll around
50,000 since 2006, and the killings show no sign of abating (Malkin,
2012). A sense of impotence over the fact that those in charge lack
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the ability or willingness to fight narcotrafficking and the corruption
that supports it characterizes the national mood. To have to witness
Mexico turn into the Colombia of the 1980s fuels the despair and
anxiety of its citizens.
Colombia is situated in one of the best geographical regions
for the production and distribution of drugs (Cadena Montenegro,
2010). The increase in demand for marijuana, particularly in the
United States, at the end of the 1970s led to the proliferation of
pot cultivation and allowed Colombia to become the number one
producer in the world. In fact, the most infamous narco Pablo Escobar was among the ten wealthiest men in 1980 with a fortune
of US$25 billion that he even offered to pay for Colombia’s external debt (Cadena, 2010, p.47). Escobar was also responsible for the
death of 4,000 people, including three presidential candidates, and
for introducing terrorist tactics like the use of explosions in public
spaces (Cadena, 2010, p.47). The reign of the Colombian cartels
dismantled when American authorities curtailed their trading routes
through the Caribbean and South Florida, thereby allowing Mexican cartels to take over the distribution business (Archibold, 2009).
Mexico’s proximity to the U.S., with its rampant drug consumption
and lax gun regulations, has empowered the cartels.
José Luis Cadena Montenegro (2010) argues that narcotrafficking represented for Colombia a new form of organized crime
and a shift in culture in which money replaced the old traditions
and values of the nation. The term traquetos arose to pinpoint those
involved in the drug trade who lived a fast life and only believed
in the power of money (Cadena, 2010, p.50-1). The illicit activities and culture of the narco in countries like Colombia and Mexico
(the terms sicario and buchón, conceptually similar to traquetos,
are now commonplace) are so ubiquitous that they have captured
the national imaginary and figure prominently in representations of
popular culture, such as, music (see narcocorridos), literary novels
(see Arturo Pérez-Reverte best-seller La Reina del Sur) and telenovelas.          
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The struggle to reconstruct the past via popular culture is a reflection of the conflict to understand and unravel the present. The
reconstruction of the past involves three main features: the process
of selectivity, whereby some events are highlighted and others omitted; the question of authority; and the inclusion of an explicit or
implicit moral judgment (Meyers, 2007).
Television as the most popular medium and with the widest
reach among Hispanics has been adept at narrating the past and
thereby influencing how viewers think about history through its
telenovelas, which are such a cultural phenomenon across Latin
America where over half the population considers itself a regular
viewer (Miller, 2010). The telenovela is a populist genre that creates
a unified public space for viewers of diverse social backgrounds to
share a common experience and to engage in discourses of the nation. Mauro Porto (2011) notes that audiences make strong parallels
between telenovela representations and the political and social realities of the nation. The melodramatic nature of telenovelas redefines
the relationship between the political and the personal by translating political issues in personal and familiar terms, in “terms that
are meaningful in everyday life” (Hamburger, 2000). As Ana Lopez
(1995) points out, “living” the nation through telenovelas is in fact a
tangible possibility for viewers.     
The current trend in Hispanic television is the telenovela subgenre known as the narco-novela whose story revolves around the
dark and ugly world of drug trafficking. Colombian writer Gustavo
Bolívar, author of Sin tetas no hay paraíso that was adapted into the
successful eponymous telenovela, declares that “we are assisting in
the burial of the Cinderella scheme” that characterizes telenovelas.
In other words, the paradigm of the traditional melodrama in which
the poor female protagonist marries a rich, honest man is dissolving
to depict the gritty reality of Latin America and the United States.
The criticism against narco-novelas is that they glamorize the
lives of narcos and apologize for their trade. The writer of El Espectador, Mario Fernando Prado, counters this criticism saying that a
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careful analysis of the development of such novelas reveals that the
result of drug trafficking is always prison, death or destruction. It
is one misery after another so that no viewer would want to follow
this path. Psychologist José Antonio Garciandía agrees, arguing in
the Colombian magazine Semana, and states that “telenovelas are
not legitimating anything, they are simply showing what is already
informally legitimated in the national culture”.                
Amid the current landscape in which narco-novelas permeate
the small screen and the real-life discontent over the so-called “war
on drugs” continues to grow, Telemundo’s newest original production, El Señor de los Cielos, arrives. This telenovela focuses on the
myth of Amado Carrillo, considered to be one of the most powerful and notorious Mexican drug traffickers of the 1990s. The press
releases preceding the premiere of the telenovela boasted that this
was to be the most ambitious production of the year in Hispanic
television with its high end special effects in its multiple gun battles
and car explosions, and promised a story packed with “action, emotions, insatiable passions, luxuries, misery, intrigue and suspense”.
The hype was worthwhile. El Señor de los Cielos ranked as the
network’s second highest rated premiere regardless of time period,
right behind La Reina del Sur, reaching about 3 million viewers and
40 percent share of total viewers in its time period.
Following the unprecedented success of La Reina del Sur, it is
no surprise that Telemundo continues to explore the world of drug
trafficking in its latest production. El Señor de los Cielos addresses
every narco-trope available in the span of half an hour. The opening credits feature the titular character clad in his Norteño apparel
(pointy boots, hat, excessive gold jewelry), interspersed with images of drugs, guns and money as the theme song that is in the style
of a corrido describes him: “as astute and perverse as the devil / as
loved as he is dishonest (…).” Aurelio Casillas (also known as the
Lord of the Skies) is, on the one hand, a hyper-masculine individual
with a love for alcohol and women, and on the other, he is a churchgoing, family man. The nihilism that characterizes the narco-world
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where death always lurks in close proximity is evinced on the final
scene of the pilot episode in which Casillas utters to one of his devoted employees “Pues pa’ morir nacimos” (“We were born to die”)
before proceeding to engage in a gun battle with his enemies.
The narco-novela formula has proven to be so successful that
it is an economically sound decision for Telemundo to produce this
type of programming. For example, La Reina del Sur attracted a
large swath of the coveted 18 to 34 male demographic and increased
the network’s ratings for more than 40 percent in 2011. Moreover,
narco-novelas give Telemundo an edge over its rival Univision and
its Televisa-produced telenovelas that continue to rely on the Cinderella storyline. A big part of Telemundo’s marketing strategy is
to position itself as the authoritative voice of Latinos and to claim
to give the public what they want. Jacqueline Hernandez, chief operating officer for Telemundo, notes: “Our audience reflects the
U.S. Hispanic population, across the full spectrum (…) What all
our viewers have in common is a passion for their culture and they
turn to Telemundo to connect with content that is uniquely U.S.
Hispanic” –here taking a stab at Univision’s programming that is
particularly tailored to first-generation Mexicans–. She cites La
Reina as an example of their original programming that is unrivaled
on television today: “[La Reina] is a smart, provocative show, and
yet remains traditional in that the main character struggles with her
personal values” (Brock, 2011).
Having established its authority, Telemundo can assert the
right to represent the past and depict the reality of Hispanics in its
telenovelas, which emphasize the personal trials and tribulations of
their protagonists. The story of Teresa Mendoza or Aurelio Casillas is relatable to a certain extent to the Telemundo audience, the
second or third-generation Hispanics whose parents arrived to the
U.S. with the “American dream” in mind: to climb the social ladder
and achieve success and, in turn, happiness (in line with the logic
of capitalism). Like said telenovela characters, immigrants are often
considered rebels and pariahs to be kept on the margins of society.
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The moral judgment of the telenovelas is paradoxical because while
the characters are threatened by prison and death as consequences
of their illicit actions, their fast lives and conspicuous consumption
of alcohol, women and guns are glamorized (what they have becomes desirable). Further, highlighting the high end special effects
and promising a story packed with action sequences, as Telemundo
press releases do, and sanitizing the gun battles and car explosions
(with no gore or blood to be shown) make the violence that surrounds the narco seductive in order to transfix the audience and
maintain high ratings.
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1. Audiovisual context in the country
The year 2012 must be remembered as that in which a majority of the Mexicans, specifically the young ones, got together in the
Movement #YoSoy132, and for the first time the role of the media
in society was placed as critical issue on the public agenda. The
core of their demands focused on exposing the “media imposition”
that was constructed from the networks Televisa and TV Azteca, in
order to take Enrique Peña Nieto, a hegemonic standard-bearer of
Partido Revolucionario Institucional (PRI, the Institutional Revolutionary Party),2 to the Presidency of Mexico.
Like never before, the apparent neutrality and objectivity of the
media were questioned and their interference in the country’s political-economic decisions was denounced. The organized society and
the #YoSoy132 presented different law initiatives to put an end to
the great media monopolies the country has in the broadcasting and
telecommunications systems, and they tried to achieve what they
called “the democratization of the media”. The media, or at least
most of them, had to incorporate these issues in their agendas; moreWe thank Nielsen Ibope-Mexico for providing us with the information about audiences
and programming for this chapter. The opinions about them are Obitel’s responsibility.
We thank Sofia Padilla for her publishing cooperation.
2
This party has, except for a 12-year period (2000-2012), occupied Mexico’s Presidency
for 71 years.
1
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over, for the first time there was a presidential debate organized by
the society and not by the networks or the electoral authorities. It
was a memorable historical event.
However, the citizen drive was not capable of reversing the tendency and the candidate Peña Nieto, from the historic PRI, won the
elections amid controversy and by the hand of Angelica Rivera, his
present wife, an icon of the Mexican telenovelas, better known as
“La Gaviota” (the Seagull) for her role in Destilando amor (a Mexican version of the original Colombian telenovela Café con aroma
de mujer).
The year 2012 was also the year in which dispute for the control of telecommunications escalated. Without government supervision and with the open support of the outgoing government of
PAN President Felipe Calderon towards Televisa, the rest of the
competitors (headed by Carlos Slim, the richest man in the world
according to Forbes Magazine) represented an unprecedented legal
defense and they managed to curb Televisa’s voracity to take over
the market of technological convergence. At the end of the year, the
dispute did not seem to be flagging, though, to everyone’s surprise,
this debate facilitated a Telecommunications Reform (to be undertaken in 2013).
Fiction participated in both political processes: the elections
and the struggle for the “triple play” (the offer of digital television, telephony and Internet by a single provider), which served as
a tribune to promote political-electoral messages and show, at least
symbolically, the merger of the networks’ business interests. In that
same frame of mind, “fiction a la carte” consolidated as a political
marketing strategy and helped the outgoing government to maintain, at least on the screen, the hope that their armed forces were
winning the war against organized crime that Mexico has suffered
since the year 2006, which has taken a toll of over 80 thousand lives
and the disappearance of other 25 thousand people.
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1.1. Broadcast television in Mexico
Graph 1. National channels of broadcast TV in Mexico
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Graph 4. TV genres in TV programing
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1.2. Tendencies in audiences in the year 2012
The increase in the number of TV sets purchased by the Mexican households and their greater Internet connectivity are beginning
to generate multiple reception processes that change the dynamics
of Mexican audiences. In spite of the fact that the devices are more
and more personal all the time, the audiences are not segregating or
DERECHOS RESERVADOS © IBOPE AGB MEXICO, S.A. DE C.V. Bruno Traven
60, General Pedro Ma. Anaya, 03340, Mexico, D.F., 2013. The present page contains
materials that are the industrial and intellectual property of Ibope AGB Mexico, S.A. de
C.V., which have been put at the disposal of Obitel for research purposes and the analysis
related with this project, therefore its reproduction by third parties is prohibited, whether
permanent or temporary, total or partial, without the previous written permission of this
company. Violations shall be punished according to pertinent laws.
5
DERECHOS RESERVADOS © IBOPE AGB MEXICO, S.A. DE C.V. Bruno Traven
60, General Pedro Ma. Anaya, 03340, Mexico, D.F., 2013. The present page contains
materials that are the industrial and intellectual property of Ibope AGB Mexico, S.A. de
C.V., which have been put at the disposal of Obitel for research purposes and the analysis
related with this project, therefore its reproduction by third parties is prohibited, whether
permanent or temporary, total or partial, without the previous written permission of this
company. Violations shall be punished according to pertinent laws.
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individualizing themselves; quite the contrary, the contents –regardless of the medium– continue to converge.
Television reception on mobile devices had grown 58% by
2012 in their connection to Internet by means of smartphones, and
according to the Estudio de Consumos Digitales entre Internautas
Mexicanos (Digital Media Consumption Study of Mexican Internet
Users) (IAB Mexico et al., 2012), 50% of the national Internet users watch TV online as they surf. Video clips are the audiovisual
contents that are consumed the most (44%), followed by the news
(29%), TV series (28%) and films (27%); 18% follow the broadcast
of some TV channel on the Internet.
The industry of Video on Demand (VoD) in Mexico is in full
development and undoubtedly the growth of the broadband and the
devices connected to the Internet are changing audiovisual consumption habits. Therefore, films and other audiovisual contents are
watched not only at movie theaters, but also at home through platforms such as Netflix, Totalmovie or Vudu. One in every four Mexican Internet user logs into Netflix (The Economist, 29/01/20136)
and at present it ranks sixteenth among the most visited sites in
Mexico (according to www.alexa.com), despite having started operations in the country as late as 2011. At the end of 2012 other platforms emerged that compete with the previous ones: Claro Video
and Cinepolis Klic, which offer more economical monthly rates.
According to the Televisa 2012 Annual Report (p. 38), Televisa, under a license contract with Netflix, put at the disposal of
Netflix subscribers 3,000 hours of telenovelas and series a year, as
well as many different general entertainment shows from their gallery in a non-exclusive manner since July 12th 2011 for the territories of Mexico, Latin America and the Caribbean. This agreement
increases the availability of the company’s programming in Latin
America and Caribbean, areas where Netflix launched several subscriptions at the end of 2011, and it is a strategy to capitalize on its
6
Recovered from http://eleconomista.com.mx/tecnociencia/2013/01/29/cada-cuatrointernautas-mexico-usa-netflix
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gallery around 50,000 hours of contents via digital distribution. The
consumption prospects are growing and so are the offers.

1.3. Advertising investment of the year: in TV and in fiction
According to Merca 2.0 magazine (April, 2013), advertising
investment in Latin America continues to show a tendency to grow.
For the year of 2012 the region had an increase of 8% with respect
of the previous year. A total of 5,296 million dollars were invested
in Mexico, which represents a 5% increase with respect of 2011.
Open television continues as the advertisers’ favorite medium, since
it covers 52% of the total investment; while pay television obtained
7.3% of advertising investment. Investment on the digital media
amounted to 6.8%, surpassing the newspapers, which, in spite of a
slight improvement, only managed to secure 6.6%.
Among the advertising investment in the realm of fiction is the
establishment of the so-called “brand name telenovelas”, productions
that are undertaken through the model recognized as “narrative advertising”; which makes the brand name one more narrative element
in the plot, that is, a character. This model has been in operation in
Televisa telenovelas since 2009 within a specific time slot (20:00) and
through a format recognized as “popular or humorous telenovelas”.
Hasta que el dinero nos separe (Televisa, 2009) was set in a Ford
automobile agency. In 2011, Una familia con suerte was recorded in
the Avon cosmetics factory, the same facilities that were used in 2012
to film Porque el amor manda.
According to data provided by Avon Company itself, their
participation in the telenovelas with integrated advertising allowed
them to reach a maximum purchase intention with the public exposed to integrations, with a 89% before and 100% after watching
it. In an interview for the business magazine Expansion, Avon CEO
herself, Andrea Jung, admitted the creativity of her marketing team
in Mexico boasting of the results provided by their fictional president, Pancho Lopez (the main character of Una familia con suerte).
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The results of this model have been so good that, as it was pointed
out above, they not only sponsored the telenovela Porque el amor
manda, but also made the first cross-over of the Mexican telenovelas
by putting back on the screen the character of Pancho Lopez, which,
in addition to being an argument of narrative transmedia, is a marketing scheme that we have labeled as “Actor/Character/Franchise”.

1.4. Merchandising and social merchandising
Merchandising has become more and more naturalized, becoming part of the characters’ stories and everyday lives. Case in
point, in the telenovela Amores verdaderos, the main character is the
owner of a leading advertising agency, thus justifying that at given
moments of the plot certain products (such as diapers or yogurt) are
advertised and their qualities mentioned.
Another example is Te presento a Valentín, in which the sponsors (of juices, hair products, water purifiers, body lotions and a
bank) not only advertised themselves within the story becoming part
thereof, but also even created Facebook and Twitter accounts with
the names of the products in order to interact through these social
networks with the audiences, urging them to consume their products.
The result of this tendency to naturalize products in the fiction
narrative itself is a greater guarantee that the audience “watches”
and relates with the products and brand names, since they do not
have the alternative to change channels while the commercials are
on, which in addition may seduce them “subtly” into consuming
them.
But not all the merchandising has a commercial character.
There is also that which refers to social programs or initiatives that
are intended to create awareness about different issues. This type of
“social advertising” was present in different Mexican fiction shows
throughout the year 2012.
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However, as we will specify, it pursued a political objective
rather than a social aim, like in the series La Teniente7, which was
used to dramatize the actions undertaken against drug traffic. The
series showed the positive, triumphalist side of the war.
Other productions, in the same frame of mind, focused on diffusion of certain goverments’ social programs; case in point, Mucho
corazón produced by Sistema Chiapaneco de Radio, Televisión y
Cinematografía. This fiction is already an icon by being the first
telenovela produced by a public channel from the province. In
it, several social politics were promoted that originated from this
state’s government during the 2006-2012 period.
Within the same scope of public television, but on a national
level, Channel Once co-produced two series: Paramédicos and Kipatla. The former was based on actual testimonies of the Mexican
Red Cross personnel; the latter is a series that the channel produced
with the Consejo Nacional para Prevenir la Discriminación (Conapred, National Council to Prevent Discrimination).
Paramédicos sought to generate awareness about the work of
the Red Cross personnel and showed the hardships under which they
must work. At the end of each episode, emphasis was laid on the
importance for the people to make economic contributions in the
yearly fund raisers organized by this institution.
On the other hand, the children’s stories series Kipatla: para
tratarnos igual, edited by Conapred, aimed at appealing to the children’s reality and from there invite them to reflect about their own
actions. Its main premise was to promote equality, tolerance and
rejection to discrimination.
Unlike other models of social merchandising, what was promoted from public television in Mexico was an interesting proposition about how fiction can be put at the service of social programs or
In 2011, Televisa produced the series El equipo at the request of the Secretary of Public
Security of the Federal Government. The series portrayed the struggle undertaken by this
corporation against organized crime. In La teniente, the militia, not the police, had the
leading role.

7
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actions without it detracting or compromising the narrative or visual
quality of TV fiction.

1.5. Communication policies (laws, reforms, incentives, digital TV)
“Democratizing the media system and preventing media imposition” was the slogan chanted by the Movement #YoSoy132, which
emerged on May 11th after a visit by the then PRI candidate and
current President of Mexico, Enrique Peña Nieto, to the campus of
the Universidad Iberoamericana in the country’s capital. There the
young people berated him for his actions in the repression suffered
by the people from San Salvador Atenco8 when he was the Governor
of the State of Mexico. The presidential candidate’s laconic, evasive
answers caused the young college students to become annoyed, giving rise to the Movement #YoSoy132.9
This emerging movement multiplied in social networks such
as Twitter and Facebook, generating thus a nationwide movement,
#YoSoy132, which is considered relevant in view of the presidential
elections, since they denounce the open favoritism networks exerted
in favor of Peña Nieto and, consequently, demanded that the government legislate in favor of a more democratic media system.
This citizen’s resurgence and the awakening of some young
people –heretofore oblivious to politics– framed the stage for the
2012 presidential elections amid the suspicion of a media imposition and the massive buying of votes, an action that was proved in
the thousands of pieces of evidence the citizens gathered and made
known through the Internet on the day of the elections.
Citizen impetus did not flag and they continued to denounce the
irregularities and lack of information from the media about it. Nevertheless, Peña Nieto was declared the winner in the elections and
on December 1st, outside the Congreso de la Union, the place where
In this town people protested against the construction of a new airport and the response
by the then Governor of the State of Mexico, Enrique Peña Nieto, was to send police force
to repress the demonstrators.
9
The number of students that uploaded their video into Youtube to refute the opinion of
Candidate Peña Nieto’s campaign team.
8
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he was sworn in as president, thousands of people were repressed,
beaten and jailed; among them, adherents to #YoSoy132. In spite of
the repression, this movement presented a law initiative regarding
telecommunications and broadcasting before Congress.

1.5.1. The media war and the “Pact for Mexico”
This citizens’ dispute took place in an equally violent media
scene, since the corporate big shots fought with all their might to
influence the group that would head the business of technologicaldigital convergence.
Televisa seemed to be leading the race, although at the beginning of 2012 the Comisión Federal de Competencia (CFC, Federal
Competence Commission) rejected the merger that it intended to
carry out with the cell phone company Iusacell, owned by its competitor TV Azteca. This purchase would guarantee the network’s
entry into the telephone market dominated by Carlos Slim’s companies.
When said negotiation fell through, Televisa put pressure on
the government to obtain the necessary guarantees and enter the
telecommunications market. In response to this, the authorities decided to initiate reorganization and rescue process of the 2.5 GHz
band owned by the multimedia group MVS Comunicaciones; the
justification was that the company was underusing spectrum. MVS
sued the government to have their spectrum returned to them. Nevertheless, they did not desist from their objective and months later
they announced that the band would be tendered and Televisa would
lead the process.
In view of the government’s inability to regulate the media,
2012 is pointed out as the year in which the big companies ruled.
Evidence of this is the fact that Televisa and TV Azteca offered
the government to open up to the competition and permit a third
national open TV network if they were allowed to enter the telecommunications market. Telmex and Telcel, in turn, were inflexible in
relation to the interconnection tariffs they charged other companies
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to allow them to connect to not only their networks but also to their
millions of users. The authorities did not manage to have the tariffs
reduced, and they did not prevent Televisa and TV Azteca from
collecting a cost from the cable and satellite television systems for
the signals that they both have openly in the country. Many of these
systems, specifically Dish (a company linked with Telmex), had to
remove the open signal channels, which in strict accordance with
the law should be free.
Once Peña Nieto’s triumph had been confirmed, the war among
the companies stopped and surprisingly the telecommunications tycoons Emilio Azcarraga (Televisa), Carlos Slim (Telmex/Telcel)
and Ricardo Salinas (TV Azteca/Iusacell) appeared sitting together
the day in which the initiative known as “Pacto por México” (Pact
for Mexico) was presented, whose agreement joins the main political, economic, business and media powers to establish and pass the
measures that will take the country to a higher level of development.

1.6. Public TV
Unlike previous years, fiction production in public channels did
not concentrate in the country’s capital, but diversified throughout
other regions. Case in point the aforementioned telenovela Mucho
corazon, that goes beyond the social merchandising shown in its
content, it also conveyed a new representation scheme, for it was
produced with local actors in local settings and tried to eradicate the
stereotype of the submissive, ignorant indigenous character prevailing in commercial fiction, which has contributed so much from the
screen to their discrimination.
In turn, Channel Once continued, in spite of a cut in its budget, to produce series. During 2012 it released three: Tiro de gracia,
Paramédicos and Kipatla, the former being a risky bet since it was
a fiction that referred critically to the actions the government was
undertaking against organized crime.
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1.7. Pay TV
Fiction productions for pay television were indeed a growing
phenomenon. The case of Cadena Tres (that is broadcast in open
signal only in the Valley of Mexico) continues to stand out, it produced and coproduced five fictions in 2012: Infames (telenovela),
La ruta blanca (telenovela), El albergue (series), Dulce amargo (telenovela) and La clínica (series). These productions have not managed
to take off in terms of rating, for the most successful one of them,
Infames, only obtained one rating point. The hypothesis in relation
to the Cadena Tres fictions is that they are addressed to a viewer who
needs to be more updated in terms of political and social information, therefore it does not appeal to viewers used to the telenovelas
who do not presuppose any previous information.
Another new actor in the production of fiction in 2012 was
52mx (MVS), a restricted television channel, that made the series
Los super Perez and Roomies, fictions manufactured with a humorous narrative that seeks to emulate the style of American series, but
with a very local flavor. Los super Perez are a group of Mexican
superheroes that fight organized crime. Roomies, in turn, is a series
that portrays the lives of a group of youngsters in the style of the
famous series Friends.
A cable channel that for the second year in a row presented a
fiction is Telehit (Televisa), which produced the series Hoy soy nadie, a thriller that invites the viewer to discover who might be the serial killer that likes to select his victims through the social networks.
This series turned out to be a likable product, for it was the first of
its style to use the narratives and communication forms that prevail
in the social networks.

1.8. Tendencies of the ICTs (Internet, cell phone, digital TV, VoD)
According to the AMIPCI (2012), there are 40.6 million Internet users in Mexico, which in relation to the 2011 data they
are 5.7 million more users. Cell phone contracts had amounted to
94,565,000 by 2011, of which 45% concentrated in the country’s 12
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major cities, the capital being the region where one fourth is concentrated (Cofetel, 2011).
The analog blackout has begun and it is expected to be finished
by the end of the year 2015. The city of Tijuana, in the country’s
north, was chosen to begin the transition works towards Digital Terrestrial Television (DTT). Nevertheless, the challenge is huge because over 70% of the Mexican population does not have the device
required to receive transmissions with digital quality (El Financiero,
15/02/2013).10

2. Yearly analysis: premiere of National and Ibero-American fiction
Table 1. Fictions exhibited in 2012 (domestic and imported;
premiere and reruns; co-productions)
NATIONAL PREMIERE TITLES: 28

IMPORTED PREMIERE TITLES: 18

Televisa: 16 national titles
1. Abismo de pasión (telenovela)
2. Un refugio para el amor (telenovela)
3. Por ella soy Eva (telenovela)
4. Amor bravío (telenovela)
5. Cachito de cielo (telenovela)
6. Mis XV (telenovela)
7. Amores verdaderos (telenovela)
8. Corona de la grimas (telenovela)
9. La mujer del vendaval (telenovela)
10. Que bonito amor (telenovela)
11. Porque el amor manda (telenovela)
12. La familia Peluche (comedy series)
13. Cloroformo (series)
14. El diez (series)
15. Los he roes del norte 2 (series)

Televisa: 11 imported titles
29. Marina (telenovela-USA)
30. Amor sincero (telenovela-Colombia)
31. Chepe fortuna (telenovela-Colombia)
32. Rosa diamante (telenovela-USA)
33. Una maid en Manhattan (telenovelaUSA)
34. Corazón valiente (telenovela-USA)
35. El alma herida (telenovela-USA)
36. El fantasma de Elena (telenovelaUSA)
37. Los herederos del monte (telenovelaColombia)
38. Rosario Tijeras (series-Colombia)
39. Héroes (miniseries-Chile)

TV Azteca: 6 national titles
16. La mujer de Judas (telenovela)
17. Quererte así (telenovela)
18. Amor cautivo (telenovela)
19. Los Rey (telenovela)

TV Azteca: 4 imported titles
40. Acorralada (telenovela-Venezuela)
41. Corazón apasionado (telenovelaVenezuela)
42. Ángel rebelde (telenovela-Venezuela)
43. Estoy en la banda (series-USA)

http://www.elfinanciero.com.mx/component/content/article/53-nuestras-historias/4953
-los-retos-de-la-digitalizacion-de-tv-en-mexico.html accessed on March 16th, 2013.

10
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20. La otra cara del alma (telenovela)
21. La teniente (series)
22. Pinche Pancho (series)
Once TV Mexico: 3 national titles
23. Paramédicos (series)
24. Estado de gracia (series)
25. Kipatla (series)
Cadena Tres: 3 national titles
26. Infames (telenovela)
27. El albergue (series)
28. La clínica (series)

Cadena Tres: 2 imported titles
44. La ruta blanca (telenovela-Colombia/
Mexico)
45. La Pola (telenovela-Colombia)
Canal 22: 1 title
46. Los archivos del cardenal (seriesChile)
RERUNS: 6
Televisa: 6 titles
47. María la del barrio (telenovela)
48. María Mercedes (telenovela)
49. El clon (telenovela-USA)
50. Una familia de diez (comedy series)
51. Vecinos (comedy series)
52. Que madre tan padre (comedy series)
TOTAL EXHIBITED TITLES: 52

Source: Ibope AGB Mexico, from Monday to Sunday, from 2:00 to 24:00, from January
1st to December 31st, 2012, ratings database TV 5 domains, national households, Media
Smart Station. Elaborated by Obitel-Mexico.

The first element to point out is the increase in domestic fiction
production, since it went from 23 to 28 titles with respect of 2011.
Televisa continues to be the leading company, although the upturn
of channels such as Once TV and Cadena Tres is worthy of mention
because they have managed to consolidate a stock of production;
however, their new visual, narrative aesthetics has not been able to
get through to the audiences and their productions do not manage
to obtain more than two rating points. This fact contrasts a great
deal with the ratings reached by the reruns of classics such as María
la del barrio and María Mercedes (both from the 1990’s), which
obtained more than ten points, a figure that none of the TV Azteca
telenovelas (the second most important network) managed to attain.
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Table 2. Premiere fiction in 2012: countries of origin
Country

Titles

%

Chapters

%

Hours

%

NATIONAL

28

61

2,136

62

2,020

56

IBERO-AMERICAN

17

37

1,336

38

1,556

44

-

-

-

-

-

-

Argentina
Brazil

-

-

-

-

-

-

Chile

2

4

88

3

126:35

4

Colombia

5

11

477

14

554:00

15

Ecuador

-

-

-

-

-

-

Spain

-

-

-

-

-

-

USA (Hispanic production)

7

15

462

13

585:40

16

MEXICO

28

61

2,136

62

2,020

56

Peru

-

-

-

-

-

-

Portugal

-

-

-

-

-

-

Uruguay

-

-

-

-

-

-

Venezuela

3

7

219

6

205:35

6

National co-production (*)

1

2

90

2

85:50

3

Others (productions and
co-productions from other
Latin American countries,
not Obitel scope)

-

-

-

-

-

-

46

100%

3,472

100

3,576

100%

TOTAL

Source: Ibope AGB Mexico, from Monday to Sunday, from 2:00 to 24:00, from January
1st to December 31st, 2012, ratings database TV 5 domains, national households, Media
Smart Station. Elaborated by Obitel-Mexico.

An important data is the fact that in 2012 there was a diversification in the countries from which titles were imported, the presence
of Chile and the return of Venezuela being two elements to be considered. The production of US fiction and the Colombian telenovelas maintained their presence in Mexico, although, unlike in 2011,
none of their titles ranked among the most viewed in the year.

Table 4.  Formats of national and Ibero-American fiction

11
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Formats

National
Ibero-American
Titles
%
C/E
%
H
%
Titles
%
C/E
%
H
%
Telenovela
17
61
1,703
80
1,627
81
14
78
1,215
91
1,390 89
Series
11
39
433
20
393:20
19
3
17
63
5
71:20
5
Miniseries
1
5
58
4
94:40
6
Telefilm
Unitary
Docudrama
Others (soap opera, etc.)
TOTAL
28
100
2,136
100
2,020
100
18
100
1,336
100 1,556 100
Source: Ibope AGB Mexico, from Monday to Sunday, from 2:00 to 24:00, from January 1st to December 31st, 2012, ratings database TV 5 domains, national
households, Media Smart Station. Elaborated by Obitel-Mexico.

Time slot

National
Ibero-American
Total
C/E
%
H
%
C/E
%
H
%
C/E
%
H
%
Morning (6:00-12:00)
313
23
322:30
20
313
9
322:30
8
Afternoon (12:00-19:00)
510
24
389:05
19
648
49
867:30
56
1158
33
1,256
31
Prime time (19:00-22:00)
1,563
73
1,568
78
30
2
32:15
3
1593
46
1,600
41
Night (22:00-6:00)
63
3
63:30
3
345
26
334:10
21
408
12
397:40
10
TOTAL
2,136 100
2,020
100
1,336
100
1,556
100 3,472 100
3,576
100
Source: Ibope AGB Mexico, from Monday to Sunday, from 2:00 to 24:00, from January 1st to December 31st, 2012, ratings database TV 5 domains, national
households, Media Smart Station. Elaborated by Obitel-Mexico.11

Table 3. Chapters/episodes and hours broadcast by time slot
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Table  5.  Formats of national fiction by time slot
Morning

%

Afternoon

%

Prime
time

%

Night

%

Total

%

Telenovela

2

100

15

83

11

61

3

38

31

67

Series

-

-

2

11

7

39

5

62

14

30

Miniseries

-

-

1

6

-

-

-

-

1

3

Telefilm

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Unitary

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Docudrama

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Others (soap
opera, etc.)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

TOTAL

2

100

18

100

18

100

8

100

46

100

Formats

Source: Ibope AGB Mexico, from Monday to Sunday, from 2:00 to 24:00, from January
1st to December 31st, 2012, ratings database TV 5 domains, national households, Media
Smart Station. Elaborated by Obitel-Mexico.

The prime time continues to be the favorite time for the broadcast of fiction (Table 3). The most programmed format in this time
was the telenovela with 17 titles, followed by 11 series and a miniseries (Table 4). All in all 31 telenovelas, 14 series and a miniseries
were broadcast (Table 5), which meant an increase in fiction production going from 28 to 46 titles.
Table 6. Time period of fiction
Time period
Present

Titles

%

43

93

Period piece

-

-

Historical

3

7

Other

-

-

46

100

TOTAL

Source: Ibope AGB Mexico, from Monday to Sunday, from 2:00 to 24:00, from January
1st to December 31st, 2012, ratings database TV 5 domains, national households, Media
Smart Station. Elaborated by Obitel-Mexico.

What used to be the trademark of the Mexican industry has
fallen into oblivion, for none of the 28 domestic titles were historical productions or period pieces. Imported titles such as Héroes and
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La Pola (Colombia) as well as Los archivos del Cardenal (Chile)
are the only productions that brought the historic memory onto the
Mexican screens. The rest of the titles, as we have pointed out, are
set in a present that is decontextualized on purpose or twisted according to political intentions, case in point, the series La Teniente,
which related the positive side of the war against drug traffic in
Mexico. Other productions such as Infames or La Ruta Blanca (Cadena Tres) that did present a critical perspective did not manage to
generate great interest among the Mexican audience.
Table 7. The 10 most viewed titles: origin, rating, share
Title

Country
of origin
of the idea
or script

Producer

Name of
Chanwriter or
nel
author of the
original idea

Rating

Share

1

Abismo de
pasión

Mexico

Televisa

2

Caridad
25.83
Bravo Adams

37.25

2

Amores verdaderos

Argentina

Televisa

2

Marcela Citterio

25.64

38.96

3

Porque el
amor manda

Colombia

Televisa

2

Jörg Hiller

24.15

37.02

4

Por ella soy
Eva

Colombia

Televisa

2

Elkim Ospina 23.60

35.46

5

Qué bonito
amor

Colombia

Televisa

2

Mónica
Agudelo

18.24

30.19

6

Amor bravío

Mexico

Televisa

2

María Zarattini

17.91

29.56

7

Un refugio
para el amor

Venezuela

Televisa

2

Delia Fiallo

16.94

32.21

8

La familia
Peluche

Mexico

Televisa

2

Eugenio
Derbez

16.87

27.65

9

La mujer del
vendaval

Venezuela

Televisa

2

Ángel del
Cerro

15.76

28.99

10

Cachito de
cielo

Mexico

Televisa

2

Mario Schajris

15.05

27.56

Total productions: 10

Foreign scripts: 6

100%

60%

Source: Ibope AGB Mexico, from Monday to Sunday, from 2:00 to 24:00, from January
1st to December 31st, 2012, ratings database TV 5 domains, national households, Media
Smart Station. Elaborated by Obitel-Mexico.
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The upturn in the number of fiction titles in Mexico does not
seem to go hand in hand with the regeneration of creativity, because
in 2012 six of the most viewed titles have a foreign script; two more
than in 2011.
Regarding the countries where the scripts come from, the drive
that Colombia had this year is worthy of notice, since it managed to
surpass Argentina as the country that provides the most scripts for
Mexico, which had only one among the top ten this year. Venezuela
with two scripts and three productions broadcast this year seems to
want to recover the lost ground in Mexico.
It is vital to point out the upturn of the rating in the top ten,
because the title with the highest audience in 2011 attained 20.61
points; for this year Abismo de pasión obtained 25.83. This tendency to rise is also visible in the rest of the positions, since the second,
third and fourth places attained more than 20 points. As an average,
the rating in the 2012 top ten increased around 3.5 points per title.
Table 8. The 10 most viewed titles: format, length, time slot
Title

Format

Genre

Number of
chapters/
episodes. in
2012

Date of
the first
and last
issue

Time
slot

1

Abismo de
pasión

Telenovela

Fiction

161

23/01/12
02/09/12

Prime

2

Amores verdaderos

Telenovela

Fiction

86

03/09/12

Prime

3

Porque el amor
manda

Telenovela

Fiction

62

08/10/12

Prime

4

Por ella soy
Eva

Telenovela

Fiction

167

20/02/12
07/10/12

Prime

5

Qué bonito
amor

Telenovela

Fiction

51

22/10/12

Prime

6

Amor bravío

Telenovela

Fiction

166

05/03/12
21/10/12

Prime
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7

Un refugio para
el amor

Telenovela

Fiction

165

06/02/12
23/09/12

Afternoon

8

La familia
Peluche

Series

Fiction

26

07/08/12
23/12/12

Prime

9

La mujer del
vendaval

Telenovela

Fiction

36

12/11/12

Afternoon

10

Cachito de
cielo

Telenovela

Fiction

110

11/06/12
09/11/12

Afternoon

Source: Ibope AGB Mexico, from Monday to Sunday, from 2:00 to 24:00, from January
1st to December 31st, 2012, ratings database TV 5 domains, national households, Media
Smart Station. Elaborated by Obitel-Mexico.12

Regarding Table 8, the determining factor to attain the rating
is the prime time, specifically that covering the time period from
20:00 to 22:00, because telenovelas such as Amores verdaderos,
Porque el amor manda, La mujer del vendaval and Qué bonito amor
(Televisa) with half the number of titles than others had managed to
obtain higher ratings due to the fact that they occupied the place of
a successful title. An example of this is Amores verdaderos that took
the place of Abismo de pasión.
Table 9. Themes of the 10 most viewed titles
Titles
1

2

Central theme

- Love
Abismo de
- Family conflicts
pasión
- Paternity revelation
- Social ascent
- Infidelity
Amores verdade- Love
ros
- Family conflict

Social theme
- Agricultural problems
- Ecological conflicts
- Orphanage
- Insecurity
- Domestic violence
- Organized crime

DERECHOS RESERVADOS © IBOPE AGB MEXICO, S.A. DE C.V. Bruno Traven
60, General Pedro Ma. Anaya, 03340, Mexico, D.F., 2013. The present page contains
materials that are the industrial and intellectual property of Ibope AGB Mexico, S.A. de
C.V., which have been put at the disposal of Obitel for research purposes and the analysis
related with this project, therefore its reproduction by third parties is prohibited, whether
permanent or temporary, total or partial, without the previous written permission of this
company. Violations shall be punished according to pertinent laws.
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- Claiming men
- Discrimination
- Love and hate
- Gender-based violence
- Labour disputes
- Organized crime
- Identity
- Sexual diversity
4 Por ella soy Eva - Love
- Gender-based violence
- Family conflicts
- Discrimination
Mexican folklore
Alcoholism
5 Qué bonito amor Love and hate
Domestic violence
Family rivalry
Organized crime
- Family conflicts
- Conflicts over land ownership
6 Amor bravío
- Revenge
- Domestic violence
- Restitution of identity
- Discrimination
- Family conflicts
- Cacicazgos
Un refugio para
7
- Love
- Gender-based violence
el amor
- Social ascent
- Oral trials
- Family problems
La familia
- Corruption
8
- Acceptance and identity
Peluche
- Domestic violence
- Comedy and satire
- Romance
- Politics corruption
La mujer del
9
- Family conflict
- Land ownership
vendaval
- Social promotion
- Social insecurity
- Love and romance
- Religious identity
10 Cachito de cielo - Comedy
- Domestic violence
- Family values
- Social insecurity
Source: Ibope AGB Mexico, from Monday to Sunday, from 2:00 to 24:00, from January
1st to December 31st, 2012, ratings database TV 5 domains, national households, Media
Smart Station. Elaborated by Obitel-Mexico.
3

Porque el amor
manda

As we explained in Table 6, the fact that most top ten telenovelas or series are set in the present does not mean that they allude to
current social issues; quite the contrary, the social issues presented
in Table 9 continue to be general issues that, perhaps, do not help
to think about reality from fiction, or if they do, they do so in a
decontextualized, deterritorialized manner. Violence, as a recurrent
theme in Table 9, is presented without emphasizing the issue of the
national insecurity the country is undergoing due to the war the government still wages against drug traffic.

3. Transmedia reception
As it had been anticipated in previous Obitel yearbooks, the
networks have begun to renovate in view of the new transmedia scenarios and the risk that would imply not to do so, for they could lose
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audiences. At the end of 2012, Televisa broadcast its first webnovela Te presento a Valentín, a product intended to be watched from different devices (PC, laptop, cell phones, smartphones, etc.) and to be
accompanied by the different social networks so as to interact with
the public, that is, it implies a transmedia narrative.
In its first webnovela, Televisa decided to tell a love story, a
subject that has been the center of the rest of its productions for
over sixty years; a pink plot, with a certain dose of humor and, we
might add, corniness. The plot tells the adventures of Valentín, who
is looking for his ideal woman; he finds her, but first he has to get
around several obstacles. With a total of five main characters, the
scenes take place mainly in the facilities of the publishing house
where he works as a reporter for a magazine (actually, it is the Televisa publishing house building). The webnovela started broadcasting on October 29th, 2012, it consisted of fifteen chapters, approximately seven minutes long each, and it ended on November 30th
of the same year. It was broadcast three times a week (Monday,
Wednesday and Friday) at noon, from its official website.  

3.1. In search of the young audiences
INEGI data indicate that in Mexico 49.5% of the Internet users
are young13. So the aim of the media business people is precisely to
win them over as public. In addition, the producer Eugenio Cobo
claims that the scriptwriters of Te presento a Valentín are younger
than 30 years old, they know how to handle the web and they know
how to tell a story in a few minutes.
In order to interact and get to know the opinion of the audiences about the above-mentioned telenovela, an official webpage was
created, as well as Facebook, YouTube and Twitter accounts. On
these platforms, the audience had a sort of differentiated participation. This way, the company was able to not only know (and put to
the test) the public’s opinion and the type of information about the

13

See http://www.inegi.org.mx/.
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contents, but also to promote the products that sponsored the webnovela. Creams, shampoos, sprays, water, juices and a bank were
the sponsors and protagonists as well, for they were part of the plot.
Each of the networks permitted and provoked a sort of different interaction (that goes from “viewing” to “transmedia viewing”)
and a passive or active interactivity (see Table 11). The following is
a brief description of the audience’s participation in the sites mentioned.

3.2. Fiction on YouTube
On this portal, we find a type of interaction called “interactive viewing on the net” and a type of audience participation that
is “passive”. The producers opened a channel called Te presento a
Valentín, which has 62 subscribers, 69 videos and a total of 11,851
views. In this site, in addition to uploading the fifteen episodes of
the webnovela, they have added interviews of all the actors, including the makeup artists and production personnel. The most viewed
video was Episode 1 (4,496 views) and there was a dramatic drop
afterwards since the second video only had 438 views. As to the audience’s participation outside the official channel, we found a more
active participation, for some users uploaded the webnovela onto
YouTube (that they themselves recorded) and these episodes were
viewed more than those on the official channel.

3.3. Facebook
On this social network, the webnovela had 7,200 “likes”, and
an “interactive viewing on the net” interaction. The majority of the
messages uploaded onto this social network came from the company itself to urge the public to watch the episode of the day (663
“likes”). The area where the public participated with more “likes”
was the cast/actresses/actors’ uploaded images (491). Their participation was the “active” type.
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3.4. Twitter and advice on love
In spite of the fact that the webnovela had already finished,
the account @TepresentoaV remained active until December, 2012,
and the people who managed it continued demanding their followers’ participation (17,659) with a total of 589 tweets. The most outstanding aspect of this type of participation is that the account @
TepresentoaV took on the role of a love counselor, thus offering
suggestions to its followers so they could find a partner or defining
the practice of what it is to be in love, like those famous cards Love
is… that circulated in the 1980’s.
Table 1114. Transmedia fiction:
prevailing types of interaction and practices
Selected
fiction

Network

Internet pages
Official website
http://televisa.esmas.
com/entretenimiento/
telenovelas/te-presentoa-valentin/
Facebook profile
https://www.facebook.
com/TePresentoaValentin

Te preTelesento a
visa
Valentin
Twitter
@TepresentoaV

YouTube channel
http://www.youtube.
com/user/tepresentoavalentin

Types of Levels of
Users’ domitransmedia interacnant practices
interaction
tivity
Comment
Celebration
Collection
Storage
Viewing Passive

Storage
Critique
Interactive
viewing on
the net
Transmedia
viewing

Interactive
viewing on
the net

Active
Comment

Active

Passive/
Active

Comment
Discussion
Recommendation
Imitation
Compartment
Storage
Comment

Source: Obitel-Mexico

This Mexico chapter does not include Table 10 due to the fact that the information to
make the table was not available.
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In this exploratory phase, Televisa tried its hand in webnovelas
obtaining little transmedia response on the part of the audiences. If
we compare the followers and the participation that other telenovelas have on their sites on social networks, like Amores verdaderos
(184,880 followers on Facebook and 72,300 on Twitter) or La mujer
del vendaval (50,128 on Facebook and 21, 036 on Twitter), Te presento a Valentín was not so well received. It must be pointed out that
on some platforms participation by the followers was not allowed
or promoted beyond the “likes” to the contents where some surveys
would be answered. The participation was more active when they
were invited to seek advice associated with love.

4. Highlights of the year
4.1. “Fiction a la carte” as a tendency
The growing link between fiction and political marketing increased in the year 2012. The phenomenon of “fiction a la carte”
continues, term used to refer to those telenovelas or series that are
produced under the government’s sponsorship and used as propaganda. That is what happened in 2011 with El equipo (Televisa),
which underscored the work of the Federal Police in their struggle
against drug traffic.
In 2012, another “fiction a la carte” titled La teniente was produced (TV Azteca) so as to underscore the actions by the Army to
fight it. Nevertheless, according to its producer Roberto Gonzalez,
La teniente was not a “commissioned” television product, as it was
the case of El equipo.15 Quite the contrary, La teniente, devoid of
political interests, never sought to “clean” the image of the Navy,
since “the essential component was not the institution but the story
of the men who make it up” (Notimex, 2012).
Under this posture, La teniente, and the political use it was given, presupposes an important risk for a TV genre that is beginning to
In this series, the Secretary of Public Security paid Televisa 118 million pesos for its
production and broadcast.
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become politicized due to the lack of a legislation that regulates or
prohibits the insertion and/or naturalization of political, government
and electoral propaganda within series and telenovelas.
La teniente is another case of this legislative void, since its
24 chapters served to fix an agenda and a specific priming (an approach) that placed the Army as the only security agents that are reliable and believable, because they, unlike the Federal Police (their
antagonists within and without fiction), are the real heroes of the
war against drug traffic.

4.2. Fiction and electoral advertising of the heart
As it has already been mentioned, the candidate that won the
presidential elections in Mexico, Enrique Peña Nieto, married one
of the iconic actresses of the Mexican telenovelas, Angelica Rivera,
better known as “La Gaviota”. This love relationship, questioned
by many as an electoral strategy, allowed for the two persons to be
present in the show world, however, they were never considered
to be at fault, for it was a private rather than political matter. The
“happy couple” was advertised in different shows, but the one that
stood out the most was the reality show starring Angelica Rivera on
YouTube during all the electoral campaign.
Lo que mis ojos ven y mi corazón siente was a “home-made
production” where Gaviota took advantage of her histrionic talents
and the special connection that, as an actress, she has with the Mexicans to narrate “the backstage” of her husband’s campaign and thus
expose the human being behind the candidate.
This video series sought to bring Enrique Peña Nieto closer to
the citizens not by means of his campaign proposals, but rather as a
result of his advertised love story, and as if it were a telenovela. This
story transferred the narrative of the different states of the country to
a more intimate, private space, where the candidate was presented
in a “natural, casual manner” interacting with his family to narrate
what they were living through during the campaign.
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Lo que mis ojos ven y mi corazón siente was the inauguration of
a political reality show where the campaign proposals were traded
by love and the promise the actress made at the end of the videos,
when she assured the audience that “her husband would keep each
of his promises because he is a man of his word”. This meant in political and fictional terms, comings and goings from actress to character, since in the political ceremonies people referred to her as La
Gaviota, the name of her most famous fictional character. Fiction,
thus, was used as a springboard in both senses. A total of 23 videos
were uploaded onto YouTube, which had over a million views; as
an average, each video was viewed by 45,000 users per issue.

4.3. Dispute about rating and the change in the way it is measured
The year 2012 was ground-breaking both nationally and internationally in terms of measuring and following audiences. The
traditional parameters to evaluate the turning on of TV sets at home
require innovations to capture the contemporary phenomenon.
Where are the fiction audiences now? Where are they going? How
do they share their viewing with other participations on the Internet
and social networks? How do they get involved in dialogues with
the websites? And above all, what else do they consume, in addition
to television and the cinema? In addition to being many questions,
they are expressions of the recent concerns about giving an adequate
follow-up to the audiences whose routes, stays and media connectivity scenarios have moved and multiplied like never before.
In this attempt at finding new methodologies and tools for TV
monitoring of the audiences and offering new data to the market, in
Mexico the traditional company Ibope AGB finished its operations
on December 31st, after 20 years producing information on rating
in the country. A new company was inaugurated, Nielsen-Ibope,
which, beyond specifically Mexican situations, must be understood
in this worldwide current in which international audience measuring
companies have been merging: Nielsen, the oldest of them all, has
become involved first with the European Sofres and in 2012 with
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Latin American Ibope; Ibope, in turn, with German company GSK.
In the UK, Nielsen and Sofres have done the same (interview with
Ruben Jara, in Zócalo Magazine, 2013). This worldwide merger or
concentration tries new forms of exploring the public as consumers
by relating –which is now already technically possible– television
and media consumption with the real consumption in the shopping
centers where the audiences usually shop. Undoubtedly this is a new
stage in the production of knowledge about the public, which will
make an impact on Obitel as a project.

5. Topic of the year: social memory and television fiction
During 2012, Mexican fiction has maintained a relation with
the past that has been establishing itself as the central element in
the course of Mexican telenovela history: the past as a tradition,
the past as the place where the essential values are evident and visible. In this sense, in spite of the changes in Mexican fiction TV
industry, like the purchase of scripts with proven success instead
of generating their own, television has maintained the order of the
structures of the past as it was put forth by Nora Mazziotti (1996)
in the 1990’s. The past is made up as a constant source of narrative
and thematic matrices.
Viewed from this approach, Mexican telenovelas in 2012 continued building a past that has basically two narrative axes: ranch
life in the haciendas/towns and an ethereal mixture of references
to the golden age of Mexican cinema. On the basis of these scenes,
fiction (and its omnipresent melodramatic base) stands out as the
drama of the transition between the rural and urban worlds.
Making a selection of the most viewed telenovelas in this year,
from both Televisa and TV Azteca networks, it is possible to appreciate the persistence of these themes constructed on the visual as
well as the narrative levels. In this section we will put forth some
of these elements that denote the constant negotiation between past
and present.
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5.1. The hacienda as the nucleus of rural life
Different telenovelas among the most viewed in each of the
open television networks have focused on the hacienda as the central location for the development of traditional plots. As Mexican
television has opened to filming on location (as opposed to the functionalist character of its sets), the networks have found a source of
endless themes and scenarios in rural life that combine with the typical stories of national melodrama.
Together with a movement to rescue the national rural heritage,
the networks, partly with the support of the local governments, have
combined rural visualization with the typical family dramas of the
construction of Mexico’s national identity, presented by the cinema
of the 1940’s golden age.
In this sense, rural life centered in the family hacienda and the
town/stage is the essential character of the telenovelas. Televisa’s
Amor bravío and Abismo de pasión, or TV Azteca’s Los Rey and La
mujer de Judas, are good examples of the above. To different extents, in these telenovelas (which are among the best-ranking shows
in both networks) the hacienda always implies returning to the rural
origin of the wealthy families. This country life, whether as a source
of wealth or as a symbolic source of prestige, becomes present in
the social memory.

5.2. Ranchera music, from beginning to end
In the same sense of rescue of rural heritage, the rancher theme
has become practically omnipresent in the telenovelas of the year
2012. A constant visual and sound reference allows us to see the
return of this element: the rancher’s outfit and the mariachi music.
Both elements have been central in Mexican cinema throughout the
20th century and they are constantly reutilized by the cultural industry (the TV industry in particular).
The telenovelas we have made reference to are not extraneous
to these movements. Firstly, we may refer to a musicality that goes
back to old elements of the Mexican star system, such as Vicente
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Fernandez, with the theme song of “Cuando manda el corazón”
from the soundtrack of the telenovela Amor bravío. From the same
company, Abismo de pasión starts with the central musical theme
“Solo un suspiro”, sung with the classic mariachis accompaniment.
On the other hand, we have the example of TV Azteca with two of
its telenovelas, La mujer de Judas and Los Rey, which use medleys
of ranchera music and corridos norteños as soundtrack (“Amor de
leyenda” and “El imperio de Los Rey” respectively).
With these two examples of the hegemonic companies in Mexican fiction production, we have a clear idea of how important the
ranchera theme is, along with the rural element represented by the
haciendas as the central space of the plot.
The axes mentioned so far show a past built on a fictional Mexico, or rather a fiction that generates its own memory.
Both thematic elements are accompanied by elementary visuality represented by the ranchero outfits that emerge and become
standardized in the 1940’s and 1950’s film industry in Mexico: the
classical charro gala suit. Now incorporated to a fictional everyday
life, these garments usually reserved for traditional celebrations are
incorporated to contrast the rural and urban worlds where the telenovela characters live.
From this perspective, there cannot be a clearer example than
that of Amor bravío. Taking advantage of an atmosphere that has
to do with the bull fighting theme (with clear visual references to
Spanish bull fighting), the characters wear the charro suits worn on
special occasions.
About this movement towards the rancher theme, Florence
Toussaint (2013) distinguishes a past when wealth was firmly anchored to the farm lands. We might say that telenovelas live in a
species of “other times” suspiciously similar to prerevolutionary
Mexico. The author expands this telenovela movement until 2013,
with telenovelas such as Corazón indomable, Amores verdaderos or
La mujer del vendaval (the three by Televisa).
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Within this land-centered atmosphere, the classical stories of
the Mexican melodrama move very well, widely revolving around
the theme of the unity of the extended family. The dramas that face
the family of rural origin with the country’s modern life (drug traffic, abortion, homosexuality, etc.) take the drama of national identity to its ultimate heights, represented in the family. In this sense,
the past and the memory constructed in relation to the products of
the national cultural industry itself is a central element of 2012 fiction, not characterized by historical fictions, but rather bringing to
the present a “period” atmosphere that gives new meaning to the life
experiences of present-day Mexico.
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1. Audiovisual context in the country
Foreword
After the presidential election campaign in 20112 Peruvian
television regained a more active production in 2012, which meant
more fiction, contest and reality shows, which were broadcasted in
four of the six nationwide stations.
The main formats used by Peruvian fiction have been miniseries and telenovelas, with independent companies being at the head
of production. This has established a group of companies that are
producing fiction and reality shows, which allow us to talk about a
small audiovisual industry, besides the broadcasting companies that
traditionally were the ones that were behind television production
in Peru. Of the thirteen Peruvian fictions premiered in 2012, seven
were produced by independent companies, being Del Barrio Producciones the main one with four fictions.
The themes depicted on those fictions have kept targeting a part
of the citizens that almost did not exist for the television until a deWe wish to acknowledge and thank Ibope Media Peru for their support. All the rating
data used in this chapter has been provided by them.
2
The presidential campaign had polarized government proposals, which ended in uncertainty on several economic groups of the country that lead to a reduction of investment,
which also affected investment in television.
1
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cade ago: the emerging class. 46% of the 2012 Peruvian fictions had
as main characters low income Peruvians, who rise to end up being
successful entrepreneurs thanks to their work, effort, endurance, and
a good part of suffering on the story. This reflects the picture of
the new Peruvian, worker and entrepreneur, picture that has been
built in the country in the last decade, when a class of entrepreneurs
established legal businesses becoming an important force of the national economy.3 In this sense, the presence and themes on Peruvian
fiction reflect this emerging class, which also relates to the acquisition power and consumer habits this audience has. But at the same
time we can also talk about the independent television production
companies that have been established in the last decade, which are
also a result of the effort, entrepreneurship and hard work of their
owners and workers.
A brief history of Peruvian television
Peruvian television was born in 1958, when the state-owned
station Canal 7 started broadcasting from the capital city Lima.
Since that year several private television stations were founded4,
mainly by radio owners. America Televisión, Panamericana Televisión, Canal 9 and Canal 2 were founded in the late fifties, and in
1967 Canal 115 started to broadcast. In 1968 there was a military
coup leaded by General Juan Velasco, who took control of all TV
stations in 1971, which caused a reduction of fiction production, but
without disappearing completely.
When democracy returned to Peru in 1980 only three of the
pioneer broadcasting stations survived: Canal 7, América and Panamericana. In the following years Frecuencia Latina, ATV, RBC and
Peru was third on the entrepreneur activity ranking in 2011, with 22.9%. Source: http://
latierraesflat.wordpress.com/2012/06/01/emprendimiento-en-el-peru/. Reviewed on
20/2/2013.
4
The historic data has been taken mainly from Fernando Vivas’s book, quoted on the
references.
5
All these TV stations were founded in Lima. Nevertheless, in 1959 Televisora Sur Peruana was also founded in the southern city of Arequipa.
3
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Global Televisión were founded, and fiction production restarted,
although it became highly affected by the deep economic crisis that
hit the country in the second half of the eighties. During the government of Alberto Fujimori in the nineties, the television production
regained strength, but again, when the government fell in 2000 and
there was proof of embezzlement and corruption where TV owners
were involved, Peruvian television went into deep crisis that ended
in legal fights, some owners in prison, others fleeing the country,
and a dispute for ownership that meant the companies changing
hands or being under the administration of a temporary council.

1.1. Television networks in Peru
There are six television stations that broadcast on VHF frequencies. All of them broadcast from Lima and have satellite transmission to their associates in the main cities of the country. Five of them
are private: Frecuencia Latina, América Televisión, Panamericana
Televisión, Andina de Televisión (ATV) and Global TV (member
of the ATV group, owned by Mexican Ángel Gonzáles). The sixth
broadcasting company, TV Perú, is owned by the Peruvian State.
Graphic 1. National open television networks in Peru
Private networks (5)
Frecuencia Latina
América Televisión
Panamericana Televisión
ATV
Global TV

Public networks (1)
TV Perú

Total = 6
         Source: Obitel Peru
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1.2. Audience trends
Graphic 2. TV rating by network (homes)
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Graphic 3. Share by network (homes)
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Graphics 2 and 3 show how América Televisión leads the audience preferences, followed by ATV. América’s dominance is such
that not even adding the numbers of ATV and Global TV –both
owned by the same group– they can match America’s numbers. Frecuencia Latina holds third place of the audience, while Panamericana (that shows mainly series from the 70s) is in a very far fifth
place. We must say that several years ago the state-owned TV Perú
asked not to be considered by the rating companies, so there are no
official numbers for it.
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Graphic 4. Genres of shows offered by Peruvian TV
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Graphic 4 shows that fiction has had a huge presence on Peruvian television in 2012, followed by entertainment shows and information. 24% of entertainment shows have the format of what is
known as reality shows that have become highly popular in the last
four years6.
Information programs hold almost 25% of programming time,
where news shows and magazines abound. In the last decades, journalism has moved its interest for red press and celebrity gossip,
while political and national interest topics have yielded its presence.
Fiction holds 37.2% of the programming time7, and this vast
presence goes hand by hand with audience results and advertisement investment, as we shall see.

1.3. Advertisement investment
According to Ibope Media Peru, advertisement investment in
Peru was equivalent to 4,321 million dollars8 in 2012, but it showed
a percentage decrease in most media compared to 2011. Television
and printed newspapers were the only media that showed higher
6
Something to be highlighted for Peruvian television is that, contrary to what used to happen in past times, reality formats have been bought to the franchise owners.
7
For this numbers we haven’t counted the rerun hours that are customary in the hours
before dawn. If we had done it, the fiction percentage would have been even larger.
8
Taken into consideration the cost by advertisement products published by the own media.
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percentages of the advertisement funds, where the first gathered
72.04% of the investment (which means an increase of 2.05% compared to 2011) and the second had a 6.88% participation of the
investment, which means an increase of 5.3% compared to 2011.
Cable was the second media with higher investment in 2012, gathering 14.37% of advertisement income (1.3% less than in 2011), while
advertising investment in radio was 5.12% of the total, and magazines gathered 1.6%. These percentages reflect the investment, but
not the number of advertisement products. We must not forget that
the price for airing a spot on television is pretty much higher than
that on radio or an ad on a newspaper or magazine, and we have to
consider this before reading anything further of the huge difference
of investment towards television.

1.4. Merchandising and social merchandising.
Peruvian television programs have found on merchandising
and product placement a way to achieve resources for the broadcasting stations and the independent production companies. Several
shows produce and sell lots of merchandise that have pictures of the
popular figures of the television shows: notebooks, toys, dolls, collection cards, lunch boxes, food products, etc. It is also customary
that shows and tours with the main characters go around different
parts of the country every other weekend, or that on national holidays some circus (that arrive to the cities on those dates) take the
name of a popular television show, where the characters perform.
Also, in several episodes of the shows we can see on screen
panel boards, clocks, calendars that have in large size the name
of companies or its products, which are the ones that sponsor the
shows; it can also be seen in some episodes that characters use or
consume the products of the sponsor companies.
Social merchandising have been present through references of
services or benefits in some shows that have social problems as part
of their themes, such as domestic violence, discrimination, pedophilia or disability. This was mainly present in fictions like Sola-
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mente milagros (seasons 1 and 2) and in Conversando con la luna,
which had a clear social interest on their themes.

1.5. Communication policies
In April, 2009, Peru decided to go with the Brazilian system of
digital television, and on May 31st, 2010 the high definition transmissions began. This system (and the transition towards DTT, in
general) was chosen under the premise that digital channels and
most of the available frequencies were going to allow television democratization, which would have been granted in a more plural way
within the different regions of the country.
“Digital television is a great opportunity to democratize the Peruvian media system endowing it with more diversity and pluralism and,
therefore, put it in tune with the principal international recommendations in matter of free
speech” (Gómez, 2012). 9
The government is still working on the mechanics related to
the process for granting digital licenses, but the most important TV
stations of Lima have already gotten into account a fair number of
frequencies to transmit high definition and standard digital signal
simultaneously, although not everyone is using the advantages of
this option.
Through the 2004 Telecommunications Law, the Consultive
Council of Radio and Television (Consejo Consultivo de Radio y
Televisión – CONCORTV) was created and it organizes citizen and
monitoring activities and poles about television, but its opinions
and recommendations are not binding. During its years of functioning, CONCORTV has realized several public audiences in different
parts of Peru, including in the agenda subjects such as childhood,
http://www.concortv.gob.pe/index.php/noticias/992-como-fortalecer-la-pluralidad-enla-transicion-a-la-tv-digital-en-el-peru.html.

9
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gender, equality, etc., although the policies associated to this matters have not been necessarily achieved.  

1.6. Public television
TV Perú is the name of the state-owned TV station10 that, instead of functioning as a public access TV channel, has been managed as a station in service of the different governments11 as a propagandistic media, with frequent interruptions in its programming to
issue some official act of the Executive Power. The most outstanding case –in regard to this observatory– was the interruption of the
final episode of the only fiction produced in 2012 by TV Perú (Conversando con la luna) to broadcast a live intervention from President Humala. After this interruption the TV programming began
again with the news, and the last 10 minutes from this final episode
were not broadcasted.
Its programming is primarily non-fiction, but in 2012 it opted
for the TV fiction Conversando con la luna. Raising social issues
such as discrimination and social inclusion, the project consisted of
four fictions of five episodes each, which were broadcasted from
Monday through Friday. After the month of release, they were repeated three more times. It has been announced that there will be a
second set of stories, which will be released in 2013.

1.7. Pay TV
There are a number of companies offering pay TV systems in
Peru, although many operate informally or in smaller cities. The
three main companies offering pay television in much of the Peruvian territory are MovistarTV, DirecTV and ClaroTV. They offer (along with a range of international channels) Peruvian stations
on VHF airwaves, some of them that are transmitted in UHF, and
There are also public TV stations in hands of local municipalities. Nevertheless, this is
the only public station of national reach.
11
The Consultive Council of Radio and Television (Consejo Consultivo de Radio y Televisión - CONCORTV) has started a campaign to promote the need of having a TV station
of real public use in Peru.
10
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premium channels exclusive of cable TV. Of these last ones, MovistarTV has seven Peruvian TV channels12 exclusive for cable television, while Claro TV offers one exclusively theirs and also has one
offered by MovistarTV. The main programming of half of the eight
channels is informative, while two are sports channels, one is an
entertainment channel and the other one is religious.
As for the audience of cable channels, after the Peruvian national channels that are also offered, TL Novelas is the prime with
a share of 3.7, which is barely 0.6 less than Panamericana’s share.
Behind TL Novelas are Cartoon Network, Discovery Kids and Disney XD.

1.8. Digital Terrestrial Television (DTT) and Internet
As said before, the main stations of Lima have been granted
digital signals, although they are not always used for airing different
contents from their standard signal. Frecuencia Latina –which has a
digital channel–, América Televisión and Panamericana –each airing on two digital channels– issue the same programming as their
regular broadcasting. TV Perú uses three digital channels, which
broadcast different programming, while ATV group has four channels, broadcasting ATV programming in one, in another one its informative channel ATV+, in the third one Global TV, and in the
fourth one its UHF channel, La Tele.
DTT technology also allows receiving wireless signal in mobile phones, and in that sense it is America Televisión that has been
at the forefront, due to the fact that it broadcasts its digital programming in a format that can be received by mobile phones that have
built-in digital tuner.
All channels observed in this research have websites, where
posted chapters of its various programs can be found, and in some
cases there is live streaming of its programming. ATV has a plat12

These are CMD, Plust TV, Canal N, RPP TV, Willax, Canal JCP and Tele Juan. This
last one is a religious channel which issues in open signal by UHF, but the cable channel
mixes this signal with other religious signals of cable TV.
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form that provides access to the four Lima channels of the group,
and it provides information, the possibility to watch any of their
programs –both live and later–, forums, comments and links to its
Facebook page and Twitter profile. América Televisión and Frecuencia Latina offer the same options as those described above, but
also have chats with actors from their productions, the chance that
website users upload their photos with several of the famous faces
of the station, and the option to download wallpapers of the station
and its productions. However, the organization of their pages is not
friendly and it is hard to get to the options, so it does not leverage the
full potential of interaction that they have. In the case of Panamericana Televisión and TV Perú, information predominates on their
websites where you can find the different segments of their news
programs, along with live broadcast programming.

2. Yearly analysis: premiere of national and Ibero-American fiction
Despite the massive appearance of reality shows on Peruvian
television, it has been fiction –and particularly the Peruvian fiction–
who has had a great presence and acceptance by the audience. Except for some sporting events, fiction has occupied the top tuning. In
2012, thirteen Peruvian fictions premiered (which were broadcasted
in four of the six stations with national coverage) and eleven Peruvian fictions made in previous years were rerun.
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Chart 1. Fictions broadcasted in 2012
NATIONAL PREMIERED TITLES13
América Televisión - 9
1. Al fondo hay sitio (telenovela)
2. Gamarra (miniseries)
3. La AKdemia (series)
4. La faraona (miniseries)
5. La reina de las carretillas (miniseries)
6. Mi amor el wachimán (miniseries)
7. Solamente milagros (series)
8. Solamente milagros 2nd season (series)
9. Yo no me llamo Natacha 2 (miniseries)

RERUN TITLES- 61
Frecuencia Latina
1. Clave uno (series)
2. Demasiada belleza (telenovela)
3. El encantador (telenovela - Colombia)
4. Grafitti (telenovela)
5. La paisana Jacinta (series)
6. Los Barriga (telenovela)
7. Pataclaun (series)
8. Tiempo final (telenovela - Colombia)
9. Vírgenes de la cumbia (miniseries)

América Televisión
10. Amar otra vez (telenovela - Mexico)
11. Apuesta por un amor (telenovela Mexico)
12.Así es la vida (telenovela)
TV Perú - 1
13. Blancanieves y los churi churin
12. Conversando con la luna (miniseries) chunflais (telefilm - Mexico)
14. Chespirito (series - Mexico)
ATV - 1
15. Contra viento y marea (telenovela 13. Corazón de fuego (telenovela)
Mexico)
16. Destilando amor (telenovela - Mexico)
IMPORTED PREMIERED TITLES
17. El chapulín colorado (series - Mexico)
- 27
18. El chavo del ocho (series - Mexico)
19. Fuego en la sangre (telenovela América Televisión - 11
Mexico)
1. Abismo de pasión (telenovela - Mexico) 20. Hasta que el dinero nos separe
2. Amor bravío (telenovela - Mexico)
(telenovela - Mexico)
3. Amorcito corazón (telenovela 21. María la del barrio (telenovela Mexico)
Mexico)
4. Amores verdaderos (telenovela 22. María Mercedes (telenovela - Mexico)
Mexico)  
23. Marimar (telenovela - Mexico)
5. Cachito de cielo (telenovela - Mexico)   24. Mi destino eres tú (telenovela 6. Como dice el dicho (series - Mexico)   Mexico)
7. Dos hogares (telenovela - Mexico)  
25. Mujer casos de la vida real (series 8. Esperanza del corazón (telenovela Mexico)
Mexico)  
26. Nacida para triunfar (miniseries)
9. La que no podía amar (telenovela 27. Rosalinda (telenovela - Mexico)
Mexico)  
28. Sueña conmigo (telenovela 10. La Rosa de Guadalupe (serie Argentina)
Mexico)
11. Rafaela (telenovela - Mexico)  
Panamericana Televisión
29. 1000 oficios (telenovela)
ATV- 10
30. Augusto Ferrando de pura sangre
12. Corazón valiente (telenovela - USA) (miniseries)
13. Decisiones extremas (serie - USA)
31. Doña Bella (telenovela - Brazil)
14. El secretario (telenovela - Colombia) 32. Esposos pero tramposos (series)
15. Grachi (telenovela - USA)
33. Gata salvaje (telenovela - Venezuela
16. Herederos del monte (telenovela / USA)  
Colombia)
34. Los exitosos Pérez (telenovela 17. Insensato corazón (telenovela - Brasil) Mexico)
18. La reina del sur (telenovela - USA)
35. Pantanal (telenovela - Brazil)
Frecuencia Latina - 2
10. La bodeguita (series)
11. La Tayson (telenovela)
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19. Oye bonita (telenovela - Colombia)
20. Pasiones (telenovela - Brazil)
21. Una maid en Manhattan (telenovela
- USA)

36. Salvador de mujeres (telenovela Venezuela / Colombia)
37. Taxista ra ra (series)
38. Xica da Silva (telenovela - Brazil)

Frecuencia Latina- 3
22. Calle luna calle sol (telenovela Venezuela)
23. Los caballeros las prefieren brutas
(series - Colombia)
24. Pasión morena (telenovela - Mexico)

ATV
39. Cada quien su santo (series - Mexico)
40. Decisiones de mujeres (series - USA)
41. Desastres de la guerra (series - Spain)
42. Hay alguien ahí (series - Spain)
43. Historias de sexo, gente común (series
- Argentina)
44. La hija del mariachi (telenovela Colombia)
45. La mujer en el espejo (telenovela Colombia)
46. La vida es así (telenovela - Colombia)
47. Lo que callamos las mujeres (series Mexico)
48. Lo que la gente cuenta (series Mexico)
49. Mujeres asesinas (series - Mexico)
50. Pasión de gavilanes (telenovela Colombia)
51. Sangre fría (miniseries - Argentina)
52. Séptima puerta (series - Colombia)

Panamericana Televisión- 2
25. La viuda joven (telenovela Venezuela)
26. Luna roja (telenovela - Portugal)
Global TV- 1
27. Génesis (series - Spain)

Global TV
53. A cada quien su santo (series Mexico)
54. Casado con hijos (series - Argentina)
55. Decisiones (series - USA)
56. En los tacones de Eva (telenovela Colombia)
57. La bella Ceci y el imprudente
(telenovela - Colombia)
58. La hija del jardinero (telenovela Mexico)
59. La niñera (series - Argentina)
60. Lo que la gente cuenta (series Mexico)
61. Toda una dama (telenovela Venezuela)
TOTAL BROADCASTED TITLES
- 101
Source: Obitel Peru

This national fiction production means an increase of 44%
compared to 2011, when it premiered nine Peruvian fictions. In the
case of premiered foreign fictions, in 2012 one more title was released compared to the previous year.
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Chart 2. Premiere fiction in 2012: country of origin
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7
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3,012
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Titles

%

NATIONAL (total)

13

IBERO-AMERICAN (total)

Source: Obitel Peru

The national fictions are the ones leading the number of premieres in 2012, occupying almost the third portion of premiered fiction issued during that year. Mexico productions are next, especially
by the large amount of fiction in that country issued by América
Televisión13. The Spanish-speaking U.S. production and Colombian
fiction follow them, thanks to the presence they had on ATV. We
should clarify that the presence of Portuguese fiction on the list is
due to the broadcasting of the telenovela Luna Roja by Panamericana Televisión. However, the programming of this station has been
very unstable, constantly being modified.
Of the six observed stations, América Televisión is the only one where the hours of fiction broadcasted during the year exceed the hours of non-fiction, with a slight difference
of two percentage points.
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Chart 4. National and Ibero-American fiction formats
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Chart 3. Chapters/episodes and hours broadcasted by time slot
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Regarding Obitel fiction, telenovela remains the most common
format (62.5% of all titles) followed by the series (22.5%) and the
miniseries (15%). In particular for Peru, the miniseries is the most
common type of format for their production costs and duration reducing investment risks. Almost half of the national fictions have
chosen this format. During the broadcasting of a miniseries it has
been decided to modify its end to allow the production of a new
season, thanks to the good audience numbers. It has been announced
that three of the six miniseries broadcasted in 2012 will have a second season, while another miniseries issued in 2012 was already a
second season of a miniseries broadcasted in 2011.
Chart 5. National fiction formats by time slot
FORMATS

Morning

%

Afternoon

%

Prime
time

%

Night

%

TOTAL

%

Telenovela

0

0.0

0

0.0

3

25

0

0.0

3

23.1

Series

0

0.0

1

100

3

25

0

0.0

4

30.8

Miniseries

0

0.0

0

0.0

6

50

0

0.0

6

46.2

Telefilm

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

Unitary

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

Docudrama

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

Others

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

Total

0

0.0

1

7.7

12

92.3

0

0.0

13

100

Source: Obitel Peru

In Peru, national fiction is mainly broadcasted at prime time,
competing against the most viewed shows on television. During
2012, the fictions from this time slot have competed against reality contests, entertainment and show-business programs, finally
achieving the leadership on the audience’s measurement, which
was achieved by only one fiction the year before. From all national
fictions premiered in 2012, twelve have been broadcasted on prime
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time, proving the confidence that the audience had by accepting
these shows.
In case of Ibero-American fiction, they share their presence
in afternoons and prime time. However, it is interesting to see that
some stations were encouraged enough to premiere fictions in the
night slot, even after midnight. This results in a significant percentage in comparison to premiered shows during the morning slot,
since this is a time frame dedicated mostly to information and entertainment shows.
Chart 6. Time periods
Age

National

Ibero-American

TOTAL

Titles

%

Titles

%

Titles

%

13

100.0

27

100.0

40

100.0
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0
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0
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0
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0
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0
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0

0.0
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0.0
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13

100

27

100

40

100

Source: Obitel Peru

In Peru, fiction time period shown in 2012 is completely contemporary. The stories develop themselves in present time or in a
very recent past. Some fictions may have scenes that start with the
characters’ story in the past, but then the rest of it is played contemporarily.
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Chart 7. The 10 most watched titles: origin, rating, share
Title

Country of
origin of the
original idea
or script

Production
company
América
Televisión

1

Al fondo
hay sitio
(4th season)

PERU

2

Mi amor el
wachimán

PERU

3

La reina de
las carretillas

PERU

4

La faraona

PERU

5

La que no
podía amar

Mexico

6

Solamente
milagros
(2nd season)

7

Station

América
Televisión
América
Televisión
América
Televisión
América
Televisión

Author of
the script
or the
original
idea

Rating

Share

Gigio
Aranda

16.56 53.82

Víctor
Falcón

15.42 46.11

Víctor
Falcón

14.11 43.37

Rosa
Gutiérrez

11.88 35.13

Televisa

América
Televisión

Delia
Fiallo/
Ximena
Suárez

11.64 35.10

PERU

América
Televisión

América
Televisión

Rosa
Gutiérrez

9.96

35.64

Gamarra

PERU

Del Barrio
Producciones

América
Televisión

9.47

31.38

8

La reina del
sur

USA

Telemundo/RTI

ATV

8.90

29.28

9

Yo no me
llamo Natacha 2

PERU

Del Barrio
Producciones

América
Televisión

7.99

30.92

10

Corazón de
fuego

Del Barrio
Producciones
Del Barrio
Producciones
América
Televisión

PERU

Total productions: 10
100 %
Source: Obitel Peru/Ibope Media Peru

Grupo
ATV

Victor
Falcón/
Eduardo
Adrianzén
Adaptación de
la novela
de Arturo
PérezReverte
Victor
Falcón

Kathy
Cárdenas/
Mariana
Silva/
6.23
ATV
Bruno
Ascenzo/
Natalia
Parodi
Foreign scripts: 2
20 %

22.52
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Chart 8. The 10 most watched titles: format, duration, time slot
Title

1
2
3
4
5
6

Al fondo hay
sitio
(4th season)
Mi amor el
wachimán
La reina de las
carretillas
La faraona
La que no
podía amar
Solamente
milagros
(2nd season)

Number of
chapters/
episodes
(in 2012)

Date of the
first and
last issue (in
2012) (*)

Time
slot

Telenovela Comedy

211

27/02-14/12

Prime

Miniseries Comedy

43

01/10-09/11

Prime

Miniseries Drama

22

12/11-(cont.) Prime

Miniseries Drama

22

27/08-28/09

Prime

Telenovela Drama

166

11/01-24/08

Prime

Series

11

17/12-(cont.) Prime

9 (started in
2011)

02/01-10/01

Prime

82

02/01-10/04

Prime

22

02/01-27/01

Prime

146

02/01-17/07

Prime

Format

7

Gamarra

8

La reina del sur Telenovela

Genre

Drama

Miniseries Drama
Drama /
action

Yo no me llamo
Miniseries Comedy
Natacha 2
Corazón de
10
Telenovela Drama
fuego
Source: Obitel Peru/Ibope Media Peru
9

The predominance of América Televisión’s broadcasted productions in 2012 can be seen in Chart 7. Here, the seven fictions
with the largest audience belong to this station and it also has eight
titles into the ten most watched shows’ list. Only two productions
broadcasted by ATV have achieved to be into this list that has mainly
national fictions. The telenovelas La que no podía amar (América)
and La reina del sur (ATV) are the only foreign fictions that have
managed to be among the most viewed fictions in Peru.
América Televisión’s prime time programming (between 20:00
and 22:00) has been completed mostly with national fictions that received a big audience response. As the 20:00 schedule is dedicated
to its very successful Al fondo hay sitio, one fiction after the other
was programmed in the 21:00, also with good audience response.
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Chart 9. Themes of the 10 most watched titles
Titles

1

Al fondo hay
sitio (4th season)

2

Mi amor el
wachimán

3

La reina de las
carretillas

4

La faraona

5

La que no podía
amar

6

Solamente
milagros (2nd
season)

DOMINANT THEMES
(Up to 5 most important
themes)
-Secret from the past
-Social climbers
-Infidelity
-Family Relationships
-Romance
-Tribute to private watchmen
-Social differences
-Loyalty
-Romance
-Peruvian cuisine
-Loyalty
-Motherhood
-Infidelity
-Popular music
-Biographic miniseries
-Betrayal
-Romance
-Family disintegration
-Sacrifice
-Home
-Family
-Religiousness

-Family relationship
-Betrayal
-Vengeance
-Death
8 La reina del sur
-Betrayal
-Friendship
-Romance
Yo no me llamo
9
-Loyalty
Natacha 2
-Peruvian cuisine
-Secret from the past
Corazón de
10
-Infidelity
fuego
-Betrayal
Source: Obitel Peru/Ibope Media Peru
7

Gamarra

SOCIAL THEMES
(Up to 5 most important
themes)
-Social inclusion
-Racism
-Migration

-Overcoming
-Entrepreneurship
-Family values
-Family values
-Entrepreneurship
-Overcoming
-Violence against women
-Solidarity
-Entrepreneurship
-Overcoming
- Family values
-Gender violence
-Disability
-Family values
-Corruption
-Pedophilia
-Drug abuse
-Entrepreneurship
-Overcoming
-Solidarity
-Drug traffic
-Cultural identity
-Entrepreneurship
-Overcoming
-Solidarity
-Peruvian pisco

The characters’ personal growth trough honest work, the success thanks to their perseverance despite constant frustrations, their
loyalty and solidarity against treason and adverse situations have
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been recurring themes in many national fictions. As mentioned before, they all went for the entrepreneur picture with a very difficult
and humble origin. This character rises up and overcomes obstacles,
disgraces, meanness, until achieving new heights, success and personal and professional fulfillment. Such characters have always had
Peruvian related qualities: being good cooks for Peruvian dishes,
being dress making professionals or traders, vineyard farming and
pisco producers, or being popular music singers. They all have to
get involved, compete and succeed in one of these activities, while
they find a solution for their family or loving troubles.
Romance between characters from different social classes has
also been present. Far from presenting romantic relations as ways
of social climbing14, they establish themselves as ways of identity
assertiveness, where love overcomes the barriers and prejudices of
Peruvian society. It makes possible that the romantic pairs accept
themselves with the conditions and characteristics of each other.
In this way, national fictions talk to us about a Peruvian imaginary and a longing society that may not be true, but sometimes
seems to be configuring itself on television. This imaginary shows a
possibility where differences can be overcome, the same way individuals succeed not giving up with their daily struggle. It is important to say that two of the fictions that are in this chart (Gamarra and
La faraona) are based on true events, therefore the success stories
do not remain only on probable fictions, but also on existent realities
which reinforce the optimism for a possible society.

This is in case of leading characters. This option may be present for the antagonists and
villains of the national fictions.

14

56.71
60.86
60.44
65.11

América Televisión

América Televisión

América Televisión

América Televisión

La que no podía amar

40.89
36.28

62.35
59.11
63.72

La reina del sur
ATV
Yo no me llamo Natacha
América Televisión
2
Corazón de fuego
ATV

Source: Ibope Media Peru

37.65

57.45

América Televisión

42.55

63.00

37.00

34.89

39.56

39.14

43.29

40.82

América Televisión

Solamente milagros (4th
season)
Gamarra

59.18

Men

Gender
Women

América Televisión

Station

Al fondo hay sitio (4th
season)
Mi amor el wachimán
La reina de las carretillas
La faraona

Titles

15.85

19.89

10.83

13.66

18.10

14.17

16.96

17.04

18.47

13.63

3-10

12.68

15.00

8.63

16.10

21.43

15.16

17.25

18.85

16.38

16.54

11-17

14.09

12.16

17.87

12.00

14.22

14.89

12.12

14.45

15.67

16.86

18-25

16.86

19.65

22.08

20.88

15.29

17.30

18.57

19.60

17.63

17.99

26-37

Age groups

14.07

12.62

17.66

13.58

13.56

18.28

15.12

14.85

13.62

14.49

38-49

26.45

20.67

22.94

23.79

17.39

20.21

19.99

15.22

18.24

20.49

59-99

9.14

15.41

14.49

14.65

9.51

12.92

9.27

10.69

13.63

21.35

AB

38.38

34.28

40.50

31.90

33.77

31.44

33.98

35.63

34.59

37.13

C

52.49

50.32

45.01

53.45

56.72

55.64

56.75

53.68

51.78

41.52

DE

Socioeconomic level

Chart 10. Audience profile of the 10 most watched titles: gender, age, socioeconomic level
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Chart 10 shows that fictions remain most viewed by women
than men, since the percentages in every title give more advantage
to women in comparison to men –even though they reach an important 40%–, being the telenovela La que no podía amar the most
noticeable difference where the feminine audience almost doubles
the masculine one.
In all cases, the highest audience belongs to DE socioeconomic
level, being La faraona and Solamente milagros where its presence
is more noticeable. It is interesting to see that the most presence of
AB sector audience is found in Al fondo hay sitio, where this sector
is parodied and shown in a stereotyped way.

3. Transmedia reception
The relationship between television and Internet has been undeniably developing these last years in Peru. They are two media
that enrich each other and whose connection may be very beneficial
if attended efficiently.  
“(…) Internet technologies produce an impact
in the production processes and also in the content distribution. Their influence on traditional
broadcast-based enterprise models is developed
on diverse ways” (Igarza, 2008: 128)
In order to observe the transmedia characteristics in premiered
national fictions during 2012 in Peru, we have chosen the telenovela
Al fondo hay sitio (AFHS), because it is the local production that has
obtained the highest audience indexes on premiered fictions from
this year15 and because it keeps maintaining it for four consecutive
years.  

15

See charts 7 and 8 of this chapter.
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Chart 11. Transmedia fiction:
interaction types and dominant practices
Fiction

Broadcasting
company

Internet
pages
Official
page

Al fondo
hay sitio

América
Televisión

Facebook
page

Transmedia
Interactivity
interaction
levels
types
Transmedia
Active
viewing
Interactive
viewing on
Active
the network

Twitter
page

Interactive

Active

YouTube
page

Interactive
viewing on
the network

Active

Dominant
practice of
the users
Comment
Interpret
Recommend
Parody
Criticize
Argue

Source: Obitel Peru

For the reading of these results, only official pages have been
taken into account. The chosen observation period is the final week
of broadcast of the fourth season. This covers from Monday 10th to
Sunday 16th of December, 2012. AFHS makes its presence on Internet as a web page, a Facebook profile, a Twitter account and a YouTube channel. In spite of the characteristics presented in Chart 11
regarding interaction kinds and interactivity levels, the transmedia
offering reveals some limitations. First of all, the official web page
from AFHS works as a link that belongs to the official web page
of América Televisión, the station that broadcasts it. This station
follows the same exact logic with all its other productions, because
they have to adjust themselves to the characteristics that this web
possesses. There one can find episodes, previews, picture galleries,
series content among others, but there is no clear way to connect this
page to the official Facebook, Twitter or YouTube of their own productions. Here is an option that should be worked by América Televisión’s web. Besides, the page design makes it difficult to reach the
offered sections, because it does not allow an easy location for the
links that can take the users where their interests are.
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We will focus on Facebook for being the favorite social network among Peruvian Internet users16. On its Facebook profile,
AFHS shows 12,794 people who like this page and 1,729 talking
about this production. These modest numbers, which do not reflect
AFHS’s audience, can be explained for instance with the unclear
possibility to tie América Televisión’s web with the official Facebook profile of this telenovela. Other unofficial profiles take advantage of this situation and appear as an attractive option for the followers of AFHS. As we will see later, their general numbers exceed
the ones of the official profile by wide margins.
Something to emphasize is the general distribution of “posts”,
“like”, “comment” and “share” during the chosen observation week:

Posts
Like
Comment
Share

Mon
10
0
0
0
0

Tue
11
1
7
13
0

Wed
12
1
52
4
13

Thu
13
4
113
25
16

Fri
14
3
398
206
4

Sat
15
2
252
97
34

Sun
16
1
40
10
0

TOTAL
12
862
355
67

For the “posts”, there is a growing tendency as the final chapter
of the 2012 season (on December 14th) was approaching. On Thursday the 13th there are more posts in order to generate more expectation for the upcoming final episode the next day. It is worth mentioning, even not in favor of keeping AFHS interesting, the loss of
activity registered on Monday the 10th, despite being the first day of
the last week of season four broadcast. Something similar happened
with the number of “like”: Friday was the day with more “like”
activity and the shown number is related to the 41 audience points
obtained on that day17. The results of the “comment” prove such

According to data from the market research enterprise Ipsos APOYO Opinión y Mercado, 98% of Internet users in Lima that are part of a social network prefer Facebook.
The same happened with Internet users in the rest of the country, where the percentage
reached 95%.
17
Source: elcomercio.pe. In:http://elcomercio.pe/espectaculos/1511035/noticia-final-alfondo-hay-sitio-llego-41-puntos-rating.
16
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activity. In the case of the “share” during that week, these numbers
were obtained as a result of the final episode’s impact with a peak
on Saturday after it was broadcasted.
Out of the total “posts” published on the observation week, most
of them are related to the possibility of watching the daily episode
again or to the coming season’s finale. In this case, one of the two
posts published on Saturday the 15th stands out, since it promotes
the arrival of AFHS’s new season on the following day of the fourth
season’s final episode broadcast. This promise combines itself with
pictures that remind the storylines that were left unsolved on this last
episode. This way, the followers’ interest on this telenovela keeps
growing until the beginning of the fifth season. As the rest of the other posts from the observed week, most of the 64 “comments” about
this post are positive towards AFHS. The followers even write their
messages including the typical phrases of some characters. The rest
of the “comments” may be considered negative, as they are mostly
related to the broadcast time of this production (four years in a row),
or also to the antipathy towards some characters or storylines, even if
the latter reveals a moderate audience of this telenovela.
Finally, we must mention the transmedia offer that comes from
the unofficial side. In December 2012 there were 343 results related
to AFHS on Facebook, where the profiles criticizing this telenovela
barely were 20. The most popular and in favor of this fiction profile
reached 1,504,574 followers, while the most popular profile against
AFHS only had 7,152 followers. Although we have to consider that
the unofficial profiles on this social network allow “posts”, “comment” and “share” about topics not necessarily related to AFHS, this
does not happen on the official profile. This production could take
advantage of those unofficial profiles for promotion or for supporters. However, it would be better if AFHS could explore, reinforce
and exploit its official internet places: exclusive content, promotions, contests, fan creations’ boards (fanfiction and others), etc. All
this may help the followers of AFHS to approach and participate
from the possibilities that transmedia has to offer.
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4. Highlights of the year
The first thing that stands out in 2012 is the high percentage
that the fiction has of the total hours broadcasted by the different
stations. The general fiction reaches 37.2% of all programming in
the Peruvian screens, which is not a small number. Also, it is important to remark that the 44.3% of this general fiction corresponds to
the Obitel scope fictions, where Mexican productions are in the top
of the Latin American title list.
Four of the six stations observed in 2012 have scheduled premiere local fictions. Frecuencia Latina scheduled two titles, La Tyson –a new version of Muñeca brava– and La bodeguita. TV Perú
–on an adventure where it seemed that the State recognized how
essential is the television medium in general and the fiction in particular for approaching some themes– performed Conversaciones
con la luna, project that sought to approach four social issues for
meditation: racism, exclusion, disability and violence. ATV bet for
Corazón de fuego, a story with foreign actors that shows the scenery of coast desert and the designation of pisco like national liquor.
Finally, América Televisión was the station which scheduled more
fiction hours throughout 2012, premiering nine national productions in the year, all with great acceptance from the audience. In
this sense, one aspect that stands out is that Peruvian fiction is being
programmed in the prime time schedule in 94.7%, taking an important space, and making the fiction a central product in the program
schedule.
Miniseries have been in 2012 fiction stories that have been consolidated on the screens and in the taste of the audience in Peru. Peruvian television and their different audiences have bet for miniseries with well-established features: short story –between 20 and 40
chapters–, a very notorious melodramatic key, a biographical narrative of the character, a strong local accent in the language, practices and preferences of the characters, conflicts, jealousies, fears,
achievements and dreams accomplished, happy ending or at least
a hopeful one. The central axis that articulates the narrative is the
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struggle of an entrepreneur, who pursues his dreams with honesty
and effort into a reality that is adverse. This axis is what turns the
miniseries into narrative, where symbolically stories of migrants in
the capital are recognized and displayed. It means an effective fictional story to understand the complex dimensions of Peruvian society where differences and socioeconomic gaps still exist.
Miniseries have become the central axis in the small Peruvian
audiovisual industry because continuous production has boosted
training and employing, but, above all, it has generated different
dynamics around the audiovisual themes. Television production
companies of recent years18 have turned into larger companies that
organize simultaneously in three crews. Del Barrio Producciones,
e.g., has produced this year four of the six Peruvian television miniseries projects and also handles other documentary projects. This
boost of fiction production has also organized casting companies
and actors training, equipment rental (lights, cranes, scenery), and
technical staff, generating specializations in all these areas.
This also means a change in the production process itself. Until
2012 it was mainly the television stations that produced and performed its own fiction projects. Today these independent production
houses are the ones that feed fiction programs for different stations
interchangeably. América Televisión –which also broadcasts independent productions– keeps a division dedicated to fiction making,
which is responsible for its own television projects: Al fondo hay
sitio, Solamente milagros 1, Solamente milagros 2 and La faraona;
while the ATV group has bet in the last two years for one telenovela
per year.
Another highlight this year is the continuity and consolidation
of Al fondo hay sitio, the fiction with the mayor TV audience, whose
end of season reached 50 audience points. Since it was premiered in
18
Until 2005 these independent filmmakers’ houses that prepared projects for the television stations were few and handled minimum shooting equipment. In the Peruvian market
there barely were ten companies and many of them did not maintain continuous production.
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2009, it has taken the first fiction TV audience, secured its presence
on screens until 2014 and by the end of its fourth season in 2012 it
was about to reach 800 episodes, which is uncommon in Peru. The
success of this fiction has accomplished to be sold, up to date, to five
Latin American countries.

5. Topic of the year: social memory19 and television fiction
“Memory activates the past in the present”  
Paul Ricoeur

To think about social memory within our television fiction
means looking for reconstructions of our history, identities, and cultural expressions in the Peruvian television narratives in more than
50 years, since “addressing memories involves remembering and
forgetting, narratives and actions, silence and gestures” (Jelin, 2012:
51).
For Halbwachs (2004), memory is not limited only to individuals, but there is also a collective dimension of it, the memory we
build and share with others supported by social parameters. “These
parameters are –precisely– the instruments used by collective
memory to reconstruct images from the past according to a time
and in tune with society’s dominant thoughts.” (Halbwachs, 2004:
10) Now, it is necessary to consider that in society there are many
social memories whose coexistence creates tensions and dialogues,
convergence and conflict. These social memories are those that allow constructing narratives about the existence of different groups,
giving them coherence and continuity.
In the Peruvian case, evocation of the past has been based on
national literary works, characters and events of the official and popular history, all of them adapted to TV fictions, unitary programs,

Historical data from the late 20th century and early 21st have been taken from the text
by Giuliana Cassano: "Las miniseries biográficas como posibilidad de reconocimiento
en la diversidad".
19
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series and miniseries. In the early years of Peruvian television, adaptation of literary works –present in the national imaginary– were
the Lima producers’ bet.
In 1959 Tradiciones peruanas premiered as a half-hour fiction
adapted from the work of Ricardo Palma. In its original format, this
book brings together a set of traditions that reflect the historical past
of the years of the colony, the independence, and the young Peruvian republic. If we think in terms of foundational stories, Palma’s
work is an important key in the construction of the national character; incorporated into the school’s curriculum –the one that educates
citizens–, these stories have made for much of the twentieth century
a fictional hegemony of our past. In 1964 the work of Enrique Lopez
Albujar, Matalaché, was brought to the screen, an interracial love
story, evoking the years of slavery in Peru and a society structured
according to the racial and social differences.
In these productions, there is a look to a more distant past, and
what is interesting is the context from where you look; in Peru, the
50s were a decade of change, the greatest migration from the countryside to the city happened in those years, and the cities modernization was taking place. In these stories, there are conflicts and contradictions that helped understand social processes and practices that
still exist today.
Later, in the context of the centennial of the war against Chile,
Peruvian Television launches Nuestros héroes de la guerra del
Pacífico (1979), a series which premiered on a political and social
scenario that had undergone structural changes as a result of state
policies decided by the Military Council that ruled Peru from October 1968 to July 198020. In this series, a look to the past brings
to the present characters from our history that embodied values of
During these years the agricultural reform, educational reform, nationalization and exploitation of natural resources –petroleum, mining and sea – took place. The landowning
system comes to an end and land is handed over to those who work. Media was expropriated. Citizenship was granted to the indians, the illiterate population had access to vote to
elect officials, while Quechua and Aymara were recognized as official languages along
with Castilian.
20
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honor, loyalty, sacrifice, sportsmanship and integrity. Against the
concrete fact of defeat in the battlefield, the Peruvian official history has built a narrative rooted in these values. And fiction does not
escape history, emphasizing nationalism and glory to our heroes in
the social and political context of a military government that called
itself revolutionary.
In the 80s with the return of democracy to Peru and the return
of stations to their previous owners, continuity in the production of
fiction was sought. In this decade we can notice that the exercise of
the social memory in fictional televisions is marked by the tension
between looking at the recent past and the interpretation of a remote
one.
In 1983 Panamericana premieres Gamboa, a police series portraying –dramatically– cases extracted from the files of the Investigative Police of Peru. In late 1985 the production company PROA
and ATV opted for telenovelas Bajo tu piel (1986) and Malahierba
(1987), which depicted social issues such as medical malpractice,
drug dealing, and journalistic responsibilities, booming in Peru.
In these stories we find indicators of contemporary social concerns that have been incorporated into Peruvian fictions, still in a
shy way; some characters are portrayed as marginal –prostitutes,
homosexuals, criminals– and the themes are more related and closer
to the experience of Lima –drugs, influence trafficking, corruption
and violence–. But it is in the miniseries that we can make the link
between memory and fiction. Between 1987 and 1991 one miniseries per year was produced, highlighting the need for imagining the
past always related to historical characters, mythical stories and emblematic experiences. In 1998 the duo Gomez-Adrianzen produced
La Perricholi, which brought to the present Micaela Villegas, an
eighteenth-century famous actress who was Virrey Amat’s lover.
In this story, characters, situations and conflicts portrayed well the
clash of Indian and Spanish, dreams of independence of the criollos,
the prudishness of the capital of the Viceroyalty of Peru, and especially the double moral and frivolity of the social classes.
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In 1993 Luis Llosa produced El ángel vengador, a story focused
on a criminal from Lima whose murder still remains unsolved. The
year 1994 was very productive: Gomez-Adrianzen brought us Tatán, a story about Luis D’unian Dulanto, a thief from the 50s turned
into a national Robin Hood by local press; Panamericana produced
El espejo de mi vida, portraying the life of Felipe Pinglo Alva, an
important folk music composer, and America took to the screen La
captura del siglo, a miniseries that recreates the research process
and capture of terrorist leader Abimael Guzman by the Special Intelligence Group, reproducing the explosion of a car bomb in the city
center of middle class Lima, a fact that symbolized the presence of
the terrorist war in the heart of the Peruvian capital.
These productions retained the tension between remembering
the recent past and the more distant times. Exotic urban violence is
presented in the cases of El ángel vengador and Tatán, a nostalgic
look of the distant past in the times of Pinglo, and with La captura
del siglo, the recreation of the siege of terrorism, the beginning of
the end of a painful stage in the recent Peruvian history. This production showed a text at the end of the opening credits alluding to
the need not to forget these facts. Rather reflecting what happened,
it is a tribute to and recognition of the police group effort and sacrifice that managed to capture the terrorist.
Still in 1994, something important happened in Peruvian television because the country that was mainly portrayed in fictions
changes its face, social class and origin. The telenovela Los de arriba y los de abajo shows us another Peru, a different cultural and
social country from the one built and represented in the before mentioned stories, those that kept the social and economical structure of
dominant sectors. Therefore it is necessary to dwell on this product
beyond the fact that it does not evoke a past, but does talk about different social parameters. Los de arriba y los de debajo from the duo
Gomez-Adrianzen
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“(...) offers us a portrait of a more complex and less
idyllic city, a Lima where tradition coexists with
modernity, a Lima of migrants who have built their
own networks to survive, but also a Lima where a
hierarchical order of economic, political and social
is kept, hiding the changes suffered by society (…)
the characters of the story are seeking to achieve
their dreams while living in a hostile reality. Migrants and children of migrants coming to the city
searching for a place.”(Cassano, 2012: 23).

This telenovela gives us a portrait of poverty and exclusion,
but also of the strength and nature of these new individuals living
in Lima. The Peru of the 90s summarizes the different processes of
change experienced in the past 40 years, driven by state reforms,
migration, economic crises and social conflicts that occurred in the
country. In the late 80s and early 90s Peru experiences what Appadurai (2001) calls “terror diasporas”, when rural and urban populations of the mountain provinces and the Peruvian jungle moved to
the coast fleeing terrorism of Sendero Luminoso and the MRTA21.
In the 90s, Lima becomes a city of over six million people22. These
processes over the decades changed the face of the capital. In Lima
major cultural transformations took place in relation to music, food,
fashion, festivals and architectural forms of urbanization.
While Los de arriba y los de abajo mean important changes in
representing a city immersed in many contradictions, that would not
be the path that the latest fiction projects of the twentieth century
followed. Probably the changes were too intense for fictional television itself and so it went back and took shelter in the distant past.
21
Terrorist attacks in Peru began on May 18th, 1980. The civil war lasted over 20 years
in the country. According to numbers of the Truth and National Reconciliation Commission, the disappeared and death toll exceeds 70,000 people. Most of the victims were
indigenous.
22
Source: Socio-demographic profile of Peru. In: http://www.inei.gob.pe/biblioineipub/
bancopub/Est/Lib0007/caP0105.htm
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America Producciones (at that time, content production company for América Televisión) premiered two telenovelas: Luz
María (1998) and Isabella, mujer enamorada (1999). In both cases
the past is evoked as uprising and as having institutional order. It
is only during the new century that the announced changes would
consolidate.

5.1. The new boom in miniseries and recent memory
In Peru, the miniseries produced in the 21st century are, more
than a television phenomenon, cultural manifestations with fields
where experiences coincide, histories are recognizable and characters feel closer to the audience. The folletín mentioned by Jesus Martin Barbero (1993) is the first written text in popular format. With
Peruvian miniseries of the 21st century we have a similar phenomenon. With continuous production, they have mobilized the fiction
industry while keeping a captive audience with high rating, proving
that Peruvian television has managed to observe social, cultural and
economical changes in the country and adapt its production dynamics, searching for a way to upgrade its position with updated stories
to offer to its audience. The fictional characters are male and female
migrants –in most cases–, subaltern individuals who have fought
honorably for a place in the city. Many of them linked to the cultural
industry of folk music, party, Peruvian cuisine and celebration in
popular venues.
Between 2005 and 2012, up to four titles were produced per
year, many of which reveal tensions between the existence and recognition of subordinate characters, expressing a strong need to reassert the different subjectivities that share emotions, knowledge and
relationships in the particular case of Peruvian society. These fiction
productions seem to embody the idea of Eliza Bachega (2010) that
“societies undergoing rapid changes tend to feel an obligation to
remember” (Bachega, 2010: 153), also showing interesting reforms
based on who remembers and how the past is evoked. The current
Peruvian stories are talking about different experiences of Peruvians
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entrepreneurs recognizing that they belong to a diversity that comes
from the past, essential to our present and future life.  
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1. Audiovisual context in the country
The financial bailout situation in which Portugal is currently
living, under the intervention of three international institutions,
popularly called Troika –the International Monetary Fund (IMF),
European Central Bank (ECB) and European Union (EU)– conditioned, in 2012, not only society but also the media. This context of
financial constraints, guided by economic austerity measures, influenced the media in six predominant aspects: (1) the discussions on
the future of the state-owned Rádio e Televisão de Portugal (RTP);
(2) the influx, the volume, and the opacity of the Angolan capital
into Portuguese media; (3) the transition to DTT; (4) the audience
measurement; (5) the collapse of advertising; and (6) the use of digital technology.
The decline of public spending on RTP is part of the commitments made by the Portuguese Government (GoP) when signing the
bailout, and also part of the program of the main political power
(Partido Social Democrata, PSD) in the current coalition governing
Portugal. Throughout 2012, the government discussed four scenarios for RTP. The first scenario anticipated the concession of RTP to
a private group for 20 to 25 years, with the obligation of maintaining a “public service”, but restricting advertising to half of other
private channels –i.e., about 6 minutes/hour and not 12 minutes/
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hour– and, in return, received a compensation of 140 million Euros,
which is equivalent to the audiovisual tax paid by the Portuguese
in the electrical bill. The second scenario suggested the privatization of RTP1, and the subsequent distribution among the remaining free-to-air (FTA) channels, of the “public service” function and
with the authorization of 12 minutes/hour of advertising. The third
scenario proposed the privatization of RTP1, which would be required to provide “public service”, would receive the audiovisual
tax and the authorization to broadcast 12 minutes/hour of advertising. In the fourth scenario –the one that included the continuation of
RTP2, a channel dedicated to cultural issues, in state ownership and
without advertising– RTP1 would be privatized, competing with
other private operators. At the end of the year, the GoP privileged
the implementation of a restructuring plan (Plano de Saneamento
Económico e Financeiro), which had been suggested by the previous administration, proposing the closing of RTP2, the devolution
of RTP Madeira and RTP Açores to the respective regions, while
keeping one international channel, leaving undetermined the future
of RTP Informação.
Throughout 2012, the controversy surrounding the inflow of
Angolan capital in Portuguese media groups increased. In 2011,
we had already noted this tendency. Speculations surrounding the
associated political and economic issues are a consequence of the
capital belonging, directly or indirectly, to the family of President
of Angola and their supporters, which are under judicial investigation in Portugal for alleged corruption. On the other hand, the inability to identify the shareholders of companies expressing interest
in the Portuguese media privatizations, including RTP, has generated discomfort in the media field. Among these groups, we emphasize the Angolan media group Newshold, which owns 96% of the
weekly Sol, 2% of Impresa, owner of SIC, and the main shareholder
of Cofina, owner of the newspapers Correio da Manhã, Jornal de
Negócios, Record and the magazine Sábado. In December 2012,
the Stock Market Commission (Comissão de Mercado de Valores
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Mobiliários), following the disclosure of the interest of Newshold
in case of an eventual privatization of RTP, requested the group
to disclose their direct and indirect shareholders. Álvaro Sobrinho,
president of Newshold, chairman of Banco Espírito Santo Angola
and shareholder of Akoya Asset Management SA (accused of money laundering in the lawsuit “White Mountain”), confirmed that
the group was owned by Pineview Overseas, with headquarters in
Panama, and revealed the names of its shareholders –all part of his
family–. In early December, the RTP president, Alberto da Ponte,
visited Luanda, where he met Dominic Vunge, one of the shareholders of Score Media with links to Ongoing and Newshold. This entrepreneur has openly expressed interest in purchasing the Portuguese
daily Diário de Notícias (DN) and Jornal de Notícias (JN), as well
as RTP, through a participation in Cofina.
The third aspect which pervaded in 2012 was the transition to
Digital Terrestrial Television (DTT), subject to be developed later
in this paper.
The title given to this chapter –Fiction and audiences in transition– stems from changes in the field of serial fiction in FTA channels. We emphasize that this year was marked by the return of the
audiences to TV Globo productions broadcasted by SIC (Fina Estampa, Gabriela and Avenida Brasil), making SIC a winner in prime
time, overtaking the Portuguese fiction broadcasted by TVI. Furthermore, we note an increase of international series ratings broadcasted by all FTA channels. The title of this chapter is also justified by the end of the juvenile series Morangos com Açúcar (TVI),
which captivated the youngest in the period of access to prime time
for almost ten years.
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1.1. Free-to-air television in Portugal
Table 1. National FTA Networks in Portugal
Public channels (2) Private channels (2)
RTP1
SIC
RTP2
TVI
Total of networks = 4

Table 2. Rating per channel in 2012
Channel
000 indv.
RTP1
258.07
4%
RTP2
62.57
SIC
SIC
404.32
TVI
25%
TVI
451.64
27%
Cable/other
Cable/other
469.93
Total
Source: Obitel Portugal, MediaMonitor/Audimetria/KantarMedia; GfK
28%

RTP1

16%

RTP2

%
16
4
25
27
28
100

Table 3. Share per channel in 2012
Channel
RTP1
RTP2
28.7%
SIC
SIC
24.6%
TVI
TVI
Cable/other
27.4%
Cable/other
Total
Source: Obitel Portugal, MediaMonitor/Audimetria/KantarMedia; GfK
15.6%

RTP1

3.7%

RTP2

%
15.6
3.7
24.6
27.4
28.7
100

Table 4. Genres offered in 2012
Genres
Culture/Knowledge
16%
Sports
Entertainment
9%
Entertainment
9%
Fiction
5%
Fiction
Information
17%
18%
Information
Juvenile
Juvenile
22%
Advertising
Advertising
Other
Other
Total
Source: Obitel Portugal, MediaMonitor/Audimetria/KantarMedia; GfK
4%

Culture/Knowledge
Sports

%
9
5
18
22
17
9
16
4
100
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The groups holding television channels in 2012 remain as follows: Rádio e Televisão de Portugal (RTP, public), which has two
FTA channels (RTP1 and RTP2); group IMPRESA, Sociedade
Gestora de Participações Sociais, owner of SIC; and Grupo Media
Capital SGPS, which incorporates TVI. All these groups also operate in pay TV, keeping thematic channels, particularly dedicated to
information.

1.2. Audience Trends in 2012
A public tender effected by the Committee for the Study of
Media Analysis in 2011, at the request of networks, media agencies and advertisers, selected the German company GfK (Growth
from Knowledge) for the measurement of television audiences. This
company started its experimental activities in March and, since the
start of publication of the data, received criticism from all stakeholders. The bases for this criticism are the methodology used to
measure the audience, particularly the technological procedures of
data collection and analysis, as well as the composition of the panel.
In its website, GfK describes the technology used for audience
measurement: audio-matching process, which allows measuring all
platforms (analog and digital cable, satellite, terrestrial and IPTV),
video-on-demand content and time-shift content (up to seven days
after broadcast). The audio-matching technology recognizes the
channel being viewed from the audio information, and programs
with multiple audio tracks can be divided and measured, as well
as advertising spaces. The information recorded on the box is then
sent to a central where the sound samples collected at home are
compared with the audio samples recorded on the company. Television networks, especially those channels which saw their ratings
negatively affected and subsequently their advertising values diminished, demanded an audit to the methodology and the company
committed itself to reviewing the panel based on the 2011 census
of the Portuguese population. In its defense, GfK reported to Pricewaterhouse at the time of the audit by this company that, due to the
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limited quality of satellite DTT transmissions, lapses and failures in
the data collection had occurred.
Changes in methodologies for measuring the audiences highlighted the role of pay television and narrowed the gap between the
shares and rates of private broadcasters SIC and TVI. We emphasize that SIC increased share in prime time, with the broadcast of
telenovelas Dancin’ Days, Gabriela and Avenida Brasil, while TVI
increased their audiences in day time. RTP1 was the channel that,
based on the new panel, recorded a larger drop in audience (about
5%), while RTP2 remained approximately its usual values.

1.3. Advertising on Television and on Fiction
In a year when the GDP shrank by c. 3.3%, on top of the 1.7%
recorded in 2011, advertising on television decreased c. 15%, in
spite of the Portuguese having spent, on average, c. 4 hours and 40
minutes watching television. The analysis of the duration, or percentage of the broadcast of FTA channels (RTP, SIC and TVI) devoted to advertising (advertising saturation) –which excludes selfpromotions, self-promotions of the station and telesales– in relation
to the total broadcast time, decreased c. 9%. This decrease is not
due to the use of shorter spots, which remain within 18 seconds,
but to the number of inserts in c. 10%. In the second half of 2012,
this decrease steepened from -3.8% to -14.1%, following the process of GDP contraction, and of the (lack of) investment in Portugal, as well as the impact on private consumption and on the consumer confidence index. We emphasize that this index has declined
since 2011, reaching, in December 2012, the lowest ever recorded
(-59.8%), which follows the economic indicator of the companies.
However, compared with the value of the advertising inserts in film,
radio, print and on billboards, television maintains an undisputed
leadership, with c. 75% of the investment in advertising. Among the
20 largest investors are six large-scale distributors, five telecommunications companies, four food retailers, and five of other sectors.
While the current investment levels are at the level of 2002, the in-
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ternet advertising has risen in counter-cycle. According to analysts,
this growth is associated with the increasing use of digital media,
as well as with the (still) small investments on this medium. The financial crisis and the limitations in the financing of companies have
also boosted this growth trend that is currently in the low double
digits.

1.4. Merchandising and social merchandising
Dancin’ Days is a paradigmatic case of product placement (or
soft sponsoring, which means the placing of consumer products in
visible locations). Initiated with Laços de Sangue, this action combines products/brands/places with the narrative, making them an integral part of the story. The brands must accept the inclusion of their
insignia and their message attributes in an artistic context, respecting the times and the evolutionary course of titles and characters.
In addition to the diversification of formats and themes with the
goal of reaching audiences across the board, RTP has developed two
projects that stand out against the general offer of fiction: the cycle
of 12 telefilms titled Grandes Histórias: toda a gente conta and the
series Contos de Natal. The first project was based on an integrated
action between fiction and information through the exploration of
social issues, such as drug abuse, bullying or neglect of older people. For over 12 months, for a week, information programs explored
these issues from different perspectives in conjunction with the presentation of a TV movie. The second project, Contos de Natal, resulted from a partnership between RTP and Portuguese universities
to produce stories with happy endings. These initiatives have powered the relationship between television genres, between television
and the public, as well as between academia and the market.

1.5. Communication policies (laws, reforms, incentives, digital TV,
etc.)
The final transition to Digital Terrestrial Television (DTT)
occurred in 2012 (April 26). This transition, which began in May
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2011, was a process delayed for about ten years and which model
elicited much criticism, not only from experts but also from the civil
society. Among the former is the chairman of Vodafone Portugal,
who qualified the introduction of DTT in the Portuguese market as
a “failed model” because it facilitated the “penetration of pay television” and for not having expanded the number of FTA channels, as
happened in all other European countries.
In the same vein, a work done by a researcher from the University of Minho claims to have evidence of corruption in the implementation process, in which Portugal Telecom (PT) was the main
beneficiary, having achieved 715,000 new customers for the package MEO. According to this researcher, this happened because the
offer of FTA channels with high quality was not suited to PT, with
the State participation and with political interests involved. Portugal, thus, missed the opportunity to increase offer of channels and
to introduce a higher image quality. The National Association of
Portuguese Municipalities have a similar opinion, expressing publicly that it considers “scandalous and shameful” the end of analogue TV and the DTT deployment process, which deprived many
citizens, especially the municipalities of the deep Portugal, “access
to information at a time when many could not afford to buy a set”.
The same association denounces the interests involved in order to
favor a company. At the end of October, the Authority for Communications (ANACOM) made a positive assessment of the process, in
spite of noting 8.000 complaints. The majority of these complaints
originated from individuals who, not having paid subscription, but
having bought equipment, did not have access to the FTA channel
in good conditions.

1.6. Pay TV
We note that in 2012 TVI created a channel dedicated to fiction
(TVI Ficção/Channel 11), in partnership with the telecommunications company PT/MEO, with the purpose of broadcasting the station’s reruns.
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1.7. ICT Trends
In Portugal, the internet is used by 62.8% of individuals over 15
years of age, with the highest percentage being of males and young
people between the ages of 18 and 24, with residence in the area of
Greater Lisbon, and belonging to the higher income group, and mid
and high level professionals. The groups presenting a lower usage
are women and the elderly, residents in the Northern interior, as well
as low income people and homemakers. As per Marktest –in a longitudinal study conducted about the internet users in the last sixteen
years– the number of “internauts” has not stopped rising, increasing
in this period c. 10% (from 6.3% in 1997 to 62.3 % in 2012). We
emphasize that the youngest, those belonging to the high income
groups and students, are the social demographic groups with higher
rates of use. On average, users of social networking sites dedicate
88 minutes per day to these sites, ranging from 62 minutes among
individuals between 35 and 44 years of age, and 116 minutes among
individuals between 15 and 24 years of age. The highest activity
is located in the after work and school hours (54.7%), mainly on
Facebook.

2. Yearly analysis: premiere of national and Ibero-American fiction
Table 1. Fiction broadcasted in 2012 (national and imported;
premier and rerun; co-production)
NATIONAL TITLES IN PREMIER
– 26

IMPORTED TITLES IN PREMIER
–9

RTP1 – 13 national titles
1. 4-Portugal hoje (unitary)
2. A rapariga da máquina de filmar
(miniseries)
3. A sagrada família (sitcom)
4. Barcelona, cidade neutral (miniseries)
5. Contos de Natal (series)
6. Grandes histórias: toda a gente conta
(TV movie)
7. Liberdade 21 (series)
8. Maternidade (series)

RTP1 – 2 imported titles
1. O direito de nascer (telenovela-Brazil)
2. Vidas em jogo (telenovela-Brazil)
SIC – 7 imported titles
3. Avenida Brasil (telenovela-Brazil)
4. Dance! (series-Uruguay)
5. Fina estampa (telenovela-Brazil)
6. Gabriela (telenovela-Brazil)
7. Insensato coração (telenovela-Brazil)
8. Morde e assopra (telenovela-Brazil)
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9. Os compadres (sitcom)
10. Pai à força (series)
11. Perdidamente florbela (miniseries)
12. Sangue do meu sangue (miniseries)
13. Velhos amigos (sitcom)
SIC – 4 national titles
14. A família Mata (sitcom)
15. Cenas de um casamento (sitcom)
16. Lua vermelha (series)
17. Rosa fogo (telenovela)
TVI – 9 national titles
18. Anjo meu (telenovela)
19. Casos da vida (unitary)
20. Doce tentação (telenovela)
21. Doida por ti (telenovela)
22. Filmes TVI (TV movie)
23. Louco amor (telenovela)
24. Morangos com açúcar IX: segue o teu
sonho (series)
25. Morangos com açúcar IX: férias de
verão (series)
26. Remédio santo (telenovela)

9. O Astro (telenovela-Brazil)
TITLES IN RERUN – 20
RTP1
1. Poder paralelo (telenovela-Brazil)
2. Revelação (telenovela-Brazil)
3. Ribeirão do tempo (telenovela-Brazil)
4. Cidade despida (series)
SIC
5. Perfeito coração (telenovela)
6. Podia acabar o mundo (telenovela)
7. Rebelde way (series)
8. Floribella (series)
9. Páginas da vida (telenovela-Brazil)
TVI
10. Campeões e detectives (series)
11. O bando dos 4 (series)
12. Detective maravilhas (series)
13. Clube das chaves (series)
14. Ilha dos amores (telenovela)
15. Inspector Max (series)
16. Jardins proibidos (telenovela)
17. Olhos de água (telenovela)
18. Filha do mar (telenovela)
19. Tempo de viver (telenovela)
20. Sonhos traídos (telenovela)
CO-PRODUCTIONS – 2
RTP1 – 1 title in co-production
1. Barcelona, cidade neutral (Portugal/
Spain)
SIC – 1 title in co-production
2. Dancin’ Days (Portugal/Brazil)
GRAND TOTAL: 57

Source: Obitel Portugal
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Table 2. Origin of the premiered fictional titles
Country

Titles

%

Chapters/
Episodes

%

Hours

%

NATIONAL (total)

27

71

1.504

55.5

1.164:15

58

IBERO-AMERICAN
(total)

11

29

1.205

44.5

835:50

42

Argentina

–

–

–

–

–

–

Brazil

9

23.7

1.191

44

814:35

40.7

Chile

–

–

–

–

–

–

Colombia

–

–

–

–

–

–

Ecuador

–

–

–

–

–

–

Spain

1

2.6

4

0.1

03:00

0.2

USA (Hispanic production)

–

–

–

–

–

–

Mexico

–

–

–

–

–

–

Peru

–

–

–

–

–

–

PORTUGAL

27

71.1

1.504

55.5

1.164:15

58.2

Uruguay

1

2.6

10

0.4

18:15

0.9

Venezuela

–

–

–

–

–

–

Latin American (Obitel)

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

2

–

14

–

21:15

–

38

100

2.709

100

2.000:05

100

Latin American (not
Obitel)
Other (productions and
co-produc.
of other Latin Am./IberoAm.)
TOTAL

Source: Obitel Portugal, MediaMonitor/Marktest Audimetria and GfK

In 2012, we observed a decrease in the offer of domestic fiction
and Ibero-American fiction in just one title, although the number
of chapters/episodes and the number of broadcast hours increased
slightly. Breaking down by channels, we observe that RTP1 and
SIC maintain their offer, while there is a 30% decrease in the offer
of TVI compared to 2011. In spite of this situation, TVI continues
leading the national television fiction market in the total of hours
and in chapters/episodes, a consequence of the continued produc-
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tion of the telenovela format for prime time. The Ibero-American
contents are 73% (8 titles) of Brazilian origin, and the remaining
27% are distributed across three titles: Dance! (SIC), a Uruguayan
series targeting the young public, and two co-productions, the telenovela Dancin’ Days (SIC/SP Televisão/TV Globo) and the miniseries Barcelona, Cidade Neutral (Stopline Films, RTP/Prodigius
Cinema, TV3). Content broadcast on public service channel is produced by Record and SBT, whereas the content broadcast on SIC is
exclusively from TV Globo. As in years past, TVI doesn’t broadcast
Ibero-American content.
Reruns and repeats are recurring programming strategies, allowing the filling of marginal slots, such as morning, afternoon and
late night. In 2012, 20 titles were reruns, with TVI leading with
11 titles, followed by SIC, with five, and by RTP1, with four. Titles rebroadcasted by TVI, from national origin, are series for an
adolescent public and relevant telenovelas, such as Filha do Mar
(2001/2002), which had an end chosen by the public, or Tempo de
Viver (2006/2007), where the disclosure of the identity of the criminal “Tubarão” left the audience in suspense until the last chapter,
like the storylines developed in Brazil (e.g. A Próxima Vítima, 1995/
TV Globo).
Domestic fiction keeps filling the primetime slot, and we see
an increase of 37.5% in the number of chapters/episodes and hours
compared to 2011. In other time slots, there are no significant
changes, with the afternoon in second place, morning in the third
and late night in the last place. Within the afternoon slot lies “preprimetime”, the period between 7P.M. and 8P.M., used in programming for the transmission of strong products that allow a spillover
effect of audience for prime time.
In spite of maintaining a pattern, we note an 81.4% drop in the
broadcast of titles in premier to the younger public in the morning
slot, and the use of products in stock in rerun. The Ibero-American
contents continue occupying more significantly the afternoon slot,
followed by prime time, with the broadcast of the most recent tele-
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novelas of TV Globo by SIC, like O Astro, Gabriela and Avenida
Brasil. While these contents start within the main slot of the day,
the majority of the transmission takes place already during the late
night slot.

1.245

7

Prime Time (20:00-24:00)

Late night (24:00-06:00)
100

0.4

82.8

15.6

1.2

0.2
100

1.164:15

1.205

–

559

636

10

C/E

100

0

46.4

52.8

0.8

835:50

–

289:45

527:50

18:15

Ibero-American
%
H

100

0

34.6

63.2

2.2

%

27

Titles
7
7
4
2
2
–
5
100

%
25.9
25.9
14.8
7.4
7.4
–
18.6
1.504

100

NATIONAL
Cha./Ep.
%
1.071
71.2
260
17.3
12
0.8
20
1.3
6
   0.4
–
–
135
9
1.164:15

Hours
853:10
192:35
10:40
26:30
4:45
–
76:35
100

6.6

%
73.3
16.5
0.9
2.3
0.4

11

Titles
9
1
1
–
–
–
–

2.709

7

1.804

880

28

C/E

H
700:15

32:30

100

0,1

2.000:05

2:35

66.5 1.264:45

32.4

1

Total
%

100

1.205

100 835:50

IBERO-AMERICAN
%
Cha./Ep.
% Hours
81.8
1.191
98.9 814:35
9.1
10
0.8 18:15
9.1
4
0.3 03:00
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Table 4. Formats of National and Ibero-American fiction titles

Source: Obitel Portugal, MediaMonitor/Marktest Audimetria and GfK

TOTAL

Telenovela
Series
Miniseries
TV movie
Unitary
Docudrama
Other (sitcom)

Formats

83.8

14.8

1.2

%

2:35

975:00

172:25

14:15

National
%
H

Source: Obitel Portugal, MediaMonitor/Marktest Audimetria and GfK

1.504

234

Afternoon (13:00-20:00)

TOTAL

18

C/E

Morning (6:00-13:00)

Time Slots

Table 3. Chapters/Episodes and hours broadcasted by time slot
%

100

%
97.4
2.3
0.3
–
–
–
–

100

0.1

63.3

35

1.6
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In 2010 and in 2011, series was the most explored format by
national generalist channels, followed by telenovela. In 2012, there
is a balance between the series and telenovela, with seven titles for
each format. The telenovela is a format adopted only by commercial
channels, with TVI producing five titles and SIC two, while the series
format is mostly produced by RTP1 (four titles), followed by TVI
(two titles) and SIC (one title). The series produced by public service channel are geared towards an adult audience, addressing professional themes (e.g. Maternidade and Liberdade 21) and by being
broadcasted in later slots (pre-prime time, prime time and late night).
Series produced by the private channels address issues closer to the
adolescent public and are broadcasted in the morning and afternoon
slots (Lua Vermelha, SIC, Morangos com Açúcar, TVI). The sitcom
remains a format adopted by both the public and private channels, totaling five titles in 2012. Its short duration compared to other fictional
formats, as well as their basic characteristics –humorous household
plots, limited cast, fixed decors, among others– allow low-cost production and the creation of a pool of assets available to fill up slots.
The miniseries format was explored by RTP1, continuing the trend
of previous years. The characteristics of this format in conjunction with the public nature of the station allowed the presentation
of four titles: Barcelona, Cidade Neutral, a co-production Portugal/Spain with a duration of four chapters, and three feature films
turned into miniseries, A Rapariga da máquina de filmar, Sangue do
meu Sangue and Perdidamente Florbela. The conversion of feature
films into miniseries is accomplished through adaptation, which at
times includes scenes not seen in the feature film, having as a consequence an increase in the circulation of Portuguese films and of
the number of viewers.
The TV movie format assumed a prominent role in 2012, resulting from the initiatives of RTP1 (Grandes histórias: toda a
gente conta) and TVI (Filmes TVI), bringing to the general public,
all year round and regularly, stories inspired in reality.
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Table 5. Formats of National fictional titles by time slot
Formats

Mor
ning-

%

Afternoon

%

Prime
Time

%

Late
Night

%

Total

%

Telenovela

–

–

–

–

7

41.2

–

–

7

25.9

Series

1

100

4

50.0

1

5.9

1

100

7

25.9

Miniseries

–

–

1

12.5

3

17.6

–

–

4

14.8

TV movie

–

–

–

–

2

11.8

–

–

2

7.4

Unitary

–

–

1

12.5

1

5.9

–

–

2

7.4

Docudrama

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Other
(sitcom)

–

–

2

25.0

3

17.6

–

–

5

18.6

TOTAL

1

100

8

100

17

100

1

100

27

100

Source: Obitel Portugal, MediaMonitor/Marktest Audimetria and GfK

All formats explored by the Portuguese generalist channels
are present in prime time, with a clear predominance of the telenovela, followed by the afternoon slot and, ex aequo, with one title,
the morning and the night slots. The morning slot is occupied with
content destined to a juvenile audience (Dance!, SIC), and the night
slot by a series (Contos de Natal, RTP1).
Table 6. Time period of fictional titles
Titles

%

Present

Time period

24

88,9

Period piece

1

3,7

Historical

2

7,4

Other

–

–

TOTAL

27

100

                          Source: Obitel Portugal

The present is the dominant epoch with the exploration of
themes anchored in contemporaneity (24 titles). In 2012, we can
also find two historical titles: Barcelona, Cidade Neutral (RTP1),
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which tells the story of Barcelona as a neutral city during the World
War I, and Perdidamente Florbela (RTP1), the intimate story of the
Portuguese poet Florbela Espanca (nineteenth century). Lastly, we
consider the telenovela Anjo Meu (TVI) a period piece, as it is set in
Portugal in the 70s of the twentieth century.
Table 7. Top Ten titles: origin, production house, rating, share
Country
of origin of
the original
idea or
script

Title

Production
house

Name of the
writer or
Chanauthor of the
nel
original idea

Rating

Share

1

Dancin’
Days

Brazil/
Portugal

SIC/SP Televisão/TV Globo

SIC

Pedro Lopes
(adapted
from Gilberto
Braga)

15.1

30.9

2

Louco
amor

Portugal

TVI / Plural
Entertainment

TVI

Tozé Martinho 13.0

29.2

3

Doce
tentação

Portugal

TVI / Plural
Entertainment

TVI

Sandra Santos 11.1

28.3

4

Rosa fogo

Portugal

SIC/SP Televisão

SIC

Patrícia Müller

9.6

26.6

5

Remédio
santo

Portugal

TVI / Plural
Entertainment

TVI

Antonio Barreira

9.4

28.6

6

Doida
por ti

Portugal

TVI / Plural
Entertainment

TVI

8.4

22.0

7

Morangos com
açúcar IX:
segue o teu
sonho

Portugal

TVI / Plural
Entertainment

TVI

7.6

21.9

8

Anjo meu

Portugal

TVI / Plural
Entertainment

TVI

6.9

28.3

9

Os compadres

Portugal

RTP1/ Cinecool

RTP1

Nicolau
Breyner

6.4

19.8

10

A família
Mata

Spain

SIC/SP Televisão

SIC

David Bermejo

6.3

19.1

Maria João
Mira
Casa da Criação (Cláudia
Sampaio,
Irina Gomes,
Mafalda Ferreira, Marina
Ribeiro, Pedro
Cavaleiro)
Maria João
Mira

Total of production: 10

Foreign scripts: 2

80%

20%

Source: Obitel Portugal
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The return of Brazilian fiction, especially the productions of
TV Globo, was one of the highlights of the year. Throughout the
year, the intercalated presence of national and foreign productions
(mainly from Brazil) generated different behaviors of the audience.
The Portuguese titles with the highest impact in the media were respectively Dancin’ Days (SIC), Louco Amor (TVI), Doce Tentação
(TVI) and Doida por ti (TVI). Among the Brazilian, three TV Globo
fictions disputed the audience ratings with the national ones: Gabriela, Avenida Brasil and Fina Estampa.
TVI ended the year leading the total audience and occupied
the first positions of the ranking of fiction titles. However, in 2012,
TVI lost ground to the fictional productions of SIC and TV Globo
in primetime, with SIC becoming the leader in this time slot. As we
can see in Table 7, SIC dislodged TVI from the first place in the
Top Ten. These data, however, indicate that, although falling some
positions, TVI remains with a strong presence, occupying 60% of
the Top Ten. SIC ends the year with 30%, and RTP1 with only 10%.
The news about possible dismissals in national production
companies (Plural and SP Televisão) made it clear that, in times
of crisis and austerity measures, fiction production is also affected.
Table 8. Top Ten: format, length, schedule
Number of Date of the
chapters/
first and of
episodes the last issue
(in 2012)
(in 2012)

Time
slot

Title

Format

Genre

1

Dancin’
Days

Telenovela

Drama, suspense, comedy

146

04/06 to
31/12 (cont.)

Prime
Time

2

Louco
amor

Telenovela

Drama, suspense, tragedy,
comedy

189

06/05 to
31/12 (cont.)

Prime
Time

3

Doce
tentação

Telenovela

Comedy, drama, romance

284

08/01 to
31/12 (cont.)

Prime
Time

4

Rosa fogo

Telenovela

Drama, suspense, tragedy,
comedy

143

02/01 to
30/06

Prime
Time
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5

Remédio
santo

Telenovela

Comedy, drama, suspense,
romance

6

Doida
por ti

Telenovela

Comedy, drama, romance

7

Morangos com
açúcar IX:
segue o
teu sonho

Series

Juvenile, romance, drama,
comedy,
Musical

8

Anjo meu

Telenovela

Historical, drama, romance

9

Os compadres

Series

Comedy

10

A família
Mata

Series

Comedy

192

02/01 to
15/09

Prime
Time

44

24/10 to
31/12 (cont.)

Prime
Time

123

02/01 to
15/09

Afternoon,
access
to Prime
Time

94

02/01 to
05/05

Prime
Time

8

07/01 to
31/12 (cont.)

21

11/07 to
31/11

Prime
Time
Prime
Time

Source: Obitel Portugal

Dancin’ Days (SIC) and Louco Amor (TVI) had the highest impact in the news. The former, in addition to leading the Top Ten, was
among the most watched television programs of 2012. It is important
to note that this telenovela is a remake/adaptation of an originally
Brazilian script and follows the co-production model, used in previous years by SIC and TV Globo. Dancin’ Days and Louco Amor
have some similarities: most of sub-plots are set in nightclubs and
in both the two main characters were imprisoned for many years and
strive, on the one hand, for social reintegration and, on the other, for
family reconciliation.
Doce Tentação (TVI), both in terms of plot as aesthetics, reveals elements inspired by fables and fairy tales. To the classic contrast between the main characters –the sweet and feminine young
woman and the artisan and uncouth young man– are the outdoor
images, such as the mysterious and magnificent sceneries of the
mountains and the Sintra Royal Palace. Rosa Fogo, Remédio Santo,
Anjo Meu and Morangos com Açúcar IX: segue o teu sonho, all
from TVI, migrated from the 2011 ranking for 2012, staying in the
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spotlight. Doida por ti (TVI) also does not innovate, but, nevertheless, conquers the audience with a loving urban plot.
In the end, the sitcoms Os Compadres (RTP1) and A Família
Mata (SIC) achieve prominence by betting in the family environment and the vicissitudes of daily life.
Table 9. Subject-matter in Top Ten titles
Titles

1

Dancin’Days

2

Louco amor

3

Doce tentação

4

Rosa fogo

5

Remédio santo

6

Doida por ti

7

Morangos com
açúcar IX: segue o
teu sonho

8

Anjo meu

9

Os compadres

10 A família Mata
Source: Obitel Portugal

Dominant Themes
– Family relationships
– Vengeance and ambition
– Revelation of identity
– Crime resolution
– Amorous relationships
– Family relationships
– Mystery
– Amorous relationships
– Murdered
– Illegitimate children
– Amorous relationships
– Crime Resolution
– Illegitimate children
– Mysticism
– Vengeance
– Illegitimate children
– Amorous relationships
– Infidelity
– Revelation of secrets
and identities
– Adolescence
– Conflicts and rivalries
– Fashion world
– Envy
– Crime resolution
– Love triangle
– Vengeance and ambition
– Family relationships
– Neighbored relationships
– Friendship
– Family relationships
–Adultery and treason
– Generational conflicts

Social Themes
– Social reintegration
– Alcohol addiction
– Homosexuality
– Old age
– Love between elder people
– Social reintegration
– Orphanage
– Religiosity
– Infertility
– Breast cancer
– Illegal fights
– Religiosity
– Hearing insufficiency
– Social Critic
– Unemployment
– Economic crises
– Recycling
– Feminine Protagonist
– Older people at University
– Social and historical movements
– Political conflicts
– Financial crises
– Nostalgia
– Moral principles
– Financial crises
– Petty thefts
– Moral principles
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The main highlight of the year in the field of social issues was
the tendency to produce stories with and for senior citizens. Developed in different ways, the theme was present in Louco Amor (TVI),
with love happening in old age, in Os Compadres and in Velhos
Amigos (RTP1), with incidents and adventures among relatives and
neighbors. The presence of unemployed characters and dialogues on
various financial difficulties revealed as another trend: the concern
of domestic fiction to address, even if gently, issues of economic
crisis.

TVI
TVI
SIC
TVI
TVI
TVI
TVI
RTP1
SIC

2 Louco amor

3 Doce tentação

4 Rosa fogo

5 Remédio santo

6 Doida por ti

7 Morangos com açúcar IX: segue o teu sonho

8 Anjo meu

9 Os compadres

10 A família Mata
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SIC

Channel

Dancin’
1
Days

Titles

13.9

0.9

5.5

17.6

11.8

6.5

7.8

8.0

6.2

8.0

4-14

13.7

6.3

8.6

17.2

12.8

9.1

12.2

9.4

7.3

16.6

1524

19.1

3.9

9.5

10.0

8.7

9.2

18.5

9.3

8.1

17.4

19.3

6.9

10.5

12.4

10.8

9.5

16.9

10.8

9.6

16.7

5564

9.8

14.6

9.1

13.1 18.8

13.6 18.2

12.8

11.1 15.7

13.7 18.5

15.8 12.7

13.7 18.0

13.0 19.6

15.6 10.4

4525-34 35-44
54

Age group %

10.2

50.1

34.1

20.2

29.2

33.5

16.1

30.8

36.3

15.2

65+

C

D

17.8 39.8

13.2 44.8

18.6 38.0

21.5 36.7

17.7 40.5

13.5 19.2 45.1

17.4 14.8 41.3

8.5

8.9

11.2 10.3 44.1

6.9

13.8 22.2 37.5

7.4

9.4

18.0 19.9 35.9

A/B

22.3

26.6

33.4

32.9

34.4

36.5

26.5

35.0

32.6

26.2

E

Socioeconomic status%

Table 10. Audience profile of the Top Ten titles: gender, age, socioeconomic status
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As in previous years, the profile of SIC and RTP1 fiction audiences remained more balanced in relation to the TVI spectators.
In Dancin’ Days (SIC), for example, this more uniform division is
observed in age groups and socioeconomic status. The profile of
the audience of Os Compadres (RTP1) and A Família Mata (SIC)
remained more balanced in terms of gender. However, the age of
RTP1 viewers is considerably higher to SIC, with 50.1% of viewers of Os Compadres over 65 years of age. In general, women are
still the larger public of fiction, as well as older people (except the
productions broadcasted by SIC, viewed by persons of all ages) and
the low income groups, such as D and E. These data point to the idea
that SIC/TV Globo telenovelas reach more diversified audiences.

3. Transmedia reception
The universe of circulation of television fiction has been expanded significantly in recent years. Across different platforms, the
fictional productions and their audiences relate in a more participatory way, establishing new transmedia dynamics.
In this section, we intend to conduct an analysis of transmedia offer and users’ practices of telenovela Dancin’ Days (SIC), the
first title of the Top Ten. As a platform for analysis, we selected
Facebook, given that this social network provides greater interactivity between producers and fans. However, we must point out the
existence of a concerted action between the official page of the telenovela in the SIC website and its official Facebook.
The observation included the week of 8th to 14th of April 2013,
corresponding to episodes 212-217. Usually broadcasted from Monday to Friday in primetime, in the analyzed period there was a special chapter on Sunday, the 14th, at the same time of the premier of
the new telenovela of TVI, Mundo ao Contrário.
The recording of the data was done daily, with the total numbers of each observed category collected at the end of the sample
week. Thus, the number of fans, or those who “like” the page, was
48,004 and the volume of participants reached 3,145 members. The
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production made 28 publications (posts), which received 2,885
“likes” from the fans. It was also observable that the fans published
619 reviews on the content and shared the content of the official
page 119 times.

3.1. Transmedia offer of Dancin’ Days
Regarding the transmedia interaction offered by the telenovela
producers, we note a “transmedia visualization”. In this manner, this
platform allows the visualization of fiction videos, photos download,
the interaction of users in real time, the sharing of posted content
and even direct interaction with actors of the telenovela through the
chat. This dynamic, weekly periodicity is entitled “Facebook Hour”,
in which an actor talks to the network users directly, answering their
questions and comments. Following the chat, social network administrators provide a video by the actor, giving his statement regarding
the experience of interacting with the fans.
An average of four to six posts are published daily. Usually, the
social network moderators talk about scenes that will be aired in the
next chapters, launching inquiries about the plot, and provide links
to the official website of the telenovela, where the participants have
access to synopsis, complete previous episodes and videos with
preview of selected scenes. The last post of the day is published
minutes before the start of Dancin’ Days transmission. The administrators seek to attract the attention of fans and induce expectations
regarding the chapter that will be broadcasted next. However, they
post no comments during the actual broadcast, which may indicate
a strategy to allow a freer and more spontaneous interaction of the
participants.

3.2. Interactivity and users practices
Regarding interactivity (Table 11), we note that the level of
user active interaction is predominant and not creative. The lack of
content created by the fans might point to the absence of proposals from Facebook and official website producers in order to make
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available strategies in these platforms that enable a more creative
appropriation of fiction.
In this sense, it is fair to refer to the transmedia initiative of
the official website of series A Família Mata, broadcasted by SIC
in 2012 and in 10th place in the Top Ten, which organized an action called “Uma Família Portuguesa, com certeza”. Such a strategy
requested that the spectators send a small 30-second video with images, statements and humorous scenes of their families. The funnier
videos were selected to be broadcasted at the end of episodes of the
series and were made available in Facebook and in the website.
Thus, based on the Portuguese fiction Dancin’ Days, we understand that the transmedia reception is partially developed, since the
participation occurs more in terms of response and interaction with
the proposed content –through practical recommendation, discussion, critique and sharing– than actually in the transformation of
the consumer into producer of new contents. In addition, we note
a moderate production of fictional narrative material intended exclusively for those other platforms, independently of what is broadcasted on television.
Table 11. Types of interaction and dominant practices
Chosen
title

Dancin’
Days

Channel

SIC

Internet
pages

Facebook

Types of
transmedia
interaction

Transmedia
visualization

Levels
of in- Dominant practerac- tices by users
tivity

Active

Commentary
Celebration
Recommendation
Sharing
Interpretation
Critic
Collection
Storage
Discussion

Regarding the content of the commentaries, the users tend to
use the network to express their opinion about the behavior of the
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characters and the plot, as well as to celebrate the quality of fiction
and of good performance of the actors. It is common to comment
on each other’s comments, expressing hope for the beginning of the
telenovela and reporting in real time that they are ready to watch the
episode.
It is worth mentioning one critique of the online content offered
by the producers of Dancin’ Days. A certain post, in which the administrators of the social network revealed in advance the outcome
of a particular situation, caused displeasure to some fans. This is
likely to indicate a problem that arises for producers between the
strategy of providing as much content on the social network and
the desire of some users to not know everything that will happen in
advance, prioritizing, in this case, the suspense of an unforeseeable
outcome.
Based on that week’s analysis, we identify a majority participation of a young audience, in spite of statistical indexes revealing that
the Dancin’ Days audience crosses several age groups. The reviews of
female users were more frequent in a ratio of approximately 2/3 relative to male, pointing to a higher consumption of this fiction by the
female audience, but still with considerable contingent of male fans.

4. Highligths of the year
2012 was a year of transition. The number of titles per channel, the profile of fiction offered and the audiences changed, leading to the establishment of a new stage of production, supply and
consumption compared to previous years. The public service channel, despite the uncertainty of its future, due to the economic crisis,
broadcasted the same number of titles of the previous year (12).
The commercial channel SIC stood out on the national panorama
with the relationship with TV Globo. The remake/adaptation of the
telenovela Dancin’ Days to contemporary Portugal was a bet of coproduction on the path of the success of 2011, Laços de Sangue,
allowing the title and the channel to be on the first place of the Top
Ten. Like the Emmy winner title of 2011, Dancin’ Days managed to
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captivate audiences of all age groups and socioeconomic status, going against the typology of telenovela viewer (women, from lower
income groups and with over 64 years of age). This achievement
can be related to the profile of the channel viewer-type (younger
individuals with a higher level of interactivity), but also with the
script, with production conditions, including the coaching of the
cast which allows the development of consistent characters, as well
as production/broadcasting strategies and advertising actions. These
strategies differ from the offer of the other channels, especially from
TVI, the main competitor.
From the production/broadcasting strategies we highlight the
daily transmission at a fixed time, the inflexible pre-established
length, as well as the use of hooks at the end of each chapter. These
elements allow the establishment of a link between the content and
the audience, creating, on the one hand, a viewing routine and, on
the other hand, moments of expectation. In recent years, the growing competitiveness led to the alignment of the transmission times
of the fictional contents with commercial imperatives, becoming
regular the broadcast of chapters with different lengths, abrupt finals
or even failing to broadcast an episode.
The other highlight of SIC was the return of the audience of
Brazilian telenovelas, for which contributed the broadcast of the remakes Gabriela and O Astro, first broadcasted in Portugal in the
70’s and which remain in the imaginary of the Portuguese public. In
order to give more prominence to these titles, the premieres were in
pre-primetime and special chapters were broadcasted with the designation of “first week”, “presentation” or “final moments”. This
return of Brazilian telenovelas was also made by the rerun of the
success of audiences Páginas da Vida on the late night slot, as well
as by the debut of Avenida Brasil when it was ending in Brazil. The
impact of this latter story arrived in Portugal through gossip magazines and television shows that follow the lives of the famous and
the backstage world of Brazilian and Portuguese fiction, contributing to excite the curiosity of the Portuguese public.
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TVI, the channel that has been leading the fiction offer in recent years, as well as the television market, kept the continued production of telenovelas to primetime and broadcasted Morangos com
Açúcar in pre-primetime for a younger audience. This latter title
remained in the air for nine consecutive years and its last season has
already been announced. A feature film was produced to close the
series with characters from all seasons, and was the most watched
Portuguese movie of all time. The highlight of the station was, however, the project Filmes TVI, a series of 26 TV movies produced and
performed by different teams. For 26 weeks stories based on themes
anchored in reality from different genres, like comedy, thriller or
drama, were broadcasted.
The specificities identified in 2012 introduce breaks in the typology of supply and demand, so the Old strategies for new times
(2011) led to a year of transition and made room for new developments for national television fiction.

5. Topic of the year: social memory and television fiction
To produce and to consume television content in the twentyfirst is a challenge. The screens multiply, the supporting technologies develop, the possibility of interaction increases and consumption practices become more plastic and adapted to everyday life
(Ganito et al., 2012). Within this reality, the most dynamic segment
is undoubtedly fiction, because, due to its serial nature and its narrative structure, it has the ability to synchronize current societal issues
in the actual society, to align social times and to create a collective time. Using various formats (telenovela, series, TV movie) and
multiple genres (comedy, thriller, romance), the stories presented in
small screen function simultaneously as a mirror that reflects and
projects, i.e., as a means of presenting, producing, and reproducing
identity (or identities).
Societies live under the aegis of the present time, under the
imperative of urgent and emergency of alternative values which
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compete with the institutions and with the establishment. At this
crossroads, individuals feel, cyclically, the will and the need to create, strengthen or break the identity bonds they built or assumed.
Given this scenario, the intellectuals are called to set each time in
an attempt to catalog the realities and offer a safe harbor to those
who wander through liquid modernity (Bauman, 2001), to those
who meet daily the places, the non places (Augé, 1994) and the new
places (Monteiro, 2003).
This pattern of life, in which boundaries are blurred, means that
the “other” is more easily reached. If this factor can be understood
as a step towards a broad spectrum of co-living, it can also be a
source of promoting a separation from the axis and a devaluation of
the “I” and of the “we” as guiding coordinates. Thus, we must pay
attention to the two faces of Janus: knowing who we are and what
sets us apart from the “other” (Bhabha, 2006). In addition, it is necessary not to fall into either amnesia or excess of memory (Martins,
2007, p. 13), so as to avoid resentments and in order to promote
learning by experience.
The working of memory (Martins, 2007, p. 14) is essential for
the (self) knowledge and recognition, while functioning as one active element of identity, especially at a time in which concepts of
globalization and Europeanization are being explored, beyond the
concepts of nationalization and regionalization.
Directly or indirectly, all individuals practice that exercise
through the socially instituted rites, which assumes an almost totemic
dimension. Through festivals, there is a (re)construction of multiple
layers of time and space that comprise the “I” and “we” (FeldmanBianco, 1995, p. 76), presenting itself as the quintessential symbols
of the dramatization of saudade. With the development of the media,
“festivals” occur daily and in private spaces, and we see a deepening of mediation, and even the “mediatization” of memory, leading
to the apparatus, such as television, come to be seen as mnemonic
devices or memorials par excellence (Sobral, 2006, p. 6). To fulfill
this mission, television looks to the past(s), functioning as a made-
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for-TV history (Edgerton, 2010), a global phenomenon that begins
to take shape in the 90s, with the appearance of channels specialized
in the past(s) as the History Channel, as well as the development of
fictional narratives. The (re)construction of History in stories has to
occur in an honest and documented way, since, for many viewers,
this is the only link between the individual and collective memory,
functioning as a symbolic representation (Yeste, 2009) .
These exercises of cultural proximity (Rueda, 2011) gain different shapes according to the subject discussed, as well to the production and broadcasting spaces. Accordingly, if the international
channels explore, above all, revisitations of epic moments of general history of mankind, such as the series Rome (2005) or The Borgias (2011), national channels have to look on their past, events,
moments and personalities that give substance to the local imaginary. Within this line of thought, and looking at the Portuguese experience, in the last years, television channels have been revisiting
important moments of political and social history with titles like O
Dia do Regicídio (2007), which deals with the fall of the monarchy, Noite Sangrenta (2010), which presents the First Republic, A
Vida Privada de Salazar (2008), which explores the inner life of the
Portuguese Dictator António de Oliveira Salazar, Conta-me como
Foi (2007-2012), which deals with the social and family life during the period of Estado Novo or, more recently, Depois do Adeus
(2012/2013), which depicts the return of the Portuguese from the
former colonies. The latter title represents a section in the trend of
historical fictional production in Portugal, since it is a subject that
occurred more recently, allowing, on the one hand, challenging the
need of distance from the past, to reflect on it (Sobchack, 1996) and,
on the other hand, to strengthen the role of television as an authorized historian (Dayan & Katz, 1992).
If we look at the Portuguese fictional television production
considered historical in the last two decades (1990-2012) –titles unrolled in a past time and/or on real moments and personalities– 35
titles can be found. From these titles, 40% are located, in fact, in the
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recent past (between 1930 and 1970), followed, with an incidence
rate of 26%, by the adaptation of works by canonical authors of
the nineteenth century, and, with 20%, the first two decades of the
twentieth century (the First Republic and the consequent government instability). The remaining 14% of the titles are scattered by
undifferentiated times (Torres & Burnay, 2013).
In a breakdown by channels, it is clear that public service make
a continued commitment to this type of content (27 titles), while
private channels do it irregularly and in meeting other objectives
such as the creation of fantastic moments on the screen (Equador,
TVI) or the exploration of private life personalities (A Vida Privada
de Salazar, SIC) (Burnay & Lopes, 2013).
In 2012, we identified two titles considered historical –Perdidamente Florbela and Barcelona, Cidade Neutral (RTP1)– and one
considered a period piece –Anjo Meu (TVI)–. Perdidamente Florbela presents the life of the Portuguese poet Florbela Espanca during the early twentieth century. Directed by Vicente Alves do Ó, the
feature film, which was broadcasted on television as a three-episode
miniseries, was showed in national and international movie festivals
(Rio de Janeiro, Bissau, Spain, and United States), accumulating
nominations and awards. Barcelona, Cidade Neutral, also a miniseries, but produced directly for television, portrays Barcelona, during
the World War I, as a neutral city. Once again, the public service
channel participated in the production through financial investment,
allowing not only the presence of Portuguese actors, but also the
possibility to broadcast the content. The last title mentioned is a
telenovela. The plot of Anjo Meu took the 70s as a backdrop and
theme for the development of the story, and the script did not depict
real events.
The instability of the future of public service channel, the main
driver of this kind of contents, leaves open the future of this genre
of fiction.
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1. Audiovisual context in the country
Introduction
The audiovisual production in Uruguay has always had to
face the problem of high costs related to a small market. The demand for stimulus policies and promotion of national production screen quotas have been recurrent over time, while employers often insist on the difficulties to recover the investment. The
sustainability of production is thus one of the keys to the various
stakeholders and it is exacerbated when it comes to television fiction. At the same time, initiatives to legislate on audiovisual services and the advent of Digital Terrestrial Television arouse various positions and induce expectations regarding the transformation
of television. However, progress has been irregular, when no action has been left in abeyance. Meanwhile, audiovisual production shows some signs of vitality and persistence: national cinema
in 2012 opened a locker of fifteen titles corresponding to 72,2741
tickets sold; about 150 active production companies diversify
their lines of work; the open television offers again three produc1
Source: Data provided by Cinema and Audiovisual Institute (Instituto del Cine y del
Audiovisual - ICAU).
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tions of television fiction, but this year not reaching the top ten.
Strategic alliances aimed at the export of domestic productions are
constant in various actors involved, both independent producers
and production areas of the channels. In this sense, Saeta Channel
10, that has taken more strongly the production of fiction in recent years, developed various partnerships with foreign resources
(producers, writers, directors), while pitching instances generated
within the channel to identify new products, and sells its outputs
through agreements with Telemundo Internacional or Flor Latina. It
is also a sign of this look towards the internationalization of domestic production that OZ Media –to celebrate its ten years– organized
MonTV, an event that focused on new television business models,
creating new formats and marketing and distributing them in international markets. Apart from OZ Media, in recent years, several
independent producers (Microtime, Nepal Films, Contenidos TV,
etc.) participated at international fairs and festivals in order to sell
their formats.2

1.1. The open television
The open broadcast television system in Uruguay is composed
of 28 private television stations and 33 public ones, assigned to
Uruguay National Television (Televisión Nacional Uruguay - TNU,
Channel 5).3 The private broadcast is composed of three frequencies
settled in Montevideo and linked to three economic groups: De FeoFontaina group, owner of Channel 10; the Romay-Salvo/RomayEccher group, owner of Channel 4; and the Cardoso-Pombo-Scheck
group, owner of Channel 12. Of the remaining 25 private television
stations, seven are owned by any of these groups or their association

2
http://elobservador.com.uy/noticia/237518/productoras-van-tras-las-ideas-con-audiencia-global/.
3
Source: Communicative Services Regulatory Unit (Unidad Reguladora de Servicios Comunicacionales - URSEC). List of available stations at http://www.ursec.gub.uy/scripts/
templates/portada.asp?=nota=Contenidos/Operadores/Radiodifusion/AM%20%20FM/
DATOS%20TECNICOS%20EMISORAS&Despliegue=DATOS_big.asp.
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in RUTSA4. Through this company they provide content to other ten
channels within the country.5
Even though they do not constitute national chains, the programming of the metropolitan private channels as well as of the
public television (also based in Montevideo) are expanding to other
regions of the country. On one hand, local channels produce some
programs, particularly informative ones, but they do not tap into
fiction. The study of Obitel-Uruguay focuses in the four channels
which are recorded in Graph 1. On the other hand, it is relevant noting that Montevideo and its metropolitan area account for half of the
country’s population. Moreover, audience measurements by Ibope
are also performed on this population.6
Graph 1. National television chains in Uruguay
PRIVATE CHAINS (3)
PUBLIC CHAINS ( 1 )
Montecarlo TV (Channel 4)
Televisión Nacional (TNU, Channel 5)
Saeta (Channel 10)
Teledoce / La Tele (Channel 12)
TOTAL CHAINS = 4

Graph 2. Audience and share per channel
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Teledoce/La Tele
(Channel 12)
Montecarlo TV
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26.6%

(Channel 4)
43.2%

Saeta (Channel 10)
Televisión Nacional
(TNU, Channel 5)

Total Channels
Teledoce / La Tele
(Channel 12)
Montecarlo TV
(Channel 4)
Saeta (Channel 10)
Televisión Nacional
(TNU, Channel5)
Total

Rating

Share

8.6 43.2%
5.3 26.6%
4.9 24.6%
1.1

5.5%

19.9

100

Source: Obitel-Uruguay on Ibope data
Red Uruguaya de Televisión S.A., also known as La Red.
The detail of the concentration of ownership and control over the general television
system is available at Edison Lanza and Gustavo Buquet (2011). La televisión privada
comercial en Uruguay. Caracterización de la concentración de la propiedad, las audiencias y la programación. Fesur, Montevideo. See graphics on page 14 to 21.
6
Ibope performed their measurements on a universe consisting of Montevideo private
households with at least one TV, covering individuals over 4 years old living in those
homes. In 2012 household universe was 438,822. A rating point is 1% of the universe
of reference.
4
5
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Graph 3. Genres offered in TV programming
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Source: Obitel-Uruguay on Ibope data
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221:20
113:30

25.2
24.5
23.0
9.5
4.5
3.9
2.8
2.2
2.0
1.0
0.9
0.5

Total

24,730:55

100

Graph 4. National production offer by genre7
Information
1.6% 1.3%1.3%
0.8%
1.6%
3.3%
38.4%

4.3%
4.3%

Entertainment
Others
Sports
Educational
Documentary
Agriculture

15.9%
23.3%

Religion
Infotainment
Fiction
Specials
Health

Source: Obitel-Uruguay on Ibope data

Genres
transmitted
Information
Entertainment
Others
Sports
Educational
Documentary
Agriculture
Religion
Infotainment
Fiction7
Specials
Health
Total

38.4

Exhibi-tion
hours
5,684:55

23.3

3,445:15

15.9
4.3
4.3

2,352:30
635:20
633:50

4.1

602:55

3.3
1.6
1.6
1.3
1.3
0.8
100

485:25
236:00
232:50
192:05
195:40
113:30
14,810:15

%

7
National cinema and reruns are included. Mostly, the national production offer follows
the same trend of the previous years.
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The supply of broadcast television programming reveals that
entertainment, fiction and information concentrate the highest
airtime (72.7%). The programming of national origin occupied
14,810:15 hours, representing about 60% of total broadcast time.
When analyzing its composition, it is observed that 38% of national
production is devoted to national news and 23.3% to entertainment,
while national fiction represented 1.3% of total hours.

1.2. Advertising investment of the year: in TV and fiction
Establishing exactly what was the advertising investment in
television fiction in 2012 is not an easy task. The available information is partial and scattered. However, using different sources made
it possible to achieve such an approach to the topic.
Global ad investment in Uruguay in 2012 was estimated at US$
263 million according to a report by CINVE.8 It notes that “in 2012
open TV (56%) and radio (14%) participation would have remained
stable, while the share of investment in press would have fallen
(9%). Meanwhile, there was a slight increase in the share of public
participations (14%). Finally, it is emphasized that even though the
share of investment in Internet is located at very low percentages
(5%), it continues to grow steadily”. Based on these data, then, television ad spending would reach about US$ 147 million.
How much of that investment was concentrated on television
fiction? An approximation can be obtained from the data of advertising seconds. During 2012, total seconds for TV advertising was
13,324,2089 and total seconds for fiction was 2,557,177. The IberoAmerican fiction premiere issued 1,546,056 seconds of advertising.
As far as national fictions relates, the next three had an uneven distribution of advertising turns: Bienes gananciales took 31,542 secCINVE (Centro de Investigaciones Económicas, or in English, Economic Research Center) report for AUDAP (Asociación Uruguaya de Agencias de Publicidad, or Uruguayan
Association of Advertising Agencies), December 2012. In: http://comunicacionpublicitaria.com.uy/la-industria-publicitaria-y-su-impacto-en-la-economia-uruguaya/.
9
Source: Data provided by Ibope-Uruguay from Monitor Evolution, from January to
December 2012, including all types of commercial broadcast in batch.
8
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onds; Somos, 6,241; and Rec, 859. Converting this data into accurate
financial investment is not possible with the information available.
The rates of the channels can be taken as a reference,10 but the final
cost for the second ad is the result of negotiations with each customer. According to various queries performed in advertising and
media agencies, the agents state that finally the price of the television minute fluctuates between US$ 600 and US$ 2,500.

1.3. Communication policies
On May 11th, 2012 the Executive approved the decree referred
to the regulatory framework of digital TV11 by establishing that for
Montevideo and its metropolitan area there would be six public channels (one of which is reserved for TNU, one for the Municipality of
Montevideo, another to disseminate public channels of the region)
and seven private (of which one will be “mirror signal” of private
channels 4, 10 and 12 and the remnant three could be granted to each
one of these signals to transform their services to digital). There will
also be other seven nonprofit community channels, appointed after an
open call. For the rest of the country there will be three public channels (one of which is for TNU), three private and three communal.
The decree made it mandatory to devote 15 minutes to public
welfare campaigns, whether public or not, and the need to promote
national products. In addition, digital services should offer progressively accessibility for people with visual and hearing disabilities.
It also sets a number of conditions for granting those signals to the
ones that present to the public call. Among the most relevant requirements are the demonstration of economic capacity and trustworthiness, as well as the presentation of a communication and
business plan to be submitted to the evaluation of an non-binding Independent Honorary and Advisory Commission, which was created
The second of prime time costs $ 3,429; at night $ 1,649; and $ 1,008 in the afternoon,
according to the tariff of Saeta Channel 10 from January 1st, 2013 which was possible to
access.
11
Original decree: http://archivo.presidencia.gub.uy/sci/decretos/2012/05/miem_585.
pdf.
10
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by the same decree. The authorizations will be granted for 15 years
with an option to renew every 10 years, “provided that there was
no negative evaluation of the communication plan and that there
were no new pre-qualified interested parties for which there were
not available channels within the reserved ones”.12
However, on December 31st, 2012, the government modified
this decree and private televisions were exonerated of compliance
with the requirements above described as a “convenient means to
promote continuity of existing commercial television broadcasting
services in the new digital environment, in response to general and
cultural interest targets that have provided so far, for what the background of the channels will be considered in the procedures to be
established”13. Thus, private open television channels in the country
(Channels 4, 10 and 12) automatically get one digital signal for a period of 15 years without exhibiting any of the documents requested
to the new stakeholders. This modification and the date when it was
done caused discomfort, mainly within the Independent Honorary
and Advisory Committee, responsible for evaluating the projects.
The decree signed on December 31st stated that the deadline
for submission of proposals for digital TV to the Regulatory Unit
of Communication Services (Unidad Reguladora de Servicios
de Comunicaciones - URSEC) was February 25th, 2013, but two
days before President José Mujica suspended the call to stakeholders in a “transitory” way arguing “reasons of opportunity and
convenience”14. The resumption of the call was expected in April
Article 8. In its literal e) sets out in detail the content the plan should have: programming, amount and type of genres to offer, advertising guideline policy, amount and type
of domestic and own production, accessibility for people with visual and hearing impairments and employment it generates.
13
http://www.presidencia.gub.uy/wps/wcm/connect/presidencia/portalpresidencia/comunicacion/comunicacionnoticias/ejecutivo-aprobo-pliego-para-llamado-tv-digital-abierta.
14
Sources: http://www.180.com.uy/articulo/26133_Asi-sera-la-TV-digital-uruguaya;
http://www.elobservador.com.uy/noticia/242125/mujica-freno-llamado-sobre-tv-digitaltras-pedido-de-los-canales/;
http://www.presidencia.gub.uy/wps/wcm/connect/presidencia/portalpresidencia/comunicacion/comunicacionnoticias/ejecutivo-aprobo-pliego-para-llamado-tv-digital-abierta;
http://180.com.uy/articulo/32687_TV-digital-La-antiguedad-da-prioridad-a-canales-pri12
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2013.The monitoring of this issue in the last two Obitel Yearbooks
had shown ups and downs, and those reversals had continued during
2012. At the closing of this chapter, advanced the 2013, the completion of the new call is still pending. Nevertheless, some steps have
been finalized. In August 2012, pilot emissions from TNU public
channel to Montevideo began. Private channels have also tested, but
are not transmitting in their digital signals.15 The date for the “digital
switchover” apparently remains November 21st, 2015.
Regarding the Audiovisual Services Act (Ley de Servicios Audiovisuales), the project is being considered by the Executive. Its
contents have been partially revealed in press releases from various
government sources, but its full text has not been published yet nor
entered Parliament.16
To these debates about the media, in August 2012 it was added
the call of the Executive to a Technical Advisory Committee on the
rights of children and adolescents, freedom of expression and media
with the task of developing a set of recommendations from a discussion agenda.17 The work of the commission generated some press
discussions about the links between self-regulation and regulation,
the desirability of regulation regarding contents and advertising
during the hours of child protection and children’s programming,
among other subjects.

1.4. Pay TV
The number of paid TV services has experienced a steady
growth from year to year: in December 2012 the number amounted

vados; http://historico.elpais.com.uy/130124/ultmo-690824/ultimomomento/posterganllamado-para-operar-la-television-digital/.
15
http://www.180.com.uy/articulo/28114_La-television-digital-llego-a-medias.
16
http://brecha.com.uy/index.php/politica-uruguaya/1111-el-modelo-uruguayo;
http://www.montevideo.com.uy/notnoticias_174665_1.html.
17
The minutes of each meeting were made public, and together with the final report and
recommendations, are available at: http://www.presidencia.gub.uy/wps/wcm/connect/
presidencia/portalpresidencia/comunicacion/informes/comite-consultivo-sobre-ninez-ymedios.
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to 592,699, it means 55,887 more than the previous year.18 As for
national cable channels programming, the trend of previous years
continues: they broadcast programs produced by open TV and
among these programs the journalistic ones of different themes
dominate. The novelty in 2012 was that the public cable channel offered two national fiction titles: Laboratorio en casa and Contámela
en colores. The latter refers to different periods of national history
and hence it is related to the year’s theme to be developed in the
corresponding section. Laboratorio en casa is a program aimed at
children and education. It is a fiction produced by OZ Media, which
somehow recognizes as inspiration El mundo de Beakmnan,19 but
unlike the latter, has a more developed fiction: variety of characters,
humorous situations management, domestic space where action of
the characters happens, among others. The fictional components are
deployed and so the framework in which educational content develops.

1.5. Trends in ICTs
In the telecommunications market, there are 580,669 fixed
broadband services throughout Uruguay (97% operated by stateowned Antel) and 1,084,500 mobile broadband. Mobile telephony
continues to grow: it reached a total of 4,995,459 services until
December 2012, implying that mobile teledensity services reached
151.5 per each 100 inhabitants.20
The study on the Uruguayan Internet User Profile (Perfil del
Internauta Uruguayo) that Radar Group21 annually presents showed
http://www.ursec.gub.uy/scripts/locallib/imagenes/Informetelecomunicacionesdic
2012.pdf.
19
Interview with Senior Producer Paul Arriola published in El País, on September 8th,
2012.
20
http://www.180.com.uy/articulo/29534_El-42-de-los-uruguayos-tiene-banda-ancha;
http://www.180.com.uy/articulo/31678_Uruguay-tiene-la-mejor-banda-ancha-http://
www.ursec.gub.uy/scripts/locallib/imagenes/Informetelecomunicacionesdic2012.pdf;
de-la-region.
21
http://www.gruporadar.com.uy/01/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/El-Perfil-del-Internauta-Uruguayo-Resumen-ejecutivo.pdf.
18
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that in 2012 Uruguay reached almost two million Internet users (17% have internet on their mobile phone and use it mainly to
access social networks), a total of 1.2 million Facebook users, of
which more than half enter the network every day, and about 140
thousand users of Twitter (of which 43% tweet every day or every
two or three days). In addition, there are approximately 150 thousand Uruguayan blogs that are developed mostly (56%) by people
under 20 years old.

2. Yearly analysis: premiere of national and Ibero-American fiction
Table 1. Fictions exhibited in 2013
PREMIERE NATIONAL TITLES: 3
SAETA, Channel 10
1. Bienes gananciales (series)
2. Somos (unitary)
TNU, Channel 5
(Televisión Nacional del Uruguay)
3. REC. Una serie casera (miniseries)
PREMIERE IMPORTED TITLES: 44
SAETA, Channel 10
1. Amor real (telenovela - Mexico)
2. Búsqueda desesperada (miniseries Spain/ Colombia)
3. En terapia (series - Argentina)
4. La promesa (miniseries - Colombia)
5. Los Sánchez (telenovela - Mexico)
6. Mentes en shock (series - Colombia/
USA)
7. Reparaciones (unitary - Argentina)
8. Super Pá (series - Colombia)
9. Una maid en Manhattan (telenovela
- USA)
TELEDOCE, Channel 12
10. Condicionados (miniseries Argentina)
11. Cuchicheos (telenovela - Brazil)
12. Cuento encantado (telenovela Brazil)
13. Daños colaterales (unitary Argentina)
14. El astro (telenovela - Brazil)
15. Escrito en las estrellas (telenovela -

Brazil)
16. Fina estampa (telenovela - Brazil)
17. Herederos de una venganza
(telenovela - Argentina)
18. Insensato corazón (telenovela Brazil)
19. Maltratadas (unitary - Argentina)
20. Passione (telenovela - Brazil)
21. Sos mi hombre (telenovela Argentina)
22. Violetta (telenovela - Argentina/USA)
MONTECARLO, Channel 4		
23. 40 y tantos (telenovela - Chile)
24. Abismo de pasión (telenovela Mexico)
25. Al fondo hay sitio (telenovela - Peru)
26. Amar y temer (telenovela - Colombia/
USA)
27. Amor bravío (telenovela - Mexico)
28. Aquí mando yo (telenovela - Chile)
29. Dos hogares (telenovela - Mexico/
USA)
30. Dulce amor (telenovela - Argentina)
31. El hombre de tu vida (series Argentina)
32. Graduados (telenovela - Argentina)
33. Herederos del monte (telenovela Colombia/USA)
34. La dueña (telenovela, Argentina)
35. La fuerza del destino (telenovela Mexico)
36. Los caballeros las prefieren brutas
(series - Colombia/USA)
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37. Pablo Escobar: el patrón del mal
(telenovela - Colombia)
38. Pasión de gavilanes (telenovela Colombia/USA)
39. Triunfo del amor (telenovela Mexico)
40. Vecinos (telenovela - Colombia)
TNU, Channel 5 (Televisión Nacional
del Uruguay)
41. Amar en Tiempos revueltos (series Spain)
42. Cuéntame (series - Spain)
43. El Show de Alejandro Molina (series
- Argentina)
44. Vientos de agua (miniseries Argentina/Spain)
IBERO-AMERICAN RERUNS: 9
SAETA, Channel 10
1. Ana y los 7 (series - Spain)

2. Trillizos (telenovela - Argentina)
3. La niñera (series - Argentina)
TELEDOCE, Channel 12
4. El chapulín colorado (series - Mexico)
5. El Chavo (series - Mexico)
MONTECARLO, Channel 4
6. Casados con hijos (series - Argentina)
7. Floricienta (telenovela - Argentina)
8. Supertorpe (series - Argentina)
TNU, Channel 5
9. Ciega a Citas (telenovela - Argentina)
NATIONAL RERUNS: 1
SAETA, Channel 10
1. Porque te quiero así
TOTAL TITLES OF IBEROAMERICAN FICTION, RERUNS
AND PREMIERES: 57

Source: Obitel-Uruguay

In broadcast television programming, fiction as a whole represented 24.5% of the total and Ibero-American fiction premiere represented 8.9%: it occupied 2,224:35 of the total hours (24,730:55).
Premiere titles are mostly imported productions: from a total of 47
titles, only three were produced domestically (Table 1). By observing the distribution of the titles in relation to the channels that exhibit them, some persistent trends are revealed: Montecarlo was the
channel that provided more titles (17) of diverse origin; Teledoce
followed it with twelve titles from Argentina and Brazil only; Saeta
emitted ten titles, among which included two national productions;
TNU increased the supply of Ibero-American fiction titles compared to previous years: five titles, being one a national production.
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Table 2. Premiere fiction in 2012: countries of origin
Country

Titles

%

Chapters/
episodes

%

Hours

%

36:35

1.6

NATIONAL (total)

3

6.4

82

2.6

IBERO-AMERICAN (total)

44

93.6

3,052

97.4

Argentina

12

25.5

658

21.0

514:00

23.1

Brazil

7

14.9

668

21.3

490:30

22.1

Chile

2

4.3

137

4.4

65:00

2.9

Colombia

4

8.5

235

7.5

165:12:00

7.4

Ecuador

0

0

0

0

0

0

Spain

2

4.3

557

17.8

405:20

18.2

USA (Hispanic production )

1

2.1

61

1.9

46:05

2.1

Mexico

6

12.8

372

11.9

252:10

11.3

Peru

1

2.1

28

0.9

16:40

0.7

Portugal

0

0

0

0

0

2,188:00 98.4

URUGUAY

3

6.4

82

2.6

36:35

1.6

Venezuela

0

0

0

0

0

0

Ibero-American (not Obitel)

0

0

0

0

0

0

Others (productions and coproductions
from other Latin American/
Ibero-American countries)

9

19.1

336

10.7

232:30

10.5

TOTAL

47

100

3,134

00

2,224:35

100

Source: Obitel-Uruguay on Ibope data

The offer of premieres kept the growth trend that was manifested in 201122. The composition of the 47 titles according to their
origin evidences that higher percentages are fictions from Argentinean and Brazilian origin, although there was an increase of coproductions that tripled over the past two years. The presence of
Mexico decreased and, instead, it shows the novelty of fiction of
Peruvian origin that is unusual in the national screen. The presence
of national fiction remains in the same terms as in the past three
years: three titles, 1.6% of total airtime of fiction movies.
See Yearbooks 2011 and 2012: the supply of premieres were 37 titles in 2010 and went
up to 46 in 2011.

22

76

6

82

Prime time (19:00-22:00)

Night (22:00-6:00)

TOTAL

Source: Obitel-Uruguay on Ibope data

TOTAL

Telenovela
Series
Miniseries
Telefilm
Unitary
Docudrama
Others (soap opera, etc.)

Formats

100

7.3

92.7

0

0

H

36:35

4:50

31:45

0

0

National
%

100

13.3

86.7

0

0

%

3,052

713

1,082

1,147

110

C/E

100

23.4

35.5

37.6

3.6

%

2,187:30

434:30

868:50

816:20

67:50

H

Ibero-American

100

19.9

39.7

37.3

3.1

%

%
0
33.3
33.3
0
33.3
0
0
100

Titles
0
1
1
0
1
0
0

3

82

100

National
Chap/Ep
%
0
0
67
81.7
9
11.0
0
0
6
7.3
0
0
0
0
36:35

Hours
0
28:30
3:15
0
4:50
0
0
100

%
0
78.0
8.9
0
13.1
0
0

44

Titles
29
8
4
0
3
0
0

100

%
65.9
18.4
9.1
0
6.6
0
0

Table 4. National and Ibero-American fiction formats

0

Source: Obitel-Uruguay on Ibope data

0

Afternoon (12:00- 19:00)

C/E

Morning (6:00-12:00)*

Time slot

3,134

719

1,158

1,147

110

C/E

100

22.9

37.0

36.6

3.5

%

H

2,224:00

439:20

900:30

816:20

67:50

Total

3,052

100

2,187:30

Ibero-American
Chap/Ep
%
Hours
2,266
74.2 1,641:20
677
22.2
471:25
94
3.1
64:20
0
0
0
15
0.5
10:25
0
0
0
0
0
0

Table 3. Chapters/episodes and hours broadcast by time slot

100

%
75.0
21.6
2.9
0
0.5
0
0

100

19.8

40.5

36.6

3.1

%
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Table 5. National fiction formats by time slot
MorAfterPrime
To%
%
% Night %
%
ning
noon
time
tal

Formats
Telenovela

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Series

0

0

0

0

1

50

0

0

1

33.3

Miniseries

0

0

0

0

1

50

0

0

1

33.3

Telefilm

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Unitary

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

33.3

Docudrama

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Others (soap opera, etc.)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

TOTAL

0

0

0

0

2

100

1

0

3

100

Source: Obitel-Uruguay

Table 6. Time period of fiction
Titles

%

Present

Time period

41

87.2

Epoch

5

10.6

1
0
47

2.2
0
100

Historical
Other
TOTAL
Source: Obitel-Uruguay

Over 70% of the premiere chapters are distributed between afternoon and prime time, with a slight difference in favor of the latter
schedule. The national fictions were broadcast in primetime three
times a week in the case of Bienes gananciales, and on Saturday
in the case of REC. Una serie casera. Instead, Somos was emitted
in night time. Regarding formats, the telenovela is still dominant
with 29 titles and 75% of air time. Second, although well below, the
series appeared with eight titles, 21.6% of screen time. In domestic
fiction, the series and the unitary are the formats adopted by the
productions of Channel 10. And in the case of REC, even though it
presents itself as a series, it was classified as a miniseries because
the amount of chapters fits better this format. Fiction stories were
placed predominantly in the present, five titles developed in epoch
setting, with more or less temporal precision, and only one fiction,
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Pablo Escobar: el patrón del mal, can be located into the historical
category.

2.1. The ten most watched titles
Table 7. The 10 most watched titles: origin, rating, share
Country
of origin
Producof the
ChanTitle
tion
original
nel
company
idea or
script
Insensato
Tele1
Brazil
TV Globo
corazón
doce
Sos mi
ArgenTele2
Polka
hombre tina
doce
Tele3 Passione Brazil
TV Globo
doce

Name of writer or author Ra- Shaof the original idea
ting re

Gilberto Braga, Ricardo Lin20.7 32.0
hares
Leandro Calderone

17.2 29.0

Silvio de Abreu

14.8 29.0

4

El Astro

Brazil

TV Globo

Teledoce

5

Escrito
en las
estrellas

Based on the homonymous
telenovela by Janete Clair
(1977), was written by Alcides Nogueira and Geraldo
14.8 25.0
Carneiro, in collaboration
with Tarcisio Lara Puiati and
Vitor de   Oliveira. Production: Mauro Mendonça Filho

Brazil

TV Globo

Teledoce

Elizabeth Jhin

6

Cuchicheos

Brazil

TV Globo

Teledoce

Written by María Adelaide
Amaral. Based on the tele14.2 27.5
novela Ti-Ti-Ti by Cassiano
Gabus Mendes

Polka

Teledoce

Leandro Calderone

14.2 24.0

TV Globo

Teledoce

Aguinaldo Silva

14.1 28.0

7
8

9

HerederArgenos de una
tina
venganza
Fina
Brazil
estampa
Dulce
amor

Argentina

Maltrata- Argendas
tina
Total productions: 10
10

L.C.
Acción
Producciones and
Telefé
Flor
Latina

100%
Source: Obitel-Uruguay on Ibope data

14.5 28.0

Monte- Quique Estevanez, Marcelo
12.3 20.0
carlo Nacci, Laura Barneix
Tele- Esther Feldaman, Alejandro
11.4 25.0
doce
Maci
Foreign scripts: 10
100%
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Leadership in the audience is disputed between Brazilian and
Argentinian fictions. For the second consecutive year a Brazilian
production ranks first, but also the presence of fictions from this
country grows: six of the ten most viewed, twice as in 2011. Regarding the 2011 ranking, two titles repeat: Passione and Herederos de
una venganza, which began their broadcast that year and re-capture
the attention of audiences.
The ten titles were emitted in prime time and pre-prime time, in
addition to the night time, as in the case of Maltratadas or Herederos de una venganza. An interesting aspect to notice is that the first
place was occupied by Insensato corazón, emitted after the main
news and that recovered for the Brazilian telenovela a traditional
slot.
Unlike the last three years, in 2012 none of the national productions managed to place among the top ten most watched titles.
Bienes gananciales was one of the three Uruguayan fictions that
came closest with 10 points of rating and 15 of share (a little over
a point of difference from Maltratadas, but with a ten-point difference in share), Somos had 8.7% rating and 16% share, while REC.
Una serie casera had 1% rating and 2% share, percentages that are
among the highest ranks that usually get public channel programs.
Teledoce leadership was almost absolute: just one title was not
issued by this channel, which confirms the position of 2011, while
in 2010 Saeta had managed to place five of its titles in the top ten.
Channel 12 is the one that produced less national fictions: after La
oveja negra in 2007 and Las novias de Travolta in 2009, Adicciones was issued in 2011, which took second place in the top ten of
that year, although it was not a production of the channel but of
Contenidos TV, which is a company that produces several of its
programs. It should be noted that Maltratadas originally emerged
as an Argentine-Uruguayan co-production with the participation of
Teledoce. Research on domestic violence cases, subject addressed
by this fiction, was held in Teledoce and the pilot (which later became the first chapter) was filmed in Uruguay. Finally the project
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was financed with funds from the Film Institute of Argentina and
got apart from Teledoce’s participation since the national fiction
project of this channel which had been planned for years could not
be carried out.
Table 8. The 10 most watched titles:
format, length, time slot
Format

Title

1

Insensato corazón

2

Sos mi hombre

3

Passione

4

El Astro

5
6
7

Genre

TeleDrama
novela Romance
TeleMelonovela
drama
TeleDrama
novela Romance
Telenovela

Drama

Escrito en las estrel- TeleDrama
las
novela Romance
Tele- Romance
Cuchicheos
novela Comedy
Herederos de una TeleMelovenganza
novela
drama

Number of Dates of the
chapters/
first and last
episodes issue (in 2012)
(in 2012)
(*)
146
55
117
50
105
107
48

8

Fina estampa

Telenovela

Melodrama

66

9

Dulce amor

Telenovela

Melodrama

231

10

Maltratadas

Unitary

Drama

13

Source: Obitel-Uruguay

04/10/2012 to
2/25/2012
09/24/2012 to
12/27/2012
01/02/2012 to
06/12/2012
07/23/2012 to
12/31/2012
(cont.)
06/13/2012 to
11/06/2012
01/02/2012 to
07/20/2012
01/02/2012 to
03/22/2012
10/01/2012 to
12/31/2012
(cont.)
02/13/2012 to
12/31/2012
(cont.)
09/02/2102 to
11/25/2012

Time
slots
Prime
time
Night
Prime
time
Prime
time
Afternoon
Afternoon
Prime
time
Prime
time
Prime
time
Night
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Table 9. Themes in the 10 most watched titles
Titles

1

Insensato
corazón

2

Sos mi hombre

3

Passione

4

El astro

5

Escrito en las
estrellas

6

Cuchicheos

7

Herederos de
una venganza

PREVAILING THEMES

SOCIAL THEMES

Love, love triangle; family
relationships and neighborhood; boxing and its world
Struggle for power in the
business world; love and
revenge; adultery; change of
identity; bastardy

Unwanted pregnancy; homosexuality - discrimination;
corruption
Justice and impunity; homosexuality, fighting homophobia;
gender equality and sports
Child labour, abandonment,
adoption; teen pregnancy; abortion; drug addiction; pedophilia;
social inclusion of the blind

Illusionism; love; crime;
business world

Domestic violence; delinquency;
discrimination

Death and life after death;
ambition; secret identity;
social differences
Fashion world; ambition,
envy and revenge; amnesia; hidden identity and
disclosure
Secret societies; saviours and
cursed, prophecies and punishments; love and revenge;
incest

Artificial insemination; intergenerational relations; social
inclusion; cultural diversity

Sibling rivalry; love and
revenge

Homosexuality; prevention /
treatment of diseases;
cultural diversity
Alcoholism; homosexuality; order based on principles of justice
vs. justice into their own hands;
corruption, justice and impunity

In vitro fertilization; the struggle
Motherhood; family relationfor possession of children; new
8 Fina estampa ships; secret identity; social
family configurations; domestic
differences and confrontation
violence
Love, love triangle; bastardy;
9 Dulce amor
secret; family relationships; Obsessive/compulsive disorders
social differences
Love; work and family rela- Domestic violence; sexual ha10 Maltratadas
tions
rassment; procuring  
Source: Obitel-Uruguay
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Table 10. Audience profile of the 10 most watched titles:
gender, age, socioeconomic status
Titles
Insensato
corazón
Sos mi
2
hombre
1

Socioeconomic
Genre %
Age %
status %
Chan4- 12- 18- 25- 35- 50H+
L+
nel WoMen
60+
A+ A Amen
11 17 24 34 49 59
HLTeledoce

63

37

5

5

5

9

22

16 38 16 20 22 17 25

Teledoce

62

38

6

8

10

15

24

12 24 22 15 19 16 27

3

Passione

Teledoce

70

30

4

5

6

11

19

13 42 10 20 21 20 29

4

El
astro

Teledoce

72

28

6

6

7

10

20

16 35 10 18 28 18 27

Escrito
en las
5
estrellas

Teledoce

73

27

6

5

7

12

16

14 38

9

15 28 20 27

Cuchicheos

Teledoce

71

29

6

7

6

10

18

14 40

7

19 22 21 32

Herederos
7 de una
venganza

Teledoce

67

33

6

8

9

14

20

13 29 15 14 17 25 29

Fina
8 estampa

Teledoce

73

27

5

5

6

10

20

13 41 13 15 23 22 27

9

14

21

16 30 18 15 22 16 29

8

17

27

13 27 21 15 19 16 28

6

Montecar- 73 27 7 4
lo
Maltra- Tele10
61 39 3 5
tadas
doce
Source: Obitel-Uruguay on Ibope data
9

Dulce
amor

The audience composition shows a high percentage of female viewers; between 61% and 73% of the public of the ten most
watched titles are women. The male audience does not exceed 39%
in any case and their increased presence is recorded in titles being
issued in prime and night time slot. The age profile again confirms
the predominance of population over 60 years: between 38% and
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42% of the audience for these titles respond to that age range. Another age group which recorded high percentage of audience is the
one between 35 and 49 years. Children and young people make up
the smallest portion of the audience. However, it can be seen that
in a range from a minimum of 3% to 7% of the audience are the
viewers who are between 4 and 11 years old, and also between 4%
and 9% of the audience correspond to the age group of 12-17 years.
None of these titles is specifically aimed at this population.
In terms of socioeconomic status, the greater portion of the audience is located in the three segments corresponding to the average
(A) level. The low and very low (L) sectors comprise between 25
and 32% of the audience, but in all cases the sum of the three average segments exceeds these percentages. Among the upper classes,
the titles that concentrated greatest attention were Sos mi hombre
and Maltratadas, with 22% and 21% of the audience respectively.

3. Transmedia reception
Unlike 2011, when Uruguayan TV included a drama aimed at
teenage audiences23 that implied a large deployment of transmedia
resources, there were little offers of programs with extensions on
the web in 2012. This year none of the national fictions managed to
place among the top ten most watched titles. REC. Una serie casera
was chosen for this study among the three Uruguayan productions
of the year. It was selected because it is a national production that
for its characters, the theme and the profile of its filmmakers seemed
aimed at a younger audience and therefore more likely to encourage
participation and use of the website.
It was first broadcast on the public channel (TNU) in October
2012 and while on the air (a total of nine weekly episodes) had a
space defined within the TNU website. There, you could find a brief
description of the plot of the fiction, the names of the creators and
main actors and the time at which the series was issued. REC chap-

23

Dance! La fuerza del corazón, issued by Saeta Channel 10.
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ters could be watched at www.tnu.com.uy at the same time that they
were issued by the channel, but the episodes were neither put for later observation nor are now within the footage. The channel’s website did not offer a specific space for comment nor a place where the
audience could exchange views. However, the series itself featured
an official Facebook page,24 to which a total of 1,450 people gave
a “like”. In addition to the official website, on Facebook there is a
group called serie rec!25, which is open and invites people to participate as extras, talks about the locations where it was filmed, the casting, and answers technical questions. This group has 87 members.
Table 11. The transmedia fiction:
types of interaction and dominant practices
Fiction
chosen

Television

Internet
pages

REC

TNU
Channel 5

Television
official
website
Facebook
Page
Facebook
Group

Types of transmedia interaction
Viewing at the
time of the emission

Dominant
Interactivity
practices of
levels
users
Passive

None

Interactive

Active

Comment
Celebration

Interactive viewing

Active

Comment

Source: Obitel-Uruguay

As expressed in Table 11, the activity is manifested both on
the page and in the Facebook group and the dominant practice is
through comments. The official site only allows limited and passive interactivity in time, so there is no possibility to identify users’
practices.
The social network chosen for observation was Facebook and
it covered all comments made since the page was created. With a
number of 1,450 fans, Facebook recorded five speakers, while the
published postings were 113. The number of “likes” of the postings reached 1,361, the comments to the postings were 122 and the
24
25

http://www.facebook.com/serieREC?fref=ts.
http://www.facebook.com/#!/groups/390347437649601/?fref=ts.
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number of “share” of the postings was 1,011. Most of the comments
were requests for clarification on where to find the episodes aired,
showing interest in the series and the growing demand for product
availability in other formats. In response to this, the administrators
of the page (which probably are the creators or some series producer) explain that chapters cannot be uploaded by a music rights issue.
Also, questions about the possibility of repetition of certain episodes
are noticed, but once again the answer was negative. This may be
due to the possibility that the series would be back in full, issued
by the cable channel Tevé Ciudad, but so far there are no news nor
stipulated date of issuing.
The remaining comments that can be found on the page are
congratulations to the creators of the series. The comments expressed words of encouragement and references that it is possible to
make quality products without repeating formulas used previously
or recognized media characters:
“An example that shows it is possible to do great things in this
country, without copying and without entering gossips and without
appearances of the black Rada. Cheers to REC entire team!” (Post
1 - posted on August 23rd, 2012).
Other comments, such as the one illustrated by Post 2 transcripted below, make connections with discussion topics related to
youth. So, to celebrate a national production developed by young
people, the contents of fiction are linked to the slogan “being young
is not a crime”, associated with opposition to the campaign led to
promote lowering the age of criminal responsibility:
“It’s like watching my teens on TV, these kids are mortal, long
life to local productions! Or rather, peñaroles!
P.S.: To all who believe that being young is not a crime, I invite you to sit and think five minutes and see if lowering the age of
criminal responsibility is the way to combat the problems of safety.
Obviously it is another way to continue to stigmatize political minorities, in this case, the young” (Post 2 - posted on November 8th,
2012).
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On the whole page there were about 30 posts, and the only material available to see were the spots of the next chapter. On the page
you could also find many photos of the promotions, of advertisements on bus stops and others of the backstage of the shooting.

4. Highlight of the year
The highlight of 2012 could be summed up in three events: the
presence of fiction on public television; the emergence of the first
sitcom in Uruguay; the betting to the convergence of national literature and television drama in an ambitious production.
Public television offered a fiction on open TV and two on the
cable channel26, which was a novelty compared to previous years.
After nearly two decades without the presence of national television fiction, TNU issued REC. This fiction presents itself, from its
subtitle, as Una serie casera, or in English, a homemade series. The
expression points to several meanings: it realizes the chosen narrative strategy, says the kinds of stories it contains, but also refers
to the scarcity of resources that are available. Through nine chapters, one character, Sebastián, records with a handheld camera what
happens inside his house with his family, going out with friends
and the daily routine. Each chapter alternates stories that develop
in these two areas of relationships: family-friends. The aesthetics
of this fiction simulates a homemade video with its movements
and imperfections, as well as the apparent irrelevance of most circumstances he recorded. As one of its makers pointed out, it is an
aesthetic choice and narrative that emerges from economic reasons:
“The series starts with the idea that we want to do something and
we know we do not have a buck. What can we do with a buck? A
homemade video”. At the same time, the influence of TV shows
like The Office is acknowledged: “From here we managed to steal
the semi-documentary format where the camera participates of the
history and the naturalistic tone of the proceedings, which exploit

26

Contámela en colores and Laboratorio en casa. See sections 1 and 5 of this chapter.
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the tension generated by uncomfortable moments. We want to bring
everyday life to TV as faithfully as possible”.27
A noteworthy aspect is that it is a production by really young
filmmakers, between 25 and 26 years old, and one of the few examples of television fiction supported by development funds: the series
was awarded in the Second Call of the Cinematographic and Audiovisual Fostering Fund 2009 – 2010 (Segunda Convocatoria del
Fondo de Fomento Cinematográfico y Audiovisual 2009 – 2010)
of the Institute of Cinema and Audiovisual (Instituto del Cine y el
Audiovisual - ICAU) in the category of Script Development, TV
Series. In 2011, it won the prize in the First Call of the Cinematographic Fostering Fund 2011 (Primera Convocatoria del Fondo de
Fomento Cinematográfico 2011) of the ICAU in the category TV
Fiction Series Production, and finally in 2012 it won the support
of the Second Call of the Socio Audiovisual MVD program in the
category Teleserie Completion.28
However, the most ambitious fictional production in 2012 was
undertaken with Somos.29 It conjugated prestigious authors of Uruguayan literature with a careful visual production and cinematographic cut. The cycle consisted of an adaptation of a novel and
three stories in a total of six deliveries: Cadáver se necesita, by Milton Fornaro; El vigilante, by Henry Trujillo; Terribles ojos verdes,
by Mario Delgado Aparaín; and Elogio de la nieve, by Hugo Burel.30
Statements by one of the authors, Matías Ganz, transcribed in Mariángel Solomita note,
“La TV quiere ficción. Otro cuento”. El País, September 8th, 2012.
28
REC. Una serie casera. premiered on October 13th, 2012 and was issued on Saturdays
at 21:30 by TNU. It consisted of nine 25-minute episodes Cast: César Troncoso, María
Elena Pérez, Agustín Pérez, Sol Regules, Mateo Altes and Alan Ortiz star in the series as
parents, siblings and friends of Sebastián, who is represented by Luis Sanguinetti. Written and directed by Matías Ganz (25 years old) and Rodrigo Lappado (26 years old). The
credits explicit the advice of Carlos Tanco. Co-production of Negro Jefe and Buen Cine.
Funding devoted was about $120,000.
29
Art Direction: Inés Olmedo. Costumes: Ana Domínguez. Director of photography: Milton Dujó. Coordinating production: Mirtha Molina, María Noel García. Production: Virginia Altlelri, Rossana Carrasco. Author: Beatriz Carbajales. Direction assistant: Diego
Soto. General production: Anabela Pinilla. Director: Eduardo Rípari. Editing and music
composition: Martín Etchebehere, Katerina Gorbarán.
30
Although presented as a series of unitaries and thus classified here, it does not fully
27
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Somos was one of the most important production projects of Saeta
Channel 10 in co-production with AGADU, involving professionals
linked to the cinema and actors that have had film and television
experience. The ambience of the spaces where the action took place,
photography and music composition were some of the aspects that
revealed careful processing.
Bienes gananciales is the first national fiction in which rules of
sitcom genre apply. It was issued three times a week after the main
channel news, raised a variety of transmedia in the web and was offered in the theater during the winter holidays.
The fiction tells the story of Gaspar and Karina, two journalists
who share a TV show. They have two daughters, one of them was
born in the first chapter and from there she will be responsible for
telling the story. Parents of the couple, neighbours and friends, plus
celebrity guests interventions complete the spectrum of characters.
The product plays with the relationship between reality and fiction
in such a way that it is almost on the verge of reality: the names of
the main characters are the same as those of the actors who are also a
couple media, they have made several television programs together
and just had had their second daughter.
From the private open television channels, Channel 10 is the
one that has made heavy bets on fiction. Among the actions taken
in this direction, the investment in Palacio Sudamérica facilities as
a space for developing fiction projects is highlighted. There an unusual activity for the Uruguayan audiovisual context was displayed:
recordings of Bienes gananciales were made, courses to the proposed project Somos were offered and chapters of another fiction,
Historias de diván, were recorded there too, which finally came to
be issued in 2012. The joint ventures are evidence of different strategies in search of a production model based on partnerships with
foreign resources, sometimes in the form of co-production (as the
comply with its rules: both in Cadáver se necesita and El vigilante, the fiction is developed in two chapters, whereas in Terribles ojos verdes and Elogio de la nieve the fiction
is resolved in a chapter each, corresponding to the unitary format.
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case of Dance in 2011), sometimes hiring Argentine writers and
directors, as it is the case of Eduardo Rípari31 who directed Somos
and Bienes gananciales in 2012, but that already had this role in the
productions of the channel in the past.

5. Topic of the year: social memory and television fiction
The theme of the year, TV fiction and social memory, is enrolled in a problem that encompasses it: the relationships between
fiction and reality. This is compounded by the complexity of the relationship between memory and history and the complexity of both
with the truth. Carlo Ginzburg uses a very expressive metaphor of
these relationships: “The closeness between fiction and history suggests those paintings by Magritte which are rendered next to each
other, a landscape and its reflection in a broken mirror.”32 It is not
possible here to cover the various theoretical approaches and discussions that this subject has had. However, it is important to consider
the Aristotelian distinction between truth and plausibility from which
are derived the limits of the role of fiction in shaping social memory.
Aristotle pointed out that “it is not the poet’s function to tell things as
they happened, but as they should or could have happened, probably,
or necessarily; for the historian and the poet are no different people
because they speak in verse or prose (...) but the diversity consists
in the former telling things as they happened and the latter as it was
natural that they happened.”33 From this perspective, the likelihood
of fiction is relevant and it does not refer to the truth, but to its appearance: “telling tales with hints of truth”, in the words of Aristotle.
The problem becomes more complex with fictions that concern this
study because many of them work on the historical past in which
they develop in two registers: the probable, but also the relationship
with truthfulness, at least in what refers to the occurrence of events.
He was director of Argentinean productions such as Los exitosos Pells and Los Roldán,
and nationally directed the two seasons of Porque te quiero así.
32
Ginzburg, Carlo. El hilo y las huellas. Lo verdadero, lo falso, lo ficticio. Fondo de
Cultura Económica, Argentina, 2010, p. 20.
33
Aristotle. Poética. Chap. IV. Espasa Calpe, Buenos Aires, 1948, p. 43.
31
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The fiction, with its requirement of plausibility, allowing a
quickening of the past, gives the recipient the opportunity to be
placed in the different subjectivities of the characters, even those
considered condemnable. All this is part of the symbolic repertoire
for shaping collective memories, interacting with other accounts
such as historiography, the journalism, personal memoirs, and testimonies. In this sense, fiction television can be considered part of a
process of construction of collective memories as they are not fixed
and immutable, but as noted by E. Jelin, “the collective of memories
is the interweaving of traditions and individual memories, in dialogue with others, in a state of constant flux”.34
Among the fictions exhibited in 2012 in Uruguay, there were
four offered which raised different ways of relating to the past: Pablo Escobar: el patrón del mal, Cuéntame, Graduados and Contámela en colores. Of these only the last one is a domestic production
issued by the public television cable channel.
The first two stories unfold in the past and could correspond
to what the literature on “the memorializing” designated as trauma
memory to refer to all those stories, fictional or not, linked to the experience of extermination (with the Holocaust as a paradigmatic reference), war, dictatorships, among others. However, each of them
presents a different work on the past and poses a different appeal to
memory.
Pablo Escobar: el patrón del mal35 recreates the story of Colombian drug lord Pablo Emilio Escobar Gaviria in 113 chapters.
In this fiction, the appealing to memory is explicitly repeated at the
beginning of each chapter: “Who does not know history is doomed
to repeat it” is the sentence to be read on a black background. The
Jelin, Elizabeth. Los trabajos de la memoria. Siglo XXI, Madrid, 2002, p. 22.
Pablo Escobar el patrón del mal. Production: Caracol Television. Director: Carlos
Moreno. Screenwriters: Juan Camilo Ferrand. Cast: Andres Parra, Angie Cepeda, Nicholas Montero, Cecilia Navia, Aldemar Correa, Germán Quintero, Helena Mallarino, Christian Tappan, Alejandro Martinez, Ernesto Benjumea, Carlos Mariño, Marcela Gallego,
Juancho Arango, Diana Hoyos, Vicky Hernández, Diana Neira. Issued in Uruguay by
Montecarlo, Channel 4, between July 2012 and April 2013. It reached a 7.1 rating and a
12 share.

34
35
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statement reveals key aspects of the relationship with past traumatic
events: first “panic into oblivion” experienced from the present in
which perhaps symptoms of forgetfulness are observed and, on the
other hand, concern for the future, something like a sort of “future
colonization”36 from memory, which allows not to live again the
trauma. The opening song develops integrated on the same semantics tension line of past-present-future afore-mentioned: “I will tell
this story a thousand times. Never again. Do not delete it from your
mind, to honor our dead who fell foully.”37
Fictions like Pablo Escobar: el patrón del mal or Cuéntame38,
in which specific historical events represent a country, but which
are exhibited in many others, are part of a symbolic and interpretative repertoire which make collective memories that transcend the
boundaries of the original country. Fictional images, documentary
fragments, private experience of public events such as the death of
the editor of the newspaper El Espectador, in the first one, or the assassination of Carrero Blanco or the death of Franco, in the second,
circulate in fictions across borders in what Jean-Marc Ferry39defines
as “the public space widened”: a space fundamentally defined by
the media framework in which public spaces of different countries
are interpenetrated, but also their pasts and the discussions that they
provoke. While news and documentary genres are those that most
intensely generate that expansion of public space, the fictions do
not play a minor role in this regard. Thus, the telenovelas and films
about the Holocaust, World War II or the attacks to the Twin Towers, among other history milestones become part of a universe of
shared memory resources. That movement of representations of the
past with their memory exercises (remembering and forgetting, selection and omission) allow the imaginary construction of the “othGuiddens, A. Modernidad e identidad del yo. Península, Barcelona, 1997.
The song is La última bala (The last bullet) by Yuri Buenaventura.
38
Cuéntame. Spanish TV series. Created by Miguel Angel Bernardeu. Production: Ganga
Group. Cast: Imanol Arias, Ana Duato, Maria Galiana, Juan Echanove. Issued by TNU.
Rating: 1.9%. Share: 3%.
39
Ferry, Jean-Marc. El nuevo espacio público. Gedisa, Barcelona, 1998.
36
37
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ers” displayed in fiction, while recognize a “we” with proximities
and distances with respect to those. In this direction Ferry notes that
“the public space can be understood as a privileged means for the
formation of a collective identity through the appropriation of history (...) a society found a meaningful access to herself or to others
in the (...) memory of the people. Upgrade your past; more than that,
become familiar with the past of the others and, therefore, learn to
recognize prima facie remote identities of your own. From this, it
follows a certain depth of social communication, depth which could
hardly be conceivable without this public space historically extended and culturally enriched”.40
In both fictions, a different relationship with the historical past
is proposed. In Pablo Escobar…, the fiction started with the character Escobar just before his end. The realization of his death would
be seen only in the last chapter, but in the first sections of the first
chapter, milestones of Medellin cartel violence are showed through
documented images alternated with fictional recreation: a compact
that concentrates the history in order to, then, resume the story in
a starting point, 1959, with a child Pablo Emilio. The center of the
narrative is then here a character with historical existence. In the
case of Cuéntame, the events of Spanish history occurred during
the last years of the Franco dictatorship and the transition to democracy are present in the dialogues, in the images that appeared on the
TV series, and in documentary fragments, but it is to the Alcántara
family, their neighbourhood and the characters that they are linked,
which was the center of the narrative. The emphasis was then on
the fictional characters and was in the passing of everyday life that
the recreation of the past was embodied. There is here an appeal to
linked memories: which refer to the Spanish national vicissitudes
and referring to some transformations of contemporary societies
like the advent of television to homes, the installation of the first supermarket in a neighbourhood, and the changes it produces in con-

40

Ídem, page. 20.
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sumer practices and social relationships. These evocations that cross
different levels of daily life: listening to the radio and its place in the
domestic routine, as well as the significance of the food for those
who lived through the war and its aftermath, the sense of authority
of the father and the place of women and children facing changes
and conflicts. The fiction works then as a “revival” of the past: it is
experienced by ordinary beings as the viewer probably was. There
is where the different memories were connected, private and public:
for example, the memory that consists of a series of images that
evoke the announcement of the death and the wake of Franco (documentary component) plus how they lived in different households
and generations then (fictional component).
Memory is also the narrative framing of the entire series: the
voice of one of the characters, Carlos adult, evokes different moments of history through his childhood and adolescence. However,
this series has the distinction of bringing into play memories that
transcend the local and connect with other people, especially if they
have had a strong presence of Spanish emigration as in the case of
Uruguay. It is then that characters like Herminia dialog with the
memory of our immigrant ancestors, with their stories and customs.
But at the same time, connections with the memory of what it was
to live under a dictatorship in other dictatorships were established:
fears, resistance practices, parish, and shelter space to organize different activities.
In the case of Graduados41, however, the fiction aimed more at
a collective memory referred to a moment of personal experience
rather than to events or historical figures: through the core group
of eight characters (graduates) the evocation of adolescence is appealed, in constant connection with the present of the characters because there romantic relationships were developed that constituted
Graduados. Production: Underground Contenidos and Endemol. Direction: Miguel
Colom, Paul Ambrosini, Javier Pérez. Writers: Ernesto Korovsky, Silvina Frejdkes, Alejandro Quesada. Cast: Nancy Dupláa, Daniel Hendler, Luciano Cáceres, Julieta Ortega,
Isabel Macedo. Issued by Montecarlo. Rating: 11.1%. Share: 17%.
41
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the driving narrative fiction and the bonds of friendship and disagreement taking place in the present.
The eighties is the past in which such evocations are located,
but unlike the other two fictions that were addressed before, here
the historical context is only raised with musical references and the
participation, in some chapters, of Charly García, Fabiana Cantilo
or Fito Páez. It is an intervention on the past which is produced
eliminating references to politics. Historical events of the eighties
are omitted: there is no reference to the dictatorship, to Argentina’s
politics or to the transitions to democracy. The eighties are an excuse to place fiction in relation to the age of the characters (and
the actors who embodied them) into the present, rather than a time
itself relevant to the narrative. However, there is an appeal to the
memory of the audience in the sense that it aims the recognition by
the viewer of some teenagers’ practices, a set of agreed topics and
musical references that can be identified as part of their biography.
The characters evoke shared moments of their youth: scenes of the
trip to Bariloche, choir classes, and graduation party, for example,
are inserted into the plot through flashbacks.
Contámela en colores. El Bicentenario visto desde Montevideo,42
is a domestic production in ten chapters that was generated following the commemoration of the bicentennial and aims at fictional recreation of some milestones in the history of emancipation between
1806-1830.
Although it falls in the celebratory nature and, therefore, the
Bicentennial events have had evocative character, the relationship
with the past is not so much with memory but its link is to the history. The series spans the British Invasions, the May Revolution
It is a 10-chapter production, a joint initiative of TV Ciudad, Information and Communication Division of the Administration with the support of the Heritage Commission of
the Ministry of Education and Culture, and the Bicentennial Commission of the Ministry
of Education and Culture. It was aired by the cable public channel in 2012. Screenplay:
Pablo Vierci. Director: Nico Soto. Production: TV Ciudad. Cast: Performance protagonist of Pablo Tate and participation of Rafael Soliwoda, Graciela Gelós, Juan Saraví, César Troncoso, Nelson Lence, Rosa Simonelli, Santiago Sanguinetti, Nicolás Ballestrino,
Ileana López and Darío Campalanz.
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and Board of Montevideo, the Cry of Asencio, the Battle of Las
Piedras, the two sites to Montevideo, the Exodus and The Cisplatin,
the Landing of the 33 Orientales and the Pledge of Constitution of
1830 as central events. However, it is neither presented as a recreation of those moments from the past, nor works with the memory
of the audience as in the case of Pablo Escobar or Cuéntame. In any
case, Contámela en colores causes the evocation of historical narrative: the narrator’s voice in each chapter, often embodied by any
of the characters or more than one, playing a historical narrative
type usually found on a classical textbook, listing events, names
and dates.
As an example: the third chapter is fully developed within
the scenario of a pulpería (grocery store) and the story rests on the
character of the preacher that, although in dialogue with the pulpero
(shopkeeper), plays the role of telling the story of Cry of Asencio
or the Battle of Las Piedras and he does it saying: “(...) I begin to
tell you that on January 11th, 1811 Francisco Javier de Elio arrived
at Montevideo replacing Buenos Aires as the capital of the Viceroyalty and swore allegiance to Ferdinand VII as sole king of Spain
(...)”. Furthered on the sequence of events, he said: “on February
28th starts the Oriental Revolution with the Cry of Asencio”. The
language, how to designate the events, is the conventional in textbooks, but every now and then some breaks with humorous intent
are introduced. The narrative voices change in every episode, but
the rhetoric is the same, enhanced by overprinted with dates and
names and illustrations of ancient appearance.
Fiction is the narrative framework for the historical event, but
this in itself is not recreated in a fictional way. The components that
are fictional are the characters43 and situations in which the dialogue
is developed that allows the reference to the historical past. Historical facts pass through the word, with some overall visual allusion
Almost all the characters (except the representation of Miguel Barreiro and a reference to Lord Ponsonby in the final chapter) are invented to give place to the narration of
historical fact.
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made by the characterization of a character, the tour for traces left in
the places where the events took place, the use of locations of that
time (as the Montevideo Cabildo) or the recreation of any environment (such as a grocery store, or pulpería in Spanish). Uprisings,
battles and invasions are told, from characters talking, often in enclosed spaces. Thus, the path of the Exodus is solved through dialogue of a grandchild who reads to his grandmother the family’s letters that is following the Artigas and all the fiction happens among
the walls of grandma’s bedroom.
The humor is proposed as one of the features of this production and through it is that the uniformity of the referred discourse is
broken. The humorous resources are based primarily on the use of
anachronisms: either by the use of expressions or idioms that do not
correspond to 1800, by references to the present put into the mouths
of characters of the nineteenth century or by the contrast between
characters of the past and present dialoguing in the scenario of a
current Montevideo.
The anachronism is both a fictional and humorous resource in
which this production bets. This feature is installed as reading key
from the first chapter in which a nineteenth century British character is in the midst of the current Montevideo and is guided by a taxi
driver who tells him what was the fate of the British in the River
Plate. For this, the resource used was a radio: the event is narrated
as if it were a football game and breaks the solemnity of the rhetoric
of a historical discourse. The anachronisms are presented in various forms, with varying degrees of narrative justification: thus, in
a chapter, a teacher talks to a character who comes out from the
paint by Juan Manuel Blanes on the landing of the 33 Orientales
and in other chapters characters characterized as from the past use a
Ceibalita to find information.44
The resources of fiction do not stick here neither to criteria of
credibility nor veracity. The emphasis is more to produce empathy
XO or Ceibalita are computers of the program Uno a Uno that has been implemented in
Uruguay since 2007: Plan Ceibal.
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with the viewer doing winks to the present. Without the education
of the audience, the historical event would not be understandable.
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Introduction
Fiction premieres in Venezuela had two crucial elements: on
one hand, the highest audience rates remained in the public channel,
which presented contents in which suspense and mystery are the
main stylistic components. Along with this overview, the broadcasting of the first serial product that responds to the requirements of a
“socialist telenovela”, suggested by President Hugo Rafael Chávez
Frías (HRCF) in 2010, can be highlighted. This allows us to talk
about a state-centered fiction. On the other hand, the end of 2012 was
marked by the political uncertainty resulting from the President’s
disease. On December 8th, his last nationwide broadcast was aired. It
was barely 35 minutes and 54 seconds long, and in it he explained it
was necessary for him to undergo surgery. In this broadcast he gave
the people of Venezuela instructions to choose Vice President Nicolás Maduro as president if he were politically disabled. Some people
referred to that event as “the succession”. HRCF won the electoral
battle of October 7th in a campaign marked by abuse, unfair play,
Special thanks to the students of the subject “Culture and Mass Media” delivered in the
School of Arts, for students of the Degree in Cinematography during the first semester of
2012, for the information they gathered. Likewise, to the company AGB Nielsen Media
Research, for their selfless collaboration, especially Miss Alejandra Cuttone. The following people participated in this research as assistants: Nazareth Soto (UCV), Andrea
Abreu (UCAB), and Pedro de Mendonca (UCV). Special thanks to Mabel Calderín and
Carlos Arcila, who carried out the analysis of Charts 1 to 4 and the transmedia reception.
1
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and inequality, mainly expressed in the disproportionate use of public funds in his favor. At the end of the year, the news related with
the president’s health were inexact and contradictory. This plunged
the country into a long period of news opacity. The amount of audiovisual content that was created to highlight episodes of the life
and achievements of the Bolivarian Revolution’s Commandant is
noteworthy.2 These contents are related with a communication strategy which, on one hand, sought to keep the audience’s emotional
connection with the figure of “The Leader” and, on the other, aimed
to strengthen his follower’s political commitment. The Bolivarian
System of Public Media (Sistema Bolivariano de Medios Públicos)
was the machinery used to carry out that strategy.

1. Audiovisual context in the country
Chart 1. Nationwide open television stations in Venezuela
PRIVATE STATIONS (8)
Canal I
Globovisión
La Tele
Meridiano Televisión
Televen
TV Familia
Vale TV
Venevisión

PUBLIC STATIONS (5)
Fundación Televisora de la Asamblea Nacional de
Venezuela ANTV
Fundación Televisora Venezolana Social – TVES
La Nueva Televisión del Sur C.A – Tele Sur
Compañía Anónima Venezolana de Televisión –
VTV
COVETEL S.A. – Vive TV

TOTAL STATIONS = 13
Source: Data from the Obitel Research Team Venezuela-2013

In December 2012, Vive TV launched the documentary series they produced: Comandante Chávez. It was broadcast simultaneously by Venezolana de Televisión. In its first
season, three episodes were aired: El arañero de Sabaneta, La forja del soldado and La
toma del cielo por asalto. The series covers several aspects of President Hugo Rafael
Chávez Fría’s life (1955-2013).
2
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The incorporation of High Definition (HD) in fiction production in Venezuela was a significant indicator of progress. Thus, Televen produced the telenovela Nacer Contigo, written and directed
by José Simón Escalona. This was the first drama production in
Venezuela in which that technology was used. Meanwhile, Venevisión announced the production of the telenovela Los Secretos de
Lucia in HD, together with BE-TV and Univisión, and, stemming
from public funds, the first episodes of La Precursora were produced. Another noteworthy fact is that Germán Pérez Nahim joined
the TV station La Tele’s staff. Thanks to this, the program grid was
refreshed, when some Brazilian and Columbian telenovelas were included. El color del pecado (2004, Brazil), Chocolate con pimienta
(2003, Brazil) and Vecinos (2008, Colombia) managed to increase
this TV station’s audience. To this list we must add South Korean
productions presented as premieres Mi adorable Sam Soom (2005)
and Un deseo en las estrellas (2007) and the reruns of Otoño en mi
corazón (2000), Sonata de invierno (2003), Todo sobre Eva (2000),
and Una joya en el palacio (2003).
Chart 2. TV audience per channel3
3.0%
6.0%

11.0%
39.0%

6.0%
8.0%
27.0%

Venevisión

Stations

Televen

Venevisión

39.0

VTV

Televen

27.0

Meridiano

VTV

8.0

Globovisión

Meridiano

6.0

TVES

Globovisión

6.0

Others

%

TVES

3.0

Others

11.0

This data refers to the “turning on” for the month of November 2012. Source: AGB,
quoted by Mercadeo Interactivo, available in: http://www.slideshare.net/ImanComunicaciones/audiencias-noviembre.
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Chart 3. Market share per channel4
Stations
2.67% 9.54%
8.06%

43.48%

4.62%

Venevisión

43.48

Televen

Televen

31.64

Meridiano

Meridiano

4.62

Globovisión

Globovisión

8.06

TVES

2.67

VTV

9.54

TVES

31.64%

%

Venevisión

VTV

Chart 4. Genre offer in TV programming

5,0%
3,0%
3,0%

8,0%

9,0%

News
27,0%

Fiction series
Entertainment

13,0%

14,0%

Religious
Sports

15,0%

Cultural and educa3,0%

tional
Miscellaneous
Film
Animation
Documentary

Aired Genres
News
Fiction series
Entertainment
Religious
Sports
Cultural and
educational
Miscellaneous
Film
Animation
Documentary
Total

Broad%
casts
2,176 14.0
4,076 27.0
2,252 15.0
509
3.0
506
3.0
1,984

13.0

487
1,222
1,427
689
15,489

3.0
8.0
9.0
5.0
100

The estimates in the last chart were made based on the programming of the four channels that broadcast fiction series. A rise
in the amount of fiction programs broadcast was observed, but not
in their rating. This could be directly related with the audience’s
preferences for the programs offered on pay television. The average rating in the fiction programs which were in the top ten during 2011 was 5.9%, but during 2012 this indicator was just 4.4%,
whereas the broadcast of news programs increased, mainly due to
the two election processes that took place in 2012. Both processes,
as well as the climate of uncertainty in Venezuela at the time due to
The information quoted herein corresponds to the measuring from Monday to Friday
in November 2012. Source: AGB, quoted by Mercadeo Interactivo, available in: http://
www.slideshare.net/ImanComunicaciones/audiencias-noviembre.
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the president’s health condition, arose a great deal of national and
international interest.
Trends of the audience in 2012
Compared to previous years, the audience ratings present a
similar trend. Women continue to be the prevailing gender, the age
range is above 35, and socioeconomic levels are D and E. It is confirmed that the telenovela has an important place among consumption habits of women. Nevertheless, it cannot be stated that it is a
genre solely for women. This is confirmed when checking interactive sites available in the web, in which many of the comments are
made by men and also through direct observation of the viewing in
public spaces such as: cafés, bars, recreation centers or others like
security booths. ¡Válgame Dios! has the highest viewing percentages per genre, although it did not occupy the first place in rating. A
likely explanation might be the presence of certain amount of humor
in the plot. Out of four channels that aired fiction series during 2012,
Venevisión continues to be in the first place by captivating 80% of
the audience, even though national productions only reached 1st, 3rd
and 6th place in the top ten. 40% of the audience prefers telenovelas
in the night schedule and precisely in that schedule (prime time) is
when the highest viewing ratings are registered. This corresponds to
the highest share (40.3%) registered in that time slot.
Public investments throughout the year: In TV and in fiction
Public investments in TV during the Top Ten in 2012
NumCategory
ber
1
2
3
4

Food and food services
Costume and shoes
Beauty products and
cosmetics
Medication and health
services

Amount
of announcers
69
82

1,787,007,924.00
1,477,552,406.00

415,583,238.14
343,616,838.60

23

1,135,942,008.00

264,172,560.00

49

891,744,181.00

207,382,367.67

Total amount
in Bs

Amount in US$
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5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Bolivarian government
and related activities
Electrical appliances and
household
Insurance
Toy stores
Media, cellular telephony,
communication and
Internet
Others
Financial services
Commercial chains
Drinks
Cleaning supplies
Political parties
Individuals
Local governments
Live shows
Electoral power
Vehicles and means of
transportation
Gambling
NGOs
Religion
Film industry and related
activities
TOTAL

20

610,006,592.00

141,861,998.14

44

584,736,797.00

135,985,301.63

10
6

473,236,435.00
463,840,048.00

110,054,984.88
107,869,778.60

28

432,825,619.00

100,657,120.70

41
11
8
5
7
10
17
18
24
1

331,073,463.00
286,860,969.00
248,279,566.00
243,310,388.00
218,752,752.00
198,349,094.00
126,175,449.00
109,194,918.00
101,897,285.00
95,032,045.00

76,993,828.60
66,711,853.26
57,739,433.95
56,583,811.16
50,872,733.02
46,127,696.28
29,343,127.67
25,394,166.98
23,697,043.02
22,100,475.58

11

94,940,957.00

22,079,292.33

2
13
2

77,072,358.00
46,552,823.00
5,480,262.00

17,923,804.19
10,826,237.91
1,274,479.53

4

4,194,826.00

975,540.93

505

10,044,059,165.00 2,335,827,712.79

Source: Data from the Obitel Research Team Venezuela-2013

As has been noted previously, advertising broadcast on private
TV stations (eight) runs according to the same pattern: the advertising of products and services aimed at covering three of the main
basic needs, which are food, clothing and health. Official means
of communication still do not air paid advertisements and, instead,
issue free propagandistic contents, promotion of their own station
programs, as well as some spots with cultural, educational, news
and prevention messages, under the figure of public service. Beauty
and body care, through cosmetics, occupy the third category. In
Venezuela, the promotion of beauty articles and treatments, as well
as aesthetic centers where plastic surgeries are carried out, is recurrent. There are not rigorous controls to guarantee the necessary sani-
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tary conditions for the type of service they offer. Malpractices have
led to bodily injuries and even death.5 At the beginning of the year, a
hot topic was the case of more than 60 thousand women affected by
the use of defective breast implants of French and Chinese origin.
A significant event that must be highlighted along with the previous
one is the advertising investment that the Bolivarian government
has made for its self-promotion. Comparatively, the sum assigned
for institutional propaganda is equivalent to 35.1% of the budget
spent by the Ministry of the Culture (Ministerio del Poder Popular
para la Cultura) throughout 2012. On the other hand, the proliferation of services such as security and insurance in advertising reflects
the impact of the high crime and violence rates to which the country
is currently subject. Violent deaths are a matter of public health not
effectively taken care of.
Merchandising and Social Merchandising
It should be pointed out that according to Art. 6 of the Law on
Social Responsibility of Radio, TV and Electronic Media (Ley de
Responsabilidad Social en Radio, Televisión y Medios Electrónicos,
LRSRTVME, 2010), the insertion of advertising is limited to “the
live and direct broadcast of recreational programs on sports events or
shows, as long as it does not interrupt the viewing of these and does
not take up more than one sixth part of the screen.”6 This is why we
find no merchandising or product placement in national production
fiction series. We see that, in sports shows, the main announcers are
companies related with drinks, financial and telecommunication services. Social merchandising is carried out through two means. One
is social responsibility campaigns, which favors nationwide mandatory broadcasts, and the other is the insertion of content in plots. ReAn emblematic case occurred in 2012 when a Magistrate of the Court of Cassation of the
Supreme Court, Ninoska Queipo, died due to a complication that resulted from a cosmetic
surgery. It was necessary to happen a case like this for the legal norm forbidding the use
and application of filler substances in treatments with aesthetic purposes to be enacted.
(Gaceta Oficial Number 40,065 of December 5th, 2012).
6
According to Gaceta Oficial Number 39,610 of Februrary 7th, 2011.
5
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garding social responsibility campaigns, only Televen, Venevisión
and TV Familia carry them out explicitly. Lo bueno se pega, ponte
a valer is the name of Televen’s values campaign. In May 2011,
Venevision started its social responsibility campaign, called Somos
lo que queremos. Conceived in diverse formats, the most notorious
are micro-journalistic reports, dramatization of everyday situations
and video clips. In the case of TV Familia, the campaign is carried out through short audiovisual programs called Tú decides (short
programs that dramatize situations related to alcohol and tobacco
consumption), Cápsulas de salud and Green News (the two latter are
short programs focused on news). Vale TV assumes that all of its
programming can be considered social responsibility material and
the other stations offer no explanations on the topic.
Communication Policies
Throughout the year, no specific laws were passed related with
the television sector. The regulations that continue to be in force
for the sector are those contained in the Law on Social Responsibility of Radio, TV and Electronic Media (Ley de Responsabilidad
Social en Radio, Televisión y Medios Electrónicos, LRSRTVME,
2010), which contains legal provisions that could be the cause of
prior censorship, and in the Telecommunications Organic Law (Ley
Orgánica de Telecomunicaciones, 2000). The Ministry of Interior
Relations and Justice (Ministerio del Poder Popular para Relaciones Interiores y Justicia) created the so-called “Misión Seguridad”,
aiming to issue the topic of high crime and violence rates which
affect Venezuela. In its third vortex, it proposes the regulation of
contents issued by TV stations. This is due to the assumption that
means of social communication are responsible for the violence that
occurs in Venezuela. This rendered concern among journalists, academics, and human rights supporters, for considering that it leads,
once again, to censorship and control of information. Although no
specific regulation was defined that would censor means of communication, there were legal and administrative actions that censored
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contents on the coverage of violent events or other public interest
topics which revealed inefficiency in state actions and harm to the
integrity and health of the citizens.7
Likewise, Globovisión, the TV channel devoted to 24-hourbroadcast news, was forced to pay a fine of over two million dollars due to the coverage it made of a violent confrontation that took
place in July 2011 in El Rodeo prison, located in the outskirts of
Caracas.8 This action constituted an economic injury to the station.
Another relevant censorship measure took place during the electoral
campaign. The National Electoral Council (Consejo Nacional Electoral), highest electoral body in the country, censored the broadcast
of a propaganda of an opposition political party, called La seguridad
es el camino, that referred to the topic of insecurity in the country.9
These restrictions were followed by a speech in which TV program
contents that reflected violent events were criticized.
Public TV
Regarding fiction aired by open signal in public TV, the interest to include contents of fiction series that stem from diverse
contexts is notorious. Thus, through Televisora Venezolana Social
(TVES), the following premieres were aired: Mysterious Dissappearance (1994, Japan) and Autumn in my heart (2000, South Korea); and the reruns: Naturally, Sadie (2005, USA, Canada); Coffee
Prince (2006, South Korea); Summer Scent (2006; South Korea);
Winter Sonata (2003, South Korea); Spring Waltz (2006, South KoFor example, on March 22nd 2012, the 25th Court of Control of the Metropolitan Area of
Caracas forbid means of communication to issue information related with the pollution
of sources of drinking water, unless they were backed by a technical report. The General
Prosecutor of the Republic warned that the means that did not comply with this prohibition could be sanctioned and she reminded them that the Criminal Code establishes penalizations of 2 to 5 years of prison for the broadcast of false information. This measure
arose after the main national means of communication reported an oil spill that had occurred in the Guarapiche River (western Venezuela), that supplies water to nearby towns,
and after civilian organizations of the state of Carabobo (center of the country) reported
the pollution of the rivers that provide water to the cities in that region.
8
Instituto Prensa y Sociedad de Venezuela, 2012b, no number.
9
Instituto Prensa y Sociedad de Venezuela, 2012c, no number.
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rea); Bitter Tropics (2007, France); and The Last Emperor (1987,
China, France, Italy and UK). The latter is a long film, fractioned
for TV. To these we must add the airing of the only telenovela produced with public financing in the last three years. Through a private company, Alter Producciones10, Teresa in three seasons (2012)
was produced. This allows us to mention in this report that there is
a statization of fiction, although it is a low percentage. On the other
hand, public media in Venezuela has not varied in its role as government media, since they are used as open propaganda mechanism.
Although, from a quantitative point of view, private media outnumber public ones, it is obvious that according to the territorial scope,
this relation changes. To the previous information we must add the
broadness and variety of community TV stations (43 in total), which
are part of the Venezuelan audiovisual universe, although they are
beyond the scope of this research. Despite the fact that some have
existed for more than two decades, many have been consolidated
in the last few years, as of the enactment of the Organic Law of
Telecommunications (Ley Orgánica de Telecomunicaciones, 2000)
and the Regulation of Community Public Service Sound and Open
Television Broadcasting (Reglamento de Radiodifusión Sonora y
Televisión Abierta Comunitarias de Servicio Público, sin fines de
lucro, 2002). Due to the characteristics of the community and alternative media movement in Venezuela, there are few referents in
the Latin American context. Its sociopolitical and cultural impact is
undeniable, mainly for three reasons: (1) the preparation of popular
communicators; (2) media literacy and empowerment of individuals
and groups; and (3) infrastructure and equipment they handle; all
this, besides reports from diverse spaces regarding their explicit adhesion to the political project of HRCF and its use as propagandistic
window. Community TVs nowadays offer an organizational, educational and creative balance that must be studied and understood.

10

This company produced Caramelo e´ chocolate (2008) for TVES.
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Pay TV
Compared to subscription TV, pay TV reached during 2012 a
market penetration of 47.1%, equivalent to 7.209.370 households.
This service, rendered by a total of 181 companies (CONATEL,
2013c), implied a growth of 7.6% in the sector, in relation with the
year 2011 (39.5%). This sector has consolidated in the country in
the absence of a plural offer in open TV, which can guarantee varied
contents, particularly those related with fiction series. In October
2012, the board of the National Assembly Permanent Commission
of Communication Media (Comisión Permanente del Poder Popular
y de Medios de Comunicación de la Asamblea Nacional) (Legislative Power) announced its intention to regulate contents, operation
and costs of the service (fees). Likewise, the importance of national
programs and particularly National Independent Productions (Producciones Nacionales Independientes, PNI), through the Draft Law
for the Provision of Subscription TV Service (Proyecto de Ley para
la Prestación de Servicio de Televisión por Suscripción), was included in its agenda. A few days later, the very same parliamentarians denied the drafting of the law and explained that the topic of
subscription TV was a responsibility of the National Commission
of Telecommunications (Comisión Nacional de Telecomunicaciones, CONATEL), administratively attached to the Executive VicePresidency of the Republic.
During that period, the national government continued offering the service of pay TV through the CANTV (Compañía Anónima Nacional de Teléfonos de Venezuela). CANTV’s Satellite TV
service is offered at a lower cost than this type of service in other
companies in the sector. However, the number of channels it offers
is smaller and does not include, for example, Globovisión, whose
editorial line is critical against the government’s actions. Open signal channels are also included in the offer of subscription TV. Thus,
the contents of premiere national fiction are broadcast through there.
We can state that the window of fiction series produced in Venezu-
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ela, whose scope is international, is in the hands of Venevisión Plus,
that during 2012 broadcast Ciudad Bendita (2006).
Trends of the ICTs
Internet penetration by the end of 2012 reached 42.1%11, according to preliminary data from the CONATEL. This implies an
increase of 1.7% compared to the previous year when there was a
market penetration of 40.4%. Growth in that period was smaller than
between 2010 and 2011, which was 2.8%12. The president of the state
company CANTV, Manuel Fernández, admitted in May 2012 that
the standard Internet speed in the country is 0.71 megabytes (MB).13
Internet penetration reached around 12,555,010 users (CONATEL,
2013a) and did not reach half of the Venezuelan population which,
according to the National Institute of Statistics (Instituto Nacional
de Estadística), for 2012 was around 29,718,357 (INE, 2013). However, there was an increase in the number of companies that offer
Internet service, which reached 43 (CONATEL, 2013a). Out of the
total amount of subscribers to Internet service, 54.9% (2,020,623)
were residential; 6.5% (239,499) were non-residential; and 38.5%
(1,419,754) connected via mobile (CONATEL, 2013b). The largest
number of users was residential, followed by those who connected
using mobile Internet connection, which has gradually increased.
This trend is harnessed by Venezuelan TV stations that incorporate
in their web sites contents linked to national production fiction series. Thus, for example, the telenovela Mi ex me tiene ganas in its
web portal14 had a space called Exclusivo web, in which the audiThis information comes from preliminary figures for the end of 2012 from the National
Commission of Telecommunications (Comisión Nacional de Telecomunicaciones),
which is based on the Quarterly Added Survey of the Main Indicators in the Sector (Encuesta Trimestral Agregada de los Principales Indicadores del Sector).
12
This deceleration in growth may be related with failures in the provision of the service in the country, linked to bandwidth. According to Next Index (http://netindex.com/
download/allcountries/) regarding slowness of connection, Venezuela is located in the
third from the end position, below Haiti and just above Suriname, Nicaragua and Bolivia.
13
Fernández, 2012, s/n.
14
http://www.venevision.net/programa/mi-ex-me-tiene-ganas/exclusivo-web
11
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ence could access to both live and delayed Twittcam together with
the main characters. Likewise they offered the press a “behind the
scenes” of the premiere, a special program transmitted exclusively
before the first chapter of the telenovela: exclusive interviews with
the actors, behind the cams during the recordings and a space called
Ponte al día, in which there were summaries of the last chapters
aired. They also incorporated three alternative endings that had been
developed for this telenovela in order to create more intrigue and
attraction for the outcome and that also constituted a strategy which
allowed the telenovela to be marketed in different countries, offering the added value that in each one they could choose the identity
of the serial killer who was in the main thread of the plot, according
to how well the characters had been accepted and the local audience’s preference.
As for the performance of mobile phone, for 2012, it reflected
a penetration of 106%. This indicates that, in Venezuela, the number of mobile lines (31,732,781, in total) is higher than the number
of people. For November 2012, a 32% penetration of smartphones
(more than six million devices)15 was registered, fact that places
Venezuela in the first position in Latin America.

2. Yearly analysis: premiere of national and Ibero-American fiction
Chart 1. Fiction shown in 2012

1
2
3
4

PREMIERES: 48
VENEVISIÓN: 4 national titles
El árbol de Gabriel (Telenovela)
Mi Ex me tiene ganas (Telenovela)
Natalia del mar (Telenovela)
¡Válgame Dios! (Telenovela)

VENEVISIÓN: 13 imported titles

15

Herrera, quoted by Lozano, 2012, s/n.

RERUNS: 38
VENEVISIÓN: 2 national titles
1 Corazones extremos (Series)
2 Mujeres con historia (Unitary series)
VENEVISIÓN: 7 imported titles
A corazón abierto (Telenovela)
3
Colombia
A mano limpia (Telenovela) Colom4
bia
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5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Abismo de pasión (Telenovela)
Mexico
Amor bravío (Telenovela) Mexico
Amores verdaderos (Telenovela)
Mexico
Carita de ángel (Telenovela)
Mexico
¿Dónde diablos está Umaña? (Miniseries) Colombia
El laberinto (Series) Colombia
El secretario (Telenovela) Colombia
Emperatriz (Telenovela) Mexico
La teacher de inglés (Series) Colombia
La traicionera (Telenovela) Colombia
La que no podía amar (Telenovela)
Mexico
Los exitosos Pérez (Miniseries)
Mexico
Retrato de una mujer (Telenovela)
Colombia

TVES: 3 national titles
18 Hotel de locura (Miniseries)
19 Nos vemos en el espejo (Series)
Teresa en tres estaciones (Tele20
novela)

El Chapulín Colorado (Series)
Mexico
6 El Chavo (Series) Mexico
La Rosa de Guadalupe (Unitary
7
series) Mexico
Mujeres al límite (Unitary series)
8
Colombia

5

9 Pequeños gigantes (Sketches) Mexico
TVES: 5 national titles
10 Aprendiendo con la música (Series)
11 Caramelo e´chocolate (Telenovela)
12

Crónicas extraordinarias (Unitary
series)

13 Historias del más acá (Unitary series)
14 La única opción (Miniseries)

TVES: 1 imported titles
15 La oveja negra (Series) Uruguay
TELEVEN: 3 national titles
16 Mi gorda bella (Telenovela)

17 Rosas y espinas (Telenovela)
TVES: 1 imported title
18 Toda una dama (Telenovela)
India, una historia de amor (Teleno21
vela) Brazil
TELEVEN: 9 imported titles
A cada quien su santo (Unitary
TELEVEN: 1 national titles
19
series) Mexico
22 Nacer contigo (Telenovela)
20 Agua en laboca (Telenovela) Brazil
21 Alguien te mira (Telenovela) USA
TELEVEN: 12 imported titles
22 Amar de nuevo (Telenovela) Mexico
Amor, mentiras y videos (Series)
23 Corazón Valiente (Telenovela) USA 23
Colombia
Deseos de mujer (Telenovela)
24
24 Cielo rojo (Telenovela) Mexico
Colombia
Lo que callamos las mujeres (Unitary
25 Dos hogares (Telenovela) Mexico
25
series) Mexico
26 El encantador (Telenovela) Mexico 26 Padres e hijos (Series) Colombia
La casa de al lado (Telenovela)
Tu voz estéreo (Unitary series)
27
27
USA
Colombia
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28 Los canarios (Series) Colombia
29 Luna roja (Telenovela) Portugal
Mi corazón insiste en Lola Volcán
30
(Telenovela) USA
Por ella… soy Eva (Telenovela)
31
Mexico
Relaciones peligrosas (Telenovela)
32
USA
Tres milagros (Telenovela) Colom33
bia
Un sueño llamado salsa (Series)
34
Colombia

35
36
37
38
39

40
41
42
43
44

LA TELE: 5 imported titles
Chocolate con pimienta (Telenovela) Brazil
El color del pecado (Telenovela)
Brazil
Historias de hombres sólo para
mujeres (Series) Colombia
Las profesionales (Series) Colombia
Vecinos (Series) Mexico

LA TELE: 4 national titles
28 Emperatriz (Telenovela)
29 La llaman Mariamor (Telenovela)
30 La traidora (Telenovela
31 Sirena (Telenovela)

LA TELE: 2 imported titles
32 Frecuencia 04 (Series) Argentina
33 Lalola (Telenovela) Peru
34 Los Roldán (Telenovela) Argentina

CO-PRODUCTIONS – Reruns
VENEVISIÓN: 1 title
Mentes en shock (Series) USA35
Colombia

CO-PRODUCTIONS – Premieres
VENEVISIÓN: 9 titles
TELEVEN: 3 titles
Corazón apasionado (Telenovela)
Decisiones (Unitary Series) USA36
Venezuela-USA
Colombia
El talismán (Telenovela) Venezuela-Mexico-Puerto Rico
USA
Los años dorados (Series) VenezuISA TK+ (Teenage Series) Venezue37
ela-USA
la-USA-Colombia
Los caballeros las prefieren brutas
38 Los Barriga (Series) Ecuador-Peru
(Telenovela) USA-Colombia
Si me miran tus ojos (Telenovela)
Venezuela-USA

TELEVEN: 4 titles
TOTAL NUMBER OF TITLES
Amor sin barreras (Telenovela)
AIRED: 86
45
USA-Mexico
Dulce amargo así es el amor (Tele46
novela) Venezuela- USA-Mexico
Flor salvaje (Telenovela) USA47
Colombia
Rosa Diamante (Telenovela) USA48
-Mexico
Source: Data from the Obitel Research Team Venezuela-2013
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Broadcast of fiction TV in Venezuela during the year 2012 was
a total of only 86 titles. This represents 16 titles less than the previous year (102 titles). Out of the 86 titles shown in the country, 38
(41.1%) were reruns and 48 (55.8) were premieres. Only 22 titles,
that is 25.5% of the total fiction shown, were produced in Venezuela. Out of this figure, barely eight titles were premieres. The
information in Chart 1 reflects a progressive decrease in national
investments aimed at the production of fiction. Venevisión and Televen, with 32 titles each, stand out as the main exhibitors of fiction
series. In the case of Venevisión, only four titles (12.5% of the total
aired in the channel) are premiere national fiction, whereas Televen only aired 1 (3.1%). In Televisora Venezolana Social (TVES)
only 4 out of the 10 fiction titles it aired were premieres. And in La
Tele, although it aired 12 titles, none was a premiere. The amount
of imported products was not significant either, although it exceeds
national fiction production. Thus, 31 premiere titles were imported
(36.0%) and 20 reruns (23.0%). On the other hand, only Televen
and Venevisión showed co-productions, out of which nine were
premieres and four reruns. In the case of TVES, a public service
channel whose programming is composed in 48% by National Independent Producers (PNI, in Spanish), it aired five fiction titles in the
Obitel scope. Out of these, four are premieres (one imported) and
one is an imported rerun. The number of hours of airing of national
series fiction in TVES was 17 hours and 30 minutes, which represents 2.1% of the total hours of national production (783 hours).
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Chart 2. Premiere fiction in 2012: Countries of origin
Titles

%

Chapters/
Episodes

%

NATIONAL (total)

13

22.4

1,081

IBERO-AMERICAN (total)

45

77.5

3,862

Argentina

0

0

Brazil

3

Chile

0

Colombia
Ecuador

Country

Hours

%

16.5

783:00

21.5

83.5

2874:10

78.5

0

0

0

0

5.2

260

5.9

145:00

3.9

0

0

0

0

0

15

26.3

1,349

30.8

1,039:00

28.4

0

0

0

0

0

0

Spain

0

0

0

0

0

0

USA (Hispanic production)

13

22.8

1,162

24.2

821:10

22.4

Mexico

13

21.0

1,069

21.8

855:00

23.3

Peru

0

0

0

0

0

0

Portugal

1

1.7

22

0.5

18:00

0.3

Uruguay

0

0

0

0

0

0

VENEZUELA

13

22.8

1,081

16.5

783:00

21.4

Latin American (Obitel)

58

100

4,943

100.0

4,572:00

100

Latin American (not Obitel)

0

0

0

0

0

0

Others (productions and
co-produc.
from other Latin Am./IberoAm. countries)

0

0

0

0

0

0

TOTAL

58

100

4,943

100

3,657:00

100

Source: Data from the Obitel Research Team Venezuela-2013

Fiction shown in Venezuela follows the same pattern of previous years in what refers to countries of origin. As we may notice in
Chart 2, there is a clear preference for Latin American production,
since 58 of the titles (100%) come from the part of the region circumscribed to the Obitel scope. Regarding countries of origin of fiction aired in Venezuela, in the first place is Colombia –the neighbor
country–, which produced fifteen of the titles, followed by Mexico,
USA (Hispanic production) and Venezuela with thirteen titles each.
Then, there are three Brazilian productions and one from Portugal.
The number of co-productions in 2012 was thirteen, the same as in
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2011. Out of these, nine productions were premieres. Venezuela took
part in five premiere co-productions, four with USA and one with
USA-Mexico. Other premiere co-productions aired in Venezuela
come from USA-Colombia (two premieres and one rerun) and from
Ecuador-Peru (one rerun). Here it becomes evident that the flow of
market transnationalization is still headed by the North American
and Colombian industries. Countries from the Obitel scope, such as
Argentina, Chile, Ecuador, and Spain, did not manage to introduce
their productions in the Venezuelan market in 2012. In the previous
report, some reason that could justify the preference for Colombian
productions were exposed. Two other titles co-produced by Colombia-USA raise the figure of Colombian-origin productions aired in
Venezuela to 17.

319.5

435.1

326

1,081

Afternoon (12:00 – 19:00)

Prime time (19:00 – 22:00)

Night (22:00 – 06:00)

TOTAL
100

30.1

40.3

29.6

0

13

TOTAL

100

69.4
15.3
15.3
0
0
0
0

%

1,081

100

National
Chap/
%
Ep
1,045
96.8
9
0.8
27
2.4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Source: Data from the Obitel Research Team Venezuela-2013

9
2
2
0
0
0
0

Titles

Telenovela
Series
Miniseries
Telefilm
Unitary
Docudrama
Others (soap opera, etc.)

Formats

100

34.7

27.6

37.7

0

%

3,862

928

1,078

1,854

2

C/E

100

24.0

28.0

48.0

0.05

%

2,783:00

694:00

876:00

1,136:00

77:00

H

Ibero-American

100

24.9

31.4

40.9

2.8

%

664.6

641
4.1
27
0
0
0
0

Hours

100

97.1
0.6
2.3
0
0
0
0

%

45

36
5
2
0
1
0
1

Titles

100

80.1
11.1
4.5
0
2.2
0
2.2

%

4,943

1,254

1,513.1

2,173.5

2

C/E

100

25.4

30.7

43.9

0.04

%

3,566:00

966

1,092:00

1,431:00

77:00

3,862:20

100

H

Total

2,874:10

Ibero-American
Chap/
%
Hours
Ep
3,268
84.8
2,438:10
263:20
6.8
205:00
27
0.6
19:00
0
0
0
195
5.0
125:00
0
0
0
109
2.8
88:00

Chart 4. National and Ibero-American fiction formats

783:00

272:00

216:00

295:00

0

H

National
%

Source: Data from the Obitel Research Team Venezuela-2013

0

C/E

Morning (06:00 – 12:00)

Time slots

Chart 3. Chapters/episodes and hours broadcasted by time slots

100

85.0
7.1
0.6
0
4.3
0
3.0

%

100

27.1

30.7

40.1

2.1

%
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Traditionally in Venezuela, national premiere fiction covers
prime time and night time slots. However, as we can see in Chart
3, during 2012 there was a high percentage in these slots, but they
were exceeded by the afternoon schedule in 3% of the number of
hours over the night slot and 10% over prime time. The same thing
happened with Ibero-American origin fictions, although the gap increased in 19% the number of hours over the night slot and 9% in
relation to prime time. If we turn the analysis towards the number of
chapters/episodes, the trend is very similar. Notice that only in the
case of national productions the prime time slot exceeds in 11% the
number of chapters aired in the afternoon time slot, but in total the
highest percentage is accumulated in the afternoon time slot, with
44%, as opposed to 56% of the chapters/episodes aired in the other
two schedules.
In Venezuela, the telenovela continues to be the most desired
fiction format, be it national or Ibero-American production. The fact
is that, as we can see in Chart 4, this type of programming is in first
place regarding time slots in which they are aired (97.1% devoted to
national programming and 84.8% Ibero-American), in the number
of titles (69.2% are national and 81.8% are Ibero-American) and
also with respect to number of chapters/episodes aired (96.7% national and 84% Ibero-American). Series is the format that remains in
second place in the country, but its airing is not relevant compared
to the telenovela’s.
Chart 5. National fiction formats in time slots
Formats

Morning
0
0
0
0
0
0

%

AfterPrime
To%
% Night %
%
noon
time
tal
3
23
4
30.8 2 15.4 9 69.2
0
0
2
15.4 0
0
2 15.4
0
0
0
0
2 15.4 2 15.4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Telenovela
0
Series
0
Miniseries
0
Telefilm
0
Unitary
0
Docudrama
0
Others (soap opera,
0
0
0
0
0
0
etc.)
TOTAL
0
0
3
100
6
46.2
Source: Data from the Obitel Research Team Venezuela-2013.

0
4

0

0

0

30.8 13 100
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As in the previous year in Venezuela, fiction productions in
telenovela format prevailed. Long-range stories, the narrative construction of plots, evolution of the characters and the search for an
outcome are not only interesting for the TV stations, that can guarantee for months the company of a captive audience, but also for the
audience that expects the evolution of the story day after day and the
possibility to build their own alternative hypothesis or solutions to
the characters drama.
Chart 6. Period of the fiction
Time period

Titles

%

Present

47

97.9

Epochal

1

2.1

Historical
Other
TOTAL

0
0
48

0
0
100

                          Source: Data from the Obitel Research Team Venezuela-2013.

Again, the period in which fiction programs is set is the present,
and in a very low percentage it is set in other time periods. Historical fiction still does not show up in Venezuelan screens, although,
among national production, there are several projects made with an
important economic investment and that will be aired during 2013.
Chart 7. The ten most watched titles: origin, rating, share
Title

1

Mi ex me
tiene ganas

Country of
origin of the
original idea
or script

Production
house

Channel

Name of the
writer or
author of the
original idea

Rating
%

Venezuela

Venevisión

Venevisión

Martín Hahn

5.38 40.17

Televen

Laura Restrepo

5.12 38.16

Venevisión

Mónica Montañéz

4.67 32.38

2

Flor salvaje USA

Radio
Televisión
Interamericana

3

¡Válgame
Dios!

Venevisión

Venezuela

Share
%
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José Ignacio
Televen Valenzuela
Guiraldes
Adrián Suar,
Faber Soto,
VeneAura Niño
visión
and Rodrigo
Holguín

4

La casa de
al lado

Chile

Telemundo

5

La traicionera

Argentina

FOX
Telecolombia

6

Natalia del
Mar

Venezuela

Venevisión

Venevisión

Alberto
Gómez

4.44 30.71

7

Abismo de
pasión

Mexico

Televisa

Venevisión

Caridad Bravo
Adams

4.06 32.49

8

La que no
podía amar

USA

Televisa

Venevisión

Delia Fiallo

3.99 29.54

9

Emperatriz

Venezuela

TV
Azteca

Venevisión

José Ignacio
Cabrujas

3.81 34.52

10

Retrato de
una mujer

Venevisión

Mónica
Agudelo

3.74 32.94

FOX
Telecolombia
Total of productions: 10
Colombia

4.64 39.34

4.57 40.32

Foreign scripts: 6

100%

60%

Source: Data from the Obitel Research Team Venezuela-2013

Writers’ appeal to the audiences was particularly important this
year when they offered innovative stories that broke with the traditional pattern of a sweet, chaste and stylized main character. Thus,
Mi ex me tiene ganas starred a young actress whose physique is different from the conventional slim models’ or participants in beauty
pageants. The actress’s curved phenotype, more like any ordinary
Latin woman’s, and her excellent acting talent allowed a connection
with the audience. On the other hand, the story presented invited the
TV spectator to link clues and evidence to try to guess the identity
of the serial killer. Also, the telenovela that was in second place in
the top ten, Flor Salvaje, showed a star that evolved and went from
a sweet, chaste, model-looking young girl to a woman who entered
the world of prostitution in order to earn a living and care for her
sisters, whom she was responsible for.
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Chart 8. The ten most watched titles: format, length, time slot
Title

Format

1

Mi ex me tiene
ganas

Telenovela

2

Flor salvaje

Telenovela

3

¡Válgame Dios! Telenovela

4

La casa de al
lado

Telenovela

5

La traicionera

Telenovela

6

Natalia del Mar Telenovela

7
8
9

Abismo de
Telenovela
pasión
La que no podía
Telenovela
amar
Emperatriz

Genre

Number of
chapters/
episodes
(in 2012)

Drama/
170
mystery
Drama/
101
romance
Romantic
179
Comedy
Drama/
113
romance
Drama/
190
romance
Comedy/
Drama/
61
romance
Drama/
157
romance
Drama/
115
romance

Telenovela Drama

121

Retrato de una
Drama/
67
Telenovela
mujer
romance
Source: Data from the Obitel Research Team Venezuela-2013
10

Dates of the
first and last
broadcast
(in 2012)
16/05/2012
05/12/2012
19/10/2011
16/04/2012
13/03/2012
03/10/2012
26/10/2011
14/05/2012
27/02/2012
21/12/2012

21:00 22:00
21:00 22:00
14:00 15:00
22:00 23:00
21:00 22:00

28/06/2011
12/03/2012

14:00 15:00

15/05/2012
19/11/2012
25/10/2011
14/05/2012
07/08/2012
(cont.)
01/10/2012
(cont.)

13:00 14:00
13:00 14:00
15:00 16:00
13:00 14:00

Time
slot

The taste for humor is a feature that defines the typical Venezuelan. Therefore, the known albur as well as events of the national
public life –such as a mistake in the use of the language made by
a public functionary– give origin to jokes that are spread via Internet, cellphones and from person to person. The telenovela ¡Válgame
Dios! uses an everyday phrase to express surprise or resignation and
presents a fresh and fun story. The most popular characters were
Gamboa and Marbelis. The first one was gallant, attractive and
roguish, capable of having three simultaneous relationships. And
Marbelis (known as Santa Marbelis), who appears as a loving, dedicated and very religious woman, was actually a vengeful, wicked
woman, capable of murdering her enemies. Likewise, the telenovela
that came in fourth, La Casa de al lado, gathered suspense and death
elements that drew the audience’s attention.
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Chart 9. Topics in the 10 most watched titles
Titles

1

Mi ex me
tiene ganas

2

Flor salvaje

3

4

PREVAILING TOPICS
(UP TO 5 MOST IMPORTANT TOPICS)
Crime solving; development
of professional legal practice;
identity revelation; revenge.

SOCIAL TOPICS
(UP TO 5 MOST IMPORTANT
TOPICS)
Old age; unwanted pregnancy;
mental illness; addictions; citizen
insecurity.

Love; discord; family relationships in conflict; bastardy.

Prostitution; addictions; unwanted
pregnancy.

Bastardy; family relationships
in conflict; love, comedy;
revenge.
Crime solving; professional leLa casa de
gal practice; identity revelation;
al lado
family relationships in conflict.
¡Válgame
Dios!

5

La traicionera

6

Natalia del
Mar

7

Abismo de
pasión

8

La que no
podía amar

9

Emperatriz

10

Retrato de
una mujer

Unwanted pregnancy; diseases.

Citizen insecurity; diseases; addictions; devaluation of family
relationships.
Mental illness; loss of moral
Crime solving; professional levalues; destruction of family
gal practice; revenge; bastardy.
relationships.
Addictions; unwanted pregThwarted love; infidelity;
nancy; differences between social
revenge; identity revelation;
classes; personal growth; natural
bastardy.
scenarios.
Revenge; murders; professional Loss of moral values; unwanted
legal practice; family relation- pregnancies; addictions; immigraships.
tion; diseases.
Revenge; thwarted love; development of professional legal
Bigamy; addictions; immigration.
practice.
Bastardy; revenge; love; crime
Addictions; mental illnesses;
solving; professional legal pracunwanted pregnancies; family
tice; identity revelation.
relationships in conflict.
Love; family relationships.

Family relationships in conflict;
loss of personal identity.

Source: Data from the Obitel Research Team Venezuela-2013

Regarding insertion of content in the plots, the following are
constantly present in the three national premiere productions that
reached the top ten: unwanted pregnancies, addictions, and mental
illnesses. In 2012, Venezuela ranked first place in unplanned pregnancies in South America16 and estimated a high rate of early pregThe demographic data and vital statistics of the 2011 census indicate that out of 615,132
live births, 23% correspond to mothers who are not yet 19 years old.

16
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nancies, a topic that is indirectly covered in Natalia del Mar, ¡Válgame dios! and Mi ex me tiene ganas. On the other hand, there is a
budding interest in showing the country’s natural landscapes and,
this way, indirectly encouraging tourism. Playa Esperanza and Mar
Encantado are two fictitious towns that have no direct references in
the national geography, therefore the promotional possibility and
strategy are weakened.

5.61

5.81

Venevisión

Venevisión

Emperatriz

Retrato de una mujer

3.30

3.25

4.21

3.70

4.67

3.72

3.39

4.26

3.94

4.33

4-7

2.85
3.07

2.71

2.86

2.88

3.54

2.60

2.93

3.63

3.83

3.61

8-11

2.80

3.82

2.93

4.68

2.73

1.94

4.03

2.33

3.08

Source: Data from the Obitel Research Team Venezuela-2013

6.34

6.68

Venevisión

5.44

6.94

Venevisión

Venevisión

La traicionera

Natalia del Mar

Venevisión

7.36

6.05

Venevisión

Televen

¡Válgame Dios!

La casa de al lado

Abismo de pasión

6.80

Televen

Flor salvaje

La que no podía amar

6.41

Women

Genre %

Men

Venevisión

Channel

Mi ex me tiene ganas

Titles

3.46

3.80

3.72

3.72

4.10

3.93

3.11

4.73

3.36

4.80

4.24

4.31

5.22

4.56

5.51

4.49

4.16

5.58

4.49

4.99

2.79

2.98

3.72

3.27

4.20

3.67

3.47

4.16

3.61

4.11

4.88

4.45

5.81

5.48

6.09

4.70

6.49

6.09

6.88

5.90

7.15

7.00

7.66

7.54

7.63

5.75

7.19

8.35

8.08

6.92

12-17 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54

Age group %

6.80

6.10

8.76

7.86

9.07

6.88

6.26

8.29

8.00

7.63

55+

C
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Chart 10. Audience profile of the 10 most watched titles: genre, age, socioeconomic level
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3. Transmedia reception
Fiction programs that are among the top ten most watched titles
in Venezuela in 2012 are concentrated in two private TV stations
(Venevisión, with eight, and Televen, with just two) and both have
incorporated some spreading initiatives supported on social networks as a strategy to better reach the audience. Below is an example of how it works, using the fiction program Flor Salvaje.
Chart 11. Transmediatic fiction:
types of interaction and prevailing practices
Title

TV
station

Transmediation proposal

Official site
http://msnlatino.telemundo.
com/novelas/Flor_Salvaje/
Flor
Salvaje

TeFacebook
leven
https://www.facebook.com/
FlorSalvajeTV?ref=ts
&fref=ts
Twitter
https://twitter.com/FlorSalvajeTV
You Tube
http://www.youtube.com/
user/TVTelemundo
Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/
FlorSalvajeTelemundo

Type of
transmediatic interaction

Levels
of interactivity

TransmediActive
atic viewing

Types of
prevailing
practices
Comments
News
Special announcements
about the
telenovela
Surveys
Comments
Reviews
Surveys
Recommendations
Comments
Reviews
Surveys

Interactive
viewing

Active

Interactive
viewing

Active

Interactive
viewing

Active

Comments

Interactive
viewing

Active

Comments
Reviews

Source: Data from the Obitel Research Team Venezuela-2013

When checking the transmediatic proposal from the initiatives
of the mentioned TV stations, it seems that skepticism and indecisiveness of the mentioned stations expressed in previous years about
the acknowledgement of Internet’s potentiality has changed. Each
title has its official site, as well as interaction spaces in the social net
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Facebook. In some cases, they have incorporated other tools, such
as Twitter, Instagram and Youtube, that, due to space limitations,
have not been included in this report. Each of the 10 titles included
in the top ten has an official site and a Facebook fan page. The level
of interactivity that prevails is active. Users are interested in making
comments and reviews and they are receptive to the stimulus of answering surveys, giving their opinion and even proposing their version of the story. However, it is necessary to point out that the level
of creative interactivity is still insufficient to consider this group
of people as prosumers. It is likely that communication companies
watch more carefully the accelerated growth of the number of Internet users in the country and the advantages that digital media report.
For example, regarding communications adjusted to the audience’s
mode, to the expansion of the brand and its products, gathering information to get to better know the audience -gone prosumer- and
segmenting the handing in of value according to the needs of specific groups (Jiménez, 2011).
For the particular analysis of a fiction piece, Flor Salvaje was
chosen. It is the second most watched telenovela of the top ten, with
a rating of 5.1% and a share of 38.1%. This choice responds to the
most representative transmediatic offer. The production was aired
from October 9th 2011 to April 16th 2012, in the schedule comprised
between 21:00 to 22:00, on Televen. It has an official site created by
the company Telemundo to interact with its audience. The site offers
pictures, videos, stories, characters and Facebook and Twitter profiles. In the official site there is a selection of exclusive pictures and
videos classified according to: episodes, the best, behind the cams,
and others. Also, a selection of the most watched videos is presented, including a game that aims to measure how much the audience
knows about telenovela, as well as sections of the most shared, the
most commented, widget with the list of twits, constantly updating,
summary of chapters, among other optionsm, such as like, share,
send to Facebook, to Twitter or through email. The Facebook profile, linked to the official page, was created on May 17th 2011 in the
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following link: https://www.facebook.com/FlorSalvajeTelemundo.
There, 45,548 people have pointed out that they like the site and 81
others are talking about the site. During the month of April 2012,
period when the end of the telenovela was aired, the Facebook site
reported that 2,935 people liked it and 3,123 were talking about it.
For the purpose of the analysis of the fiction piece, the second
profile created on July 25th 2011 by the Venezuelan channel Televen
was chosen. The link is the following: https://www.facebook.com/
FlorSalvajeTV. In this case, 32,307 people have said they like the
site and 97 are talking about it. The interval chosen was between
April 12th and April 17th, period when there was more interactivity
and mentions to the last four chapters of the telenovela. The profile does not indicate the number of visitors/users per day, but the
global updated number. Thus, the number calculated was the result
of adding two types of feedback (“Like” and “Comments”). There
is a notorious increase in the interactivity of the user’s comments,
that took place on April 16th (2,018 visits), when the last chapter
was aired. It is possible to infer that that moment, the final outcome
of the plot, intensifies the audience’s participation and the need to
express emotions, feelings, praise, criticism and comments on the
story that is ending.  
As for the types of comments posted, it is possible to notice
that the ones that prevail are about the description of characters,
comments on them, predictions about the subject matter or the development of the story. We can find criticism that reveals if the users are in favor or not with the end of the story and proposals on the
desired end, for example, “Nothing compares!! With this success of
Televen!” posted on April 13th by Lizcary Chirinos (2012). Some
users interact among themselves when they argue on other’s comments, answer questions or simply express the emotional impact a
specific situation in the plot had on them.
The predominant functions on the posted comments are emotional, referential, connective, and related to facts. It is important to
point out that the channel also posted comments related to facts, for
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example, on April 13th it published “Choose your ending”, a question with five answer options: a) Would you bring Pablo back to
life for him to marry Amanda?; b) Amanda and Rafael live happily
ever after; c) Abel defeats Rafael and takes Amanda; d) Amanda
remains alone; e) Amanda returns to Sacramento. It is possible to infer that in this case the intention is to generate debate and stimulate
the audience’s interactivity. 372 comments and 244 “likes” were
achieved, however, only one user shared it. In the same line, the
channel added two surveys on the 16th, probably with the intention
of raising expectations and stimulating user’s interactivity for the
airing of the final chapter. The first survey questioned: “Ready to
watch the Grand End of Flor Salvaje?” The positive answer was the
most voted by 97 people. The second survey asked: “Who tried to
stop the wedding between Flor and Rafael?” In this case, the interest is aimed at identifying the audience’s knowledge of the plot. The
most voted option was chosen by 319 people. Finally, there was one
comment with a conative function. In this case, the channel posted
the following invitation: “Click on like if you are watching Flor
Salvaje on Televen.” It is presumed that here the intention could be
related with the rating measurement.

4. Highlights of the year
Regarding fiction, the aspects that stand out for the year 2012
have been grouped in four categories: (1) Statization of fiction; (2)
Production of fiction from community spaces; (3) Fiction series
linked to mythical and religious aspects; and (4) Public financing
for the audiovisual production of fiction. Since the year 2010 the
production of national fiction series has decreased considerably.
Together with this, in 2010, President Hugo Rafael Chávez Frías
proposed the need to create the “socialist telenovela”. As an answer,
in 2012, Teresa en tres estaciones is aired. It was produced with financing from the Fondo de Responsabilidad Social for an amount of
17,000,000.00 Bs., equivalent to 3,953,488.37 dollars, at the official
exchange rate of 4.30 Bs. per dollar. With 40 24-minute chapters, it
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tries to vindicate the role of the Venezuelan woman from different
stereotypes than the ones that are proposed by the traditional pink
telenovela. In Teresa en tres estaciones, the lives of these women are
shown: a single mother; an art student; and the driver of a train that
covers the route Caracas-Valles del Tuy. This production was transmitted by TVES, which, by the way, is the only national scope open
signal channel that transmits films from Venezuela, Latin America, and from other contexts, with the determination of including
productions made with highly aesthetic considerations. With this,
they seek to offer the audience options different from other channels. However, low audience rates that year after year have become
evident reveal that, beyond contents, it is necessary to aim towards
policies that can impact TV spectators. An element that explains
this reality is the fact that initial TVES broadcasts were marked by
the non-renewal of the RCTV’s broadcasting license and its consequent political, economic and audience loyalty implications. From
the community space called Parque Cultural Tiuna El Fuerte17, specifically from the Laboratory of Urban Arts (Laboratorio de Artes
Urbanas , LAU), sponsored by the Fondo de Responsabilidad Social de la Comisión Nacional de Telecomunicaciones (CONATEL)
and the figure of National Independent Production, the series Barrio
Sur was produced. With an extension of thirteen chapters, the first
titled El desafío was shown to the audience on September 25th in the
Teatro Principal of Caracas, although it was not broadcast through
open signal. The plot revolves around a group of young inhabitants
of a popular slum in the city of Caracas. Many of the characters are
played by youngsters from the group Tiuna El Fuerte, who do not
have acting experience and who mainly live in El Valle and Coche.
17
This name was used due to the fact that it is located across from the military premises
(Fuerte Tiuna) and where the Ministry of Popular Power for Defense is located, in the
parish of El Valle, in Caracas. They describe themselves as “a political-cultural group
of young activists of public art. We were born in 2005, taking urban arts as our fighting
weapons for a radical transformation of the society we live in. We are artistic sensitivity,
which day to day builds a public alternative space for the meeting, expression, education,
recreation and inclusion of youth from popular classes”. Tiuna El Fuerte. In http://laboratoriodeartesurbanas.blogspot.com/ (Retrieved on April 13th, 2013).
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Directed by Michael Labarca, it also counted with the support of
the Fundación Infocentro through the Plan Nacional de Brigadas
Comunicacionales (National Plan of Communicational Brigades).18
The third element is linked to fiction series related with religion.
Traición y Perdón (2012) is the third of TV miniseries produced in
the country, with Venezuelan talent, although it wasn’t transmitted
in Venezuela. Enlace TV is a Christian international station of satellite communication, in Spanish, which produced the series. The contents of Enlace TV are generated in several countries of America,
Europe and Asia and broadcast in the USA, Argentina Colombia,
Chile, Spain, Mexico and Venezuela. In previous years Pecado de
Soberbia (2011) and Redención de amor (2010) were produced.
All have been written by Carlos Roa Viana and directed by Henry
Casares. This reveals two things: (1) audience segmentation due
to faith; and (2) transnational flows of this type of fiction pieces,
which opens a new niche in audience research. The fourth element
is related with financing actions for audiovisual production, which
is generated from the State. The Fondo de Responsabilidad Social
en Radio y TV (FRS) provides resources to encourage the so-called
National Independent Production (PNI, in Spanish), as well as other
productions that are not necessarily in this category. The FRS feeds
off 4% of the net annual income generated by operators of the telecommunications sector, as well as fines.19 During 2012, the follow“The brigades are conformed by social organizations, members of organized communities and Infocenter facilitators, who promote the collective creation of revolutionary messages operating from the territory of their community. The brigadiers turn their practice
into an endogenous process of emancipating education. Active action in the media and
communicational domains are promoted, where each individual or organization that is
incorporated to the proposal adds from his own reference and abilities to the process of
production and distribution of contents”. ¿Qué son las brigadas comunicacionales? In:
http://www.infocentro.gob.ve/sitios_index.php (Retrieved on April 13th, 2013).
19
According to statements of Jorge Ropero, “in the last 2 years, the Fondo de Responsabilidad Social has financed 98 productions for TV, for a sum of 173 million bolívares;
22 radio productions that received 10 million 700 thousand bolívares; three infrastructure
projects, which received 7 million 600 thousand bolívares; two communications research
projects that were granted 674 thousand bolívares; a critical perception project for 262
thousand bolívares and a training project, which received a million 92 thousand bolívares.” All this investment adds up to a total of 186,735,600.00 bolívares, equivalent to
18
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ing fiction series were produced according to his modality: Barrio
Sur (Parque Cultural Tiuna El Fuerte); Hotel de Locura (Quimera
Visión); Teresa en tres estaciones (Alter Productions, Villa del Cine
and TVES); Nos vemos en el Espejo (PNI); La residencia (Linterna
Roja films); El Diario de Bucaramanga. El Retrato de un héroe
(SPM Producciones and Montesacro Films); Guerreras y Centauros (TVES - La Villa del Cine); and La Precursora are still being
produced.20

5. Topic of the year: social memory and television fiction
The treatment of social memory or narration of the past in
Venezuelan TV fiction is presented in two directions. On one hand,
recent memory linked to the sociopolitical environment of the country, on the other, the historical memory in which certain events are
exalted; ways of looking at certain characters and/or referents that
allow us to understand some phenomena that occur nowadays. Regarding recent memory, it is possible to ascertain that Barrio sur
and Teresa en tres estaciones integrate elements that rescue some
defining aspects of the identities of current Venezuelans: young
people who live in depressed urban communities and that fight
for their dreams and ideals or the new roles that the Venezuelan
woman carries out –as a train driver, a single mother who works as
a hairdresser and singer, and an art student, whose lives are transformed when the railway system is inaugurated–. The background
for this type of contents are found in what was called in Venezuela
cultural telenovela, and that later extended to others, such as Por
estas calles (1992), Amores de fin de siglo (2004) and Amores de
barrio adentro (2004). Other types of contents associated with the
social memory are the ones that stem from political events and/or
that reflect historical periods that were key for the country. Estefanía (1979) that reflected the period of Marcos Pérez Jiménez’s
43,426,883.70 dollars, using the official exchange rate of 4.30 bolívares per dollar.
20
To these we must add an Argentinean-Venezuelan project identified as Unitarios de
Televisión Digital Abierta, a fiction series consisting of seven 50-minute chapters.
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dictatorship (1953-1958); Gómez I (1980), Gómez II (1981) and La
Dueña (1984), which were set in Juan Vicente Gómez’s dictatorship
(1908-1935), nicknamed El Bagre, are examples of this. In what
could be considered cultural memory, it is possible to find contents
that are set in key moments in Venezuela’s history, topics like ethnicity, heroism or pro-independence. In this context, we can include
Pobre Negro (1976), Sangre azul (1979) and Guerreras y centauros
(2012-2013). In the first one, they historicize the “popular collective memory, formulating the ‘identitary’ fable of ‘mestizaje’ with
the populist emphasis that implied the construction of hybrid ‘whitened’ individuals and the imaginary domestication of the runaway
slave (cimarrón)”.21 In the second one, Sangre azul, episodes of the
Federal War that occurred in the mid-19th century are reminisced.
Guerreras y centauros covers the span between 1821 until the beginning of the 20th century framed in Juan Vicente Gómez’s dictatorship. The topics revolve around latifundium and exploitation of
heron feathers. In this group two of the titles produced in the country
in 2012 are inscribed, which have not been aired yet in open signal. El diario de Bucaramanga. El retrato de un héroe (2012-2013)
and La precursora (2012-2013) are examples of this. El diario de
Bucaramanga. El retrato de un héroe centers on the life of Simón
Bolívar and the events linked to the Gran Colombia (1828) while
La Precursora, set between 1799 and 1811, reflects the independence period. In 2012, the memory that is encouraged from fiction
series has to do with the romantic gaze upon the past seeking a lost
heroism that is installed in new heroes: women with virtues that are
traditionally attributed to hegemonic masculinity (strength, bravery,
courage) in the wars and in the actions preceding the independence.
These are narrations in which grandiloquence as well as battles and
power struggles are used as a formula. It seems that for the time
being in our context, it is not possible to generate any other type
of historic memory. A memory in which stories are as important as
Raquel Rivas Rojas. Cimarronaje, exclusion, mestizaje y blanqueamiento en Pobre
Negro de Rómulo Gallegos (Estudios, USB: 2002) 105.

21
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History, the one written from the official point of view and that ends
up being “officializing”. Memory in which stories from everyday
life are strong enough to be taken into account. Memory in which
aspects such as the economic and cultural impulse, technological or
scientific innovations or the creation of institutions –to name just a
few–are covered. The explanations are clear: on one hand, the militaristic grasp that gave shape to our nations is still a conditioner for
our ways to express the world, and, on the other, the need to keep a
character alive –Simón Bolívar, who will always offer revenues to
those who wish to emulate him–.
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Top ten tv fiction in
Obitel countries

ARGENTINA
1. Graduados
Production: Undergound Contenidos, Endemol Argentina e Telefé
Contenidos
Direction: Sebastián Ortega
Screenwriters: Ernesto Korovosky, Silvina Fredjkes e Alejandro
Quesada
Cast: Nancy Dupláa, Daniel
Hendler, Luciano Cáceres, Julieta
Ortega e Isabel Maceo
2. Dulce amor
Production: LC Producciones e
Telefé Contenidos
Direction: Hugo Alejandro Moser e
Mauro Scandolari
Screenwriters: Enrique Estevanez,
Marcelo Nacci e Laura Barneix
Cast: Sebastián Estevanez, Juan
Darthés, Carina Ampini, Laura
Novoa e Pedro Cernnadas
3. Herederos de una venganza
Production: Pol-ka
Direction: Jorge Montero e Jorge
Bechara
Screenwriters: Leandro Calderone
Cast: Luciano Castro, Romina
Gaetani, Marcela Kloosterboer, Fedrico Amador e Leonor Benedetto

4. El hombre de tu vida
Production: 100 bares e Telefé
Contenidos
Direction: Juan José Campanella
Screenwriters: Cecilia Monti e
Juan José Campanella
Cast: Guillermo Francella, Mercedes Morán, Luis Brandoni e
Tupac Larriera
5. La dueña
Production: Telefé Contenidos
Direction: Martín Kweller
Screenwriters: Marcelo Caamaño
Cast: Mirtha Legrand, Florencia
Bertotti, Benjamín Vicuña, Fabian
Vena e Raúl Taibo
6. Mi problema con las mujeres
Production: 13 Mares Producciones
e Vincent Entertainment
Direction: Daniel Defelippo
Screenwriters: Sebastián Roststein
e Alberto Rojas Apel (adaptadores)
Cast: Mariano Martínez, Ana María
Orozco, Mónica Gonzaga e Yayo
Guridi
7. Sos mi hombre
Production: Pol-ka
Direction: Sebastián Pivotto e
Martín Saban
Screenwriters: Leandro Calderone
Cast: Luciano Castro, Celeste Cid,
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Gabriel Goity, Gonzalo Valenzuela
e Federico Di Santo

Torloni, Dalton Vigh, Marcelo Serrado, Paulo Rocha

8. Mi amor, mi amor
Production: El árbol, Endemol
Argentina e Telefé Contenidos
Direction: Mariano Ardanz e Juan
Pablo Laplace
Screenwriters: Gustavo Belatti e
Leonel D´Agostino
Cast: Juan Gil Navarro, Jazmín Stuart, Brenda Gandini, Martín Seefeld
e Federico D´Elía

2. Avenida Brasil
Production: Globo
Direction: Ricardo Waddington,
Amora Mautner, José Luiz Villamarim
Screenplay: João Emanuel Carneiro
Casting: Débora Falabella, Adriana
Esteves, Murilo Benício, Cauã Reymond, Marcello Novaes

9. Los únicos
Production: Pol-ka
Direction: Sebastián Pivotto, Lucas
Gil, Rodolfo Antunez e Vícto Stella
Screenwriters: Leandro Calderone
e Mariano Vera
Cast: Nicolás Cabré, Nicolas
Vázquez, Emilia Attías, Marco
Antonio Caponi e María Eugenia
Suárez
10. Lobo
Production: Pol-ka
Direction: Lucas Ruiz Barrea e
Alejandro Ibáñez
Screenwriters: Lily Ann Martin,
Cecilia Guerty e Pablo Junovich
Cast: Gonzalo Heredia, Vanesa
González, Osvaldo Laport, Viviana
Saccone e Luisana Lopilato
BRAZIL
1. Fina Estampa
Production: Globo/92
Direction: Wolf Maya
Screenplay: Aguinaldo Silva
Casting: Lilia Cabral, Christiane

3. Cheias de Charme
Production: Globo
Direction: Carlos Araujo, Denise
Saraceni
Screenplay: Filipe Miguez, Izabel
de Oliveira
Casting: Taís Araújo, Leandra Leal,
Isabelle Drummond, Cláudia Abreu,
Ricardo Tozzi
4. Salve Jorge
Production: Globo
Direction: Marcos Schechtman,
Fred Mayrink
Screenplay: Glória Perez
Casting: Nanda Costa, Rodrigo
Lombardi, Giovanna Antonelli,
Claudia Raia, Totia Meirelles
5. Tapas & Beijos (2nd season)
Production: Globo
Direction: Maurício Farias, Daniela
Braga, Clara Kutner
Screenplay: Claudio Paiva, Péricles
Barros, Claudio Lisboa, Nilton
Braga, Regina Valladares
Casting: Fernanda Torres, Andrea
Beltrão, Fábio Assunção, Vladimir
Brichta, Otavio Muller
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6. Aquele Beijo
Production: Globo
Direction: Cininha de Paula, Roberto Talma
Screenplay: Miguel Falabella
Casting: Giovanna Antonelli,
Marília Pêra, Herson Capri, Grazi
Massafera, Ricardo Pereira
7. A Grande Família (12th season)
Production: Globo
Direction: Luis Felipe Sá, Guel
Arraes
Screenplay: Bernardo Guilherme,
Marcelo Gonçalves, Olívia Guimarães
Casting: Marco Nanini, Marieta Severo, Pedro Cardoso, Lúcio
Mauro Filho, Guta Stresser
8. Amor Eterno Amor
Production: Globo
Direction: Pedro Vasconcelos,
Rogério Gomes
Screenplay: Elizabeth Jin
Casting: Gabriel Braga Nunes, Letícia Persiles, Carlos Dalla Vecchia,
Andréia Horta, Giulia Gam
9. Doce de Mãe
Production: Globo
Direction: Ana Luiza Azevedo,
Jorge Furtado, Guel Arraes
Screenplay: Ana Luiza Azevedo,
Jorge Furtado, Miguel da Costa
Franco
Casting: Fernanda Montenegro,
Marco Ricca, Louise Cardoso,
Mirna Spritzer, Elisa Volpato

10. Guerra dos Sexos
Production: Globo
Direction: Jorge Fernando
Screenplay: Silvio de Abreu
Casting: Tony Ramos, Irene Ravache, Glória Pires, Edson Celulari,
Mariana Ximenes
CHILE
1. Soltera otra vez
Director: Herval Abreu
Scriptwriter: Marcelo Castañon
Cast: Paz Bascuñán, Cristián Arriagada, Josefina Montané, Pablo
Macaya
2. Los 80 más que una moda
Director: Boris Quercia
Scriptwriter: Rodrigo Cuevas
Cast: Támara Acosta, Daniel Muñoz, Lucas Escobar, Loreto Aravena, Tomás Verdejo
3. Pobre rico
Director: Rodrigo Velásquez,
Nicolás Alemparte, María Eugenia
Renconret
Scriptwriter: Alejandro Cabrera
Cast: Simón Pesutic, Alonso
Quintero, Carolina Arregui, Franciso
Reyes
4. Separados
Director: María Eugenia Rencoret,
Italo Galleani
Scriptwriter: Daniela Castagno
Cast: Jorge Zabaleta, Álvaro Rudolphy, Sigrid Alegría, Luz Valdivieso
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5. Peleles
Director: Roberto Rebolledo
Scriptwriter: Rodrigo Cuevas
Cast: Cristián Campos, Claudio
Arredondo, Mario Horton, Daniel
Alcaíno, Nestor Cantillana
6. Reserva de familia
Director: María Eugenia Rencoret
Scriptwriter: Pablo Illanes, Larissa
Contreras
Cast: Nelson Villagra, Gloria
Münchmeyer, Francisco Melo, Paola
Volpato, Marcelo Alonso
7. Aquí mando yo
Director: María Eugenia Rencoret,
Italo Galleani
Scriptwriter: Daniela Castagno
Cast: Jorge Zabelata, María Eugenia
Swett, Cristian Riquelme, Carolina
Varleta, Coca Guazzini
8. Dama y obrero
Director: María Eugenia Rencoret,
Claudio López de Lérida
Scriptwriter: José Ignacio Valenzuela
Cast: María Gracia Omegna, Francisco Pérez Bannen, César Sepúlveda, Elisa Zulueta
9. El reemplazante
Director: Nicolás Acuña, Cristián
Jiménez
Scriptwriter: Hernán Rodríguez
Cast: Iván Alvárez, Blanca Lewin,
Ignacio Allamand, Roberto Farías,
Karla Melo

10. Violeta se fue a los cielos
Director: Andrés Wood
Scriptwriter: Andrés Wood, Eliseo
Altunaga, Guillermo Calderón,
Rodrigo Bazaes
Cast: Francisca Gavilán, Thomas
Durand, Patricio Ossa, Jorge López,
Stephania Barbageleta
COLOMBIA
1. Escobar el patrón del mal
Production: Caracol Televisión
Director: Carlos Moreno
Script: Juan Camilo Ferrand
Cast: Andres Parra, Angie Cepeda,
Nicolas Montero, Cecilia Navia,
Aldemar Correa
2. La mariposa
Production: RCN and Fox Telecolombia
Director: Ricardo Gabrielli, Lilo
Vilaplana
Script: Gerardo Reyes
Cast: Maria Adelaida Puerta, Michelle Brown, Lincoln Palomeque,
Ana Wills, Cesar Mora
3. El capo II
Production: RCN and Fox Telecolombia
Director: Lilo Vilaplana, Riccardo
Gabrielli, Klych Lopez
Script: Gustavo Bolivar
Cast: Marlon Moreno, Cristina
Umana, Carolina Ramirez, Oscar
Borda
4. Casa de reinas
Production: RCN Televisión
Director: Mario Ribero
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Script: Miguel Angel Baquero,
Eloisa Infante
Cast: Rodrigo Candamil, Catalina
Londoño, Lorna Cepeda, Mauricio
Mejia, Omeris Arrieta
5. Corazones blindados
Production: Teleset and RCN
Director: Israel Sanchez, Juan
Felipe Cano
Script: Rafael Noguera, Ana Maria
Londoño and Juan Andres Rendon
Cast: Andrew Sandoval, Majida
Issa, Oscar Borda, Julian Roman
6. Rafael Orozco, el ídolo
Production: Caracol Televisión
Director: Andrés Marroquín
Script: Arleth Castillo
Cast: Alejandro Palacio, Taliana
Vargas, Maritza Rodriguez, Mario
Espitia, Rafael Santos
7. ¿Dónde carajos está Umaña?
Production: Caracol TV
Director: Anselmo “Chemo” Calvo,
Luis Orjuela
Script: Johnny Ortiz
Cast: Diego Trujillo, Carlos Muñoz,
Marcela Carvajal, Carolina Lopez,
Ana Maria Kamper
8. ¿Dónde está Elisa?
Production: RCN Televisión
Director: Rodrigo Triana, Daniel
Moure
Script: Pablo Illanes
Cast: Cristina Umana, Juan Pablo
Gamboa, Jorge Enrique Abello,
Anabell Rivero

9. A mano limpia II
Production: RCN Televisión
Director: Rocio Cruz, Mónica
Cifuentes
Script: Diego Vivanco, Andrew
Guevara, Julio Contreras
Cast: Mario Duarte, Valentina
Acosta, Variel Sanchez, Monica
Chavez, Manuel Sarmiento
10. El laberinto
Production: Caracol TV and Sony
Pictures Television
Director: Jaime Osorio, Juan Carlos
Beltran
Script: Mauricio Miranda
Cast: Robinson Diaz, Sandra Reyes,
Jorge Cao, Claudia Moreno, Adelaida López
ECUADOR
1. El Capo 2
Director: Lilo Vilaplana, Ricardo
Gabrielli
Screenwriters: Andrea Basabe,
Marisol Galindo
Cast: Marlon Moreno, Cristina
Umaña, Carolina Ramírez, Oscar
Borda, Alex Betancourt
2. El combo amarillo
Director: Cristian Cortez, Miguel
Calero
Screenwriters: Miguel Calero,
Cecil Estacio
Cast: José Northia, María Mercedes
Pacheco, María Fernanda Ríos,
Jonathan Estrada, Ricardo González
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3. El combo amarillo 3D
Director: Cristian Cortez, Miguel
Calero
Screenwriters: Miguel Calero,
Cecil Estacio
Cast: Mercedes Payne, María Fernanda Ríos, Jonathan Estrada, José
Northia, María Mercedes Pacheco
4. El Joe, la leyenda
Director: Herney Luna
Screenwriters: Andrés Salgado,
Natalia Ospina
Cast: Jair Romero, Estefanía Borge,
Andrés Suárez, Diego Vásquez,
Isabel Cristina Estrada
5. Corazón apasionado
Director: Carlos Pérez Santos
Screenwriter: Alberto Gómez
Cast: Marlene Favela, Guy Ecker,
Susana Dosamantes, Lorena Meritano, Luis José Santander
6. Tres milagros
Director: Rodrigo Lalinde, Israel
Sánchez
Screenwriters: Carlos Duplat, Luz
Mariela Santofimio
Cast: Johanna Bahamón, Angélica
Blandón, Farina Franco, Andrés
Sandoval, Juan Diego Sánchez
7. Fina Estampa
Director: Wolf Maya
Screenwriter: Aguinaldo Silva
Cast: Lilia Cabral, Christiane
Torloni, Dalton Vigh, Carolina
Dieckmann, José Meyer

8. La Mariposa
Director: Lilo Vilaplana
Screenwriter: Diego Mejía Montes
(co-director)
Cast: María Adelaida Puerta,
Michel Brown, Lincoln Palomeque,
Ana Wills, Rafael Lahera
9. El man es Germán (2nd season)
Director: Consuelo González Cuellar
Screenwriter: Juan Manuel Cáceres
Cast: Marcela Gallego, Santiago
Alarcón, Heidy Bermúdez, Santiago
Reyes, Jesús David Forero
10. Mi recinto
Director: Fernando Villarruel
Screenwriter: Fernando Villarruel
Cast: Fernando Villarruel, Tatiana
Macías, Paola Olaya, Alex Plúas,
Miguel Santana
ESPANHA
1. Águila roja
Production: Globomedia
Direction: José Ramón Ayerra,
Arantxa Écija, Marco A. Castillo,
Marc Vigil, Miguel Alcantud
Screenplay: Pilar Nadal
Casting: David Janer, Javier Gutiérrez, Francis Lorenzo, Miryam
Gallego, Inma Cuesta
2. Cuéntame cómo pasó
Production: Grupo Ganga Producciones
Direction: Agustín Crespi, Antonio
Cano, Azucena Rodríguez, Moisés
Ramos, Manuel Palacios
Screenplay: M.Á. Bernardeau, Edu-
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ardo Ladrón de Guevara, Alberto
Macías, Jacobo Delgado
Casting: Imanol Arias, Ana Duato,
Ricardo Gómez, María Galiana,
Pablo Rivero

Screenplay: Fernando Abad, Rodrigo Martín, Tatiana Chisleanschi
Casting: Paco León, Miren Ibarguren, Mariano Peña, Pepe Viyuela,
Melanie Olivares

3. La que se avecina
Production: Alba Adriática
Direction: Laura Caballero
Screenplay: Alberto Caballero,
Laura Caballero, Daniel Deorador,
Sergio Mitjans
Casting: José Luis Gil, Jordi
Sánchez, Eduardo García, Pablo
Chiapella, Nathalie Seseña

7. Con el culo al aire
Production: Notro TV
Direction: David Fernández, David
Abajo
Screenplay: David Fernández,
David Abajo
Casting: Paco Tous, María León,
Toni Acosta, Iñaki Miramón, Raúl
Fernández

4. Isabel
Production: Diagonal TV
Direction: Jordi Frades
Screenplay: Javier Olivares, Joan
Barbero, Jordi Calafi, Pablo Olivares, Salvador Perpiñá, Anaïs Schaaff
Casting: Michelle Jenner, Rodolfo Sancho, Pablo Derqui, Bárbara
Lennie, Pedro Casablanc

8. Fenómenos
Production: Aparte Producciones
Direction: Nacho García Velilla
Screenplay: Oriol Capel, David S.
Olivas, Antonio Sánchez, Nacho G.
Velilla
Casting: Alejo Sauras, Kira Miró,
Julián López, Miguel Rellán, Javier
Mora

5. Mi gitana
Production: Producciones Mandarina
Direction: Alejandro Bazzano
Screenplay: Antonio Hernández
Centeno, Carmen Pombero
Casting: Blanca Apilánez. Aníbal
Soto, Eva Marciel, Carmen Gutiérrez, Lulú Palomares

9. Gran hotel
Production: Bambú Producciones
Direction: Carlos Sedes, Silvia
Quer, Jorge Sánchez-Cabezudo
Screenplay: Ramón Campos,
Gema. R. Neira
Casting: Adriana Ozores, Amaia
Salamanca, Yon González, Concha
Velasco, Eloy Azorín

6. Aída
Production: Globomedia
Direction: Mar Olid, Jesús Rodrigo,
Raúl Díaz, Mario Montero, Antonio
Sánchez

10. Luna, el misterio de Calenda
Production: Globomedia
Direction: Laura Belloso, David
Bermejo, Jesús Rodrigo
Screenplay: Laura Belloso, David
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Bermejo
Casting: Belén Rueda, Daniel Grao,
Fran Perea, Lucía Guerrero, Álvaro
Cervantes
ESTADOS UNIDOS
1. La que no podía amar
Producer: José Alberto Castro
Director: Salvador Garcini, Alejandro Gamboa
Screenplay: Guion Ximena Suarez,
Delia Fiallo
Cast: Ana Brenda Contreras, Jorge
Salinas, José Ron, Susana González,
Julián Gil
2. Abismo de pasión
Producer: Angeli Nesma Medina,
Ignacio Alcoron
Director: Sergio Cataño, Claudio
Reyes Rubio
Screenplay: Juan Carlos Acalá
Cast: Angelique Boyer, David
Zepeda, Blanca Guerra, Alejandro
Camacho, Mark Tacher, Sabine
Moussier, Livia Brito, Salvador
Zerboni
3. Amores verdaderos
Producer: Nicandro Díaz González,
Antonio Arvizu
Director: Salvador Garcini, Ricardo
Parra
Screenplay: Enrique Estébanez,
Marcela Citterio, Kary Fajer
Cast: Erika Buenfil, Eduardo
Yáñez, Eiza Gonzalez, Sebastian
Rulli

4. Por ella soy Eva
Producer: Rosy Campo
Director: Benjamin Cann
Screenplay: Pedro Rodríguez, Alejandra Romero, Humberto Robles
Cast: Jaime Camil, Lucero, Mariana
Seoane, Manuel Ojeda, Patricia
Navidad, Meticia Perdigón, Marcelo
Córdoba, Jesús Ochoa, Manuela
Imaz, Tiare Scanda, Helena Rojo,
Carlos Bracho
5. Amor bravío
Producer: Carlos Moreno Laguillo
Director: Lily Garza, Fernando
Nesme, Jesús Nájera Saro, Jorge
Robles
Screenplay: María Zarattini, Martha
Carrillo, Cristina García
Cast: Silvia Navarro, Cristián
de la Fuente, Leticia Calderón,
Cesar Évora, Flavio Medina, Rene
Strickler
6. Una familia con suerte
Producer: Juan Osorio, Roy Nelson
Rojas Vargas
Director: Salvador Sánchez, Aurelio Ávila
Screenplay: Mario Schajris,
Adriana Lorenzón, Marcia del Río,
Alejandro Pohlenz, María Antonieta
Cast: Luz Elena González, Arath
de la Torre, Mayrín Villanueva,
Daniela Castro
7. Un refugio para el amor
Producer: Ignacio Sada Madero
Director: Eduardo Said, Ana Lorena Pérez
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Screenplay: Delia Fialo, Nora
Alemán, Georgina Tinoco
Cast: Zuria Vega, Gabriel Soto, Jessica Coch, Laura Flores
8. Corona de lágrimas
Producer: José Alberto Castro
Director: Pedro Torres, Bernardo
Nájera, Narciso Colunga
Screenplay: Ignacio Sada Madero
Cast: Victoria Ruffo, Maribel
Guardia, Ernesto Laguardia, África
Zavala, Josemaría Torre Hütt, Mané
de la Parra
9. El Talismán
Producer: Peter Tinoco, Carlos
Sotomayor
Director: Arquímedes Rivero,
Dulce Tran
Screenplay: Verónica Suárez
Cast: Blanca Soto, Rafael Novoa,
Aarón Díaz, Lola Ponce
10. Pablo Escobar: El Patrón Del
Mal
Producer: Juan Uribe, Camilo Cano
Director: Carlos Moreno, Laura
Mora
Screenplay: Juan Camilo Ferrand
Cast: Andrés Parra, Angie Cepeda,
Vicky Hernández, Cecilia Navia,
Nicolás Montero, Ernesto Benjumea, Germán Quintero
MÉXICO
1. Abismo de pasión
Direction: Angeli Nesma
Screenwriter: Caridad Bravo
Cast: Angelique Boyer, David
Zepeda, Mark Tacher, Alexis Ayala,

Alejandro Camacho, Ludwika Paleta, Sabine Moissier, Blanca Guerra,
Alejandro Gattorno, César Évora
2. Amores verdaderos
Direction: Nicandro Díaz
Screenwriter: Marcela Citterio
Cast: Erika Buenfil, Eduardo Yañez, Eiza González, Sebastián Rulli,
Guillermo Capetillo, Lilia Aragón,
Sherlyn, Ana Martín, Enrique Rocha, Natalia Esperón
3. Porque el amor manda
Direction: Juan Osorio
Screenwriter: Jorg Hiller
Cast: Fernando Colunga, Blanca
Soto, Erick Elías, Maria Elisa
Camargo, Claudia Álvarez, Jorge
Aravena
4. Por ella soy Eva
Direction: Rosy Ocampo
Screenwriter: Elkim Ospina
Cast: Lucero, Jaime Camil, Mariana
Seoane, Marcelo Córdoba, Jesús
Ochoa, Leticia Perdigón
5. Qué bonito amor
Direction: Salvador Mejía
Screenwriter: Mónica Agudelo
Cast: Jorge Salinas, Danna García,
Pablo Montero, Malillany Marín,
Karla Álvarez, Arturo Peniche,
Angélica María
6. Amor bravío
Direction: Carlos Moreno
Screenwriter: María Zarattini
Cast: Silvia Navarro, Christian de
la Fuente, Lisset, Fernando Zarrillo,
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Leticia Calderón, Yolanda Ventura,
José Elías Moreno
7. Un refugio para el amor
Direction: Nacho Zada
Screenwriter: Delia Fiallo
Cast: Zuria Vega, Gabriel Soto,
Aleida Nuñez, Roberto Blandón,
Laura Flores
8. La familia Peluche
Direction: Eugenio Derbez
Screenwriter: Eugenio Derbez
Cast: Eugenio Derbez, Consuelo
Duval, Regina Blandón, Miguel
Pérez, Luis Manuel Ávila, Bárbara
Torres, Brayan Gibran Mateo, Pierre
Angelo
9. La mujer del vendaval
Direction: Mapat L. de Zatarain
Screenwriter: Ángel del Cerro
Cast: Ariadne Díaz, José Ron,
Chantal Andere, Alfredo Adame,
María Marcela, Manuel “Flaco”
Ibáñezy Agustín Arana
10. Cachito de cielo
Direction: Roberto Gómez Fernández
Screenwriter: Mario Schajris
Cast: Maite Perroni, Pedro Fernández, Jorge Poza, Rafael Inclán,
Azela Robinson
PERU
1. Al fondo hay sitio (4th season)
Production: América TelevisiónEfraín Aguilar
Direction: Jorge Tapia, Toño Vega
Screenplay: Gigio Aranda

Cast: Irma Maury, Yvonne Frayssinet, Sergio Galliani, Mónica
Sánchez, Adolfo Chuiman
2. Mi amor el wachimán
Production: Del Barrio Producciones-Michelle Alexander
Direction: Francisco Álvarez
Screenplay: Víctor Falcón
Cast: Christian Domínguez, Maria
Grazia Gamarra, Nikko Ponce,
André Silva, Karla Medina
3. La reina de las carretillas
Production: Del Barrio Producciones-Michelle Alexander
Direction: Francisco Álvarez
Screenplay: Víctor Falcón
Cast: Pierina Carcelén, Fiorella
Díaz, Diego Lombardi, Óscar López
Arias, Teddy Guzmán
4. La faraona
Production: América Televisión-Efraín Aguilar
Direction: José Mercado
Screenplay: Rosa Gutiérrez, Óscar
Aybar
Cast: Alejandra Pascucci, Gerardo
Zamora, Natalia Salas, Sandro Monzante, Mayra Goñi
5. La que no podía amar
Production: Televisa-José Alberto
Castro
Direction: Salvador Garcini, Alejandro Gamboa
Screenplay: Ximena Suárez
Cast: Ana Brenda Contreras, Jorge
Salinas, José Ron, Julián Gil, Susana
González
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6. Solamente milagros (2nd season)
Production: América Televisión-César Arana Díaz
Direction: Jorge Tapia, Santiago
Vitteri
Screenplay: Rosa Gutiérrez
Cast: Jesús Aranda, Maricarmen
Pinedo, Julia Ruiz, Liliana Alegría,
Sandro Calderón (independent
chapters series; the cast changes
each chapter)
7. Gamarra
Production: Del Barrio Producciones-Michelle Alexander
Direction: Francisco Álvarez
Screenplay: Víctor Falcón, Eduardo
Adrianzén
Cast: Mario Ballón, Leslie Guillén,
Nikko Ponce, Fiorella Díaz, Lucho
Cáceres
8. La reina del sur
Production: Telemundo/RTI-Patricio Wills
Direction: Walter Doehner
Screenplay: Juan Marcos Blanco,
Valentina Párraga, Roberto Stopello
Cast: Kate del Castillo, Humberto
Zurita, Rafael Amaya, Iván Sánchez,
Cristina Urgel
9. Yo no me llamo Natacha (2nd
season)
Production: Del Barrio Producciones-Michelle Alexander
Direction: Francisco Álvarez
Screenplay: Víctor Falcón
Cast: Maricarmen Marín, Pierina
Carcelén, Oscar López-Arias, Christian Domínguez, Pold Gastelo

10. Corazón de fuego
Production: Grupo ATV-Rodolfo
Hoppe
Direction: Aldo Salvini
Screenplay: Kathy Cárdenas, Mariana Silva, Bruno Ascenzo, Natalia
Parodi
Cast: Natasha Klauss, Tiberio Cruz,
Sonia Oquendo, Alessandra Denegri, Joaquín de Orbegoso
PORTUGAL
1. Dancin’ Days
Director: Manuel Amaro da Costa
Screenwriter: Pedro Lopes (adapted from Gilberto Braga)
Cast: Joana Santos, Soraia Chaves,
Joana Ribeiro, Alexandre Sousa, Júlio César, Cristina Homem de Melo,
Albano Jerónimo, Sisley Dias
2. Louco Amor
Director: António Correia
Screenwriter: Tozé Martinho
Cast: Fernanda Serrano, Nicolau
Breyner, Luís Esparteiro, Mafalda
Luís de Castro, José Carlos Pereira
3. Doce Tentação
Director: António Borges Correia
Screenwriter: Sandra Santos
Cast: Diogo Amaral, Mariana
Monteiro, Pedro Lima, Cristovão
Campos, Jessica Athayde
4. Rosa Fogo
Director: Hugo Xavier
Screenwriter: Patrícia Müller
Cast: Cláudia Vieira, Rogério
Samora, José Fidalgo, Ângelo Rodrigues, Irene Cruz
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5. Remédio Santo
Director: Hugo de Sousa
Screenwriter: Antonio Barreira
Cast: Margarida Marinho, Adriano
Luz, Rita Pereira, Almeno Gonçalves, Sílvia Rizzo
6. Doida por ti
Director: Hugo de Sousa
Screenwriter: Maria João Mira
Cast: Sara Matos, Afonso Pimentel,
Vera Kolodzig, João Catarré
7. Morangos com açúcar IX: segue
o teu sonho
Director: Hugo de Sousa
Screenwriter: Casa da Criação
- Cláudia Sampaio, Irina Gomes,
Mafalda Ferreira, Marina Ribeiro,
Pedro Cavaleiro
Cast: Luís Garcia, Filipa Areosa,
Tiago Costa, Ana Bustorff, João
Cabral
8. Anjo Meu
Director: Artur Ribeiro
Screenwriter: Maria João Mira
Cast: Alexandra Lencastre, João
Reis, Paulo Pires, Manuela Couto,
Jose Wallenstein
9. Os compadres
Director: Ana Costa
Screenwriter: Nicolau Breyner
Cast: Nicolau Breyner, Ana Zanatti,
Fernando Mendes, Rosa do Canto
10. A família Mata
Director: Jorge Duarte Marecos
Screenwriter: SP Televisão – Ana
Lúcia Carvalho, Ana Morgado, João

Pupo, José Pinto Cameiro (adapted
from David Bermejo)
Cast: André Nunes, Maya Booth,
José Pedro Gomes, Rita Blanco,
Marco Horácio
URUGUAY
1. Insensato corazón
Production: Rede Globo
Direction: Dennis Carvalho, Vinícius Coimbra
Screenwriters: Gilberto Braga,
Ricardo Linhares
Cast: Glória Pires, Gabriel Braga
Nunes, Paola Oliveira, Eriberto
Leao, Deborah Secco, Camila
Pitanga
Year of production: 2010
2. Sos mi hombre
Production: Pol-ka
Direction: Martín Saban, Sebastián
Pivotto
Screenwriter: Leandro Calderone
Cast: Luciano Castro, Celeste Cid,
Gabriel Goity, Gonzalo Valenzuela,
Ludovico Di Santo, Eugenia Tobal,
Jimena Barón, Gimena Accardi, Lito
Cruz
Year of production: 2011/2012
3. Passione
Production: Rede Globo
Direction: Denise Saraceni
Screenwriter: Sílvio de Abreu
Cast: Fernanda Montenegro, Tony
Ramos, Mariana Ximenes, Reynaldo
Gianecchini
Year of production: 2010
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4. El astro
Production: Rede Globo
Direction: Mauro Mendonça Filho
Screenwriters: Alcides Nogueira,
Geraldo Carneiro
Cast: Rodrigo Lombardi, Carolina
Ferraz, Alinne Moraes, Thiago
Fragoso, Regina Duarte, Daniel
Filho, Humberto Martins, Juliana
Paes, Fernanda Rodrigues, Marco
Ricca, Henri Castelli, Tato Gabus
Mendes, Carolina Kasting, Guilhermina Guinle, Vera Zimmermann
Year of production: 2010

Charlotte, Eva Wilma, Monique
Alfradique
Year of production: 2011

5. Escrito en las estrellas
Production: Rede Globo
Direction: Ricardo Waddington,
Amora Mautner
Screenwriter: Elizabeth Jhin
Cast: Nathalia Dill, Jayme Matarazzo, Humberto Martins, Débora
Falabella, Zezé Polessa, Cássia Kis,
Carlos Vereza, André Gonçalves,
Gisele Fróes, Antonio Calloni, Carol
Castro, Carolina Kasting, Giovanna
Ewbank, Manuela do Monte, Jandira
Martini
Year of production: 2009/2010

8. Herederos de una venganza
Production: Pol-ka
Direction: Jorge Montero, Jorge
Bechara
Screenwriter: Leandro Calderone
Cast: Luciano Castro, Romina
Gaetani, Marcela Kloosterboer, Federico Amador, Benjamín Vicuña
Year of production: 2011/2012

6. Fina Estampa
Production: Rede Globo
Direction: Wolf Maya
Screenwriter: Aguinaldo Silva
Cast: Lilia Cabral, Christiane
Torloni, Dalton Vigh, Carolina
Dieckmann, Paulo Rocha, Malvino
Salvador, Júlia Lemmertz, Dan Stulbach, Marcelo Serrado, José Mayer,
Caio Castro, Adriana Birolli, Sophie

7. Cuchicheos
Original title: Ti-Ti-Ti
Production: Rede Globo
Direction: Jorge Fernando
Screenwriter: Maria Adelaide
Amaral
Cast: Murilo Benício, Alexandre
Borges, Cláudia Raia, Christiane
Torloni, Ísis Valverde, Giulia Gam
Year of production: 2010

9. Dulce amor
Production: L.C Acción Producciones
Direction: Mauro Scandolari, Hugo
Alejandro Moser
Screenwriters: Quique Estevanez,
Marcelo Nacci, Laura Barneix
Cast: Sebastián Estevanez, Juan
Darthés, Carina Zampini, Segundo
Cernadas, Laura Novoa, Georgina
Barbarossa, Arturo Bonín, María
Valenzuela, Calu Rivero, Mercedes
Oviedo
Year of production: 2011/2012
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10. Maltratadas
Production: Torneos y Competencias, INCAA’s funds. “Ficción
para todos”. First chapter filmed in
Uruguay, coproduced by Flor Latina
and Teledoce
Direction: Alberto Lechi
Screenwriters: Esther Feldman,
Alejandro Maci
Cast: Valentina Bassi, Soledad
Fandiño, Gonzalo Valenzuela, Facundo Espinosa, Carlos Santamaría,
María Ibarreta, Mirella Pascual, Augusto Mazzarelli, Diego Delgrossi
Year of production: 2010/2011
VENEZUELA
1. Mi ex me tiene ganas
Direction: Yuri Delgado
Screenplay: Martin Hahn
Cast: Daniela Alvarado, Luciano D’
Alessandro, Norkys Batista, Guillermo García, Winston Vallenilla,
Lilibeth Morillo, Jonathan Montenegro, Eileen Abad
2. Flor salvaje
Direction: Agustín Restrepo, Mario
Mitrotti
Screenplay: Laura Restrepo,
adapted from Perla Farías
Cast: Mónica Spear, Tony Dalton,
José Luis Resendez, Roberto Manrique, Norkys Batista, Pedro Palacio,
Carolina Gaitán, Maria Elisa Camargo, Gregorio Pernia, Juan Pablo
Raba, Geraldine Zivic
3. Válgame dios
Direction: José Alcalde
Screenplay: Mónica Montañez

Cast: Sabrina Seara, Eduardo Orozco, Ricardo Álamo, Carlota Sosa,
Flavia Gleske, Raquel Yánez
4. La casa de al lado
Direction: Luis Manzo, Ramiro
Schwarz
Screenplay: José Ignacio Valenzuela Guiraldes
Cast: Maritza Rodríguez, Gabriel
Porras, Catherine Siachoque, Miguel
Varoni, Jorge Luis Pila, Karla Monroig, David Chocarro
5. La traicionera
Direction: Lilo Vilaplana, Cecilia
Vásquez
Screenplay: Adrián Suar, Faber
Soto, Aura Niño, Rodrigo Holguín
Cast: Marianela González, Juan
Manuel Mendoza, Víctor Mallarino,
Ana Lucía Dominguez, Jorge Cárdenas, José Narváez, Vicky Hernández, Kristina Lilley, Silvia de Dios
6. Natalia del mar
Direction: Carlos Izquierdo
Screenplay: Alberto Gómez
Cast: Sabrina Salvador, Manuel
Sosa, Adrián Delgado, Juliet Lima,
Fedra López, Víctor Cámara,
Eduardo Serrano, Dora Mazzone,
Rosalinda Serfaty
7. Abismo de pasión
Direction: Armando Zafra, Manuel
Barajas
Screenplay: Caridad Bravo Adams,
adapted from Juan Carlos Alcalá
Cast: Angelique Boyer, David
Zepeda, Mark Tacher, Blanca
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Guerra, Sabine Moussier, Altair
Jarabo, Alejandro Camacho
8. La que no podía amar
Direction: Salvador Garcini, Alejandro Gamboa
Screenplay: Delia Fiallo, adapted
from Ximena Suárez
Cast: Ana Brenda Contreras, Jorge
Salinas, José Ron, Julián Gil, Susana González, Ana Bertha Espín,
Ana Martín, Mar Contreras, Jorge
Aravena

9. Emperatriz
Direction: Javier Patrón Fox, Carlos
Ángel Guerra
Screenplay: José Ignacio Cabrujas
Cast: Gabriela Spanic, Bernie Paz,
Adriana Louvier, Marimar Vega,
Omar Fierro, Martín Garza
10. Retrato de una mujer
Direction: Pepe Sánchez, Julio
César Romero
Screenplay: Mónica Agudelo
Cast: Katherine Vélez, Patrick Delmas, Vicky Hernández, Juan Pablo
Franco, Alejandro López, Sebastián
Caicedo

